ON TOPOLOGICAL CYCLIC HOMOLOGY
THOMAS NIKOLAUS AND PETER SCHOLZE
Abstract. Topological cyclic homology is a refinement of Connes’ cyclic homology which was introduced by Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen in 1993 as an approximation to algebraic K-theory. There is a trace map from algebraic K-theory to
topological cyclic homology, and a theorem of Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy asserts that this induces an equivalence of relative theories for nilpotent immersions,
which gives a way for computing K-theory in various situations. The construction
of topological cyclic homology is based on genuine equivariant homotopy theory,
the use of explicit point-set models, and the elaborate notion of a cyclotomic
spectrum.
The goal of this paper is to revisit this theory using only homotopy-invariant
notions. In particular, we give a new construction of topological cyclic homology.
This is based on a new definition of the ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra: We
define a cyclotomic spectrum to be a spectrum X with S 1 -action (in the most naive
sense) together with S 1 -equivariant maps ϕp : X → X tCp for all primes p. Here
X tCp = cofib(Nm : XhCp → X hCp ) is the Tate construction. On bounded below
spectra, we prove that this agrees with previous definitions. As a consequence,
we obtain a new and simple formula for topological cyclic homology.
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Introduction
This paper grew out of an attempt to understand how much information is stored
in topological cyclic homology, or more precisely in the cyclotomic spectrum calculating topological cyclic homology.
Let A be an associative and unital ring. The K-theory spectrum K(A) of A can
be defined as the group completion of the E∞ -monoid of finite projective A-modules.
This is an important invariant of A that is very hard to compute in practice. For
this reason, various approximations of K(A) have been studied, notably Connes’
cyclic homology HC(A), and its variant, negative cyclic homology HC− (A). These
are obtained from the Hochschild homology HH(A), which (if A is flat over Z) is
obtained as the geometric realization of the simplicial object
···

/// A ⊗ A ⊗ A
Z
Z
/
//

/ A ⊗Z A

// A .

In fact, this is a cyclic object in the sense of Connes, which essentially means that
there is a Z/nZ-action on the n-th term, which commutes in a suitable way with
the structure maps; here, this action is given by the obvious permutation of tensor
factors. On the geometric realization of a cyclic object, there is a natural continuous
action of the circle group T = S 1 , so T acts on the topological space HH(A). One can
also regard HH(A), via the Dold–Kan correspondence, as an object of the ∞-derived
category D(Z). One can then define cyclic homology as the homotopy orbits
HC(A) = HH(A)hT
taken in the ∞-derived category D(Z), and similarly negative cyclic homology as
the homotopy fixed points
HC− (A) = HH(A)hT
of the circle action.1 A calculation of Connes shows that if A is a smooth (commutative) Q-algebra, then HC− (A) is essentially given by de Rham cohomology of A.
In this way, HC− (A) can be regarded as a generalization of de Rham cohomology
to noncommutative rings.
The following important theorem is due to Goodwillie. To state it we consider
the object HC − (A) ∈ D(Z) as a generalized Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum.
1For a comparison with classical chain complex level definitions, cf. e.g. [Hoy15].
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Theorem 1.1 (Goodwillie, [Goo86]). There is a trace map
tr : K(A) → HC− (A) ,
which is functorial in A. If A → A is a surjection of associative and unital algebras
with nilpotent kernel, then the diagram
K(A)

/ HC− (A)




/ HC− (A)

K(A)

becomes homotopy cartesian after rationalization.
The trace map K(A) → HC− (A) is often referred to as the Goodwillie trace map;
the composite K(A) → HH(A) with the projection HC− (A) = HH(A)hT → HH(A)
was known before, and is called the Dennis trace map.
An important problem was to find a generalization of this theorem to the non
rational case. This was eventually solved through the development of topological
cyclic homology.
As it is more natural, we start from now on directly in the more general setting of
an associative and unital ring spectrum A, i.e. an E1 -algebra in the ∞-category of
spectra Sp in the language of [Lur16]. An example is given by Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra associated with usual associative and unital rings, but for the next step it is
important to switch into the category of spectra.
Namely, one looks at the topological Hochschild homology THH(A) of A, which
is given by the geometric realization of the simplicial object
···

/// A ⊗ A ⊗ A
S
S
/

//

/ A ⊗S A

// A .

Here, we write ⊗S for the symmetric monoidal tensor product of spectra, which
is sometimes also called the smash product; the base S ∈ Sp denotes the sphere
spectrum. Again, this simplicial object is actually a cyclic object, and so there is a
natural T-action on THH(A).
We remark that we have phrased the previous discussion in the ∞-category of
spectra, so we get THH(A) as a T-equivariant object in the ∞-category Sp, i.e. as an
object of the functor ∞-category Fun(BT, Sp), where BT ' CP ∞ is the topological
classifying space of T.
One could then define “topological negative cyclic homology” as
THC− (A) = THH(A)hT ;
we warn the reader that this is not a standard definition, but a close variant has
recently been investigated by Hesselholt, [Hes16]. There is a still a trace map
tr : K(A) → THC− (A), but the analogue of Theorem 1.1 does not hold true.
However, THC− (A) is interesting: If A is a smooth Fp -algebra, then THC− (A) is
essentially given by de Rham–Witt cohomology of A over Fp . This fact is related to
computations of Hesselholt, [Hes96], but in a more precise form it is part of work in
progress of Bhatt, Morrow, and the second author.
It was an insight of Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen, [BHM93], how to correct this.
Their definition of topological cyclic homology TC(A),2 however, requires us to lift
2We warn the novice in the theory that topological cyclic homology does not relate to topological
Hochschild homology in the same way that cyclic homology relates to Hochschild homology; rather,
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the previous discussion to a 1-categorical level first. Namely, we use the symmetric
monoidal 1-category of orthogonal spectra SpO , cf. Definition II.2.1 below. We
denote the symmetric monoidal tensor product in this category by ∧ and refer to it
as the smash product, as in this 1-categorical model it is closely related to the smash
product of pointed spaces. It is known that any E1 -algebra in Sp can be lifted to
e In this case, we can
an associative and unital ring in SpO , and we fix such a lift A.
form the cyclic object
···

/// A
e∧A
e
/ e∧A

e∧A
e
/// A

// A
e,

e in the 1-category
whose geometric realization defines a T-equivariant object THH(A)
3
O
Sp . The crucial observation now is that this contains a wealth of information.
In fact, Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen use a slightly different cyclic object, called
the Bökstedt construction; i.e., they are using a different 1-categorical model for
the smash product, cf. Definition III.4.3 below.4 The relation between these constructions is the subject of current investigations, and we refer to [ABG+ 14c] and
e
[DMP+ 17] for a discussion of this point. In the following, we denote by THH(A)
the realization of the cyclic object defined through the Bökstedt construction.
Now the surprising statement is that for any n ≥ 1, the point-set fixed points
e Cn ∈ SpO
THH(A)
under the cyclic subgroup Cn ⊆ T of order n, are well-defined in the sense that
e → A
e0 induces a homotopy equivalence THH(A)
e Cn →
a homotopy equivalence A
e0 )Cn .5 If n = p is prime, this follows from the existence of a natural cofiber
THH(A
sequence
e ,
e Cp → ΦCp THH(A)
e hC → THH(A)
THH(A)
p
where ΦCp denotes the so-called geometric fixed points, and a natural T-equivariant
equivalence
'
e −→
e ,
Φp : ΦCp THH(A)
THH(A)
e This leads to the statement that THH(A)
e
which is a special property of THH(A).
is an orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum, which is a T-equivariant object X of SpO
together with commuting T-equivariant equivalences
'

Φp : ΦCp X −→ X ,
cf. Definition II.3.6. Here, on the left-hand side, there is a natural action of T/Cp ,
which we identify with T via the p-th power map. The above construction gives a
functor
e 7→ (THH(A),
e (Φp )p∈P ) : Alg(SpO ) → CycSpO
A
from associative and unital rings in SpO to the category of orthogonal cyclotomic
spectra CycSpO . Here and in the following, P denotes the set of primes. Defining a
topological cyclic homology is an improved version of “topological negative cyclic homology” taking
into account extra structure.
3We need to assume here that A is cofibrant, otherwise the smash products need to be derived.
4With this modification, one does not need to assume that A is cofibrant, only a very mild
condition on basepoints (see Lemma III.5.2).
5For this statement, it is necessary to use the Bökstedt construction; a priori, there is no reason
that the Cn -fixed points have any homotopy invariant meaning, and different constructions can
lead to different Cn -fixed points. Additionally one has to impose further point-set conditions on A,
cf. [LRRV17, Definition 4.7 and Theorem 8.1], or derive the fixed points functor.
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suitable notion of weak equivalences of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra, this functor
factors over the ∞-category of E1 -algebras in Sp, and we denote this functor by
A 7→ (THH(A), (Φp )p ) : AlgE1 (Sp) → CycSpgen ,
where CycSpgen denotes the ∞-category obtained from CycSpO by inverting weak
equivalences; we refer to objects of CycSpgen as genuine cyclotomic spectra.
One possible definition for the topological cyclic homology TC(A) is now as the
mapping space
TC(A) = MapCycSpgen ((S, (Φp )p∈P ), (THH(A), (Φp )p∈P ))
in the ∞-category CycSpgen , where (S, (Φp )p∈P ) denotes the cyclotomic sphere spectrum (obtained for example as THH(S)); in fact, this mapping space refines naturally
e Cn for varying
to a spectrum.6 A more explicit definition directly in terms of THH(A)
n was given by Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen; we refer to Section II.4 for the definition.
We remark that there is a natural map
TC(A) → THC− (A) = THH(A)hT
which comes from a forgetful functor from CycSpgen to the ∞-category of T-equivariant objects in Sp.
Finally, we can state the analogue of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 1.2 (Dundas–Goodwillie–McCarthy, [DGM13]). There is a trace map
tr : K(A) → TC(A) ,
called the cyclotomic trace map, functorial in A. If A → A is a map of connective
associative and unital algebras in Sp such that π0 A → π0 A has nilpotent kernel, then
K(A)

/ TC(A)




/ TC(A)

K(A)
is homotopy cartesian.

Despite the elegance of this definition, it is hard to unravel exactly how much
information is stored in the cyclotomic spectrum (THH(A), (Φp )p ), and what its
homotopy invariant meaning is. Note that for applications, one usually assumes
that A is connective, as only then Theorem 1.2 applies. In the connective case, it
turns out that one can completely understand all the structure.
Definition 1.3. A cyclotomic spectrum is a T-equivariant object X in the ∞category Sp together with T/Cp ∼
= T-equivariant maps ϕp : X → X tCp for all primes
p. Let CycSp denote the ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra.
Here,
Nm

X tCp = cofib(XhCp −−→ X hCp )
denotes the Tate construction. Note that if (X, (Φp )p∈P ) is a genuine cyclotomic
spectrum, then X endowed with the maps
ϕp : X ' ΦCp X → X tCp
6This mapping spectrum TC(A) is equivalent to Goodwillie’s integral TC, see Remark II.6.10.
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is a cyclotomic spectrum, using the natural maps ΦCp X → X tCp fitting into the
diagram
XhCp

/ X Cp

/ Φ Cp X

XhCp


/ X hCp


/ X tCp .

Note that contrary to the case of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra, we do not ask for
any compatibility between the maps ϕp for different primes p.
Our main theorem is the following.
Theorem 1.4. The forgetful functor CycSpgen → CycSp is an equivalence of ∞categories when restricted to the full subcategories of bounded below spectra.
In particular, we get the following alternative formula for TC(A).
Corollary 1.5. For any connective ring spectrum A ∈ AlgE1 (Sp), there is a natural
fiber sequence
Q
hT

TC(A) → THH(A)

hT
p∈P (ϕp −can)

−−−−−−−−−−→

Y

(THH(A)tCp )hT ,

p∈P

where
can : THH(A)hT ' (THH(A)hCp )h(T/Cp ) = (THH(A)hCp )hT → (THH(A)tCp )hT
denotes the canonical projection, using the isomorphism T/Cp ∼
= T in the middle
identification.
In particular, after p-completion,
TC(A)∧
p


' Eq THH(A)hT

ϕhT
p
can

// (THH(A)tCp )hT

∧
p

.

In fact, cf. Lemma II.4.2, the termQ(THH(A)tCp )hT can be identified with the
p-completion of THH(A)tT , and thus p (THH(A)tCp )hT can be identified with the
profinite completion of THH(A)tT .
Intuitively, Theorem 1.4 says that the only extra structure present on THH(A)
besides its T-action is a Frobenius for every prime p. If p is invertible on A, this is actually no datum, as then THH(A)tCp = 0. For example, if A is a smooth Fp -algebra,
we see that the only extra structure on THH(A) besides the T-action is a Frobenius ϕp . Recall that THH(A) with its T-action gave rise to THC− (A), which was
essentially the de Rham–Witt cohomology of A. Then the extra structure amounts
to the Frobenius on de Rham–Witt cohomology. Under these interpretations, the
formula for TC(A) above closely resembles the definition of syntomic cohomology,
cf. [FM87]. We note that the analogy between TC and syntomic cohomology has
been known, and pursued for example by Kaledin, [Kal13], [Kal10]. As explained to
us by Kaledin, our main theorem is closely related to his results relating cyclotomic
complexes and filtered Dieudonné modules.
By Theorem 1.4, the information stored in the genuine cyclotomic spectrum
(THH(A), (Φp )p ) can be characterized explicitly. In order for this to be useful,
however, we need to give a direct construction of this information. In other words,
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for A ∈ AlgE1 (Sp), we have to define directly a T/Cp ∼
= T-equivariant Frobenius
map
ϕp : THH(A) → THH(A)tCp .
Let us discuss this for simplicity for p = 2. Note that by definition, the left-hand
side is the realization of the cyclic spectrum
C2

···


/ A ⊗S A
//

// A .

By simplicial subdivision, the right-hand side is given by −tC2 applied to the geometric realization of the Λop
2 -spectrum starting with
C4

···

C2


// A ⊗ A ⊗ A ⊗ A
S
S
S
//


// A ⊗S A ;

//

//

op
here, Λop
2 denotes a certain category lying over the cyclic category Λ . We will in
op
fact construct a map from the Λ -spectrum
C2


/// A ⊗S A

···

// A

towards the Λop -spectrum starting with
C2

···

/// (A ⊗S A ⊗S A ⊗S A)tC2

// (A ⊗ A)tC2 .
S

Here, the number of arrows has reduced (corresponding to factorization over the
op
projection Λop
2 → Λ ), as some arrows become canonically equal after applying
−tC2 . Constructing such a map is enough, as the geometric realization of this Λop spectrum maps canonically towards THH(A)tC2 (but the map is not an equivalence),
as the geometric realization is a colimit.
We see that for the construction of the map ϕ2 , we need to construct a map
A → (A ⊗S A)tC2 ;
this will induce the other maps by the use of suitable symmetric monoidal structures.
This is answered by our second theorem. In the statement, we use that X 7→ X tCp
is a lax symmetric monoidal functor, which we prove in Theorem I.3.1.
Theorem 1.6. For a prime p, consider the lax symmetric monoidal functor
Tp : Sp → Sp : X 7→ (X ⊗S . . . ⊗S X )tCp ,
{z
}
|
p factors

where Cp acts by cyclic permutation of the p factors. Then Tp is exact, and there is
a unique lax symmetric monoidal transformation
∆p : id → Tp : X → (X ⊗S . . . ⊗S X)tCp .
Moreover, if X is bounded below, i.e. there is some n ∈ Z such that πi X = 0 for
i < n, then the map
X → Tp (X) = (X ⊗S . . . ⊗S X)tCp
identifies Tp (X) with the p-completion of X.
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This is related to results of Lunøe-Nielsen–Rognes, [LNR12]. They call the functor
Tp the topological Singer construction, and they prove the second part of the theorem
when X is in addition of finite type. Note that the second part of the theorem is a
generalization of the Segal conjecture for the group Cp (proved by Lin, [Lin80], and
Gunawardena, [Gun80]) which states that StCp is equivalent to the p-completion of
the sphere spectrum S.
Finally, let us give a summary of the contents of the different chapters; we refer to
the individual introductions to the chapters for more details. In Chapter 1, we prove
basic results about the Tate construction. Next, in Chapter 2, we prove Theorem 1.4.
In Chapter 3, we discuss the cyclotomic spectrum THH(A). In the final Chapter 4,
we discuss various examples from the point of view of this paper.
Moreover, there are three appendices. In Appendix S, we review some facts
about symmetric monoidal ∞-categories that we use. Most importantly, we prove
that for a symmetric monoidal model category M with associated ∞-category C =
N (M)[W −1 ], the ∞-category C is again symmetric monoidal, and the localization
functor N (M) → C is lax symmetric monoidal (and symmetric monoidal when
restricted to cofibrant objects), cf. Theorem A.7. We deduce this from a general
functoriality assertion for the Dwyer–Kan localization, which seems to be new. In
Appendix T, we recall some basic results about Connes’ cyclic category Λ, and
related combinatorial categories, as well as the geometric realization of cyclic spaces.
Finally, in Appendix U we summarize some facts about homotopy colimits in various
categories of spaces and spectra.
The reader who is only interested in the ∞-categorical approach to THH can find
this in Sections III.1 – III.3, with a heavily simplified construction for E∞ -algebras
in Section IV.2. Some required background can be found in Chapter I and Section
II.1, and examples of the machinery in Sections IV.3 and IV.4.
Acknowledgements: We thank Tobias Barthel, David Gepner, John Greenlees, Lars Hesselholt, Mike Hopkins, Dmitry Kaledin, Jacob Lurie, Wolfgang Lück,
Akhil Mathew, Matthew Morrow, Irakli Patchkoria, Charles Rezk, John Rognes,
Steffen Sagave, Peter Teichner and Marco Varisco for fruitful discussions and help
concerning different aspects of this project. Moreover, we thank Tobias Barthel,
Vladimir Hinich, Akhil Mathew, Irakli Patchkoria, Steffen Sagave and Peter Teichner for comments on a draft. This work was started while the second author was a
Clay Research Fellow.

CHAPTER 1

The Tate construction
Recall that if G is a finite group acting on an abelian group M , then the Tate
b i (G, M ) is defined by splicing together cohomology and homology.
cohomology H
b i (G, M ) = H i (G, M ) if i > 0, H
b i−1 (G, M ) = H−i (G, M ) if i < 0,
More precisely, H
and there is an exact sequence
b −1 (G, M ) → MG Nm
b 0 (G, M ) → 0 .
0→H
−→G M G → H
Our goal in this chapter is to discuss the ∞-categorical analogue of this construction.
In Section I.1 we recall the norm map NmG : XhG → X hG defined for any finite
group G acting on a spectrum X, following the presentation of Lurie, [Lur16, Section
6.1.6]. Using this, we can define the Tate construction X tG = cofib(NmG : XhG →
X hG ). In Section I.2, we prove a very concrete result about the vanishing of the
Tate construction which is the essential computational input into Theorem 1.4. In
Section I.3, we prove that the Tate construction is lax symmetric monoidal, which is
required for many arguments later. This is a classical fact, however all constructions
of this lax symmetric monoidal structure that we know use some form of genuine
equivariant homotopy theory. By contrast, our construction is direct, and moreover
proves that the lax symmetric monoidal structure is unique (and therefore necessarily
agrees with other constructions). The argument uses Verdier quotients of stable
∞-categories, and we prove some basic results about them in Theorem I.3.3 and
Theorem I.3.6, amplifying the discussion in [BGT13, Section 5]. In Section I.4, we
use these ideas to construct norm maps in much greater generality, following ideas
of Klein, [Kle01], and verify that the resulting Tate constructions, classically known
as Farrell–Tate cohomology, are again lax symmetric monoidal in many cases. This
is used later only in the case of the circle T.
I.1. The Tate construction for finite groups
We start with some brief recollections on norm maps in ∞-categorical situations. For this, we follow closely [Lur16, Section 6.1.6]. The following classes of
∞-categories will be relevant to us.
Definition I.1.1. Let C be an ∞-category.
(i) The ∞-category C is pointed if it admits an object which is both initial and final;
such objects are called zero objects.
(ii) The ∞-category C is preadditive if it is pointed, finite products and finite coproducts exist, and for any two objects X, Y ∈ C, the map


idX
0
:X tY →X ×Y
0 idY
is an equivalence. Here, 0 ∈ HomC (X, Y ) denotes the composition X → 0 → Y for
any zero object 0 ∈ C.
9
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∼ X × Y . If C is preadditive, then
If C is preadditive, we write X ⊕ Y for X t Y =
π0 HomC (X, Y ) acquires the structure of a commutative monoid for all X, Y ∈ C.
(iii) The ∞-category C is additive if it is preadditive and π0 HomC (X, Y ) is a group
for all X, Y ∈ C.
(iv) The ∞-category C is stable if it is additive, all finite limits and colimits exist,
and the loop functor Ω : C → C : X 7→ 0 ×X 0 is an equivalence.
We refer to [Lur16, Chapter 1] for an extensive discussion of stable ∞-categories.
These notions are also discussed in [GGN15]. Note that in [Lur16, Section 6.1.6],
Lurie uses the term semiadditive in place of preadditive.
Definition I.1.2. Let G be a group, and C an ∞-category. A G-equivariant object
in C is a functor BG → C, where BG is a fixed classifying space for G. More
precisely, the ∞-category C BG of G-equivariant objects in C is the functor ∞-category
Fun(BG, C).
Remark I.1.3. We are tempted to write C G in place of C BG , which is closer to
standard usage by algebraists. However, this leads to conflicts with the notation C X
for a general Kan complex X that we will use momentarily. This conflict is related
to the fact that algebraists write H ∗ (G, M ) for group cohomology of G acting on a
G-module M , where topologists would rather write H ∗ (BG, M ).
Remark I.1.4. Applying this definition in the case of the ∞-category of spectra
C = Sp, one gets a notion of G-equivariant spectrum. This notion is different from
the notions usually considered in equivariant stable homotopy theory,7 and we discuss
their relation in Section II.2 below. To avoid possible confusion, we will refer to Gequivariant objects in Sp as spectra with G-action instead of G-equivariant spectra.
Definition I.1.5. Let G be a group, and C an ∞-category.
(i) Assume that C admits all colimits indexed by BG. The homotopy orbits
functor is given by
−hG : C BG → C : (F : BG → C) 7→ colimBG F .
(ii) Assume that C admits all limits indexed by BG. The homotopy fixed points
functor is given by
−hG : C BG → C : (F : BG → C) 7→ limBG F .
Remark I.1.6. Note that in the setting of Definition I.1.5 it might be tempting
to drop the word ‘’homotopy”, i.e. to refer to these objects as “orbits” and “fixed
points” and denote them by −G and −G since in an ∞-categorical setting this is
the only thing that makes sense. However, later in the paper we will need some
elements of equivariant homotopy theory, so that there is another spectrum referred
to as “fixed points”. In order to avoid confusion we use the prefix “homotopy”.
Now assume that G is finite, and that C is a sufficiently nice ∞-category, in a
sense that will be made precise as we go along. We want to construct a norm map
NmG : XhG → X hG
as a natural transformation of functors −hG → −hG : C BG → C. The construction
will be carried out in several steps.
7It is even more naive than what is usually called naive.
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For any Kan complex X, let C X = Fun(X, C) be the functor ∞-category. For
any map f : X → Y of Kan complexes, there is a pullback functor f ∗ : C Y =
Fun(Y, C) → Fun(X, C) = C X . We denote the left, resp. right, adjoint of f ∗ by f! ,
resp. f∗ , if it exists. In light of [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.3.7], we will also refer to f! ,
resp. f∗ , as the left, resp. right, Kan extension along f : X → Y .
As an example, note that if f : BG → ∗ is the projection to a point, then the
resulting functors f! , f∗ : C BG → C are given by −hG and −hG , respectively.
We will often use the following construction, where we make the implicit assumption that all functors are defined, i.e. that C has sufficiently many (co)limits.
Construction I.1.7. Let f : X → Y be a map of Kan complexes, and let δ : X →
X ×Y X be the diagonal. Assume that there is a natural transformation
Nmδ : δ! → δ∗
of functors C X → C X×Y X , and that Nmδ is an equivalence.
Let p0 , p1 : X ×Y X → X denote the projections onto the first and second factor.
We get a natural transformation
p∗0

→

δ∗ δ ∗ p∗0

∼
= δ∗

Nm−1
δ

' δ! ∼
= δ! δ ∗ p∗1 → p∗1 ,

and by adjunction a map idC X → p0∗ p∗1 . Now consider the diagram
X ×Y X
p1



X

p0

/X
f

f


/ Y.

By [Lur16, Lemma 6.1.6.3], cf. [Lur16, Definition 4.7.5.13] for the definition of right
adjointable diagrams, the natural transformation f ∗ f∗ → p0∗ p∗1 is an equivalence.
We get a natural transformation idC X → f ∗ f∗ of functors C X → C X , which is adjoint
to a natural transformation f! → f∗ of functors C X → C.
Recall that a map f : X → Y of Kan complexes is (−1)-truncated if all fibers of f
are either empty or contractible.8 Equivalently, δ : X → X ×Y X is an equivalence.
In this case, Nmδ exists tautologically.
Lemma I.1.8 ([Lur16, Proposition 6.1.6.7]). If C is a pointed ∞-category, then the
functors f! , f∗ exist for all (−1)-truncated maps f : X → Y , and Nmf : f! → f∗ is
an equivalence.

Thus, if C is pointed, we can now play the game for 0-truncated maps f : X → Y ,
as then δ : X → X ×Y X is (−1)-truncated, and so Nmδ exists and is an equivalence.
We say that a 0-truncated map f : X → Y has finite fibers if all fibers of f are
equivalent to finite sets.
Lemma I.1.9 ([Lur16, Proposition 6.1.6.12]). If C is a preadditive ∞-category, then
the functors f! , f∗ exist for all 0-truncated maps f : X → Y with finite fibers, and
Nmf : f! → f∗ is an equivalence.

8Here and in the following, all fibers of maps of Kan complexes are understood to be homotopy
fibers.
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Therefore, if C is preadditive, we can go one step further, and pass to 1-truncated
maps f : X → Y . We say that a 1-truncated map f : X → Y is a relative
finite groupoid if all fibers of f have finitely many connected components, and each
connected component is the classifying space of a finite group. Note that if f : X →
Y is a relative finite groupoid, then δ : X → X ×Y X is a 0-truncated map with
finite fibers.
Definition I.1.10. Let C be a preadditive ∞-category which admits limits and colimits indexed by classifying spaces of finite groups. Let f : X → Y be a map of Kan
complexes which is a relative finite groupoid. The norm map
Nmf : f! → f∗
is the natural transformation of functors C X → C Y given by Construction I.1.7.
Example I.1.11. Let C be a preadditive ∞-category which admits limits and colimits indexed by BG for some finite group G. Applying the previous definition in
the special case of the projection f : BG → ∗, we get a natural transformation
NmG : XhG → X hG
of functors C BG → C.
Example I.1.12. Let C be a preadditive ∞-category which admits limits and colimits indexed by BG for some finite group G. Assume that G is a normal subgroup
of some (topological) group H. In this case, for any H-equivariant object X ∈ C BH ,
the G-homotopy orbits and G-homotopy fixed points acquire a remaining H/Gaction. More precisely, consider the projection f : BH → B(H/G). Then, by
[Lur16, Proposition 6.1.6.3], the functors
f! , f∗ : C BH → C B(H/G)
sit in commutative diagrams
C BH


C BG

f!

/ C B(H/G)

C BH


/C

C BG

−hG



f∗

/ C B(H/G)

−hG


/ C,

where the vertical functors are the forgetful functors. By abuse of notation, we
sometimes denote these functors simply by
−hG , −hG : C BH → C B(H/G) .
We claim that in this situation, the natural transformation NmG : −hG → −hG of
functors C BG → C refines to a natural transformation Nmf : f! → f∗ of functors
C BH → C B(H/G) , i.e. NmG is H/G-equivariant. Indeed, Nmf is a special case of
Definition I.1.10.
Definition I.1.13. Let C be a stable ∞-category which admits all limits and colimits
indexed by BG for some finite group G. The Tate construction is the functor
−tG : C BG → C : X 7→ cofib(NmG : XhG → X hG ) .
If G is a normal subgroup of a (topological) group H, we also write −tG for the
functor
−tG : C BH → C B(H/G) : X 7→ cofib(Nmf : f! X → f∗ X) ,
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where f : BH → B(H/G) denotes the projection.
We will use this definition in particular in the case where C = Sp is the ∞category of spectra. More generally, one can apply it to the ∞-category R − Mod
of module spectra over any associative ring spectrum R ∈ Alg(Sp); this includes the
case of the ∞-derived category of S-modules for some usual associative ring S by
taking R = HS. However, limits and colimits in R − Mod are compatible with the
forgetful functor R − Mod → Sp, as are the norm maps, so that the resulting Tate
constructions are also compatible.
If one takes the Tate spectrum of an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HM for a Gmodule M then one gets back classical Tate cohomology, more precisely πi (HM tG ) ∼
=
−i
∗
±1
∼
b
b
H (G, M ). As an example we have H (Cp , Z) = Fp [t ] with t of degree 2. We see
in this example that there is a natural ring structure on Tate (co)homology. This is
in fact a general phenomenon, which is encoded in the statement that the functor
−tG : SpBG → Sp
admits a canonical lax symmetric monoidal structure. We will discuss this further
below in Section I.3. For now, we will ignore all multiplicative structure.
I.2. The Tate Orbit Lemma
In this section, we prove the key lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.4, which we
call the Tate orbit lemma. Let X be a spectrum with a Cp2 -action for a prime p.
The homotopy orbits XhCp and the homotopy fixed points X hCp have a remaining
Cp2 /Cp -action which allows us to take Tate spectra.
Lemma I.2.1 (Tate orbit lemma). Let X be a spectrum with a Cp2 -action. Assume
that X is bounded below, i.e. there exists some n ∈ Z such that πi (X) = 0 for i < n.
Then
(XhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0.
Lemma I.2.2 (Tate fixpoint lemma). Assume that X is bounded above, i.e. there
exists some n ∈ Z such that πi (X) = 0 for i > n. Then
(X hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0.
Example I.2.3. We give some examples to show that neither the Tate orbit lemma
nor the Tate fixpoint lemma are satisfied for all spectra.9
(i) For the sphere spectrum S with trivial Cp2 -action we claim that (ShCp )tCp2 /Cp is
equivalent to the p-completion of the sphere spectrum. In particular, it is nontrivial
and S does not satisfy the conclusion of the Tate fixpoint lemma.
To see this, note that there is a fiber sequence
ShCp → ShCp → StCp ,
∼ S∧ is the p-completion of the
and it follows from the Segal conjecture that StCp =
p
sphere spectrum, cf. Remark III.1.6 below. Since the map S → StCp that leads
to this equivalence is equivariant for the trivial action on the source (cf. Example
t(Cp2 /Cp )
9One can, however, check that they hold for all chain complexes, as then both (X
hCp )

and (X hCp )

t(Cp2 /Cp )

are modules over the E∞ -ring spectrum (HZhCp )

t(Cp2 /Cp )

' 0.
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II.1.2 (ii)) it follows that the residual Cp2 /Cp -action on StCp is trivial. Applying
−t(Cp2 /Cp ) to the displayed fiber sequence, we get a fiber sequence
t(Cp2 /Cp )
(ShCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) → (ShCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) → (S∧
.
p)

Here, the first term is 0 by Lemma I.2.1. The last term is given by
t(Cp2 /Cp )
tCp ∼ tCp ∼ ∧
= (S∧
(S∧
= Sp ,
=S
p)
p)

using Lemma I.2.9 in the middle identification, and the Segal conjecture in the last
identification. Thus, we see that
(ShCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ∼
= S∧
p ,
as desired.
(ii) Dualizing the previous example, one can check that the Anderson dual of the
sphere spectrum does not satisfy the Tate orbit lemma. We leave the details to the
reader.
(iii) Let X = KU be periodic complex K-theory with trivial Cp2 -action. We claim
that X does not satisfy the Tate orbit lemma. We will prove in Lemma II.4.1 below
that for every spectrum X that satisfies the Tate orbit lemma, we get an equivalence
(X tCp )h(Cp2 /Cp ) ' X tCp2 . We now check that this cannot be the case for X = KU.
First, we compute that

π∗ (KUtCp ) ∼
= KU∗ ((x))/[p](x) ∼
= KU∗ ((x))/ (x − 1)p − 1
where we have used a well known formula for Tate spectra of complex oriented
cohomology theories, see e.g. [GM95, Proposition 3.20] or [AMS98, Section 2]. This
is a rational spectrum as one can see by a direct computation. The homotopy groups
are given by the cyclotomic field Qp (ζp ) in even degrees and 0 in odd degrees. The
remaining Cp2 /Cp -action on this spectrum extends to a T/Cp -action. This implies
that it acts trivially on homotopy groups. Since we are in a rational situation this
implies that taking further homotopy fixed points does not have any effect, i.e.
π∗ ((KUtCp )h(Cp2 /Cp ) ) = KU∗ ⊗ Qp (ζp )
The Tate-spectrum for the Cp2 -action on the other hand has homotopy groups
π∗ (KUtCp2 ) ∼
= KU∗ ((x))/[p2 ](x)
2

The p2 -series of the multiplicative group law is given by [p2 ](x) = (x − 1)p − 1. This
2
spectrum is again rational, as in this ring xp is divisible by p, so that inverting x
also inverts p. In fact, one computes that
π∗ (KUtCp2 ) = KU∗ ⊗ (Qp (ζp ) ⊕ Qp (ζp2 ))
But the homotopy groups of this spectrum have a different dimension over Qp than
the homotopy groups of (KUtCp )h(Cp2 /Cp ) . Thus we get that (KUtCp )h(Cp2 /Cp ) 6'
KUtCp2 . Therefore KU with trivial Cp2 -action does not satisfy the Tate orbit lemma.
We try to keep our proof of Lemma I.2.1 and Lemma I.2.2 as elementary as
possible; in particular, we want to avoid the use of homotopy coherent multiplicative
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structures. If one is willing to use the multiplicativity of the Tate construction (see
Section I.3), one can give a shorter proof.10
The following lemma is the key computation in the proof of Lemma I.2.1 and
Lemma I.2.2.
Lemma I.2.4. Let X = HFp with trivial Cp2 -action. For any integer i ≥ 0, we
have
(τ[2i,2i+1] XhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0 , (τ[−2i−1,−2i] X hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0 .
Moreover, X satisfies the conclusion of Lemma I.2.1 and Lemma I.2.2.
Proof. In the proof, we use freely the computation of H i (Cp , Fp ) = Hi (Cp , Fp ) = Fp ,
the ring structure on cohomology, and the module structure on homology, as well as
the similar results for Cp2 .
We start with the following vanishing result.
Lemma I.2.5. Let A ∈ D(Fp )BCp be a Cp -equivariant chain complex of Fp -vector
space whose only nonzero cohomology groups are H 0 (A, Fp ) = H 1 (A, Fp ) = Fp , with
(necessarily) trivial Cp -action. Assume that A corresponds to a nonzero class in
π0 MapD(Fp )BCp (Fp [−1], Fp [1]) = H 2 (Cp , Fp ) = Fp .
Then AtCp ' 0.
Proof. We note that there is a unique A up to isomorphism with the given properties.
Consider the complex
γ−1

B : Fp [Cp ] −→ Fp [Cp ] ,
where γ acts by the cyclic permutation action on Cp . The Cp -action on B is given by
the regular representation Fp [Cp ] in both degrees. One checks directly that the only
nonzero cohomology groups of B are H 0 (B, Fp ) = H 1 (B, Fp ) = Fp , and B tCp ' 0,
as Fp [Cp ]tCp ' 0 because Fp [Cp ] is an induced Cp -module. In particular, B must
tC
correspond to a nonzero class in H 2 (Cp , Fp ), as otherwise B tCp ' Fp p ⊕Fp [−1]tCp 6=
0. Thus, A ' B, and AtCp ' B tCp ' 0.

hC

Now take A = τ[2i,2i+1] Fp,hCp [−2i − 1] respectively A = τ[−2i−1,−2i] Fp p [2i]. By
the usual computation of H i (Cp , Fp ) = Fp and Hi (Cp , Fp ) = Fp , we see that the
only nonzero cohomology groups of A are given by H 0 (A, Fp ) = H 1 (A, Fp ) = Fp . It
remains to see that A is not Cp2 /Cp -equivariantly split.
Note that there is class α ∈ H2i+1 (Cp2 , Fp ) = Fp respectively α ∈ H 2i (Cp2 , Fp ) =
Fp which projects onto a generator of H2i+1 (Cp , Fp ) respectively H 2i (Cp , Fp ). Cap
respectively cup product with α induces a Cp2 /Cp -equivariant equivalence
hCp

τ[−1,0] Fp

'A.

hC

Thus, it suffices to prove that τ[−1,0] Fp p is not Cp2 /Cp -equivariantly split.
Now we look at the contributions in total degree 1 to the E2 -spectral sequence
H i (Cp2 /Cp , H j (Cp , Fp )) ⇒ H i+j (Cp2 , Fp ) .
10Indeed, as below, one reduces the problem to Eilenberg–MacLane spectra X, in which case both
t(C

/C )

t(C

/C )

t(Cp2 /Cp )

(XhCp ) p2 p and (X hCp ) p2 p are modules over the E∞ -ring spectrum (HZhCp )
t(C /C )
Thus, it suffices to see that (HZhCp ) p2 p ' 0, which follows from half of Lemma I.2.7.

.
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hCp

If τ[−1,0] Fp

is Cp2 /Cp -equivariantly split, the differential
H 0 (Cp2 /Cp , H 1 (Cp , Fp )) → H 2 (Cp2 /Cp , H 0 (Cp , Fp ))

is zero, which implies that both
H 0 (Cp2 /Cp , H 1 (Cp , Fp )) = Fp , H 1 (Cp2 /Cp , H 0 (Cp , Fp )) = Fp
survive the spectral sequence, which would imply that H 1 (Cp2 , Fp ) ∼
= F2p . However,
1
H (Cp2 , Fp ) ∼
= Fp is 1-dimensional, which is a contradiction.
It remains to prove the last sentence of the lemma. Note that by splicing together
the result for different i, we see that for all i ≥ 0,
(τ≤2i+1 XhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0 , (τ≥−2i−1 X hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0 .
Now the result follows from the convergence lemma below.



Lemma I.2.6. Let Y be a spectrum with G-action for some finite group G.
(i) The natural maps
Y hG → limn (τ≤n Y )hG ,
YhG → limn (τ≤n Y )hG ,
Y tG → limn (τ≤n Y )tG
are equivalences.
(ii) The natural maps
colimn (τ≥−n Y )hG → Y hG ,
colimn (τ≥−n Y )hG → YhG ,
colimn (τ≥−n Y )tG → Y tG
are equivalences.
Proof. In the first part, the result for −hG is clear as limits commute with limits. It
remains to prove the result for −hG , as then the case of −tG follows by passing to
the cofiber. But for any n, the map
YhG → (τ≤n Y )hG
is n-connected, as Y → τ≤n Y is n-connected and taking homotopy orbits only
increases connectivity. Passing to the limit n → ∞ gives the result. The second
part follows in the same way.

Lemma I.2.7. Let M be an abelian group with Cp2 -action, and let X = HM be the
corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with Cp2 -action. Then X satisfies the
conclusion of Lemma I.2.1 and Lemma I.2.2.
Proof. We start with the Tate fixpoint lemma. First, observe that the functor taking
an abelian group M with Cp2 -action to
(HM hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) = cofib((HM hCp )h(Cp2 /Cp ) → HM hCp2 )
commutes with filtered colimits. Indeed, it suffices to check this for the functors
sending M to HM hCp and HM hCp2 (as homotopy orbits and cofibers are colimits
and thus commute with all colimits), where it is the observation that group cohomology H i (Cp , M ) and H i (Cp2 , M ) commutes with filtered colimits.
Thus, we can assume that M is a finitely generated abelian group. We can also
assume that M is torsion-free, by resolving M by a 2-term complex of torsion-free
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abelian groups with Cp2 -action. Now M/p is a finite-dimensional Fp -vector space
with Cp2 -action. As Cp2 is a p-group, it follows that M/p is a successive extension of Fp with trivial Cp2 -action. Thus, M/p satisfies the Tate fixpoint lemma
by Lemma I.2.4. It follows that multiplication by p induces an automorphism of
(HM hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) . Thus, we can pass to the filtered colimit M [ p1 ] of M along multiplication by p, and assume that multiplication by p is an isomorphism on M . Thus,
the same is true for Y = HM hCp , and then Y t(Cp2 /Cp ) = 0 by the following standard
observation.
Lemma I.2.8. Let Y be a spectrum with Cp -action such that multiplication by p is
an isomorphism on πi Y for all i ∈ Z. Then Y tCp ' 0.
Proof. The assumptions imply that πi Y hCp = (πi Y )Cp , πi YhCp = (πi Y )Cp , and the
norm map (πi Y )Cp → (πi Y )Cp is an isomorphism, giving the claim.

For the Tate orbit lemma, we do not see a direct way to prove that one can pass
to filtered colimits. However, in this case, (HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) is p-complete by the
next lemma.
Lemma I.2.9. Let X be a spectrum with Cp -action which is bounded below. Then
X tCp is p-complete and equivalent to (Xp∧ )tCp .
Proof. Since −tCp is an exact functor it commutes with smashing with the Moore
spectrum S/p. Thus the canonical map
X tCp → (Xp∧ )tCp
is a p-adic equivalence. If X is bounded below then so is Xp∧ . Thus it suffices to
show the first part of the lemma.
By Lemma I.2.6 and the fact that limits of p-complete spectra are p-complete,
we can assume that X is bounded. We can then filter X by Eilenberg-MacLane
spectra, and reduce to an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum X = HM [i] concentrated
b ∗ (Cp , M ) is p-torsion. Thus also
in a single degree i. But the Tate cohomology H
tC
X p is p-torsion, and in particular p-complete.

As (HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) is p-complete, it suffices to show that
(HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) /p ' 0
in order to prove (HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0. As above, we can also assume that M is
p-torsion free. In that case,
(HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) /p ' (H(M/p)hCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ,
so we can assume that M is killed by p. If γ is a generator of Cp2 , it follows that
2
2
(γ − 1)p = γ p − 1 = 0 on M , so that M has a filtration of length at most p2 whose
terms have trivial Cp2 -action. Therefore, we can further assume that M has trivial
Cp2 -action.
Thus, M is an Fp -vector space with trivial Cp2 -action. Applying Lemma I.2.4, we
see that for all i ≥ 0
(τ[2i,2i+1] HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0 ,
as this functor commutes with infinite direct sums. This implies
(HMhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) ' 0
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as in the final paragraph of the proof of Lemma I.2.4.



Proof of Lemma I.2.1, Lemma I.2.2. Consider first Lemma I.2.1. We have to show
that (XhCp )t(Cp2 /Cp ) = 0 for X bounded below. Equivalently, we have to prove that
the norm map
XhCp2 → (XhCp )hCp
is an equivalence. By Lemma I.2.6 (i), both sides are given by the limit of the
values at τ≤n X. Thus, we can assume that X is bounded. Filtering X, we may
then assume that X = HM [i] is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, where the result
is given by Lemma I.2.7.
For Lemma I.2.2, one argues similarly, using Lemma I.2.6 (ii) and Lemma I.2.7.

I.3. Multiplicativity of the Tate construction
Let G be a finite group. Recall that, as a right adjoint to the symmetric monoidal
functor Sp → SpBG sending a spectrum to the spectrum with trivial G-action, the
homotopy fixed point functor −hG : SpBG → Sp admits a canonical lax symmetric
monoidal structure, cf. [Lur16, Corollary 7.3.2.7]. We refer to Appendix S for a
general discussion of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. In this section, we prove
the following theorem.
Theorem I.3.1. The functor −tG : SpBG → Sp admits a unique lax symmetric
monoidal structure which makes the natural transformation −hG → −tG lax symmetric monoidal.
More precisely, the space consisting of all pairs of a lax symmetric monoidal structure on the functor −tG together with a lax symmetric monoidal refinement of the
natural transformation −hG → −tG is contractible.
It is well-known in genuine equivariant homotopy theory that the Tate construction admits a canonical lax symmetric monoidal structure, cf. the discussion after
Proposition II.2.13 below; however, we are not aware that the uniqueness assertion was known before. Moreover, we do not know a previous construction of the
lax symmetric monoidal structure on the Tate construction that avoids the use of
genuine equivariant homotopy theory.
For the proof, we need to use some properties of Verdier localizations of stable
∞-categories. These are discussed in [BGT13, Section 5], but we need some finer
structural analysis.
Definition I.3.2. Let C be a stable ∞-category.
(i) A stable subcategory of C is a full subcategory D ⊆ C such that D is stable and
the inclusion D ⊆ C is exact.
(ii) Assume that C is a stably symmetric monoidal stable ∞-category11. A stable
subcategory D ⊆ C is a ⊗-ideal if for all X ∈ C and Y ∈ D, one has X ⊗ Y ∈ D.
We need the following results about the Verdier localization of stable ∞-categories.
Theorem I.3.3. Let C be a small, stable ∞-category and D ⊆ C a stable subcategory.
11By “stably symmetric monoidal” we mean that the tensor product is exact in each variable
separately.
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(i) Let W be the collection of all arrows in C whose cone lies in D. Then the Dwyer–
Kan localization C/D := C[W −1 ] 12 is a stable ∞-category, and C → C/D is an exact
functor. If E is another stable ∞-category, then composition with C → C/D induces an equivalence between FunEx (C/D, E) and the full subcategory of FunEx (C, E)
consisting of those functors which send all objects of D to 0.
(ii) Let X, Y ∈ C with image X, Y ∈ C/D. The mapping space in C/D is given by
MapC/D (X, Y ) ' colimZ∈D/Y MapC (X, cofib(Z → Y )) ,
where the colimit is filtered. In particular, the Yoneda functor
C/D → Fun(C op , S) : Y 7→ (X 7→ MapC/D (X, Y ))
factors over the Ind-category,
C/D → Ind(C) ⊆ Fun(C op , S) .
This is an exact functor of stable ∞-categories, and sends the image Y ∈ C/D of
Y ∈ C to the formal colimit colimZ∈D/Y cofib(Z → Y ) ∈ Ind(C).
(iii) Assume that E is a presentable stable ∞-category. Then the full inclusion
FunEx (C/D, E) ⊆ FunEx (C, E) is right adjoint to a localization in the sense of [Lur09,
Definition 5.2.7.2]. The corresponding localization functor
FunEx (C, E) → FunEx (C/D, E) ⊆ FunEx (C, E)
is given by taking an exact functor F : C → E to the composite
Ind(F )

C/D → Ind(C) −−−−→ Ind(E) → E ,
where the first functor comes from Theorem I.3.3 (ii) and the final functor is taking
the colimit in E.
We note that it follows from the definition of C/D that on homotopy categories
h(C/D) = hC/hD is the Verdier quotient of triangulated categories. Part (iii) says
that any exact functor F : C → E has a universal approximation that factors over
the quotient C/D.
Proof. First, we prove part (ii). For the moment, we write C[W −1 ] in place of C/D,
as we do not yet know (i).
We start with a general observation about mapping spaces in C[W −1 ] for any
small ∞-category C with a collection W of arrows. Recall that there is a model
of C[W −1 ] which has the same objects as C, and we will sometimes tacitly identify
objects of C and C[W −1 ] in the following. By definition, the ∞-category C[W −1 ] has
the property that for any ∞-category D,
Fun(C[W −1 ], D) ⊆ Fun(C, D)
is the full subcategory of those functors taking all arrows in W to equivalences.
Applying this in the case D = S the ∞-category of spaces, we have the full inclusion
Fun(C[W −1 ], S) ⊆ Fun(C, S)
12For an ∞-category C and a class of edges W ⊆ C the Dwyer–Kan localization C[W −1 ] is the
1

universal ∞-category with a functor C → C[W −1 ] that sends W to equivalences. We use the slightly
non standard term Dwyer–Kan localization to distinguish this concept from the related notion of
Bousfield localization, which is called localization in [Lur09].
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of presentable ∞-categories (cf. [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.3.6]) which preserves all
limits (and colimits). By the adjoint functor theorem, [Lur09, Corollary 5.5.2.9], it
admits a left adjoint
L : Fun(C, S) → Fun(C[W −1 ], S) .
The following lemma gives a description of the mapping spaces in C[W −1 ] in terms
of L.
Lemma I.3.4. For every object X ∈ C with image X ∈ C[W −1 ], the functor
MapC[W −1 ] (X, −)
is given by L(MapC (X, −)). More precisely, the diagram
C op

/ Fun(C, S)





C[W −1 ]op

L

/ Fun(C[W −1 ], S)

of ∞-categories commutes, where the horizontal maps are the Yoneda embeddings.
Proof. For any object X ∈ C and functor F : C[W −1 ] → S, we have
MapFun(C[W −1 ],S) (L(MapC (X, −)), F ) = MapFun(C,S) (MapC (X, −), F |C ) = F (X)
by adjunction and the Yoneda lemma in C. In particular, if f : X → Y is a morphism
in W such that X → Y is an equivalence, then
L(MapC (Y, −)) → L(MapC (X, −))
is an equivalence by the Yoneda lemma in Fun(C[W −1 ]). This implies that the
composite
L
C op → Fun(C, S) −
→ Fun(C[W −1 ], S)
factors uniquely over C[W −1 ]. To see that the resulting functor
C[W −1 ]op → Fun(C[W −1 ], S)
is the Yoneda embedding, it suffices to check on the restriction to C op (by the
universal property of C[W −1 ]op ). But this follows from the first displayed equation
in the proof, and the Yoneda lemma in Fun(C op [W −1 ], S).

In our case, we can give a description of L. Indeed, given any functor F : C → S,
we can form a new functor L(F ) : C → S which sends X ∈ C to
colimY ∈D/X F (cofib(Y → X)) .
Note that as D has all finite colimits, the index category is filtered. Also, there
is a natural transformation F → L(F ) functorial in F . If F sends arrows in W
to equivalences, then F → L(F ) is an equivalence, and in general L(F ) will send
arrows in W to equivalences. From this, one checks easily using [Lur09, Proposition
5.2.7.4] that L : Fun(C, S) → Fun(C, S) is a localization functor with essential image
given by Fun(C[W −1 ], S), i.e. L is the desired left adjoint. Now part (ii) follows from
Lemma I.3.4.
Now we prove part (i). Note that it suffices to see that C[W −1 ] is a stable ∞category for which the functor C → C[W −1 ] is exact, as the desired universal property
will then follow from the universal property of C[W −1 ]. It follows from the formula in
(ii) that C → C[W −1 ] commutes with all finite colimits, as filtered colimits commute
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with finite limits in S. Applying this observation to the dual ∞-categories, we see
that C → C[W −1 ] also commutes with all finite limits. In particular, one checks that
C[W −1 ] is pointed, preadditive and additive. As any pushout diagram in C[W −1 ] can
be lifted to C, where one can take the pushout which is preserved by C → C[W −1 ],
it follows from [Lur09, Corollary 4.4.2.4] that C[W −1 ] has all finite colimits. Dually,
it has all finite limits. The loop space functor X 7→ 0 ×X 0 and the suspension
functor X 7→ 0 tX 0 are now defined on C[W −1 ] and commute with the loop space
and suspension functors on C. To check whether the adjunction morphisms are
equivalences, it suffices to check after restriction to C, where it holds by assumption.
This finishes the proof of (i).
Part (iii) follows by a straightforward check of the criterion [Lur09, Proposition
5.2.7.4 (3)].

In [BGT13, Section 5], the Verdier quotient is defined indirectly through the
passage to Ind-categories. We note that our definition agrees with theirs. More
precisely, one has the following result.
Proposition I.3.5. Let C be a small, stable ∞-category and let D ⊆ C be a stable subcategory. Then the Ind-category Ind(C) is a presentable stable ∞-category,
Ind(D) ⊆ Ind(C) is a presentable stable subcategory, and the natural functor
Ind(C) → Ind(C/D)
has kernel13 given by Ind(D). Moreover, the functor Ind(C) → Ind(C/D) is a localization in the sense of [Lur09, Definition 5.2.7.2], with fully faithful right adjoint
Ind(C/D) → Ind(C)
given by the unique colimit-preserving functor whose restriction to C/D is given by
the functor in Theorem I.3.3 (ii).
Proof. Note first that by passing to Ind-categories, we get a colimit-preserving map
Ind(C) → Ind(C/D)
between presentable stable ∞-categories; by the adjoint functor theorem [Lur09,
Corollary 5.5.2.9], it has a right adjoint R. On C/D ⊆ Ind(C/D), the functor R is
given by the functor from Theorem I.3.3 (ii). We claim that R commutes with all
colimits; as it is exact, it suffices to check that it commutes with all filtered colimits.
This is a formal consequence of the fact that Ind(C) → Ind(C/D) takes compact
objects to compact objects [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.7.2]: It suffices to check that for
any C ∈ C and any filtered system C i ∈ C/D, the map
colimi HomC (C, R(C i )) → HomC/D (C, colimi C i )
is an equivalence, where C ∈ C/D is the image of C; indeed, the left-hand side is
HomC (C, colimi R(C i )), and the right-hand side is HomC (C, R(colimi C i )), and the
adjunction for general objects of Ind(C) follows by passing to a limit. But the
displayed equation is an equivalence by using adjunction on the left-hand side, and
that C ∈ C/D ⊆ Ind(C/D) is compact.
Now it follows from [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4] that Ind(C) → Ind(C/D) is a
localization, as the required equivalences on the adjunction map can be checked on
13The kernel is the full subcategory of Ind(C) consisting of all objects that are mapped to a zero
object under the functor Ind(C) → Ind(C/D).
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C, where they follow from the description of R in Theorem I.3.3 (ii). Thus, we can
regard Ind(C/D) ⊆ Ind(C) as the full subcategory of local objects.
Finally, we show that the kernel of Ind(C) → Ind(C/D) is exactly Ind(D). Indeed,
for any filtered colimit colimi Ci ∈ Ind(C) with Ci ∈ C, one can compute the localization as R(colimi C i ) = colimi R(C i ), where the fiber of Ci → R(C i ) is a filtered
colimit of objects of D by Theorem I.3.3 (ii). Passing to a filtered colimit, we see
that the fiber of colimi Ci → R(colimi C i ) = colimi R(C i ) is in Ind(D); in particular,

if R(colimi C i ) ' 0, then colimi Ci ∈ Ind(D).
Moreover, we need the following multiplicative properties of the Verdier quotient.
Theorem I.3.6. Let C be a small, stably symmetric monoidal stable ∞-category
and D ⊆ C a stable subcategory which is a ⊗-ideal.
(i) There is a unique way to simultaneously endow the Verdier quotient C/D and the
functor C → C/D with a symmetric monoidal structure. If E is another symmetric
monoidal stable ∞-category, then composition with C → C/D induces an equivalence
Ex
between FunEx
lax (C/D, E) and the full subcategory of Funlax (C, E) of those functors
which send all objects of D to 0.
(ii) Assume that E is a presentably symmetric monoidal stable ∞-category. Then
Ex
the full inclusion FunEx
lax (C/D, E) ⊆ Funlax (C, E) is right adjoint to a localization in
the sense of [Lur09, Definition 5.2.7.2]. The corresponding localization functor
Ex
Ex
FunEx
lax (C, E) → Funlax (C/D, E) ⊆ Funlax (C, E)

is given by taking an exact lax-symmetric monoidal functor F : C → E to the composite
Ind(F )

C/D → Ind(C) −−−−→ Ind(E) → E ,
where the first functor comes from Theorem I.3.3 (ii) and the final functor is taking
the colimit in E; both functors are canonically lax symmetric monoidal.
In other words, combining part (ii) with Theorem I.3.3 (iii), we see that for any
exact lax symmetric monoidal functor F : C → E, the universal approximation that
factors over C/D acquires a unique lax symmetric monoidal structure for which the
relevant natural transformation is lax symmetric monoidal.
Proof. We want to apply the results of Appendix S, more specifically Proposition A.5. The ∞-category C/D is by definition the Dwyer-Kan localization C[W −1 ]
at the class W of morphisms whose cone lies in D ⊆ C. Thus we have to check
that for such a morphism f ∈ W the tensor product f ⊗ c for any object c ∈ C is
again in W . But this is clear since D is a tensor ideal and the tensor product is
exact, i.e. the cone of f ⊗ c is the tensor product of the cone of f with c. Then
we invoke Proposition A.5 to get a unique symmetric monoidal structure on C/D
with a symmetric monoidal refinement of the functor C → C/D such that for every
symmetric monoidal ∞-category E the functor
Funlax (C/D, E) → Funlax (C, E)
is fully faithful with essential image those functors that send W to equivalences
in E. If E is stable this functor induces equivalences between the respective full
subcategories of exact functors by Theorem I.3.3(i) since exactness can be tested
after forgetting the lax symmetric monoidal structures.
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For part (ii), we note that the functor
Ex
Ex
FunEx
lax (C, E) → Funlax (C/D, E) → Funlax (C, E)

is well-defined, as all functors in the composition
Ind(F )

C/D → Ind(C) −−−−→ Ind(E) → E ,
are naturally lax symmetric monoidal. For the first functor, this follows from Proposition I.3.5, as Ind(C/D) → Ind(C) is right adjoint to the symmetric monoidal projection Ind(C) → Ind(C/D), and thus lax symmetric monoidal by [Lur16, Corollary
7.3.2.7]. To check the criterion of [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4], it suffices to check it
without the lax symmetric monoidal structures as a lax symmetric monoidal natural
transformation is an equivalence if and only if the underlying natural transformation
is an equivalence. Thus, it follows from Theorem I.3.3 (iii) that it is a localization
functor as claimed.

Now we apply the Verdier localization in our setup. Thus, let C = SpBG be the
stable ∞-category of spectra with G-action.
BG be the stable subcategory generated by spectra
Definition L
I.3.7. Let SpBG
ind ⊆ Sp
of the form g∈G X with permutation G-action, where X ∈ Sp is a spectrum.
BG lies in
In other words, all induced spectra are in SpBG
ind , and an object of Sp
BG
Spind if and only if it can be built in finitely many steps by taking cones of maps
between objects already known to lie in SpBG
ind . Note that not any map between
induced spectra with G-action
M
M
X→
Y
g∈G

g∈G

comes from a map of spectra X → Y , so that one can build many objects in SpBG
ind
which are not themselves induced.
We will need the following properties of SpBG
ind .
Lemma I.3.8. Let X ∈ SpBG .
tG ' 0 vanishes.
(i) If X ∈ SpBG
ind , then the Tate construction X
BG
BG
(ii) For all Y ∈ SpBG
ind , the tensor product X ⊗ Y ∈ Spind . In other words, Spind ⊆
SpBG is a ⊗-ideal.
(iii) The natural maps
colimY ∈(SpBG )/X Y → X
ind

and
colimY ∈(SpBG )/X cofib(Y → X)hG → colimY ∈(SpBG )/X cofib(Y → X)tG = X tG
ind

ind

are equivalences.
Note that part (iii) says that any object of SpBG is canonically a filtered colimit
BG
(cf. Theorem I.3.3 (ii)) of objects in SpBG
ind . In particular, Spind cannot be closed
under filtered colimits.
Proof. In part (i), note that the full subcategory of SpBG on which the Tate construction vanishes is a stable subcategory. Thus, to prove (i), it suffices to prove
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that the Tate construction vanishes on induced spectra. But for a finite group G,
one has identifications
M
M
(
X)hG = X = (
X)hG ,
g∈G

g∈G

under which the transfer map is the identity.
In part (ii), given X ∈ SpBG , the full subcategory of all Y ∈ SpBG for which
BG
X ⊗ Y ∈L
SpBG
ind is a stable subcategory. Thus, it suffices to show that X ⊗ Y ∈ Spind
if Y =
g∈G Z is an induced spectrum with G-action. But in that case there is
a (non-equivariant) map of spectra X ⊗ Z → X ⊗ Y given by inclusion of one
summand, which is adjoint to a G-equivariant map of spectra
M
X ⊗Z →X ⊗Y ,
g∈G

which is easily seen to be an equivalence. But the left-hand side is an induced
spectrum, so X ⊗ Y ∈ SpBG
ind .
For part (iii), we check that for all i ∈ Z, the map
colimY ∈(SpBG )/X πi Y → πi X
ind

is an isomorphism; this is enough for the first equivalence, as the colimit is filtered
and thus commutes with πi . By translation, we can assume that i = 0. First, we
check surjectivity. If α ∈ π0 X, then there
L is a corresponding map of spectra S → X,
which gives a G-equivariant map Y := g∈G S → X such that α lies in the image of
π0 Y . Similarly, one checks injectivity: If Y ∈ (SpBG
ind )/X and β ∈ ker(π0 Y → π0 X),
then there is a L
corresponding map S → Y whose composite S → Y → X is zero.
Let Ȳ = cofib( g∈G S → Y ), which is an object of SpBG
ind which comes with an
induced map to X, so that there is a factorization Y → Ȳ → X. By construction,
the element β dies in π0 Ȳ . As the colimit is filtered, this finishes the proof.
For the second equivalence in (iii), note that for all Y ∈ (SpBG
ind )/X , there are fiber
sequences
cofib(Y → X)hG → cofib(Y → X)hG → cofib(Y → X)tG = X tG .
Passing to the filtered colimit over all Y , the left term vanishes as
colimY ∈(SpBG )/X cofib(Y → X)hG = (colimY ∈(SpBG )/X cofib(Y → X))hG = 0
ind

by the first equivalence of (iii).

ind



Now we can prove Theorem I.3.1.
Proof of Theorem I.3.1. First, we give an argument ignoring set-theoretic issues. In
Theorem I.3.6, we take C = SpBG and D = SpBG
ind . Thus, by Lemma I.3.8 (i) and
Theorem I.3.3 (i), −tG factors over a functor which we still denote −tG : C/D → Sp.
Note that, by Theorem I.3.6 (i) and Lemma I.3.8 (ii), any lax symmetric monoidal
structure on −tG with a lax symmetric monoidal transformation −hG → −tG gives
rise to an exact lax symmetric monoidal functor H : C/D → Sp such that the
composite of the projection C → C/D with H receives a lax symmetric monoidal
transformation from −hG , and conversely.
On the other hand, taking F = −hG : C = SpBG → E = Sp in Theorem I.3.6 (ii),
there is a universal exact lax symmetric monoidal functor H : C/D → E with a
lax symmetric monoidal transformation from F to the composite of the projection
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C → C/D with H. It remains to see that the underlying functor of H is given
by −tG . As the localization functors of Theorem I.3.6 (ii) and Theorem I.3.3 (iii)
are compatible, it suffices to check this without multiplicative structures. In that
case, the universal property of H gives a unique natural transformation H → −tG ,
which we claim to be an equivalence. But this follows from the description of the
localization functor in Theorem I.3.3 (iii), the description of the functor C/D →
Ind(C) in Theorem I.3.3 (ii), and the computation of Lemma I.3.8 (iii).
This argument does not work as written, as SpBG is not a small ∞-category.
However, we may choose κ large enough so that −hG and −tG are κ-accessible
functors. One can then run the argument for the full subcategory of κ-compact
objects SpBG
in SpBG , which is also the category of G-equivariant objects in the
κ
full subcategory of κ-compect objects Spκ in Sp. It is still lax symmetric monoidal,
and we get a unique lax symmetric monoidal structure on −tG : SpBG
→ Sp which
κ
hG
is compatible with the structure on − . One may now pass to Indκ -categories to
get the desired result.

We will need the following corollary to the uniqueness assertion in Theorem I.3.1.
Corollary I.3.9. Let G be a finite group, and assume that G is a normal subgroup of
a (topological) group H. The functor −tG : SpBH → SpB(H/G) admits a natural lax
symmetric monoidal structure which makes the natural transformation −hG → −tG
of functors SpBH → SpB(H/G) lax symmetric monoidal, compatibly with the natural
transformation of lax symmetric monoidal functors −hG → −tG : SpBG → Sp.
In particular, we get a lax symmetric monoidal functor
−tCp : SpBT → SpB(T/Cp )
refining −tCp : SpBCp → Sp, where T is the circle group.
Proof. We have a map from B(H/G) to the space of Kan complexes equivalent to
BG (without base points, which however have not played any role), given by fibers
of the projection BH → B(H/G). Composing with the map S 7→ SpS and the
natural transformation between the functors −hG and −tG to Sp, we get a map
from B(H/G) to the ∞-category A whose objects are pairs of symmetric monoidal
∞-categories C, D with a lax symmetric monoidal functor F1 : C → D and a functor
of the underlying ∞-categories F2 : C → D and a natural transformation F1 → F2 .
We claim that we can lift this uniquely (up to a contractible choice) to a map from
B(H/G) to the ∞-category B whose objects are pairs of symmetric monoidal ∞categories C, D with two lax symmetric monoidal functors F1 , F2 : C → D and a lax
symmetric monoidal transformation F1 → F2 . Indeed, there is a functor B → A, and
after replacing B by an equivalent ∞-category, we can assume that it is a categorical
fibration. By Theorem I.3.1, we know that the map
B(H/G) ×A B → B(H/G)
has contractible fibers. But this is a categorical fibration over a Kan complex, thus
a Cartesian fibration by [Lur09, Proposition 3.3.1.8]. As its fibers are contractible,
it is a right fibration by [Lur09, Proposition 2.4.2.4], and thus a trivial Kan fibration
by (the dual of) [Lur09, Lemma 2.1.3.4]. In particular, the space of sections is
contractible.
Thus, we can lift canonically to a functor B(H/G) → B. Taking the limit of
this diagram in B (which is computed objectwise), we arrive at the desired diagram
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of lax symmetric monoidal functors −hG , −tG : SpBH → SpB(H/G) with a lax symmetric monoidal transformation −hG → −tG . The resulting diagram maps to the
corresponding diagram indexed by ∗ ∈ B(H/G), so it is compatible with the natural
transformation of lax symmetric monoidal functors −hG → −tG : SpBG → Sp.

I.4. Farrell–Tate cohomology
In this section, we want to briefly mention a generalization of the Tate construction
to general groups G, including compact and infinite discrete groups. In fact, most
of what we do works for a general Kan complex S in place of BG.
Recall that Farrell, [Far78], had generalized Tate cohomology to infinite discrete
groups of finite virtual cohomological dimension. He essentially constructed a norm
map
(DBG ⊗ X)hG → X hG
for a certain G-equivariant object DBG , but he worked only on the level of abelian
groups. Klein generalized this to spectra, [Kle01], and gave a universal characterization of the resulting cohomology theory, [Kle02].
Here, we prove the following general result. It is closely related to Klein’s axioms
in [Kle02]. We have also been informed by Tobias Barthel that he has obtained
similar results in current work in progress.
Theorem I.4.1. Let S be a Kan complex, and consider the ∞-category SpS =
Fun(S, Sp). Let p : S → ∗ be the projection to the point. Then p∗ : Sp → SpS has
a left adjoint p! : SpS → Sp given by homology, and a right adjoint p∗ : SpS → Sp
given by cohomology.
(i) The ∞-category SpS is a compactly generated presentable stable ∞-category. For
every s ∈ S, the functor s! : Sp → SpS takes compact objects to compact objects,
and for varying s ∈ S, the objects s! S generate SpS .
(ii) There is an initial functor pT∗ : SpS → Sp with a natural transformation p∗ → pT∗
with the property that pT∗ vanishes on compact objects.
(iii) The functor pT∗ : SpS → Sp is the unique functor with a natural transformation
p∗ → pT∗ such that pT∗ vanishes on all compact objects, and the fiber of p∗ → pT∗
commutes with all colimits.
(iv) The fiber of p∗ → pT∗ is given by X 7→ p! (DS ⊗X) for a unique object DS ∈ SpS .
The object DS is given as follows. Considering S as an ∞-category, one has a
functor Map : S × S → S, sending a pair (s, t) of points in S to the space of paths
between s and t. Then DS is given by the composite
Σ∞
+

p∗

DS : S → Fun(S, S) −−→ Fun(S, Sp) = SpS −→ Sp .
(v) The map p! (DS ⊗ −) → p∗ is final in the category of colimit-preserving functors
from SpS to Sp over p∗ , i.e. it is an assembly map in the sense of Weiss–Williams,
[WW95].
(vi) Assume that for all s ∈ S and X ∈ Sp, one has pT∗ (s! X) ' 0. Then there is a
unique lax symmetric monoidal structure on pT∗ which makes the natural transformation p∗ → pT∗ lax symmetric monoidal.
We note that by [Kle01, Corollary 10.2], the condition in (vi) is satisfied if S = BG
where G is a compact Lie group. In fact, in the case of groups, the functor s! , for
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s : ∗ → BG the inclusion of the base point, is given by induction, and the condition
is asking that the generalized Tate cohomology vanishes on induced representations.
This theorem suggests the following definition.
Definition I.4.2. The Spivak–Klein dualizing spectrum of S is the object DS ∈ SpS
of Theorem I.4.1 (iv).
In classical language, this is a parametrized spectrum over S in the sense of
May–Sigurdsson, [MS06], and it has been discussed in this form by Klein, [Kle07,
Section 5]. By Theorem I.4.1 (iv), the fiber over any point s ∈ S is given by
limt∈S Σ∞
+ Map(s, t). Klein observed that this gives a homotopy-theoretic definition
of the Spivak fibration for finite CW complexes, [Spi67]. In particular, if S is a
closed manifold of dimension d, then by Poincaré duality, DS is fiberwise a sphere
spectrum shifted into degree −d. In the case S = BG for a topological group G, the
dualizing spectrum has also been described by Klein, [Kle01]. In that case, one has
the formula
hG
DBG = (Σ∞
,
+ G)
regarded as a spectrum with G-action via the remaining G-action from the other
side. This is a spectral version of the Γ-module
H ∗ (Γ, Z[Γ])
that appears in Bieri–Eckmann duality of discrete groups, [BE73]. The norm map
takes the form
hG
((Σ∞
⊗ X)hG → X hG .
+ G)
If the functor p∗ : SpS → Sp commutes with all colimits, for example if S is a
finite CW complex, then by Theorem I.4.1 (v), the map p! (DS ⊗ X) → p∗ X is an
equivalence for all X ∈ SpS , as p∗ itself is colimit-preserving. This is a topological
version of Bieri–Eckmann duality, [BE73], which states that for certain discrete
groups Γ, there are functorial isomorphism
Hd−i (Γ, DΓ ⊗ X) ∼
= H i (Γ, X)
for the Γ-module DΓ = H d (Γ, Z[Γ]), and some d depending on Γ. In general, the
norm map encodes a “generalized Poincaré duality on S”, and the cofiber pT∗ of the
norm map can be regarded as a “failure of generalized Poincaré duality on S”. In
the proof, we will ignore all set-theoretic issues. These can be resolved by passing
to κ-compact objects as in the proof of Theorem I.3.1.
Proof of Theorem I.4.1. By [Lur09, 5.5.3.6] and [Lur16, Proposition 1.1.3.1], SpS is
presentable and stable. As s∗ commutes with all colimits (and in particular filtered
colimits), it follows that s! preserves compact objects. Now a map f : X → Y of
objects in SpS is an equivalence if and only if for all s ∈ S and i ∈ Z, the induced map
πi s∗ X → πi s∗ Y is an isomorphism. But πi s∗ X = Hom(S[i], s∗ X) = Hom(s! S[i], X),
so that the objects s! S are generators.
Now part (ii) follows from Theorem I.3.3 (iii), applied to C = SpS and D = (SpS )ω
the compact objects in C. By Theorem I.3.3 (iii), the functor pT∗ can be computed
as follows. It sends any X ∈ SpS to
colimY ∈(SpS )ω/X p∗ cofib(Y → X) .
For part (iii), we claim first that fib(p∗ → pT∗ ) does indeed commute with all colimits.
By definition all functors are exact, so we have to show that the fiber commutes with
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all filtered colimits. For this, assume that X = colimi Xi is a filtered colimit. In that
case, as all objects of (SpS )ω are compact,
(SpS )ω/X = colimi (SpS )ω/Xi .
Commuting colimits, more precisely by [Lur09, Proposition 4.2.3.8, Corollary 4.2.3.10],
one sees that
fib(p∗ (X) → pT∗ (X)) = colimY ∈(SpS )ω/X p∗ Y = colimi colimY ∈(SpS )ω/X p∗ Y
i

= colimi fib(p∗ (Xi ) →

pT∗ (Xi ))

,

as desired. For the uniqueness, note that colimit-preserving functors from SpS to Sp
are equivalent to exact functors from (SpS )ω to Sp by [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.1.9];
but we are given an exact functor from (SpS )ω to Sp, namely the restriction of p∗ .
The same argument proves (v).
For part (iv), note that colimit-preserving functors SpS → Sp are equivalent
to colimit-preserving functors S S → Sp by [Lur16, Corollary 1.4.4.5]. These, in
turn, are given by functors S → Sp by [Lur09, Theorem 5.1.5.6], i.e. objects of
SpS . Unraveling, any colimit-preserving functor F : SpS → Sp is given by F (X) =
p! (D ⊗ X) for a unique object D ∈ SpS . To identify DS in our case, we look at the
family of compact objects F : S → (SpS )ω sending s ∈ S to s! S, i.e. we consider
∆! S ∈ Fun(S × S, Sp) as a functor S → Fun(S, Sp) for the diagonal ∆ : S → S × S.
The functor pT∗ vanishes identically, so
p! (DS ⊗ F ) ' p∗ F
as functors S → Sp. Unraveling definitions, the left side is just DS , and the right
side gives the desired formula.
Finally, in part (vi), note that if pT∗ vanishes on all objects of the form s! X,
then we can use Theorem I.3.6 (ii) to produce the desired lax symmetric monoidal
structure as in the proof of Theorem I.3.1, by applying it to C = SpS and D the full
subcategory generated by s! X for all s ∈ S, X ∈ Sp, which is a ⊗-ideal.

Corollary I.4.3. Consider the ∞-category SpBT of spectra with T-action. There is
a natural transformation Σ(−hT ) → −hT , and the cofiber −tT admits a unique lax
symmetric monoidal structure making −hT → −tT lax symmetric monoidal.
Moreover, for any n ≥ 1, consider the functors −hCn , −tCn : SpBT → Sp which
factor over SpBCn . There is a unique (lax symmetric monoidal) natural transformation −tT → −tCn making the diagram
−hT

/ −tT




/ −tCn

−hCn

of (lax symmetric monoidal) functors commute.
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem I.4.1 and [Kle01, Theorem 10.1, Corollary
10.2]. For the second part, we first check the result without lax symmetric monoidal
structures. Then, by the universal property of −tT , it suffices to show that −tCn
vanishes on the spectra s! S[i] where s : ∗ → BT is the inclusion of a point, and
i ∈ Z. For this, it suffices to show that s! S[i] is compact as an object of SpBCn ,
i.e. f ∗ : SpBT → SpBCn preserves compact objects, where f : BCn → BT is the
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natural map. For this, it suffices to show that f∗ commutes with all colimits. But
the fibers of f∗ are given by cohomology of T/Cn , which is a finite CW complex (a
circle).
To get the result with lax symmetric monoidal structures, we need to check that
−tCn vanishes on all induced spectra s! X for X ∈ Sp. Although one can give more
abstract reasons, let us just check this by hand. First, note that s! commutes with
all limits, as its fibers are given by homology of T, which is a finite CW complex;
in fact, s! decreases coconnectivity by at most 1, and so also the composite (s! )hCn
commutes with Postnikov limits as in Lemma I.2.6 (ii). Thus, by taking the limit
over all τ≤n X, we can assume that X is bounded above, say X is coconnective. Now
all functors commute with filtered colimits, so one can assume that X is bounded,
and then that X is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, in fact X = HZ. It remains
to compute −tCn on HZ[S 1 ] = s! HZ. As the homotopy of (HZ[S 1 ])tCn is a module
over the homotopy of (HZ)tCn which is a 2-periodic ring, it suffices to see that
πi (HZ[S 1 ])hCn vanishes for i > 1. But this is given by πi (HZ[S 1 /Cn ]) ∼
= πi HZ[S 1 ],
which is nonzero only in degrees 0 and 1.

We will need the following small computation. It also follows directly from the
known computation of π∗ (HZ)tT as the ring Z((X)), but we want to argue directly
with our slightly inexplicit definition of (HZ)tT .
Lemma I.4.4. Consider HZ ∈ SpBT endowed with the trivial T-action. The natural
map (HZ)tT → (HZ)tCn induces isomorphisms
πi (HZ)tT /n ' πi (HZ)tCn .
Proof. The result is classical on πi for i ≤ 0, as it becomes a result about group
cohomology. Note that by adjunction there is a natural map HZ[S 1 ] → HZ, and
−tT and −tCn vanish on HZ[S 1 ] (the latter by the proof of the previous corollary).
On the other hand, the cone of HZ[S 1 ] → HZ is given by HZ[2] with necessarily
trivial T-action. Inductively, we can replace HZ by HZ[2i] for all i ≥ 0, and then
the result is clear in any given degree by taking i large enough.


CHAPTER 2

Cyclotomic spectra
In this chapter, we define the ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra. More precisely,
we define two variants: One is the classical definition in terms of genuine equivariant
homotopy theory, as an orthogonal T-spectrum X together with commuting T/Cp ∼
=
C
p
T-equivariant equivalences Φp : Φ X ' X. The other variant is ∞-categorical,
and is a T-equivariant object X in the ∞-category Sp, together with T ∼
= T/Cp equivariant maps ϕp : X → X tCp . The goal of this chapter is to prove that these
notions are equivalent on bounded below objects.
First, we define the ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra in Section II.1. Next, we
review the genuine equivariant homotopy theory going into the classical definition of
cyclotomic spectra and topological Hochschild homology in Sections II.2 and II.3. In
Section II.4, we give a direct proof of Corollary 1.5. We note that a part of the proof,
Corollary II.4.9, establishes a generalization of Ravenel’s observation, [Rav81], that
the Segal conjecture for Cp implies the Segal conjecture for Cpn , cf. also [Tsa98],
[BBLNR14]. Afterwards, in Sections II.5 and II.6, we prove Theorem 1.4.
II.1. Cyclotomic spectra and TC
In this section we give our new definition of cyclotomic spectra. The following
definition will be made more precise in Definition II.1.6.
Definition II.1.1.
(i) A cyclotomic spectrum is a spectrum X with T-action together with T-equivariant
maps ϕp : X → X tCp for every prime p. Here the target is equipped with the residual
∼
=

T/Cp -action which is identified with a T-action using the p-th power map T/Cp −
→ T.
∞
(ii) For a fixed prime p, a p-cyclotomic spectrum is a spectrum X with Cp -action
and a Cp∞ -equivariant map ϕp : X → X tCp . Here Cp∞ ⊆ T is the subgroup of
elements of p-power torsion which is isomorphic to the Prüfer group Qp /Zp ,14 and
the equivariance is via the canonical identification Cp∞ /Cp ∼
= Cp∞ given by the p-th
power map.
Example II.1.2. We give some examples of cyclotomic spectra.
(i) For every associative and unital ring spectrum R ∈ AlgE1 (Sp), the topological
Hochschild homology THH(R) is a cyclotomic spectrum, cf. Section III.2 below.
(ii) Consider the sphere spectrum S equipped with the trivial T-action. There are
canonical maps ϕp : S → StCp given as the composite S → ShCp → StCp . These
maps are T ∼
= T/Cp -equivariant: To make them equivariant, we need to lift the map
14One has Q /Z ∼
∼ 1
p
p = Q/Z(p) = Z[ p ]/Z, but the second author is very confused by the notation
Z/p∞ that is sometimes used, and suggests to change it to any of the previous alternatives, or to
p−∞ Z/Z.
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S → StCp to a map S → (StCp )h(T/Cp ) , as the T-action on S is trivial. But we have
a natural map
S → ShT ' (ShCp )h(T/Cp ) → (StCp )h(T/Cp ) .
This defines a cyclotomic spectrum which is in fact equivalent to THH(S). Note,
cf. Remark III.1.6 below, that it is a consequence of the Segal conjecture that the
maps ϕp are p-completions. We refer to this cyclotomic spectrum as the cyclotomic
sphere and denote it also by S.
(iii) For every cyclotomic spectrum we get a p-cyclotomic spectrum by restriction.
In particular we can consider THH(R) and S as p-cyclotomic spectra and do not
distinguish these notationally.
Remark II.1.3. One can define a slightly different notion of p-cyclotomic spectrum,
as a spectrum with a T-action and a T ∼
= T/Cp -equivariant map ϕp : X → X tCp .
This is what has been used (in a different language) in the literature before [BM15].
We however prefer to restrict the action to a Cp∞ -action since this is sufficient
for the definition of TC(−, p) below and makes the construction more canonical; in
particular, it is necessary for the interpretation of TC(−, p) as the mapping spectrum
from S in the ∞-category of p-cyclotomic spectra. Note that after p-completion Cp∞
and T become equivalent so that the resulting categories agree on the respective full
subcategories for which the underlying spectrum X is p-complete and bounded below
(so that X tCp is also p-complete by Lemma I.2.9).
Let us now make the definition of cyclotomic spectra more precise by defining the
relevant ∞-categories.
As in Definition I.1.2, we denote the ∞-category of spectra equipped with a Taction by SpBT = Fun(BT, Sp). Note that here, T is regarded as a topological group,
and BT ' CP∞ denotes the corresponding topological classifying space. We warn
the reader again that this notion of G-equivariant spectrum is different from the
notions usually considered in equivariant stable homotopy theory, and we discuss
their relation in Section II.2 below.
Note that the ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra is the ∞-category of X ∈ SpBT
together with maps X → X tCp . This is a special case of the following general
definition.
Definition II.1.4. Let C and D be ∞-categories, and F, G : C → D functors. The
lax equalizer15 of F and G is the ∞-category


F /
/D
LEq(F, G) = LEq C
G

defined as the pullback
LEq(F, G)

/ D ∆1





(F,G)

(ev0 ,ev1 )

/ D×D
C
of simplicial sets. In particular, objects of LEq(F, G) are given by pairs (c, f ) of an
object c ∈ C and a map f : F (c) → G(c) in D.
15In accordance to classical 2-category theory it would be more precise to call this construction
an inserter. But since we want to emphasize the relation to the equalizer we go with the current
terminology. We thank Emily Riehl for a discussion of this point.
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Proposition II.1.5. Consider a cartesian diagam
LEq(F, G)

/ D ∆1





C

(F,G)

(ev0 ,ev1 )

/ D×D

as in Definition II.1.4.
(i) The pullback
LEq(F, G)

/ D ∆1





C

(F,G)

(ev0 ,ev1 )

/ D×D

is a homotopy Cartesian diagram of ∞-categories.
(ii) Let X, Y ∈ LEq(F, G) be two objects, given by pairs (cX , fX ), (cY , fY ), where
cX , cY ∈ C, and fX : F (cX ) → G(cX ), fY : F (cY ) → G(cY ) are maps in D. Then
the space MapLEq(F,G) (X, Y ) is given by the equalizer

MapLEq(F,G) (X, Y ) ' Eq MapC (cX , cY )

(fX )∗ G
(fY )∗ F

// Map (F (c ), G(c ))
X
Y
D



.

Moreover, a map f : X → Y in LEq(F, G) is an equivalence if and only if its image
in C is an equivalence.
(iii) If C and D are stable ∞-categories and F and G are exact, then LEq(F, G) is a
stable ∞-category, and the functor LEq(F, G) → C is exact.
(iv) If C is presentable, D is accessible, F is colimit-preserving and G is accessible,
then LEq(F, G) is presentable, and the functor LEq(F, G) → C is colimit-preserving.
(v) Assume that p : K → LEq(F, G) is a diagram such that the composite diagram
K → LEq(F, G) → C admits a limit and this limit is preserved by the functor
G : C → D. Then p admits a limit and the functor LEq(F, G) → C preserves this
limit.
In part (ii), we denote for any ∞-category C by
MapC : C op × C → S
the functor defined in [Lur09, Section 5.1.3]. It is functorial in both variables, but
its definition is rather involved. There are more explicit models for the mapping
spaces with less functoriality, for example the Kan complex HomR
C (X, Y ) with nn+1
simplices given by the set of n + 1-simplices ∆
→ C whose restriction to ∆{0,...,n}
{n+1}
is constant at X, and which send the vertex ∆
to Y , cf. [Lur09, Section 1.2.2].
In part (iv), recall that a functor between accessible ∞-categories is accessible
if it commutes with small κ-filtered colimits for some (large enough) κ. For the
definition of accessible and presentable ∞-categories, we refer to [Lur09, Definition
5.4.2.1, Definition 5.5.0.1].
1

Proof. For part (i), it is enough to show that the functor (ev0 , ev1 ) : D∆ → D ×D of
∞-categories is a categorical fibration, which follows from [Lur09, Corollary 2.3.2.5,
Corollary 2.4.6.5].
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For part (ii), note that it follows from the definition of HomR that there is a
pullback diagram of simplicial sets
HomR
LEq(F,G) (X, Y )

/ HomR 1 (fX , fY )
∆




/ HomR (F (cX ), F (cY )) × HomR (G(cX ), G(cY )) .
D
D

HomR
C (cX , cY )

D

This is a homotopy pullback in the Quillen model structure, as the map
R
HomR
(f , f ) → HomR
D (F (cX ), F (cY )) × HomD (G(cX ), G(cY ))
D∆1 X Y

is a Kan fibration by [Lur09, Corollary 2.3.2.5, Lemma 2.4.4.1]. Therefore, the
diagram
MapLEq(F,G) (X, Y )

/ Map ∆1 (fX , fY )
D




/ Map (F (cX ), F (cY )) × Map (G(cX ), G(cY ))
D
D

MapC (cX , cY )

is a pullback in S. To finish the identification of mapping spaces in part (ii), it
suffices to observe that the right vertical map is the equalizer of
MapD (F (cX ), F (cY )) × MapD (G(cX ), G(cY ))

// Map (F (c ), G(c )) ,
X
Y
D

which follows by unraveling the definitions. For the final sentence of (ii), note that
if f : X → Y is a map in LEq(F, G) which becomes an equivalence in C, then by the
formula for the mapping spaces, one sees that
f ∗ : MapLEq(F,G) (Y, Z) → MapLEq(F,G) (X, Z)
is an equivalence for all Z ∈ LEq(F, G); thus, by the Yoneda lemma, f is an equivalence.
1
For part (iii), note first that D×D and D∆ are again stable by [Lur16, Proposition
1.1.3.1]. Now the pullback of a diagram of stable ∞-categories along exact functors
is again stable by [Lur16, Proposition 1.1.4.2].
1
For part (iv), note first that by [Lur09, Proposition 5.4.4.3], D × D and D∆ are
again accessible. By [Lur09, Proposition 5.4.6.6], LEq(F, G) is accessible. It remains
to see that LEq(F, G) admits all small colimits, and that LEq(F, G) → C preserves
all small colimits.
Let K be some small simplicial set with a map p : K → LEq(F, G). First,
we check that an extension p. : K . → LEq(F, G) is a colimit of p if the composite
K . → LEq(F, G) → C is a colimit of K → LEq(F, G) → C. Indeed, this follows from
the Yoneda characterization of colimits [Lur09, Lemma 4.2.4.3], the description of
mapping spaces in part (ii), and the assumption that F preserves all small colimits.
Thus, it remains to see that we can always extend p to a map p. : K . → LEq(F, G)
whose image in C is a colimit diagram.
By assumption, the composite K → LEq(F, G) → C can be extended to a colimit
diagram a : K . → C. Moreover, F (a) : K . → D is still a colimit diagram, while
G(a) : K . → D may not be a colimit diagram. However, we have the map K →
1
LEq(F, G) → D∆ , which is given by a map K × ∆1 → D with restriction to K × {0}
equal to F (a)|K , and restriction to K × {1} equal to G(a)|K . By the universal
property of the colimit F (a), this can be extended to a map D : K . × ∆1 → D with
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restriction to K . × {0} given by F (a), and restriction to K . × {1} given by G(a).
Thus, (a, D) defines a map
1

p. : K . → C ×D×D D∆ = LEq(F, G)
whose image in C is a colimit diagram, as desired.
For part (v), use the dual argument to the one given in part (iv).



Now we can define the ∞-categories of (p-)cyclotomic spectra. Recall from Definition I.1.13 the functors
−tCp : SpBT → SpB(T/Cp ) ∼
= SpBT
and
−tCp : SpBCp∞ → SpB(Cp∞ /Cp ) ∼
= SpBCp∞ .
Definition II.1.6.
(i) The ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra is the lax equalizer


Q
// p∈P SpBT
CycSp := LEq SpBT
where the two functors are given by the product over all primes of the functors
id : SpBT → SpBT and −tCp : SpBT → SpB(T/Cp ) ∼
= SpBT .
(ii) The ∞-category of p-cyclotomic spectra is the lax equalizer


// SpBCp∞
CycSpp := LEq SpBCp∞
of the functors id : SpBCp∞ → SpBCp∞ and −tCp : SpBCp∞ → SpB(Cp∞ /Cp ) ∼
=
SpBCp∞ .
Corollary II.1.7. The ∞-categories CycSp and CycSpp are presentable stable ∞categories. The forgetful functors CycSp → Sp, CycSpp → Sp reflect equivalences,
are exact, and preserve all small colimits.
Proof. The Tate spectrum functor X 7→ X tCp is accessible as it is the cofiber of
functors which admit adjoints, cf. [Lur09, Proposition 5.4.7.7]. Moreover, the forgetful functor SpBG → Sp preserves all small colimits and reflects equivalences by
[Lur09, Corollary 5.1.2.3]; in particular, it is exact. Now all statements follow from
Proposition II.1.5.

For every pair of objects in a stable ∞-category C, the mapping space refines to
a mapping spectrum. In fact, by [Lur16, Corollary 1.4.2.23], for every X ∈ C op , the
left-exact functor
Map(X, −) : C → S
from the stable ∞-category C lifts uniquely to an exact functor
map(X, −) : C → Sp .
Varying X, i.e. by looking at the functor
C op → FunLex (C, S) ∼
= FunEx (C, Sp) ,
we get a functor map : C op × C → Sp.
Definition II.1.8.

(i) Let X, (ϕp )p∈P be a cyclotomic spectrum. The integral topological cyclic homology TC(X) of X is the mapping spectrum mapCycSp (S, X) ∈ Sp.
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(ii) Let (X, ϕp ) be a p-cyclotomic spectrum. The p-typical topological cyclic homology
TC(X, p) is the mapping spectrum mapCycSpp (S, X).
(iii) Let R ∈ Alg(Sp) be an associative ring spectrum. Then TC(R) := TC(THH(R))
and TC(R, p) := TC(THH(R), p).
In fact, by Proposition II.1.5 (ii), it is easy to compute TC(X) and TC(X, p).
Proposition II.1.9.

(i) Let X, (ϕp )p∈P be a cyclotomic spectrum. There is a functorial fibre sequence
hT
p∈P (ϕp −can)

Q

TC(X) → X hT −−−−−−−−−−→

Y

(X tCp )hT ,

p∈P

where the maps are given by
hT
ϕhT
→ (X tCp )hT
p :X

and
can : X hT ' (X hCp )h(T/Cp ) ' (X hCp )hT → (X tCp )hT ,
where the middle equivalence comes from the p-th power map T/Cp ∼
= T.
(ii) Let (X, ϕp ) be a p-cyclotomic spectrum. There is a functorial fibre sequence
hCp∞

ϕp

−can

TC(X, p) → X hCp∞ −−−−−−−−→ (X tCp )hCp∞ ,
with notation as in part (i).
Proof. Note that the fibre of a difference map is equivalent to the equalizer of the two
maps. By the equivalence FunEx (CycSp, Sp) ∼
= FunLex (CycSp, S) (respectively for
∞
CycSpp ) via composition with Ω , it suffices to check the formulas for the mapping
space. Thus, the result follows from Proposition II.1.5 (ii).

II.2. Equivariant stable homotopy theory
In this section we want to introduce the necessary preliminaries to talk about
genuine cyclotomic spectra and the classical definition of TC. For this, we need
to recall the definition of genuine equivariant spectra. There are many references,
including [LMSM86], [MM02], [HHR16]. We will refer to the discussion given by
Schwede, [Sch16], which has the advantage that the objects considered are the most
concrete. Another reference for this model and the results is [Sch17, Chapter III].
Until recently, all discussions of genuine equivariant stable homotopy theory were
relying on explicit point-set models of spectra; now, an ∞-categorical foundation
has been laid out by Barwick, [Bar17], based on a result of Guillou–May, [GM11].
However, we prefer to stick here with the traditional explicit point-set models. In
particular, Schwede uses an explicit symmetric monoidal 1-category of spectra, the
category of orthogonal spectra. In the following, all topological spaces are compactly
generated weak Hausdorff spaces.
Definition II.2.1 ([Sch16, Definition 1.1, Section 1]).
(1) An orthogonal spectrum X is the collection of
(i) a pointed space Xn for all n ≥ 0,
(ii) a continuous action of the orthogonal group O(n) on Xn , preserving the base
point, and
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(iii) base-point preserving maps σn : Xn ∧ S 1 → Xn+1 ,
subject to the condition that for all n, m ≥ 0, the iterated structure maps
σn+m−1 ◦ (σn+m−2 ∧ S 1 ) ◦ . . . ◦ (σn ∧ S m−1 ) : Xn ∧ S m → Xn+m
are O(n) × O(m) ⊆ O(n + m)-equivariant.16
(2) Let X be an orthogonal spectrum and i ∈ Z. The i-th stable homotopy group of
X is
πi X = colimσ πi+n (Xn ) .
(3) A map of orthogonal spectra f : X → Y is a stable equivalence if for all i ∈ Z,
the induced map πi f : πi X → πi Y is an isomorphism.
Orthogonal spectra are naturally organized into a 1-category, which we denote
SpO . An example of an orthogonal spectrum is given by the sphere spectrum S ∈ SpO
with Sn = S n , where S n is the one-point compactification of Rn (with its standard
inner product), pointed at ∞, and with its natural O(n)-action. The category SpO
admits a natural symmetric monoidal structure called the smash product; we refer
to [Sch16, Section 1] for the definition. The sphere spectrum is a unit object in
this symmetric monoidal structure. Note that for an orthogonal spectrum the maps
Xn → ΩXn+1 adjoint to σn need not be equivalences, so they would sometimes only
be called “prespectra”. Here, we call orthogonal spectra for which these maps are
weak equivalences orthogonal Ω-spectra. It is known that any orthogonal spectrum
is stably equivalent to an orthogonal Ω-spectrum. This is actually a special property
of orthogonal spectra, and fails for symmetric spectra, where one has to be more
careful with the naive definition of stable homotopy groups given above.
Moreover, cf. [MMSS01], if one inverts the stable equivalences in N (SpO ), the
resulting ∞-category is equivalent to the ∞-category Sp of spectra; the equivalence
preserves homotopy groups. On general orthogonal spectra, the functor N (SpO ) →
Sp is not compatible with the symmetric monoidal structure: The issue is that if
f : X → Y and f 0 : X 0 → Y 0 are stable equivalences of orthogonal spectra, then
in general f ∧ f 0 : X ∧ X 0 → Y ∧ Y 0 is not a stable equivalence. However, this
is true if X, Y, X 0 and Y 0 are cofibrant, and the lax symmetric monoidal functor
N (SpO ) → Sp is symmetric monoidal when restricted to the full subcategory of
cofibrant orthogonal spectra. We refer to Appendix S, in particular Theorem A.7,
for a general discussion of the relation between symmetric monoidal structures on a
model category, and the associated ∞-category.
Let G be a finite group. It is now easy to define a symmetric monoidal 1-category
of orthogonal G-spectra. The definition seems different from classical definitions
which make reference to deloopings for all representation spheres; the equivalence
of the resulting notions is discussed in detail in [Sch16, Remark 2.7].
Definition II.2.2 ([Sch16, Definition 2.1]). An orthogonal G-spectrum is an orthogonal spectrum X with an action of G, i.e. the category GSpO of orthogonal G-spectra
is given by Fun(BG, SpO ).
16There is a more conceptual definition of orthogonal spectra as pointed, continuous functors
O → Top∗ on a topologically enriched category O whose objects are finite dimensional inner product
spaces V, W and whose mapping spaces are the Thom spaces Th(ξ) of the orthogonal complement
bundle ξ → L(V, W ) where L(V, W ) is the space of linear isometric embeddings. The space Th(ξ)
is also homeomorphic to a certain subspace of the space of pointed maps S V → S W where S V and
S W are the one point compactifications of V and W .
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The resulting category inherits a natural symmetric monoidal structure which is
given by the smash product of the underlying orthogonal spectra with diagonal Gaction. However, it is more subtle to define the relevant notion of weak equivalence;
namely, the notion of equivalence used in genuine equivariant stable homotopy theory
is significantly stronger than a morphism in GSpO inducing a stable equivalence of
the underlying orthogonal spectra. Roughly, it asks that certain set-theoretic fixed
points are preserved by weak equivalences.
To define the relevant notion of weak equivalence, we make use of a functor from
orthogonal G-spectra to orthogonal spectra known as the “geometric fixed points”.
Definition II.2.3.
(i) Let X be an orthogonal G-spectrum, and let V be a representation of G on an
n-dimensional inner product space over R. We define a new based space
X(V ) = L(Rn , V )+ ∧O(n) Xn ,
cf. [Sch16, Equation (2.2)], which comes equipped with a G-action through the diagonal G-action. Here, L(Rn , V ) denotes the linear isometries between V and Rn ,
which has a natural action by O(n) via precomposition making it an O(n)-torsor.
(ii) Let ρG denote the regular representation of G. Define an orthogonal spectrum
ΦG X, called the geometric fixed points of X, whose n-th term is given by
(ΦG X)n = X(Rn ⊗ ρG )G ,
cf. [Sch16, Section 7.3], where the fixed points are the set-theoretic fixed points.
(iii) Let f : X → Y be a map of orthogonal G-spectra. Then f is an equivalence if
for all subgroups H ⊆ G, the map ΦH X → ΦH Y is a stable equivalence of orthogonal
spectra.
By [Sch16, Theorem 7.11], the definition of equivalence in part (iii) agrees with
the notion of π ∗ -isomorphism used in [Sch16].
Proposition II.2.4 ([Sch16, Proposition 7.14]). The functor ΦG : GSpO → SpO has
a natural lax symmetric monoidal structure. When X and Y are cofibrant G-spectra,
the map ΦG X ∧ ΦG Y → ΦG (X ∧ Y ) is a stable equivalence.
Now we pass to the corresponding ∞-categories.
Definition II.2.5. Let G be a finite group.
(i) The ∞-category of genuine G-equivariant spectra is the ∞-category GSp obtained
from N (GSpO ) by inverting equivalences of orthogonal G-spectra. It inherits a natural symmetric monoidal structure compatible with the smash product of cofibrant
orthogonal G-spectra.
(ii) Assume that H is a subgroup of G. The geometric fixed point functor
ΦH : GSp → Sp
is the symmetric monoidal functor obtained from ΦH : GSpO → SpO by restricting to
cofibrant orthogonal G-spectra, and inverting equivalences of orthogonal G-spectra.
We note that it is very important to pay attention to the notational difference
between the 1-category GSpO and the ∞-category GSp. Since our arguments and
results will mix the two worlds this can otherwise easily lead to confusion. Eventually
we will only be interested in the ∞-category GSp but the most convenient way to
construct functors or give proofs is often to work in the model.
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There is another fixed point functor for orthogonal G-spectra, taking an orthogonal G-spectrum X to the orthogonal spectrum whose n-th term is given by the settheoretic fixed points XnG . Unfortunately, if f : X → Y is an equivalence of orthogonal G-spectra, the induced map (XnG )n → (YnG )n of orthogonal spectra need not be
a stable equivalence. However, this is true for orthogonal G-Ω-spectra, cf. [Sch16,
Section 7.1] and [Sch16, Definition 3.18] for the definition of orthogonal G-Ω-spectra
which refers to the deloopings of Definition II.2.3 (i) for general representations of
V . Thus, one can derive the functor, and get a functor of ∞-categories
−H : GSp → Sp
for all subgroups H of G, usually simply called the fixed point functor. To better
linguistically distinguish it from other fixed point functors, we refer to it as the
genuine fixed point functor. As the trivial representation embeds naturally into ρG ,
there is a natural transformation −H → ΦH of functors GSp → Sp. Moreover, all
functors and natural transformations in sight are lax symmetric monoidal, cf. [Sch16,
Proposition 7.13, Proposition 7.14].
Remark II.2.6. It was proved by Guillou–May, [GM11], that one can describe
GSp equivalently in terms of the data of the spectra X H for all subgroups H ⊆ G,
equipped with the structure of a spectral Mackey functor; i.e., roughly, for any
0
0
inclusion H 0 ⊆ H, one has a restriction map X H → X H and a norm map X H →
−1
X H , and if g ∈ G, there is a conjugation equivalence X H ' X g Hg , satisfying many
compatibilities. From this point of view, one can define the ∞-category GSp without
reference to a point-set model for the category of spectra, as done by Barwick,
[Bar17]. The advantage of this point of view is that it makes it easier to generalize:
For example one can replace Sp by other stable ∞-categories, or the group by a
profinite group.
Note that any equivalence of orthogonal G-spectra is in particular an equivalence of the underlying orthogonal spectra (as Φ{e} X is the underlying orthogonal
spectrum). It follows that there is a natural functor
GSp → SpBG
from genuine G-equivariant spectra to spectra with G-action. In particular, there is
yet another fixed point functor, namely the homotopy fixed points
−hH : GSp → SpBG → Sp .
As the set-theoretic fixed points map naturally to the homotopy fixed points, one
has a natural transformation of lax symmetric monoidal functors −H → −hH from
GSp to Sp. However, this map does not factor over the geometric fixed points, and
in fact the geometric fixed points have no direct relation to the homotopy fixed
points.
We need the following result about the functor GSp → SpBG . Recall that we are
now in a ∞-categorical setting and the next results are purely formulated in terms of
these ∞-categories. The proofs will of course use their presentation through relative
categories such as SpO .
Theorem II.2.7. The functor GSp → SpBG admits a fully faithful right adjoint
BG : SpBG → GSp. The essential image of BG is the full subcategory of all X ∈ GSp
for which the natural map X H → X hH is an equivalence for all subgroups H ⊆ G;
we refer to these objects as Borel-complete.
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In other words, the ∞-category SpBG of spectra with G-action can be regarded
as a full subcategory GSpB of the ∞-category GSp consisting of the Borel-complete
genuine G-equivariant spectra. Under the equivalence GSpB ' SpBG , the functors
−H and −hH match for all subgroups H of G.
Proof. Fix a (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) contractible space EG with
free G-action. Consider the functor of 1-categories L : GSpO → GSpO sending
an orthogonal G-spectrum X = (Xn )n to Map(EG, Xn )n , where Map(EG, Xn ) is
pointed at the map sending EG to the base point of Xn , cf. [Sch16, Example 5.2].
As explained there, this defines a functor GSpO → GSpO , and if X is an orthogonal
G-Ω-spectrum, then L(X) is again an orthogonal G-Ω-spectrum. It follows from the
usual definition
X hH = Map(EH, X)H
of the homotopy fixed points (and the possibility of choosing EH = EG for all
subgroups H of G) that
L(X)H = X hH = L(X)hH
for all subgroups H of G. In particular, using [Sch16, Theorem 7.11], if f : X →
Y is a map of orthogonal G-Ω-spectra which induces a stable equivalence of the
underlying orthogonal spectra, for example if f is an equivalence of orthogonal Gspectra, then L(f ) is an equivalence of orthogonal G-spectra. Moreover, L(X) is
always Borel-complete.
There is a natural transformation id → L of functors GSpO → GSpO , as there
are natural maps Xn → Map(EG, Xn ) (compatibly with all structure maps) given
by the constant maps. After restricting to orthogonal G-Ω-spectra and inverting
weak equivalences, we get a functor of ∞-categories L : GSp → GSp with a natural
transformation id → L, which satisfies the criterion of [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4],
as follows from the previous discussion. Moreover, the image can be characterized
as the full subcategory GSpB ⊆ GSp of Borel-complete objects.
As GSp → SpBG factors over L, it remains to prove that the functor GSpB →
L
SpBG is an equivalence of ∞-categories. Note that the functor N (GSpO ) −
→ GSpB
inverts all morphisms which are equivalences of the underlying spectrum; it follows
from [MMSS01, Theorem 9.2] and [Lur16, Proposition 1.3.4.25] that inverting these
in N (GSpO ) gives SpBG , so one gets a natural functor BG : SpBG → GSpB . It
follows from the construction that BG and GSpB → SpBG are inverse equivalences.

Corollary II.2.8. There is a natural lax symmetric monoidal structure on the right
adjoint BG : SpBG → GSp, and a natural refinement of the adjunction map id → BG
of functors GSp → GSp to a lax symmetric monoidal transformation.
Proof. It follows from [Lur16, Corollary 7.3.2.7] that a right adjoint to a symmetric
monoidal functor is naturally lax symmetric monoidal, with the adjunction being a
lax symmetric monoidal transformation. In the relevant case of a localization, this
also follows from [Lur16, Proposition 2.2.1.9].

To go on, we need to define a residual G/H-action on X H and ΦH X in case
H is normal in G. In the case of X H , this is easy: Restricted to orthogonal GΩ-spectra, the functor GSpO → SpO is given by (Xn )n 7→ (XnH )n , which has an
evident G/H-action. This functor takes orthogonal G-Ω-spectra to orthogonal G/HΩ-spectra, and is compatible with composition, i.e. (X H )G/H = X G . In particular, it
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maps equivalences to equivalences, and we get an induced (lax symmetric monoidal)
functor GSp → (G/H)Sp of ∞-categories.
The situation is more subtle in the case of ΦH X. The issue is that the n-th space
X(Rn ⊗ ρH )H has no evident G/H-action, as G does not act on ρH . To repair this,
one effectively needs to replace ρH by a representation on which G-acts, and in fact
in the definition of geometric fixed points, it only really matters that ρH
H = R, and
that ρH contains all representations of H. This replacement is best done by choosing
a complete G-universe in the sense of the following definition.
Definition II.2.9. A complete G-universe is a representation U of G on a countably
dimensional inner product R-vector space that is a direct sum of countably many
copies of each irreducible representation of G.
Note that if U is a complete G-universe and H ⊆ G is a subgroup, then it is also
a complete H-universe. Moreover, if H is normal in G, then the subrepresentation
U H of H-fixed vectors is a complete G/H-universe. Thus, if one has fixed a complete G-universe, one gets corresponding compatible complete G0 -universes for all
subquotients of G, and in the following we will always fix a complete G-universe for
the biggest group G around, and endow all other groups with their induced complete
universes. In the following for a given universe U we write V ∈ U if V is a finite
dimensional G-subrepresentation of U. These naturally form a poset.
Definition II.2.10. Let G be a finite group with a complete G-universe U, and let
H ⊆ G be a normal subgroup. The geometric fixed point functor
O
O
ΦH
U : GSp → (G/H)Sp

is given by sending X ∈ GSpO to the orthogonal G/H-spectrum ΦH
U X whose n-th
term is given by
hocolim X(Rn ⊕ V )H ,
V ∈U ,V H =0

where O(n) acts on Rn , and the G-action factors over a G/H-action. The structure
maps are the evident maps.
For this definition we use a specific strictly functorial model for the homotopy
colimit taken in compactly generated weak Hausdorff topological spaces. We review
the Bousfield-Kan formula, in Appendix U.
Now we want to compare this model of the geometric fixed points to the definition
ΦH .
Lemma II.2.11. For every G-spectrum X here is a zig-zag of stable equivalences
e G X ← ΦG X which is natural in X.17
of orthogonal spectra ΦG X → Φ
U
U
Proof. We first define
e G X := hocolim X(Rn ⊗ ρG ⊕ V )G .
Φ
U
V ∈U ,V H =0

Now there is a map
ΦG X = X(Rn ⊗ ρG ⊕ 0)G → hocolim X(Rn ⊗ ρG ⊕ V )G
V ∈U ,V H =0

induced from the map into the homotopy colimit and another map
n
G
n
G
ΦG
U X = hocolim X(R ⊕ V ) → hocolim X(R ⊗ ρG ⊕ V ) .
V ∈U ,V H =0

V ∈U ,V H =0

17We thank Stefan Schwede for a helpful discussion of this point.
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which is induced
from the standard inclusion R → (ρg )G which sends 1 to the unit
P
vector √1
g∈G g ∈ R[G] = ρG . Both of these maps induce maps of orthogonal
|G|

spectra as we let n vary.
Now we have to check that these maps are stable equivalences. This can be
checked on homotopy groups, where it is well known (note that the hocolim’s become
an actual colimit upon taking stable homotopy groups by the results of Appendix
U).

We need the following proposition.
Proposition II.2.12. Let G be a finite group with complete G-universe U, and let
H 0 /H
H ⊆ H 0 ⊆ G be normal subgroups. There is a natural transformation ΦU H ◦ ΦH
U →
0
H
O
0
O
O
ΦU of functors GSp → (G/H )Sp . For each X ∈ GSp , the map
H 0 /H

0

H
ΦU H (ΦH
U (X)) → ΦU (X)

is an equivalence of orthogonal (G/H 0 )-spectra.
H 0 /H

Proof. Let us compute ΦU H (ΦH
U (X)). It is given by the spectrum whose n-th term
is

H H/H 0
hocolim0
L(RdW , W )+ ∧O(dW ) hocolim L(RdV )+ ∧O(dV ) Xn+dW +dV
.
V ∈U ,V H =0

W ∈U H ,W H =0

Here, dV and dW denote the dimensions of V and W . Note that as H acts trivially on
L(RdW , W ), one can pull in this smash product; also, taking fixed points commutes
with all hocolim’s by Lemma C.13. Thus, a simple rewriting gives

H 0
hocolim0
hocolim L(RdW +dV , W ⊕ V )+ ∧O(dW +dV ) Xn+dW +dV
.
W ∈U H ,W H =0 V ∈U ,V H =0

Combining the hocolim’s into a single index category gives a map to the hocolim
over all pairs (W, V ). But note that such pairs (W, V ) are equivalent to U ∈ U with
0
U H = 0 via U = W ⊕ V ; indeed, one can recover W = U H , and V as the orthogonal
complement of W . Thus, we get a map to
H 0
dU
hocolim
,
U
)
∧
X
,
L(R
+
n+d
O(d
)
u
U
0
U ∈U ,U H =0

0

which is precisely the n-th term of ΦH X. We leave it to the reader to verify that
this is compatible with all extra structure.
It is clear that this defines a stable equivalence of the underlying orthogonal
spectra, as it is even a levelwise equivalence. In particular, one sees that ΦH
U takes
equivalences of orthogonal G-spectra to equivalences of orthogonal G/H-spectra.
The compatibility of the geometric fixed point functor with composition then implies
H 0 /H
H0
that the natural transformation ΦU H (ΦH
U (X)) → ΦU (X) is an equivalence of
orthogonal G/H-spectra.

In particular, we get functors ΦH : GSp → (G/H)Sp of ∞-categories which
are compatible with composition; we will ignore the choice of U after passing to
∞-categories, as e.g. by Proposition II.2.14 below, this functor is canonically independent of the choice. The natural transformation −H → ΦH lifts to a natural
transformation of functors GSp → (G/H)Sp, by restricting to orthogonal G-Ωspectra. One can compute the fiber of the map −H → ΦH in terms of data for
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subgroups of H, cf. [Sch16, Proposition 7.6]. For example, there is the following
result of Hesselholt–Madsen, [HM97, Proposition 2.1].
Proposition II.2.13. Let G be a cyclic group of p-power order, and H = Cp ⊆ G
the subgroup of order p. For X ∈ GSp there is a natural fiber sequence
N

XhG −→ X G → (ΦCp X)G/Cp
of spectra, where the second map is the map induced on genuine G/Cp -fixed points by
the natural transformation −Cp → ΦCp of lax symmetric monoidal functors GSp →
(G/Cp )Sp.

Note that if one applies this diagram to the map X → BG (X) from X to its Borel
completion, one gets a commutative diagram
XhG

XhG

/ XG

/ (ΦCp X)G/Cp


/ X hG


/ X tG ,

N

where both rows are fiber sequences, and the functors in the right square are all
lax symmetric monoidal, and the transformations are lax symmetric monoidal.18 In
particular, one sees that the functor −tG : SpBG → Sp has a natural lax symmetric
monoidal structure making the transformation −hG → −tG of functors SpBG → Sp
lax symmetric monoidal. Indeed, −tG : SpBG → Sp can be written as the composite
B

(ΦCp )G/Cp

G
GSp −−−−−−−→ Sp
SpBG −−→

of lax symmetric monoidal functors. We note that this is the classical proof that
−tG : SpBG → Sp has a natural lax symmetric monoidal structure for cyclic groups G
of prime power order.19 By Theorem I.3.1, we see that this lax symmetric monoidal
structure agrees with the one constructed there.
As another application of the relation between genuine and geometric fixed points,
one has the following proposition.
Proposition II.2.14. Let G be a finite group, and H ⊆ G a normal subgroup. The
functor ΦH : GSp → (G/H)Sp has a fully faithful right adjoint RH : (G/H)Sp →
GSp. The essential image of RH is the full subcategory GSp≥H ⊆ GSp of all X ∈
GSp such that X N ' 0 for all subgroups N ⊆ G that do not contain H. On GSp≥H ,
the natural transformation −H → ΦH : GSp≥H → (G/H)Sp is an equivalence.
Note that by [Sch16, Theorem 7.11], the condition on the essential image can
be replaced by the condition ΦN X ' 0 for all subgroups N ⊆ G that do not
contain H. Also, the proposition implies as in Corollary II.2.8 that RH has a natural
lax symmetric monoidal structure. Moreover, one sees that one can redefine ΦH :
GSp → (G/H)Sp equivalently as the composition of the localization GSp → GSp≥H
and −H , which shows that ΦH is independent of all choices.
hG
18For the identification of the different norm maps X
, one can for example use
hG → X

Theorem I.4.1.
G

g
BG
⊗EG
−
19For general groups G one can write −tG as the composition SpBG −
−→ GSp −−−→ GSp −−→ Sp

g is the pointed G-space obtained as the cofibre of the map EG+ → S 0 (see in the proof
where EG
of Proposition II.2.14 for a similar construction). All three functors are lax symmetric monoidal,
the middle one since it is a smashing localization of GSp.
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Proof. Choose a (compactly generated weak Hausdorff) space EP with G-action
which has the property that EP H is empty, but for all subgroups N of G that do
g be the based G-space given as the
not contain H, EP N is contractible. Let EP
0
homotopy of the map EP+ → S mapping EP to the non-basepoint of S 0 . Then
g N is contractible for all subgroups N of G that do not contain H, while EP
g N is
EP
given by S 0 if N contains H.
g ∧X. By [Sch16, PropoConsider the functor L : GSpO → GSpO sending X to EP
sition 5.4], this functor preserves equivalences of orthogonal G-spectra. Moreover,
g induces a natural transformation id → L. It follows from
the natural map S 0 → EP
[Sch16, Proposition 7.6] that for all X ∈ GSpO , one has ΦN L(X) ' 0 if N does not
contain H, while ΦN X → ΦN L(X) is an equivalence if N contains H. This implies
that the induced functor L : GSp → GSp with its natural transformation id → L
satisfies the hypothesis of [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4], and the essential image of L
is given by GSp≥H .
As ΦH : GSp → (G/H)Sp factors over L, it remains to see that the functor
H
Φ : GSp≥H → (G/H)Sp is an equivalence. Note that there is a functor R0 :
(G/H)Sp → GSp by letting G act through its quotient G/H, and the composite
ΦH

(G/H)Sp → GSp −−→ (G/H)Sp is equivalent to the identity as follows from the
definition. Consider the functor L ◦ R0 : (G/H)Sp → GSp≥H . We will construct
natural equivalences between both composites of L ◦ R0 and ΦH and the identity on
the respective ∞-category. For the composite ΦH ◦L◦R0 ' ΦH ◦R0 , we have already
done this. For the other composite, we note that there is a natural transformation
L ◦ R0 ◦ ΦH ' L ◦ R0 ◦ −H ← L ' id : GSp≥H → GSp≥H
as there is a natural transformation R0 ◦ −H → id on orthogonal G-Ω-spectra (given
by inclusion of fixed points). To check whether this is a natural equivalence, we can
apply ΦH , as ΦH : GSp≥H → (G/H)Sp reflects equivalences; this reduces us to the
assertion about the other composite that we have already proved.

In order to prepare for the definition of genuine cyclotomic spectra in the next
section, we need to introduce variants of the previous definition when G is no longer
required to be finite. We will need the following two cases.
Definition II.2.15.
(i) The ∞-category Cp∞ Sp of genuine Cp∞ -equivariant spectra is the limit of the
∞-categories Cpn Sp for varying Cpn ⊆ Cp∞ , along the forgetful functors Cpn Sp →
Cpn−1 Sp.20
(ii) The category TSpO of orthogonal T-spectra is the category of orthogonal spectra
with continuous T-action, where T = S 1 is the usual compact Lie group. Let F be
the set of finite subgroups Cn ⊆ T. A map f : X → Y of orthogonal T-spectra is an
F-equivalence if the induced map of orthogonal Cn -spectra is an equivalence for all
finite subgroups Cn ⊆ T. The ∞-category TSpF of F-genuine T-equivariant spectra
is obtained by inverting the F-equivalences in N (TSpO ).
20This ∞-category is equivalent to the underlying ∞-category of the model category studied by

Degrijse, Hausmann, Lück, Patchkoria and Schwede in [DHL+ ]. We thank Irakli Patchkoria for
sharing his idea to use the Prüfer group instead of the full circle group T long before this project
was started.
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In both cases, the functors −H and ΦH make sense for all finite subgroups H
of Cp∞ respectively T, and they satisfy the same properties as before. An obvious
variant of Theorem II.2.7 and Proposition II.2.14 holds for Cp∞ Sp and TSpF . In the
case of Cp∞ Sp, this follows formally by passing to the limit. In the case of TSpF ,
one has to repeat the arguments.
Corollary II.2.16. For the functors RCp : Cp∞ Sp → Cp∞ Sp and RCp : TSpF →
TSpF we have the formula
(
X H/Cp if Cp ⊆ H
(RCp X)H '
0
otherwise
Proof. The formulas only use finite fixed points, thus we can use Proposition II.2.14.
We immediately get that (RCp X)H ' 0 if Cp 6⊆ H. If Cp ⊆ H then we get
(RCp X)H ' ((RCp X)Cp )H/Cp ' (ΦCp RCp X)H/Cp ' X H/Cp ,
where the last equivalence follows since RCp is fully faithful, i.e. the counit if the
adjunction is an equivalence.

II.3. Genuine cyclotomic spectra
In this section we want to give the definition of the ∞-category of genuine cyclotomic spectra and genuine p-cyclotomic spectra. We start with a discussion of
genuine p-cyclotomic spectra.
Definition II.3.1. A genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum is a genuine Cp∞ -spectrum X
'
together with an equivalence Φp : ΦCp X −
→ X in Cp∞ Sp, where
ΦCp X ∈ (Cp∞ /Cp )Sp ∼
= Cp∞ Sp
via the p-th power map Cp∞ /Cp ∼
= Cp∞ . More precisely, the ∞-category of genuine
p-cyclotomic spectra is the equalizer
!
CycSpgen
= Eq
p

Cp∞ Sp

id

ΦCp

// Cp∞ Sp

.

For every genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum (X, Φp ) there is an associated p-cyclotomic spectrum in the sense of Definition II.1.6 (ii). Indeed, there is a functor
Cp∞ Sp → SpBCp∞ , and one can compose the inverse map X → ΦCp X with the Borel
completion ΦCp X → ΦCp BCp∞ (X); the corresponding map of underlying spectra
with Cp∞ -action is a Cp∞ -equivariant map X → X tCp , where the Cp∞ -action on the
right is the residual Cp∞ /Cp -action via the p-th power map Cp∞ /Cp ∼
= Cp∞ .
Proposition II.3.2. The assignment described above defines a functor
CycSpgen
→ CycSpp .
p
Proof. As the equalizer is a full subcategory of the lax equalizer, it suffices to construct a functor
!
!
LEq

Cp∞ Sp

id

ΦCp

// Cp∞ Sp

→ LEq

SpBCp∞

id

−tCp

// SpBCp∞

.
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But there is the natural functor Cp∞ Sp → SpBCp∞ which commutes with the first
functor id in the lax equalizer; for the second functor, there is natural transformation
between the composite
ΦCp

Cp∞ Sp −−→ Cp∞ Sp → SpBCp∞
and the composite
−tCp

Cp∞ Sp → SpBCp∞ −−−→ SpBCp∞ ,
by passing to the underlying spectrum in the natural transformation ΦCp → ΦCp BCp∞ .
For the identification of −tCp with the underlying spectrum of ΦCp BCp∞ , cf. Proposition II.2.13.
In this situation, one always gets an induced functor of lax equalizers, by looking
at the definition (Definition II.1.4).

Next, we want to introduce the category of genuine cyclotomic spectra as described in [HM97, Section 2]. For the definition, we need to fix a complete T-universe
U; more precisely, we fix
M
U=
Ck,i ,
k∈Z,i≥1

where T acts on Ck,i via the k-th power of the embedding T ,→ C× . For this universe,
we have an identification
M
U Cn =
Ck,i ,
k∈nZ,i≥1

which is a representation of T/Cn . Now there is a natural isomorphism
U Cn ∼
=U
equivariant for the T/Cn ∼
= T-action given by the n-th power. We get functors
ΦCn : TSpO → (T/Cn )SpO ∼
= TSpO
U

such that there are natural coherent F-equivalences
Cmn
Cn
m
,
ΦC
U ◦ ΦU → ΦU

as in Proposition II.2.12. By inverting F-equivalences, one gets an action of the
multiplicative monoid N>0 of positive integers on the ∞-category TSpF .
Definition II.3.3. The ∞-category of genuine cyclotomic spectra is given by the
homotopy fixed points of N>0 on the ∞-category of F-genuine T-equivariant spectra,
CycSpgen = (TSpF )hN>0 .
Roughly, objects of CycSpgen are objects X ∈ TSpF together with isomorphisms
Φn : X ' ΦCn X for all n ≥ 1 which are homotopy-coherently commutative.
Proposition II.3.4. There is a natural functor
CycSpgen → CycSp = SpBT ×Q

p∈P

BCp∞

Y

Sp

CycSpp .

p∈P

Proof. For any p, we have a natural functor CycSpgen → CycSpgen
given by the
p
∞ Sp, remembering only Φp .
natural functor
TSp
→
C
The
induced
functor
p
F
Q
CycSpgen → p∈P SpBCp∞ lifts to a functor CycSpgen → SpBT by looking at the
underlying spectrum with T-action of X ∈ TSpF .
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Remark II.3.5. The functor CycSpgen → CycSp a priori seems to lose a lot of
information: For example, it entirely forgets all nontrivial fixed point spectra and
all coherence isomorphisms between the different Φn .
In [HM97, Definition 2.2], the definition of (genuine) cyclotomic spectra is different
in that one takes the homotopy fixed points of N>0 on the category TSpO , i.e. before
inverting weak equivalences. Let us call these objects orthogonal cyclotomic spectra.
Definition II.3.6. An orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum is an object X ∈ TSpO toO ∼
n
gether with F-equivalences of orthogonal T-spectra Φn : ΦC
=
U X → X in TSp
O
(T/Cn )Sp for all n ≥ 1, such that for all m, n ≥ 1, the diagram
Cm
n
ΦC
U (ΦU X)



'

/ ΦCmn X
U

n
ΦC
U (Φm )

n
ΦC
U X

Φn

Φmn



/X

commutes. A map f : X → Y of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra is an equivalence
if it is an F-equivalence of the underlying object in TSpO . Let CycSpO denote the
category of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra.
n
It may appear more natural to take the morphisms ΦC
U X → X in the other
direction, but the point-set definition of topological Hochschild homology as an
orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum actually requires this direction, cf. Section III.5
below. We note that Hesselholt–Madsen ask that Φn is an equivalence of orthogonal T-spectra (not merely an F-equivalence), i.e. it also induces an equivalence
on the genuine T-fixed points. Also, they ask that X is a T-Ω-spectrum, where
we allow X to be merely a (pre)spectrum. Our definition follows the conventions
of Blumberg–Mandell, [BM15, Definition 4.7].21 In [BM15, Section 5], Blumberg–
Mandell construct a “model-∗-category” structure on the category of orthogonal
cyclotomic spectra. It is unfortunately not a model category, as the geometric fixed
point functor does not commute with all colimits; this is however only a feature of
the point-set model. It follows from a result of Barwick–Kan, [BK13], that if one
inverts weak equivalences in the model-∗-category of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra,
one gets the ∞-category CycSpgen :

Theorem II.3.7. The morphism N (CycSpO ) → CycSpgen is the universal functor
of ∞-categories inverting the equivalences of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra.
Proof. This follows from [BG16, Lemma 3.24].



One can also make a similar discussion for p-cyclotomic spectra; however, in this
case, our Definition II.1.6 (ii) differs from previous definitions in that we only require
an action of the subgroup Cp∞ of T. If one changes our definition to a T-action,
one could compare Definition II.3.1 with the definitions of p-cyclotomic spectra in
[HM97] and [BM15] as in Theorem II.3.7.
Finally, we can state our main theorem. It uses spectra TCgen (X, p) for a genuine
p-cyclotomic spectrum X and TCgen (X) for a genuine cyclotomic spectrum X, whose
21Their commutative diagram in [BM15, Definition 4.7] looks different from ours, and does not
seem to ask for a relation between Φmn and Φm , Φn ; we believe ours is the correct one, following
[HM97, Definition 2.2].
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definition we recall in Section II.4 below. Recall that by TC(X) resp. TC(X, p), we
denote the functors defined in Definition II.1.8.
Theorem II.3.8.
(i) Let X ∈ CycSpgen be a genuine cyclotomic spectrum whose underlying spectrum
is bounded below. Then there is an equivalence of spectra TCgen (X) ' TC(X).
(ii) Let X ∈ CycSpgen
be a genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum whose underlying specp
trum is bounded below. Then there is an equivalence of spectra TCgen (X, p) '
TC(X, p).
Moreover, the forgetful functors CycSpgen → CycSp and CycSpgen
→ CycSpp are
p
equivalences of ∞-categories when restricted to respective subcategories of bounded
below spectra.
II.4. Equivalence of TC
In this section, we want to prove the parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem II.3.8. In other
words, if X is a genuine cyclotomic spectrum whose underlying spectrum is bounded
below, then
TCgen (X) ' TC(X) .
We recall the definition of TCgen (X) in Definition II.4.4 and diagram (1) below. The
proof relies on some consequences of the Tate orbit lemma (Lemma I.2.1), which we
record first. Here and in the following, we identify Cpn /Cpm ∼
= Cpn−m , so for example
m
hC
p
is considered as a spectrum with
if X is a spectrum with Cpn -action, then X
Cpn−m -action via the identification Cpn /Cpm ∼
= Cpn−m .
Lemma II.4.1. Let X ∈ SpBCpn be a spectrum with Cpn -action that is bounded
hCpn−1
is an equivalence.
below. Then the canonical morphism X tCpn → X tCp
Proof. First, by applying the Tate orbit lemma to XhCpn−2 , we see that for n ≥ 2
the norm morphism
N : XhCpn → (XhCpn−1 )hCp
is an equivalence. Then by induction the map
N : XhCpn → (XhCp )hCpn−1
is an equivalence. This norm morphism fits into a diagram
XhCpn

/ X hCpn

/ X tCpn




/ (X hCp )hCpn−1


/ (X tCp )hCpn−1

(XhCp )hCpn−1

which commutes since all maps in the left square are norm maps, and the right
vertical map is defined as the cofibre. Now since the left and middle vertical maps
are equivalences and the rows are fibre sequences it follows that the right vertical
morphism is an equivalence as well.

In the following lemma, we use the Tate construction for T defined in Corollary I.4.3.
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hT
Lemma II.4.2. If X is a bounded below spectrum with T-action then X tCp
hT
is p-complete and the canonical morphism X tT → X tCp
exhibits it as the pcompletion of X tT .
Remark II.4.3. This lemma leads to a further simplification of the fiber sequence
Q
hT
Y
p (ϕp −can)
hT
(X tCp )hT ,
TC(X) → X −−−−−−−−→
p

as one can identify the final term with the profinite completion of X tT in case X is
a bounded below cyclotomic spectrum.
tCp hCpn is an
Proof. The canonical morphism (X tCp )hT → (X tCp )hCp∞ ' lim
←−(X )
equivalence since both sides are p-complete by Lemma I.2.9 and Cp∞ → T is a
p-adic equivalence. Thus, by Lemma II.4.1, in the commutative diagram

/ X tCp hT
X tT



lim(X tCpn )
←−


/ lim(X tCp )hCpn ,

←−

all corners except possibly for X tT are equivalent. Thus, it remains to prove that
tCpn ) is a p-completion.
the canonical map X tT → lim
←−(X
By Lemma I.2.6, we can assume that X is bounded, so that by a filtration we can
assume that X = HM is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. Note that in this case,
the T-action on M is necessarily trivial. We can also assume that M is torsion free
by passing to a 2-term resolution by torsion free groups. We find that
(
M i even
πi (HM tT ) =
0
i odd
and

(
M/pn
πi (HM tCpn ) =
0

i even
i odd.

The maps in the limit diagram are given by the obvious projections M → M/pn by
Lemma I.4.4, so the result follows.

Now let X be a genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum in the sense of Definition II.3.1.
Let us recall the definition of TCgen (X, p) by Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen, [BHM93].
First, X has genuine Cpn -fixed points X Cpn for all n ≥ 0, and there are maps
F : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 for n ≥ 1 which are the inclusion of fixed points. Moreover,
for all n ≥ 1 there are maps R : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 , and the maps R and F commute
(coherently). The maps R : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 arise as the composition of the map
X Cpn → (ΦCp X)Cpn−1 that exists for any genuine Cpn -equivariant spectrum, and
the equivalence (ΦCp X)Cpn−1 ' X Cpn−1 which comes from the genuine cyclotomic
structure on X.
These structures determine TCgen (X, p) as follows.
Definition II.4.4. Let X be a genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum. Define TR(X, p) =
Cpn , which has an action of F , and
lim
←− X
R
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TC

gen


(X, p) := Eq

TR(X, p)

id
F


' lim
←−

R

X Cpn

Eq
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// TR(X, p)



// X Cpn−1



R
F

.

To compare this with our definition, we need the following lemma, which follows
directly from (the discussion following) Proposition II.2.13.
Lemma II.4.5. Let X be a genuine Cpn -equivariant spectrum. There is a natural
pullback diagram of spectra
X Cpn

/ (ΦCp X)Cpn−1

R




/ X tCpn

X hCpn
for all n ≥ 1.



Note that while the upper spectra depend on the genuine Cpn -equivariant structure of X, the lower spectra only depend on the underlying spectrum with Cpn action.
Proposition II.4.6. Let X be a genuine Cpn -equivariant spectrum. Assume that
the underlying spectrum is bounded below. Then for every n ≥ 1 there exists a
canonical pullback square
X Cpn

/ (ΦCp X)Cpn−1




/ (X tCp )hCpn−1

X hCpn

Proof. Combine Lemma II.4.1 with Lemma II.4.5.



Corollary II.4.7. Let X be a genuine Cpn -equivariant spectrum. Assume that the
spectra
X, ΦCp X, ΦCp2 X, . . . , ΦCpn−1 X
are all bounded below. Then we have a diagram
/ ΦCpn X

X Cpn




ΦCp2 X

hC

pn−2

Cpn−1

Φ

X

hCp





/ Φ

/ . . .



Φ Cp X


X hCpn

hCpn−1

/



ΦCp X

tCp hCpn−2



/ X tCp hCpn−1

which exhibits X Cpn as a limit of the right side (i.e. the iterated pullback).

Cpn−1

X

tCp
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Proof. Use induction on n and Proposition II.4.6.



Remark II.4.8. One can use the last corollary to give a description of the full
subcategory of Cpn Sp consisting of those genuine Cpn -equivariant spectra all of whose
geometric fixed points are bounded below. An object then explicitly consists of a
sequence
X, ΦCp X, . . . , ΦCpn X
of bounded below spectra with Cpn /Cpi -action together with Cpn /Cpi -equivariant
morphisms

tCp
ΦCpi X → ΦCpi−1 X
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. One can prove these equivalences for example similar to our
proof of Theorem II.6.3 in Sections II.6 and II.5. Vice versa one can also deduce our
Theorem II.6.3 from these equivalences.
Note that this description is quite different from the description as Mackey functors, which is in terms of the genuine fixed points; a general translation appears in
work of Glasman, [Gla15]. One can also go a step further and give a description
of the category of all genuine Cpn Sp spectra or T-spectra (without connectivity hypothesis) along these lines, but the resulting description is more complicated and less
tractable as it contains a lot of coherence data. We were informed that an approach
along these lines will appear in upcoming work of David Ayala, Aaron Mazel-Gee
and Nick Rozenblyum.
Let us note the following corollary. This generalizes a result of Ravenel, [Rav81],
that proves the Segal conjecture for Cpn by reduction to Cp . This had been further
generalized to THH by Tsalidis, [Tsa98], and then by Bökstedt–Brumer–LunøeNielsen–Rognes, [BBLNR14, Theorem 2.5], who proved the following theorem under
a finite type hypothesis.
Corollary II.4.9. Let X be a genuine Cpn -equivariant spectrum, and assume that
for any Y ∈ {X, ΦCp X, . . . , ΦCpn−1 X}, the spectrum Y is bounded below, and the
map
hCp ∧
(Y Cp )∧
)p
p → (Y
hCpn )∧
induces an isomorphism on πi for all i ≥ k. Then the map (X Cpn )∧
p → (X
p
induces an isomorphism on πi for all i ≥ k.

As in [BBLNR14, Theorem 2.5], this result also holds true if one instead measures
connectivity after taking function spectra from some W in the localizing ideal of
spectra generated by S[ p1 ]/S. Note that for cyclotomic spectra, one needs to check
the hypothesis only for Y = X.
Proof. Note that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, one has ΦCp (ΦCpi−1 X) = ΦCpi X. Thus, using
Lemma II.4.5 for the genuine Cp -equivariant spectrum ΦCpi−1 X, we see that the
assumption is equivalent to the condition that
ΦCpi X → (ΦCpi−1 X)tCp
induces an isomorphism on πi for all i ≥ k after p-completion. Now we use that
in Corollary II.4.7, all the short vertical maps induce an isomorphism on πi for all
i ≥ k after p-completion. It follows that the long left vertical map does the same,
as desired.
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Theorem II.4.10. Let X be a genuine p-cyclotomic spectrum such that the underlying spectrum is bounded below. Then there is a canonical fibre sequence
hCp∞

TC

gen

(X, p) → X

hCp∞ ϕp

−can

−−−−−−−−→ (X tCp )hCp∞

In particular we get an equivalence TCgen (X, p) ' TC(X, p).
Proof. By Proposition II.4.6 and the equivalence X ∼
= ΦCp X, we inductively get an
equivalence
X Cpn ' X hCpn ×

X hCpn−1 × . . . ×X tCp X ,

hC n−1
p

(X tCp )

cf. also Corollary II.4.7. Here the projection to the right is always the tautological
one and the projection to the left is ϕp (or more precisely the induced map on
homotopy fixed points). Under this equivalence the map R : X Cpn → X Cpn−1
corresponds to forgetting the first factor and F : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 corresponds to
hC
hC
forgetting the last factor followed by the maps X pk → X pk−1 applied factorwise.
Now we have to compute the fiber of R − F : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 . To that end we
consider the following square
R0 −F 0

X hCpn × . . . × X


/ X hCpn−1 × . . . × X

ϕp −can

(X tCp )hCpn−1 × . . . × X tCp



R00 −F 00

ϕp −can

/ (X tCp )hCpn−2 × . . . × X tCp .
hC

Here, R0 forgets the first factor, F 0 forgets the last factor and projects X pk →
hC
X pk−1 , R00 forgets the first factor, and F 00 forgets the last factor and projects
hC
hC
hC
hC
(X tCp ) pk → (X tCp ) pk−1 . Also ϕp denotes the various maps X pk → (X tCp ) pk ,
hC
hC
and can the various maps X pk → (X tCp ) pk−1 . It is easy to see that the diagram
commutes (since the lower right is a product this can be checked for every factor
separately), and by design the vertical fibres are X Cpn and X Cpn−1 with the induced
map given by R − F .
Now we compute the fibers horizontally. We get X hCpn via the diagonal embedding for the upper line and analogously (X tCp )hCpn−1 via the diagonal embedding
for the lower line. Therefore the fiber of R − F : X Cpn → X Cpn−1 is equivalent to
the fiber of ϕp − can : X hCpn → (X tCp )hCpn−1 . Finally we take the limit over n to
get the desired result.

Recall from [DGM13, Lemma 6.4.3.2] Goodwillie’s definition of the integral topological cyclic homology for a genuine cyclotomic spectrum X in the sense of Definition II.3.3. It is defined22 by the pullback square
/ X hT

TCgen (X)

(1)

Q



gen

p∈P TC

(X, p)∧
p

/



Q

∧ hT
p∈P (Xp ) .

22This is not the definition initially given by Goodwillie, but it is equivalent to the corrected
version of Goodwillie’s definition as we learned from B. Dundas and we take it as a definition here.
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Note that the homotopy fixed points (Xp∧ )hT in the lower right corner are equivalent to (Xp∧ )hCp∞ since the inclusion Cp∞ → T is a p-adic equivalence. Taking
homotopy fixed points commutes with p-completion since the mod-p Moore spectrum M (Z/p) = S/p is a finite spectrum and fixed points of a p-complete spectrum
stay p-complete. It follows that the right vertical map is a profinite completion, and
therefore also the left vertical map is a profinite completion.
Theorem II.4.11. Let X be a genuine cyclotomic spectrum such that the underlying
spectrum is bounded below. Then there is a canonical fibre sequence
Q

hT
p∈P (ϕp −can)

TCgen (X) → X hT −−−−−−−−−−→

Y

(X tCp )hT .

p∈P

In particular we get an equivalence TCgen (X) ' TC(X).
Proof. We consider the commutative diagram
/ X hT

TCgen (X)

Q





/

gen
(X, p)∧
p
p∈P TC

Q

/

∧ hT
p∈P (Xp )

Q

∧ tCp )hCp∞
p∈P ((Xp )

.

Here, the lower line is the product over all p of the p-completions of the fiber sequences from Theorem II.4.10, and the square is the pullback defining TCgen (X).
Now by Lemma I.2.9 and using that Cp∞ → T is a p-adic equivalence, the natural
maps
(X tCp )hT → ((Xp∧ )tCp )hCp∞
are equivalences for all primes p. Thus, we can fill the diagram to a commutative
diagram
Q
tCp )hT
/ X hT
/
TCgen (X)
p∈P (X

Q



p∈P TC

gen

(X, p)∧
p

/



Q

∧ hT
p∈P (Xp )

/



Q

'

∧ tCp )hCp∞
p∈P ((Xp )

.

Now the result follows formally as the lower line is a fiber sequence, the left square
is a pullback and the right map is an equivalence.

II.5. Coalgebras for endofunctors
In this section we want to investigate the relation between the categories of coalgebras and fixed points for endofunctors. This will be applied in the proof of the
equivalence between “genuine” and “naive” cyclotomic spectra that will be given
in the next section (Theorem II.6.3 and Theorem II.6.9), where the key step is to
upgrade the lax map X → X tCp to an equivalence Y ' ΦCp Y of a related object Y .
Definition II.5.1. Let C be an ∞-category and F : C → C be an endofunctor. Then
an F -coalgebra is given by an object X ∈ C together with a morphism X → F X. A
∼
fixpoint of F is an object X ∈ C together with an equivalence X −
→ F X.
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We define the ∞-category CoAlgF (C) as the lax equalizer
id

CoAlgF (C) = LEq C

F

// C 

of ∞-categories, cf. Definition II.1.4 for the notion of lax equalizers. If the ∞category C is clear from the context we will only write CoAlgF . The ∞-category
FixF = FixF (C) is the full subcategory FixF ⊆ CoAlgF spanned by the fixed points.
If C is presentable and F is accessible then it follows from Proposition II.1.5 that
CoAlgF is presentable and that the forgetful functor CoAlgF → C preserves all
colimits.
Now assume that the functor F preserves all colimits, i.e. admits a right adjoint
G. Then FixF is an equalizer in the ∞-category PrL of presentable ∞-categories and
colimit preserving functors (see [Lur09, Proposition 5.5.3.13] for a discussion of limits
in PrL ). As such it is itself presentable and the forgetful functor FixF → C preserves
all colimits. As a consequence, the inclusion ι : FixF ⊆ CoAlgF preserves all colimits,
thus by the adjoint functor theorem ι admits a right adjoint Rι : CoAlgF → FixF .
We do not know of an explicit way of describing the colocalization ιRι in general,
but we will give a formula under some extra hypothesis now.
Construction II.5.2. There is an endofunctor F̄ given on objects by
F̄ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF

ϕ

Fϕ

(X −
→ F X) 7→ (F X −−→ F 2 X)

which comes with a natural transformation µ : id → F̄ . As a functor F̄ is induced
from the map of diagrams of ∞-categories
C

id
F

(F,F )
// C  −
−−→

C

id
F

// C 

using the functoriality of the lax equalizer. Similarly the transformation µ can be
described as a functor

I
id /
id /
∼
/ C → LEq C
/C
LEq C
= C I ×C I ×C I C I×I
F

F

which is given in components as the projection LEq C

id
F

C ×C×C C I → C I×I ∼
=C

∆2

×C ∆1 C ∆

// C  → C I and the map
2

which sends X → F X to the 2-simplices
X

/ FX

and

FX



FX

FX


/ F 2 X.

The last map, which we described on vertices refines to a map of simplicial sets since
it is a composition of degeneracy maps and the map F : C → C.
Recall the standing assumption that the underlying ∞-category C is presentable
and that F preserves all colimits. By the adjoint functor theorem the functor F̄ from
Construction II.5.2 admits a right adjoint RF̄ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF . We will describe
RF̄ more explicitly below (Lemma II.5.4). There is a transformation ν : RF̄ → id
obtained as the adjoint of the transformation µ from Construction II.5.2.
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Proposition II.5.3. The endofunctor ιRι : CoAlgF → CoAlgF is given by the limit
of the following diagram of endofunctors
R2 ν

R ν

ν

→ id .
. . . → RF̄3 −−F̄−→ RF̄2 −−F̄−→ RF̄ −
Proof. As a first step we use that the inclusion ι : FixF ⊆ CoAlgF not only admits
a right adjoint, but also a left adjoint Lι : CoAlgF → FixF which can be described
concretely as follows: the composition of Lι with the inclusion ι : FixF → CoAlgF
is given by the colimit of functors
2

µ
F̄ µ
2 F̄ µ
3
F̄∞ := −
lim
id
−
→
F̄
−
−
→
F̄
−
−
→
F̄
→
.
.
.
.
→
To see this we have to show that F̄∞ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF is a localization (more
precisely the transformation id → F̄∞ coming from the colimit structure maps)
and that the local objects for this localization are precisely given by the fixed-point
coalgebras. We first note that by definition of F̄ the subcategory FixF ⊆ CoAlgF can
be described as those coalgebras X for which the transformation µX : X → F̄ (X)
is an equivalence. Since F̄ preserves colimits it follows immediately that for a given
coalgebra X the coalgebra F̄∞ X is a fixed point. We also make the observation that
for a given fixed point X ∈ FixF the canonical map X → F̄∞ X is an equivalence.
If follows now that F̄∞ applied twice is equivalent to F̄∞ which shows that F̄∞ is a
localization (using [Lur09, Proposition 5.2.7.4]) and also that the local objects are
precisely the fixed points.
Now the functor ιLι : CoAlgF → CoAlgF is left adjoint to the functor ιRι :
CoAlgF → CoAlgF . Thus the formula for F̄∞ as a colimit implies immediately the
claim as the right adjoint to a colimit is the limit of the respective right adjoints. 
Note that the limit in Proposition II.5.3 is taken in the ∞-category of endofunctors
of F -coalgebras which makes it potentially complicated to understand since limits
of coalgebras can be hard to analyze. However if for a given coalgebra X → F X
the endofunctor F : C → C preserves the limit of underlying objects of the diagram
. . . → RF̄3 X → RF̄2 X → RF̄ X → X ,
then by Proposition II.1.5(v) the limit of coalgebras is given by the underlying limit.
This will be the case in our application and the reader should keep this case in mind.
Now we give a formula for the functor RF̄ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF , which was by
definition the right adjoint of the functor F̄ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF from Construction
II.5.2. To simplify the treatment we want to make some extra assumptions on F .
Recall that by assumption F : C → C admits a right adjoint. Denote this right
adjoint by RF : C → C. We assume that the counit of the adjunction F RF → idC
is a natural equivalence. This is is equivalent to RF being fully faithful. We will
denote by η : idC → RF F the unit of the adjunction. We moreover assume that F
preserves pullbacks.
ϕ

Lemma II.5.4. The functor RF̄ : CoAlgF → CoAlgF takes a coalgebra X −
→ F X to
ϕ
ϕ
the coalgebra RF̄ (X −
→ F X) = Y −
→ F Y whose underlying object Y is the pullback
/ RF X

Y


X

ηX



RF ϕ

/ RF F X.
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in C, and where the coalgebra structure ϕ : Y → F Y is given by the left vertical map
∼
∼
under the identification F Y −
→ F RF X −
→ X induced by applying F to the upper
horizontal map in the diagram and the counit of the adjunction F a RF .
Moreover, the counit F̄ RF̄ → id is an equivalence.
Proof. We will check the universal mapping property using the explicit description of
mapping spaces in ∞-categories of coalgebras given in Proposition II.1.5(ii). We get
that maps from an arbitrary coalgebra Z → F Z into the coalgebra Y → F Y ' X
are given by the equalizer
// Map (Z, X)
Eq MapC (Z, Y )
C
We use the definition of RF̄ X as a pullback to identify the first term with
MapC (Z, RF X) ×MapC (Z,RF F X) MapC (Z, X).
Under this identification the two maps to MapC (Z, X) are given as follows: the first
map is given by the projection to the second factor. The second map is given by
the projection to the first factor followed by the map
∼

F

→ MapC (F Z, F RF X) −
→ MapC (F Z, X) → MapC (Z, X)
MapC (Z, RF X) −
where the middle equivalence is induced by the counit of the adjunction, and the
final map is precomposition with Z → F Z. As a result we find that

// MapC (Z, X)
Eq MapC (Z, Y )
// Map (Z, R F X)
' Eq MapC (Z, RF X)
F
C
// Map (F Z, F X)
' Eq MapC (F Z, X)
C
' MapCoAlgF (F̄ (Z), X) .
This shows the universal property, finishing the identification of RF̄ (X). The explicit
description implies that the counit F̄ RF̄ (X) → X is an equivalence, as on underlying
objects, it is given by the equivalence F RF X ' X.

Corollary II.5.5. Under the same assumptions as for Lemma II.5.4, the underlying
object of the k-fold iteration RF̄k X is equivalent to
RFk X ×Rk F X RFk−1 X ×Rk−1 F X . . . ×RF F X X
F

F

where the maps to the right are induced by the coalgebra map X → F X and the maps
to the left are induced by the unit η. In this description the map RF̄k X → RF̄k−1 X
can be described as forgetting the first factor.
Proof. This follows by induction on n using that RF as a right adjoint preserves
pullbacks and F does so by assumption.

Now let us specialize the general discussion given here to the case of interest. We
let C be the ∞-category Cp∞ Sp of genuine Cp∞ -spectra and F be the endofunctor
ΦCp as discussed in Definition II.2.15. Then the ∞-category of genuine p-cyclotomic
spectra is given by the fixed points of ΦCp (see Definition II.3.1). In this case all the
assumptions made above are satisfied: Cp∞ Sp is presentable as a limit of presentable
∞-categories along adjoint functors, the functor ΦCp preserves all colimits, and its
right adjoint is fully faithful, as follows from Proposition II.2.14 and the discussion
after Definition II.2.15.
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Theorem II.5.6. The inclusion ι : CycSpgen
⊆ CoAlgΦCp (Cp∞ Sp) admits a right
p
adjoint Rι such that the counit ιRι → id of the adjunction induces an isomorphism
of underlying non-equivariant spectra.
Proof. Let us follow the notation of Proposition II.2.14 and denote the right adjoint
of ΦCp by RCp : Cp∞ Sp → Cp∞ Sp. Then the right adjoint of Φ̄Cp will be denoted
by RC̄p : CoAlgΦCp → CoAlgΦCp .
We have that (RCp X)Cpm ' X Cpm−1 for m ≥ 1 and (RCp X){e} ' 0 as shown in
Corollary II.2.16. If we use the formula given in Corollary II.5.5 then we obtain that
k X has genuine fixed
for (X, ϕ : X → F X) ∈ CoAlgΦCp , the underlying object of RC̄
p
points given by
k
(RC̄
X)Cpm ' X
p

Cpm−k

×

C m−k
p

(ΦCp X)

X

Cpm−k+1

× ... ×

C m−1
p

(ΦCp X)

X Cpm .

We see from this formula that as soon as k gets bigger than m this becomes independent of k. Thus the limit of the fixed points
(2)

2 ν
RC̄
p

RC̄p ν

ν

2
3
X)Cpm −−−→ (RC̄p X)Cpm −
. . . → (RC̄
X)Cpm −−−→ (RC̄
→ X Cpm .
p
p

is eventually constant.
We see from Lemma II.5.4 that Φ̄Cp RC̄p ' id as endofunctors of CoAlgΦCp (Cp∞ Sp).
Thus we get that Φ̄Cp applied to the tower . . . → RC̄p2 X → RC̄p X → X is given by
the tower
. . . → RC̄p2 X → RC̄p X → X → Φ̄Cp X
which is also eventually constant on all fixed points. In particular Φ̄Cp commutes
with the limit of the tower. Thus by Proposition II.1.5(v) the limit of coalgebras
is computed as the limit of underlying objects. Then by Proposition II.5.3 we get
that the limit of the sequence (2) are the Cpm -fixed points of the spectrum Rι X.
Specializing to m = 0 we obtain that the canonical map (ιRι X){e} → X {e} is an
equivalence, as desired.

Now we want to study a slightly more complicated situation that will be relevant
for global cyclotomic spectra. Therefore let F1 and F2 be two commuting endomorphisms of an ∞-category C. By this we mean that they come with a chosen equivalence F1 ◦ F2 ' F2 ◦ F1 or equivalently they define an action of the monoid (N × N, +)
on the ∞-category C where (1, 0) acts by F1 and (0, 1) acts by F2 . Since actions
of monoids on ∞-categories can always be strictified (e.g. using [Lur09, Proposition
4.2.4.4]) we can assume without loss of generality that F1 and F2 commute strictly
as endomorphisms of simplicial sets. We will make this assumption to simplify the
discussion.
Then F2 induces an endofunctor CoAlgF1 (C) → CoAlgF1 (C) which sends the
coalgebra X → F1 X to the coalgebra F2 X → F2 F1 X = F1 F2 X (defined as in
Construction II.5.2). This endofunctor restricts to an endofunctor of FixF1 (C) ⊆
CoAlgF1 (C). Our goal is to study the ∞-category
CoAlgF1 ,F2 (C) := CoAlgF2 (CoAlgF1 (C)) .
In fact we will directly consider the situation of countably many commuting endofunctors (F1 , F2 , . . .). This can again be described as an action of the monoid
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(N>0 , ·) ∼
= (⊕∞
i=1 N, +) which we assume to be strict for simplicity. Then we define
inductively
CoAlgF1 ,...,Fn (C) := CoAlgFn (CoAlgF1 ,...,Fn−1 )(C)
CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) := ←
lim
− CoAlgF1 ,...,Fn (C) .
Remark II.5.7. Informally an object in the ∞-category CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) consists of
• an object X ∈ C;
• morphisms X → Fi (X) for all i ∈ N;
• a homotopy between the two resulting maps X → Fi Fj (X) for all pairs of
distinct i, j ∈ N;
• a 2-simplex between the three 1-simplices in the mapping space
X → Fi Fj Fk (X)
for all triples of distinct i, j, k ∈ N;
• ...
We will not need a description of this type and therefore will not give a precise
formulation and proof of this fact.
If we assume that C is presentable and all Fi are accessible then the ∞-category
CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) is presentable. To see this we first inductively show that all ∞categories CoAlgF1 ,...,Fn (C) are presentable by Proposition II.1.5(iv). Then we conclude that CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) is presentable as a limit of presentable ∞-categories
along colimit preserving functors. Moreover this shows that forgetful functor to
CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) → C preserves all colimits.
We will assume that C is presentable and that all the Fi are accessible. Moreover
we assume that all the functors Fi preserve the terminal object of C.
Lemma II.5.8.
(i) Assume that for an object X ∈ C the objects Fi (Fj (X)) are terminal for all
distinct i, j ∈ N. Then isomorphism classes of (Fi )i∈N -coalgebra structures on X are
in bijection with isomorphism classes of families of morphisms ϕi : X → Fi (X) for
all i, with no further dependencies between different ϕi ’s.
(ii) In the situation of (i), assume that X has a coalgebra structure giving rise to
morphisms ϕi : X → Fi (X) for all i. Then for any coalgebra Y ∈ CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C)
the mapping space MapCoAlg(F ) (C) (Y, X) is equivalent to the equalizer
i i∈N
// Q∞ Map (Y, F X)  .
Eq MapC (Y, X)
i
C
i=1
(iii) Assume that for all distinct i, j ∈ N and all X ∈ C, the object Fi (Fj (X)) is
terminal. Then CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C) is equivalent to the lax equalizer
(id,id,...)

LEq C
(F1 ,F2 ,...)

// Q∞ C  .
i=1

Proof. We prove the parts (i) and (ii) by induction on the number of commuting
endomorphisms (or rather the obvious analogue of the first two statements for a
finite number of endofunctors). Then part (iii) follows from parts (i) and (ii) and
Proposition II.1.5.
Thus, fix X ∈ C such that Fi (Fj (X)) is terminal for all distinct i, j ∈ N. For a single endomorphism, the result follows from Proposition II.1.5 (ii). Thus assume that
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parts (i) and (ii) have been shown for endomorphisms F1 , . . . , Fn and we are given
an additional endomorphism Fn+1 . We know by induction that a refinement of X to
an object of CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ) (C) is given by choosing maps X → Fi (X) for i ≤ n. Now
a refinement to an object of CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ,Fn+1 ) (C) ' CoAlgFn+1 (CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ) (C))
consists of a map X → Fn+1 (X) of objects in CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ) (C). We observe that
Fn+1 (X) also satisfies the hypothesis of (i). Invoking part (ii) of the inductive hypothesis and the fact that Fi (Fn+1 (X)) is terminal for i ≤ n, we deduce that a map
X → Fn+1 (X) in CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ) (C) is equivalent to a map X → Fn+1 (X) in C. This
shows part (i).
To prove part (ii), we use the formula for mapping spaces in a lax equalizer given
in Proposition II.1.5: the space of maps for any coalgebra
Y ∈ CoAlgFn+1 (CoAlg(F1 ,...,Fn ) (C))
to X is given by the equalizer

Eq MapCoAlg(F ,...,F ) (C) (Y, X)
1

n

By part (ii) of the inductive hypothesis

Eq MapC (Y, X)

// Map
CoAlg(F

(C) (Y, Fn+1 (X))
1 ,...,Fn )



.

the first term is given by the equalizer

// Qn Map (Y, F (X))
i
C
i=1

and similarly the second term by


// Qn Map (Y, F (F
(X)))
' MapC (Y, Fn+1 (X))
Eq MapC (Y, Fn+1 (X))
i n+1
C
i=1
where we have used that Fi (Fn+1 (X)) is terminal for all i ≤ n. As a result we
get that the mapping space in question is given by an iterated equalizer which is
equivalent to


// Qn+1 Map (Y, F (X)) ,
Eq MapC (Y, X)
i
C
i=1
which finishes part (ii) of the induction.
This induction shows parts (i) and (ii) for a finite number of endomorphisms.
Now the claim for a countable number follows by passing to the limit and noting
that in a limit of ∞-categories the mapping spaces are given by limits as well. 
Now we define
Fix(Fi )i∈N (C) ⊆ CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C)
to be the full subcategory consisting of the objects for which all the morphisms
X → Fi (X) are equivalences.
Lemma II.5.9. For every sequence of commuting functors (F1 , F2 , . . .) we have an
equivalence
Fix(Fi )i∈N (C) ' C hN>0
Proof. We have that

∞
hNk
C hN>0 ' C hN ' lim
←− C
k+1
k hN
and also that C hN
' C hN
. Using this decomposition and induction we can
reduce the statement to showing that for a single endomorphism FixF (C) ' C hN .
But this follows since the homotopy fixed points for N are the same as the equalizer
of the morphism C → C given by acting with 1 ∈ N and the identity. This can for
example be seen using that N is the free A∞ -space on one generator.
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Now we assume that all the commuting endofunctors Fi : C → C are colimitpreserving and recall the standing assumption that C is presentable. Then the
∞-category
Fix(Fi )i∈N (C) ⊆ CoAlg(Fi )i∈N (C)
is presentable since it is a limit of presentable ∞-categories along left adjoint funtors
by Proposition II.5.9. Moreover the inclusion into CoAlg(Fi )i∈N preserves all colimits.
Thus it admits a right adjoint. Our goal is to study this right adjoint. The idea is
to factor it into inclusions
ιn : FixF1 ,...,Fn (CoAlgFn+1 ,Fn+2 ,... ) ⊆ FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... )
and understand the individual right adjoints Rιn . To this end we note that we have
an endofunctor
F̄n : FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... ) → FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... )
which is on underlying objects given by X 7→ Fn X. This follows using Construction
II.5.2 and the isomorphism of simplicial sets
FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... ) ∼
= CoAlgFn (FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn+1 ,Fn+2 ,... )).
Invoking the results given at the begining of the section we also see that F̄n admits
a right adjoint RF̄n which comes with a natural transformation ν : RF̄n → id and
that the following is true:
Lemma II.5.10. The endofunctor ιRιn is given by the limit of the following diagram
of endofunctors
2 ν
RF̄

RF̄ ν

ν

n
n
. . . → RF̄3 n −−−
→ RF̄2 n −−−
→ RF̄n −
→ id .


Now as a last step it remains to give a formula for the right adjoint RF̄n . To get
such a fomula we will make very strong assumptions (with the geometric fixed point
functor ΦCp in mind). So we will assume that for all n, the functor Fn : C → C admits
a fully faithful right adjoint RFn such that for all i 6= n the canonical morphism
Fi RFn → RFn Fi adjoint to Fn Fi RFn = Fi Fn RFn ' Fi is an equivalence. Moreover,
we assume that all the functors Fi commute with pullbacks.
Lemma II.5.11. Under these assumptions the underlying object of RF̄k n X for a
given object X ∈ FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... ) is equivalent to
RFk n X ×Rk

Fn F X

RFk−1
X ×Rk−1 F X . . . ×RFn F X X
n
Fn

where the maps to the right are induced by the coalgebra map X → Fn X and the
maps to the left are induced by the unit η of the adjunction Fn a RFn . In this
description the map RF̄k n X → RF̄k−1 X can be described as forgetting the first factor.
n

Proof. We want to deduce this from Corollary II.5.5. To this end consider the ∞category
D := FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn+1 ,Fn+2 ,... ).
Then as discussed above the ∞-category in question is CoAlgFnD (D) where FnD :
D → D is the canonical extension of the functor Fn to D. We claim that there is
a similar canonical extension RnD : D → D of Rn ; this follows from the assumption
that Rn commutes with all the Fi for i 6= n. With a similar argument one can extend
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the unit and counit of the adjunction. This way we deduce that the functor RnD is
right adjoint to FnD as endofunctors of D. Moreover RnD is also fully faithful since
this is equivalent to the fact that the counit of the adjunction is an equivalence.
Now we can apply Corollary II.5.5 to compute the structure of the right adjoint
RF̄n to F̄n : CoAlgFn (D) → CoAlgFn (D). This then gives the formula for the
underlying functor as well since the forgetful functor D → C preserves all pullbacks
as a consequence of the fact that all Fi do.

For the application, we let C be the ∞-category TSpF and consider the commuting
endofunctors Fn := ΦCpn where p1 , p2 , . . . is the list of primes. These functors commute up to coherent equivalence by the discussion before Definition II.3.3. Without
loss of generality we can assume that they strictly commute to be able to apply the
preceding discussion. We first have to verify that the assumptions of Lemma II.5.11
are satisfied.
Lemma II.5.12. The canonical morphism ΦCp RCq → RCq ΦCp of endofunctors
TSpF → TSpF is an equivalence for all primes p 6= q.
Proof. We want to show that the morphism
(ΦCp RCq X)H → (RCq ΦCp X)H
is an equivalence for all objects X ∈ TSpF and all finite subgroups H ⊆ T.
We distinguish two cases. Assume first that Cq 6⊆ H. Then we immediately get
that (RCq ΦCp X)H ' 0. Next, we have to understand (ΦCp RCq X)H . There is a
transformation of lax symmetric monoidal functors −Cp → ΦCp .
Thus (ΦCp RCq X)H is a module over (RCq S)H̃ where H̃ is the preimage of H
under the p-th power morphism T → T. Since p and q are different and H does not
contain Cq it follows that also H̃ can not contain Cq . Thus we get that (RCq S)H̃ ' 0.
Therefore also (ΦCp RCq X)H ' 0 which finishes the argument.
Note that in particular, it follows that ΦCp RCq X lies in the essential image of
RCq . By Proposition II.2.14, it suffices to show that the natural map ΦCp RCq X →
RCq ΦCp X is an equivalence after applying ΦCq . But
ΦCq RCq ΦCp ' ΦCp ' ΦCp ΦCq RCq ' ΦCq ΦCp RCq
as desired.



Theorem II.5.13. The inclusion
ι : CycSpgen ' Fix(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) ⊆ CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF )
admits a right adjoint Rι such that the counit ιRι → id of the adjunction induces
an equivalence on underlying spectra.
Proof. We let C be the ∞-category TSpF and consider the commuting endofunctors
Fn := ΦCpn where p1 , p2 , . . . is the list of primes. We first want to prove that the
inclusion
ιn : Cn+1 := FixF1 ,...,Fn (CoAlgFn+1 ,Fn+2 ,... ) ⊆ FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... ) := Cn
admits a right adjoint Rιn such that the counit of the adjunction induces an equivalence on underlying spectra. We use the notation of Lemma II.5.11 and invoke
Corollary II.2.16 to deduce (similar to the proof of Theorem II.5.6) that we have
k
(RC̄
X)Cpm ×Cr ' X
p

Cpm−k ×Cr

×

(ΦCp X)

C m−k ×Cr
p

×... ×

C m−1 ×Cr
p

(ΦCp X)

X Cpm ×Cr
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for r coprime to p. For fixed value of m and r this term stabilizes in k. The same
is true if we apply geometric fixed points to this sequence by an isotropy separation
argument (or by a direct calulation that the resulting tower is equivalent to the
initial tower as in the proof of Theorem II.5.6). Therefore we deduce that the limit
of the diagram of objects in TSpF
... →

RF̄3 n

2 ν
RF̄

RF̄ ν

ν

n
n
→ id .
−−−
→ RF̄2 n −−−
→ RF̄n −

commutes with all endofunctors ΦCp . Thus it is the underlying object of the limit
in the ∞-category FixF1 ,...,Fn−1 (CoAlgFn ,Fn+1 ,... ). Thus Lemma II.5.10 implies that
this is the underlying object of the right adjoint Rιn which we try to understand.
Then specializing the formula above to r = 0 and m = 0 we obtain that the counit
of the adjunction F̄n a RF̄n induces an equivalence (ιn Rιn X){e} ' X {e} as desired.
Now the right adjoint of the full inclusion
ι:←
lim
−(Cn ) = Fix(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) ⊆ CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) = C1
is the limit of the right adjoints
Rι

Rι

Rι

1
2
3
C1 −−→
C2 −−→
C3 −−→
... .

For each finite subgroup Cm ⊆ T, the genuine Cm -fixed points in this limit stabilize;
namely, they are constant after passing all primes dividing m. This again implies
that the limit is preserved by all ΦCp , and so the limit can be calculated on the
underlying objects in TSpF , which gives the claim.

II.6. Equivalence of ∞-categories of cyclotomic spectra
We start this section by proving that our ∞-category of p-cyclotomic spectra
is equivalent to the ∞-category of genuine p-cyclotomic spectra when restricted
gen
to bounded below spectra, for a fixed prime p. Let CycSpgen
and
p,+ ⊆ CycSpp
CycSpp,+ ⊆ CycSpp denote the respective ∞-subcategories of objects whose underlying spectra are bounded below. The “forgetful” functor
(3)

CycSpgen
→ CycSpp
p

from Proposition II.3.2 restricts to a functor CycSpgen
p,+ → CycSpp,+ . By the adjoint
functor theorem (and the results about presentability and colimits of the last section)
the functor (3) admits a right adjoint functor. We will try to understand the right
adjoint well enough to prove that this functor induces an equivalence of subcategories
of bounded below cyclotomic spectra.
To this end we factor the functor (3) as
CycSpgen
= FixΦCp (Cp∞ Sp)
p

ι

/ CoAlg Cp (Cp∞ Sp)
Φ


U

CoAlg(−)tCp (SpBCp∞ ) = CycSpp .
Here the first functor ι is the inclusion and the second functor U takes the underlying
naive spectrum. See also the construction II.3.2 of the functor (3). Both functors in
this diagram admit right adjoints by the adjoint functor theorem, the right adjoint
R of the first functor was discussed in the last section and the right adjoint B of the
second functor U will be discussed now.
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Recall the notion of Borel complete spectra and the Borel completion from Theorem II.2.7. The following lemma is the non-formal input in our proof and a consequence of the Tate-orbit lemma (Lemma I.2.1).
Lemma II.6.1. Let X be a Borel complete object in Cp∞ Sp whose underlying spectrum is bounded below. Then the object ΦCp X ∈ Cp∞ Sp is also Borel complete. In
particular the canonical map
'

→ BCp∞ (Y tCp )
ΦCp BCp∞ Y −
is an equivalence for every bounded below spectrum Y with Cp∞ -action.
Proof. As X is bounded below we get from Proposition II.4.6 a pullback square
X Cpn

/ (ΦCp X)Cpn−1




/ (X tCp )hCpn−1

X hCpn

To show that ΦCp X is Borel complete we have to verify that the right hand map
is an equivalence. This now follows since the left hand side is an equivalence by
assumption.

Lemma II.6.2. Let (X, ϕp ) ∈ CycSpp,+ be a bounded below cyclotomic spectum.
Then the right adjoint B : CycSpp → CoAlgΦCp (Cp∞ Sp) of the forgetful functor
applied to (X, ϕp ) is given by the Borel complete spectrum BCp∞ X ∈ Cp∞ Sp with
the coalgebra structure map
BCp∞ ϕp : BCp∞ X → BCp∞ (X tCp ) ' ΦCp (BCp∞ X).
The counit U B(X, ϕ) → (X, ϕ) is an equivalence.
Proof. We have to check the universal mapping property. Thus let (Y, Φp ) be a
ΦCp -coalgebra. Then the mapping space in the ∞-category CoAlgΦCp (Cp∞ Sp) from
(Y, Φp ) to (BCp∞ X, BCp∞ ϕp ) is given by the equalizer of the diagram
(Φp )∗ ΦCp

MapCp∞ Sp (Y, BCp∞ X)

(BCp∞ ϕp )∗

// MapCp∞ Sp (Y, BCp∞ X tCp )

as we can see from Proposition II.1.5(ii). But since the Borel functor BCp∞ is right
adjoint to the forgetful functor Cp∞ Sp → SpBCp∞ , this equalizer can be rewritten
as the equalizer of
(ϕY,p )∗ (−tCp )

MapSpBCp∞ (Y, X)

(ϕp )∗

// Map
(Y, X tCp ) ,
BC
Sp p∞

where we have written (Y, ϕY,p ) for the corresponding naive p-cyclotomic spectrum.
This last equalizer is again by Proposition II.1.5(ii) the mapping space between the
cyclotomic spectra (Y, ϕY,p ) and (X, ϕp ) in the ∞-category CycSpp . This shows the
claim.

Theorem II.6.3. The functor (3) CycSpgen
→ CycSpp induces an equivalence bep
tween the subcategories of those objects whose underlying non-equivariant spectra are
bounded below.
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Proof. We have to show that the composition
U ◦ ι : CycSpgen
→ CycSpp
p
is an equivalence of ∞-categories when restricted to full subcategories of bounded
below objects. As we have argued before both functors U as well as ι have right
adjoints B and R, thus the composition has a right adjoint. We want to show that
the unit and the counit of the adjunction are equivalences. First we observe that
the functor U ◦ ι reflects equivalences. This follows since equivalences of genuine pcyclotomic spectra can be detected on underlying spectra, since they can be detected
on geometric fixed points.
Thus it follows that it is sufficient to check that the counit of the adjunction is
an equivalence, i.e. the map
U ιRB(X) → X
is an equivalence of spectra for every bounded below spectrum X ∈ CycSpp . This
follows from Lemma II.6.2 and Theorem II.5.6.

Remark II.6.4. With the same proof one also gets an equivalence between genuine
and naive ∞-categories of p-cyclotomic spectra which support a T-action (as opposed
to a Cp∞ -action), see Remark II.1.3. This variant of the genuine p-cyclotomic ∞category is in fact equivalent to the underlying ∞-category of the model-∗-category
of p-cyclotomic spectra considered by Blumberg-Mandell, as shown by BarwickGlasman [BG16] (cf. Theorem II.3.7 above). We have decided for the slightly
different ∞-category of p-cyclotomic spectra since the Cp∞ -action is sufficient to
get TC(−, p) and this avoids the completion issues that show up in the work of
Blumberg-Mandell [BM15].
Remark II.6.5. With the same methods (but much easier since Lemma II.6.1 is
almost a tautology in this situation) we also get an unstable statement, namely that
∼
a genuine Cp∞ -space X with an equivalence of Cp∞ -spaces X −
→ X Cp is essentially
the same as a naive Cp∞ -space together with a Cp∞ -equivariant map X → X hCp .
Now we want to prove the global analogue of the statement above, namely that
our ∞-category of cyclotomic spectra is equivalent to the ∞-category of genuine cyclotomic spectra when restricted to bounded below spectra. Similar to the p-primary
gen and CycSp ⊆ CycSp the ∞-subcategories
case we denote by CycSpgen
+
+ ⊆ CycSp
of objects whose underlying spectra are bounded below. The “forgetful” functor
(4)

CycSpgen → CycSp

from Proposition II.3.4 restricts to a functor CycSpgen
+ → CycSp+ . By the adjoint
functor theorem and the results of the last section the functor (4) admits a right
adjoint functor. We factor the functor (4) as
CycSpgen = Fix(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF )

ι

/ CoAlg Cp
(Φ )p∈P (TSpF )


U

CoAlg(−tCp )p∈P (SpBT ) ' CycSp.
Here the first functor ι is the inclusion and the second functor U takes the underlying naive spectrum. The equivalence CoAlg(−tCp )p∈P (SpBT ) ' CycSp follows from
Lemma II.5.8. We now want to understand the right adjoint functor of the functor
U.
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Lemma II.6.6. Let X be a Borel complete object in TSpF whose underlying spectrum is bounded below. Then for every prime p the spectrum ΦCp X ∈ TSpF is also
Borel complete.
Proof. We know that the underlying spectrum with T-action of ΦCp X is given by
X tCp ∈ SpBT . As in Theorem II.2.7 we consider the associated Borel complete
spectrum B(X tCp ) ∈ TSpF . There is a morphism ΦCp X → B(X tCp ) as the unit of
the adjunction. We need to show that this map is an equivalence, i.e. that it is an
equivalence on all geometric fixed points for finite subgroups H ⊆ T. For H a cyclic
p-group this has already been done in Lemma II.6.1. Thus we can restrict attention
to subgroups H that have q-torsion for some prime q 6= p. In this case it follows
from the next lemma that ΦH ΦCp X ' ΦH̃ X ' 0 where H̃ = {h ∈ T | hp ∈ H}.
If X is an algebra object, it follows from Corollary II.2.8 that the map ΦCp X →
B(X tCp ) is a map of algebras. Since geometric fixed points are lax symmetric
monoidal we get that also the map
ΦH ΦCp X → ΦH B(X tCp )
is a map of algebras. Since the source is zero this also implies that the target is zero.
Now since every Borel complete spectrum X is a module over the Borel complete
sphere it follows that for all Borel complete spectra X the spectrum ΦH B(X tCp ) is
zero and thus the claim.

Lemma II.6.7. Let X be a Borel complete G-spectrum for some finite group G
which is not a p-group for some prime p. Then ΦG (X) ' 0.
Proof. As X is a module over the Borel complete sphere spectrum, we can assume
that X is the Borel complete sphere spectrum. In this case, ΦG X is an E∞ -algebra,
and it suffices to see that 1 = 0 ∈ π0 ΦG X. There is a map of E∞ -algebras ShG =
X G → ΦG X, and there are norm maps X H → X G for all proper subgroups H ( G
whose composite X H → X G → ΦG X is homotopic to 0. Let I ⊆ π0 ShG be the ideal
generated by the images of the norm maps π0 X H → π0 X G . It suffices to see that I
contains a unit. For this, note that there is a natural surjective map
π0 ShG → π0 ZhG = Z
whose kernel lies in the Jacobson radical. More precisely, we can write
ShG = lim(τ≤n S)hG ,
n

and the map
π0 (τ≤n S)hG → Z
is surjective with nilpotent and finite kernel. By finiteness of all π1 (τ≤n S)hG , we get
π0 ShG = lim π0 (τ≤n S)hG .
n

ShG

Now if an element α ∈ π0
maps to a unit in Z, then it maps to a unit in all
π0 (τ≤n S)hG , and therefore is a unit in π0 ShG .
Now note that the transfer maps X H = ShH → X G = ShG sit in commutative
diagrams
/ π0 ShG
π0 ShH


Z

[G:H]


/Z.
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If G is not a p-group, then (by the existence of p-Sylow subgroups) the ideal of Z
generated by [G : H] for proper subgroups H of G is given by Z. By the above, this
implies that I contains a unit, as desired.

Recall that the functor
U : CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) → CoAlg(−tCp )p∈P (SpBT ) ' CycSp
has a right adjoint. The next lemma is analogous to Lemma II.6.2.
Lemma II.6.8. Let X ∈ CycSp be a bounded below cyclotomic spectrum. Then the
right adjoint B : CycSp → CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) applied to X has underlying object
given by the Borel complete spectrum BT X ∈ TSpfin , and the counit U B(X, ϕ) →
(X, ϕ) is an equivalence.
Proof. Consider the Borel complete spectrum BT X with the maps
BT X → BT (X tCp ) ' ΦCp BT X ,
where we have used Lemma II.6.6. We also note that we have ΦCp ΦCq BT X ' 0 for
distinct primes p, q by Lemma II.6.7. Thus by Lemma II.5.8 (i) this equips BT X
with the structure of an object in CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ). Moreover for any other
object Y in CoAlg(ΦCp )p∈P (TSpF ) we get by Lemma II.5.8 (ii) the equivalence of
mapping spaces
MapCoAlg Cp
(TSpF ) (Y, BT X)
(Φ
)p∈P


// Q
tCp ))
Map
(Y,
B
(X
' Eq MapTSpF (Y, BT X)
T
TSpF
p∈P


Q
//
tCp )
' Eq MapSpBT (U Y, X)
Map
(U
Y,
X
SpBT
p∈P
' MapCycSp (U Y, X).

Theorem II.6.9. The functor (4) CycSpgen → CycSp induces an equivalence between the subcategories of those objects whose underlying non-equivariant spectra are
bounded below.
Proof. As in the the proof of Theorem II.6.3 this follows from Theorem II.5.13 and
Lemma II.6.8.

Remark II.6.10. From Theorem II.6.9 and the definition TC(X) = mapCycSp (S, X)
we deduce that TC(X) ' mapCycSpgen (S, X) for a bounded below genuine cyclotomic
spectrum X. We also know that this is equivalent to Goodwillie’s integral TC by
Theorem II.4.11. Since the bounded below part of the ∞-category CycSpgen is
equivalent to the bounded below part of the ∞-category underlying the model-∗category of Blumberg and Mandell by Theorem II.3.7 we deduce that the mapping
spectrum in their category is also equivalent to Goodwillie’s integral TC. Blumberg
and Mandell have only shown this equivalence after p-completion and not integrally.
In this sense our result refines their result. It would be interesting to see a proof of
this fact in the language of [BM15]. We have been informed that such a discussion
will be given in forthcoming work of Calvin Woo.

CHAPTER 3

Topological Hochschild Homology
In this chapter, we discuss the construction of topological Hochschild homology
as a cyclotomic spectrum.
We start by giving our new construction in Sections III.1, III.2 and III.3. More
precisely, in Section III.1 we introduce the Tate diagonal of Theorem 1.6, which we
also prove in that section. In Section III.2, it is explained how this gives the construction of the cyclotomic structure maps, once one has a finer functoriality of the
Tate diagonal, in particular that it is lax symmetric monoidal. These finer functorialities are obtained in Section III.3 as an application of certain strong uniqueness
results from [Nik].
Afterwards, we recall the classical definition of THH in terms of genuine equivariant homotopy theory. This uses critically the Bökstedt construction, which is
analyzed in detail in Section III.4, where we collect various results from the literature, in particular that it is equivalent to the usual smash product, and that it
interacts well with the geometric fixed points functor. In Section III.5, this is used
to give the classical construction of THH(A) as an orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum.
In the final Section III.6, we prove that our new construction is equivalent to the
classical construction.
III.1. The Tate diagonal
Our new definition of the cyclotomic structure on topological Hochschild homology needs a certain construction that we call the Tate diagonal, and which we define
in this section. Recall that there is no diagonal map in the ∞-category of spectra,
i.e. for a general spectrum X there is no map X → X ⊗ X which is symmetric,
i.e. factors through the homotopy fixed points (X ⊗ X)hC2 → X ⊗ X. Of course, if
X is a suspension spectrum Σ∞
+ Y for a space Y , then there is such a map induced
by the diagonal map of spaces ∆ : Y → Y × Y .
We want to give a substitute for this map in the stable situation, which we call the
Tate diagonal. This has been considered at various places in the literature before,
cf. e.g. [Kle05, Section 10], [LNR12], [Heu15]. As an input for the construction we
need the following result, variants of which have been first observed (in a slightlty
different form and language since Tate spectra were not invented) by Jones and
Wegmann [JW83], see also the treatment of May in [BMMS86, Chapter II.3] specifically Theorem 3.4. A modern reference in the precise form that we need is [Lur11,
Proposition 2.2.3].
Proposition III.1.1. Let p be a prime. The functor Tp : Sp → Sp taking a spectrum
X ∈ Sp to
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
is exact, where X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X denotes the p-fold self tensor product with its Cp -action
by cyclic permutation of the factors.
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Proof. Let us first check the weaker statement that Tp preserves sums. Thus we
compute
tCp

M
Tp (X0 ⊕ X1 ) ' 
Xi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xip 
(i1 ,...,ip )∈{0,1}p

tCp


' Tp (X0 ) ⊕ Tp (X1 ) ⊕

M

M


[i1 ,...,ip ]

Xi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xip 

(i1 ,...,ip )∈[i1 ,...,ip ]

where in the second sum [i1 , . . . , ip ] runs through a set of representatives of orbits
of the cyclic Cp -action on the set S = {0, 1}p \ {(0, . . . , 0), (1, . . . , 1)}. As p is prime,
these orbits are all isomorphic to Cp . Thus, each summand
M
Xi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xip
(i1 ,...,ip )∈[i1 ,...,ip ]

is a Cp -spectrum which is induced up from the trivial subgroup ∗ ⊆ Cp . But on
induced Cp -spectra the Tate construction vanishes. Thus the projection to the first
two summands is an equivalence from Tp (X0 ⊕ X1 ) to Tp (X0 ) ⊕ Tp (X1 ).
In general, it suffices to check that Tp commutes with extensions. Now, if X0 →
X̃ → X1 is any fiber sequence (i.e., exact triangle) in Sp, then one gets a corresponding filtration of X̃ ⊗ . . . ⊗ X̃ whose successive filtration steps are given by
X0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ X0 ,
M
Xi1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xip
(i1 ,...,ip )∈[i1 ,...,ip ]

for varying [i1 , . . . , ip ] in S/Cp (ordered by their sum i1 + . . . + ip ), and X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ X1 .
As −tCp is an exact operation and kills all intermediate steps, we see that
(X0 ⊗ . . . ⊗ X0 )tCp → (X̃ ⊗ . . . ⊗ X̃)tCp → (X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ X1 )tCp
is again a fiber sequence, as desired.



Proposition III.1.2. Consider the full subcategory FunEx (Sp, Sp) ⊆ Fun(Sp, Sp)
of exact functors. Let idSp ∈ FunEx (Sp, Sp) denote the identity functor.
For any F ∈ FunEx (Sp, Sp), evaluation at the sphere spectrum S ∈ Sp induces an
equivalence
MapFunEx (Sp,Sp) (idSp , F ) → HomSp (S, F (S)) = Ω∞ F (S) .
Here, Ω∞ : Sp → S denotes the usual functor from spectra to spaces.
Proof. As in [Nik, Proposition 6.3], this is a consequence of [Lur16, Corollary 1.4.2.23]
and the Yoneda lemma. Namely, by [Lur16, Corollary 1.4.2.23], FunEx (Sp, Sp)
is equivalent to FunLex (Sp, S) via composition with Ω∞ . Here FunLex (Sp, S) ⊆
Fun(Sp, S) is the full subcategory of left exact, i.e. finite limit preserving, functors.
But maps in the latter from a corepresentable functor are computed by the Yoneda
lemma.

Corollary III.1.3. The space of natural transformations from idSp to Tp as functors
Sp → Sp is equivalent to Ω∞ Tp (S) = HomSp (S, Tp (S)).
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Definition III.1.4. The Tate diagonal is the natural transformation
∆p : idSp → Tp : X → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
of endofunctors of Sp which under the equivalence of Proposition III.1.2 corresponds
to the map
S → Tp (S) = StCp
which is the composition S → ShCp → StCp .
Remark III.1.5. The spectrum (X ⊗. . .⊗X)tCp and the map X → (X ⊗. . .⊗X)tCp
play a crucial role in the paper [LNR12] by Lunøe-Nielsen and Rognes and are
called the topological Singer construction there. Also, the construction of the map
X → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp is essentially equivalent to the construction of the HillHopkins-Ravenel norm for Cp , see [HHR16, Appendix A.4], since the fixed points
C
of the norm Ne p X and in fact the full genuine Cp -equivariant spectrum can be
recovered from the isotropy separation square
C
C
/X
Ne p X p


(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp



∆p

/ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp

see e.g. [MNN17, Theorem 6.24] or [Gla15, Example 3.26].
Remark III.1.6. The Segal conjecture, proved in this version by Lin for p = 2
[Lin80] and Gunawardena for odd p [Gun80], implies that the map
∆p (S) : S → Tp (S) = StCp
realizes StCp as the p-adic completion of S. In particular, StCp is connective, which
is in stark contrast with HZtCp . Contemplating the resulting spectral sequence
b i (Cp , π−j S) ⇒ π−i−j S ⊗ Zp
H
implies that there is an infinite number of differentials relating the stable homotopy
groups of spheres in an intricate pattern. Note that in fact, this is one base case of
the Segal conjecture, which for p = 2 predates the general conjecture, cf. [Ada74],
and to which the general case is reduced in [Car84].
Following up on the previous remark, there is the following generalization of the
Segal conjecture for Cp .
Theorem III.1.7. Let X ∈ Sp be bounded below. Then the map
∆p : X → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
exhibits (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp as the p-completion of X.
If X = S is the sphere spectrum, this is the Segal conjecture (for the group
Cp ). In [LNR12], Theorem III.1.7 is proved if all homotopy groups of X are finitely
generated. Here, we simply observe that actually, the general version of the theorem
follows essentially formally from the base case X = HFp . The base case X = HFp
is a difficult calculation with an Adams type spectral sequence, and we cannot offer
new insight into this part.
Note that the statement is false if we drop the bounded below condition. For
example (KU ⊗ KU)tC2 is easily seen to be rational, e.g. using that it is a module
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over the C2 -Tate spectrum of the KU-local sphere with trivial action. The latter
is rational since in the K(1)-local setting all Tate spectra vanish, see GreenleesSadofsky [GS96] or Hovey-Sadofsky [HS96].
It would be interesting to find a corresponding generalization of the Segal conjecture for any finite group G in place of Cp . In the case of G = Cpn , this should follow
from Theorem III.1.7 and Corollary II.4.9.
Proof. By shifting, we may assume that X is connective. We claim that both sides
are the limit of the values at τ≤n X. For the left side, this is clear, and for the right
side, we have to prove that
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → limn (τ≤n X ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ≤n X)hCp
and
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → limn (τ≤n X ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ≤n X)hCp
are equivalences. For the first, we note that the map
X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X → τ≤n X ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ≤n X
is n-connected (as X is connective), and thus so is the map on homotopy orbits;
passing to the limit as n → ∞ gives the result. For the second, it suffices to show
that
X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X → limn τ≤n X ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ≤n X
is an equivalence, as homotopy fixed points commute with limits. But as noted
before, the map
X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X → τ≤n X ⊗ . . . ⊗ τ≤n X
is n-connected, so in the limit as n → ∞, one gets an equivalence.
Therefore, we may assume that X is bounded, and then (as both sides are exact)
that X = HM is an Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, where we can assume that M is
p-torsion free. By Lemma I.2.9, the right side is p-complete. Therefore, we need to
show that ∆p is a p-adic equivalence, i.e. an equivalence after smashing with S/p.
Equivalently, by exactness again, we need to prove that ∆p is an equivalence for
X = H(M/p).
Now V = M/p is a (possibly infinite) direct sum of copies of Fp . Unfortunately,
it is not clear that the functor X 7→ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp commutes with infinite direct
sums; the issue is that homotopy fixed points do not commute with infinite direct
sums if the spectra are not bounded above. We argue as follows. For any n, consider
the functor
Tp(n) : X 7→ (τ≤n (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X))tCp .
(n)

Then by Lemma I.2.6, the natural transformation Tp → limn Tp
(n)
Moreover, for all n, Tp commutes with infinite direct sums.
Now we know (by [LNR12]) that

is an equivalence.

HFp → Tp (HFp ) = limn Tp(n) (HFp )
(n)

is an equivalence. We claim that for all i ∈ Z and n, πi Tp (HFp ) is finite. Indeed,
τ≤n (HFp ⊗ . . . ⊗ HFp )
has only finitely many nonzero homotopy groups, each of which is finite. Thus, by
looking at the Tate spectral sequence
b i (Cp , π−j τ≤n (HFp ⊗ . . . ⊗ HFp )) ⇒ π−i−j (τ≤n (HFp ⊗ . . . HFp ))tCp ,
H
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we see that there are only finitely many possible contributions to each degree.
Therefore, by Mittag-Leffler, the maps
πi HFp → πi Tp (HFp ) → limn πi Tp(n) (HFp )
are isomorphisms for all i ∈ Z. Now we observe the following.
Lemma III.1.8. Let Sn , n ≥ 0, be a sequence of finite sets, and assume that
S∞ = limn Sn is finite. Then the map (S∞ )n≥0 → (Sn )n≥0 is a pro-isomorphism.
Proof. As S∞ is finite, the map S∞ → Sn is injective for all sufficiently large n. It
remains to see that given any large n, the map Sm → Sn factors over S∞ ⊆ Sn if
m is large enough. For this consider the system (Sm ×Sn (Sn \ S∞ ))m . This is a
projective system of finite sets with empty inverse limit. Thus, by compactness, one
of these finite sets has to be empty.

Thus, we know that for all i ∈ Z, the map
πi HFp → (πi Tp(n) (HFp ))n
is a pro-isomorphism. This statement passes to infinite direct sums, so we see that
for any Fp -vector space V , the map
πi HV → (πi Tp(n) (HV ))n
is a pro-isomorphism. In particular, the right-hand side is pro-constant, so that
πi Tp (HV ) ' limn πi Tp(n) (HV ) ' πi HV ,
as desired.



Remark III.1.9. In fact, the existence of the Tate diagonal is a special feature of
spectra, and does not exist in classical algebra. One could try to repeat the construction of the Tate diagonal in the ∞-derived category D(Z) of Z-modules. The Tate
construction makes sense in D(Z) as in every other stable ∞-category which admits
orbits and fixed points. The construction of the Tate diagonal however makes use
of a universal property of the stable ∞-category of spectra; the analogues of Proposition III.1.2 and [Nik, Corollary 6.9(1)] fail in D(Z). To get a valid analogue, one
would need to require that the endofunctors are HZ-linear, which is extra structure.
The point is that the analogue of the functor Tp (from Proposition III.1.1 above) in
D(Z) is not an HZ-linear functor.
In fact, we can prove the following no-go theorem.
Theorem III.1.10. Every natural transformation C → (C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp of functors D(Z) → D(Z) induces the zero map in homology
H∗ (C) → H∗ ((C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp ) = Ĥ −∗ (Cp ; C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C).
In particular there is no lax symmetric monoidal transformation C → (C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z
C)tCp .
Proof. Let H : D(Z) → Sp be the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum functor. Under this
functor, the tensor product of chain complexes corresponds to the tensor product of
spectra over HZ. We deduce that the forgetful functor H preserves all limits and
colimits, and admits a lax symmetric monoidal structure.
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We first claim that for every transformation ∆Zp : C → (C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp of chain
complexes, the underlying transformation of spectra factors as
(HC ⊗ . . . ⊗ HC)tCp

(5)

5

a·∆p
H(∆Z
p)

HC



can

/ H(C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp .

for some a ∈ Z. Here can is the canonical lax symmetric monoidal structure
map. To see this claim we observe
as before that the functor D(Z) → Sp given

by C 7→ H (C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp is exact. The functor H : D(Z) → Sp is corepresented as a stable functor by the unit Z[0] ∈ D(Z), so by (the version for D(Z) of)
Proposition III.1.2, cf. [Nik, Proposition 6.3], we conclude that the set of natural
transformations HC → H(C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp is in bijection with
π0 H(Z ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z Z)tCp ∼
= Fp .
∆p

can

Now the map HC −−→ (HC ⊗ . . . ⊗ HC)tCp −−→ H(C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp induced from
the Tate diagonal induces on π0 for C = HZ the canonical projection Z → Fp . Thus
for a given ∆Zp we can choose a ∈ Z (well-defined modulo p) so that the diagram (5)
commutes (up to homotopy).
Now consider the E∞ -algebra Z[0] ∈ D(Z). Then HZ is an E∞ -ring spectrum
and we have a commutative diagram of spectra
HZ

HZ

a∆p

H(∆Z
p)

tC

/ (HZ ⊗ . . . ⊗ HZ)tCp


mHZp

/ HZtCp

can

/ H(Z ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z Z)tCp

tCp

H(mZ

)

/ HZtCp .

The commutativity of the diagram now implies that the upper horizontal map HZ →
HZtCp of spectra is HZ-linear, as the lower line comes from a map in D(Z). Note that
every map Z → ZtCp in D(Z) factors over τ≤0 ZtCp . However, the upper horizontal
map is a times the Frobenius ϕHZ that will be studied in Section IV.1 below. In
particular it follows from Theorem IV.1.15 that a times the map ϕHZ : HZ → HZtCp
does not factor over τ≤0 HZtCp unless a ≡ 0 mod p, so we can take a = 0.

Note that the proof shows a bit more than is stated, namley that every transformation C → (C ⊗Z . . .⊗Z C)tCp is trivial (as a natural transformation) on underlying
spectra. Now every map C → D in D(Z) such that the underlying map of spectra is
nullhomotopic is already nullhomotopic itself. To see this we can write C ' ⊕Hi C[i]
and D ' ⊕Hi D[i] and thereby reduce to the case of chain complexes concentrated
in a single degree. Then there are only two cases: either C and D are concentrated
in the same degree, in which case we can detect non-triviality already on homology
(and thus for the spectrum map on homotopy). If D is one degree higher than C
then the map f : C → D is zero, precisely if the fibre fib(f ) → C admits a section.
Since fib(f ) is by the long exact sequence concentrated in the same degree as C
this can also be tested on homology. The forgetful functor from chain complexes to
spectra preserves fibre sequences so this can also be seen on homotopy groups of the
underlying spectrum.
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Thus every transformation C → (C ⊗Z . . . ⊗Z C)tCp as in Theorem III.1.10 is
pointwise the zero transformation. We do however not know if this implies also that
every transformation itself is zero as a transformation of functors.
III.2. The construction of THH
In this section, we give the direct ∞-categorical construction of topological Hochschild homology as a cyclotomic spectrum in our sense. We will do this for associative
ring spectra. One can more generally define topological Hochschild homology for
spectrally enriched ∞-categories and variants of the constructions here give a cyclotomic structure in this generality. Also we note that one can give a more geometric
approach to these structures using the language of factorization homology, which
has the advantage that it generalizes to higher dimensions. However we prefer to
stick to the more concrete and combinatorial description here.
Let A be an associative algebra in the symmetric monoidal ∞-category Sp, in the
sense of the following definition.
Definition III.2.1 ([Lur16, Definition 4.1.1.6]). The ∞-category AlgE1 (Sp) of associative algebras, or E1 -algebras, in the symmetric monoidal ∞-category Sp is given
by the ∞-category of operad maps A⊗ : N (Ass⊗ ) → Sp⊗ . Equivalently, it is the
∞-category of functors
N (Ass⊗ ) → Sp⊗
over N (Fin∗ ) that carry inert maps to inert maps.
We refer to Appendix S for a discussion of inert maps and to Appendix T for
a discussion of N Ass⊗ . The final condition essentially says that for all n ≥ 1,
the image of the unique object hniAss in Ass⊗ mapping to hni ∈ Fin∗ is given by
(A, . . . , A) ∈ Spn , where A ∈ Sp is the image of h1iAss ; this condition is spelled out
more precisely in the next proposition.
The operad Ass⊗ is somewhat complicated. One can give an equivalent and
simpler definition of associative algebras.
Proposition III.2.2. Consider the natural functor ∆op → Ass⊗ from Appendix T.
Then restriction along this functor defines an equivalence between AlgE1 (Sp) and the
∞-category of functors A⊗ : N (∆op ) → Sp⊗ making the diagram
N (∆op )

A⊗

/ Sp⊗
%



N (Fin∗ )
commute, and satisfying the following condition. Let A = A⊗ ([1]) ∈ Sp⊗
h1i = Sp.
⊗
⊗
n
Consider the object A ([n]) ∈ Sphni ' Sp , which we may identify with a sequence
A1 , . . . , An ∈ C of spectra. Then the n maps [1] → [n] sending [1] = {0, 1} to
{i − 1, i} ⊆ [n] for i = 1, . . . , n induce maps ρi : hni → h1i which map all elements
except for i ∈ hni to the base point. The induced functor ρi! : Spn = Sp⊗
hni →
⊗
Sph1i = Sp takes the tuple (A1 , . . . , An ) to Ai by definition. In particular, the map
A⊗ ([n]) → A⊗ ([1]) = A induces a map Ai = ρi! A⊗ ([n]) → A. The condition is that
this map is always an equivalence.
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Proof. This is essentially [Lur16, Proposition 4.1.2.15], cf. [Lur16, Definition 2.1.2.7]
for the definition of an algebra object over an operad. One needs to check that
the condition imposed implies that the functor carries inert morphisms to inert
morphisms in general, which is an easy verification (using that Sp is symmetric
monoidal).

Now, given A ∈ AlgE1 (Sp), we can form the cyclic spectrum
V◦

A⊗

⊗

N (Λop ) −−→ N (Ass⊗
−→ Sp⊗
→ Sp ,
act ) −
act −
where ⊗ is the symmetric monoidal functor taking a sequence (X1 , . . . , Xn ) of spectra
to X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xn , as discussed after Proposition III.3.2 above and V ◦ is the functor
discussed in Proposition B.1 of Appendix T. Note that this cyclic spectrum is just
making precise the diagram
C3

C2


// A ⊗ A ⊗ A


/ A⊗A

//

···

//

// A .

Definition III.2.3. For an E1 -ring spectrum A we let THH(A) ∈ SpBT be the
geometric realization23 of the cyclic spectrum
V◦

A⊗

⊗

N (Λop )−−→N (Ass⊗
−→ Sp⊗
→ Sp .
act ) −
act −
Now we want to give the construction of the cyclotomic structure on THH(A),
i.e. T/Cp ∼
= T-equivariant maps
ϕp : THH(A) → THH(A)tCp
for all primes p. The idea is to extend the Tate diagonal to a map of cyclic spectra
C3

/// A⊗3
/

···

···

C2



//

// A

∆p


⊗3p tCp
T

C3

//

// A

⊗2
/A



∆p


//
⊗2p tCp
/ A
T

// A



∆p


⊗p tCp

C2

where the lower cyclic object is a variant of the subdivision of the upper one.
Let us first describe this second cyclic object more precisely. Let FreeCp be the
category of finite free Cp -sets S, which has a natural map to the category of finite sets
via S 7→ S = S/Cp . We start by looking at the simplicial subdivision, corresponding
op : [n]
to pullback under the functor sdp : Λop
p →Λ
Λp 7→ [np]Λ . This gives a functor
A⊗

⊗
N (Λop
−→ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) N (Assact ) −
act .

Note that the target category consists of pairs (S, (Xs )s∈S=S/Cp ) of a finite free Cp set and spectra Xs parametrized by s ∈ S = S/Cp . We need to compose this with
the functor which takes
(S, (Xs )s∈S=S/Cp ) ∈ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act
23For the notion of geometric realization of cyclic objects in this ∞-categorical setting see Proposition B.5.
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N

s∈S

Xs ∈ SpBCp . This is the composite of the functor

⊗ BCp
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (S, (Xs )s∈S )
act → (Spact )
BCp → SpBCp .
from Proposition III.3.6 below and ⊗ : (Sp⊗
act )
Now we have the functor
−tCp

⊗

⊗
⊗ BCp
−
→ SpBCp −−−→ Sp ,
N (Λop
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Spact → (Spact )

which is also BCp -equivariant (using that −tCp is BCp -equivariant, by Theorem I.4.1).
Thus, it factors over a functor
N (Λop ) = N (Λop
p )/BCp → Sp ,
which gives the desired construction of the cyclic spectrum
tC

//
//
// A⊗p tCp .
⊗2p tCp
// A⊗3p p
(6)
···
/ A
T

T

C3

C2

The geometric realization of this cyclic spectrum is by definition (see Proposition
B.5 in Appendix T) the colimit of its restriction to the paracyclic category N Λ∞ .
Commuting −tCp and the colimit, the geometric realization of the cyclic object (6)
maps T-equivariantly to THH(A)tCp where we have identified the geometric realization of the subdivision of a cylic object with the geometric realization of the initial
cyclic object using the usual equivalence, see Proposition B.19 and Proposition B.20
in Appendix T. It remains to construct the map
C3

/// A⊗3
/

···

···

C2

//



//

∆p

// A⊗3p
C3

tCp
T

// A

⊗2
/A

//



∆p

⊗2p
/ A



∆p

// A⊗p tCp

tCp
T

C2

of cyclic spectra. Equivalently, we have to construct a natural transformation of
BCp -equivariant functors from
⊗

⊗
⊗
N (Λop
→ Sp
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Spact → Spact −

to
⊗

−tCp

⊗
⊗ BCp
N (Λop
−
→ SpBCp −−−→ Sp .
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Spact → (Spact )
This follows from Corollary III.3.8 in the next section, which gives a natural BCp equivariant natural transformation from the functor
⊗

⊗
I : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
→ Sp
act → Spact −

given by
(S, (Xs∈S=S/Cp )) 7→

O

Xs

s∈S

to the functor
⊗

−tCp

⊗ BCp
−
→ SpBCp −−−→ Sp
T̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → (Spact )
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given by
O
(S, (Xs∈S=S/Cp )) 7→ (
Xs )tCp .
s∈S

Composing this natural transformation with the functor
⊗
N (Λop
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Spact

induced by A, this finishes our construction of the cyclotomic structure on THH(A),
modulo the required functoriality of the Tate diagonal that will be established in
the next section.
III.3. Functoriality of the Tate diagonal
As explained in the last section, we need to equip the Tate diagonal ∆p with
stronger functoriality, and we also need a version in many variables. We start by
noting that by Theorem I.3.1, the functor
Tp : Sp → Sp : X 7→ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
acquires a canonical lax symmetric monoidal structure. We can now also make the
natural transformation ∆p : idSp → Tp into a lax symmetric monoidal transformation.
Proposition III.3.1. There is a unique lax symmetric monoidal transformation
∆p : idSp → Tp .
The underlying transformation of functors is given by the transformation from Definition III.1.4.
Proof. This follows from [Nik, Corollary 6.9(1)], which states that the identity is
initial among exact lax symmetric monoidal functors from Sp to Sp.

Now, for the construction of the cyclotomic structure maps, we need to construct
a natural transformation between two BCp -equivariant functors
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp ,
which are given by
I : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→

O

Xs

s∈S

and
T̃p : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (

O

Xs )tCp ,

s∈S

respectively. If one trivializes a free Cp -set to S = S × Cp , the transformation is
given by
O
O
O
Xs →
(Xs ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xs )tCp → (
Xs )tCp
s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

where the first map is the tensor product of ∆p for all s ∈ S, and the second map
uses that −tCp is lax symmetric monoidal. One needs to see that this map does not
depend on the chosen trivialization of S.
In fact, to get this natural transformation I → T̃p , we will do something stronger.
Namely, we will make both functors lax symmetric monoidal, and then show that
there is a unique lax symmetric monoidal transformation. For this, we have to recall
a few results about lax symmetric monoidal functors.
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First, cf. Appendix S, we recall that for any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C
(more generally, for any ∞-operad O), one can form a new symmetric monoidal
⊗
∞-category Cact
whose underlying ∞-category is given by
⊗
Cact
= C ⊗ ×N (Fin∗ ) N (Fin) ,

where Fin is the category of finite (possibly empty) sets, and the functor Fin → Fin∗
⊗
adds a disjoint base point. The fibre of Cact
over a finite set I ∈ Fin is given by C I .
⊗
Here, the symmetric monoidal structure on Cact
is given by a “disjoint union” type
I
operation; it takes (Xi )i∈I ∈ C and (Xj )j∈J ∈ C J to (Xk )k∈ItJ ∈ C ItJ . There is a
⊗
natural lax symmetric monoidal functor C → Cact
whose underlying functor is the
⊗
inclusion into the fiber of Cact over the one-element set.
Proposition III.3.2. Let C and D be symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. Restric⊗
tion along C ⊆ Cact
is an equivalence of ∞-categories
⊗
Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) ' Funlax (C, D) .

Proof. This is a special case of [Lur16, Proposition 2.2.4.9].



⊗
Note in particular that the identity C → C corresponds to a functor ⊗ : Cact
→
C, which is informally given by sending a list (X1 , . . . , Xn ) of objects in C to
⊗
X1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Xn . Another way to construct it is by noting that Cact
→ N (Fin) is
a coCartesian fibration, and N (Fin) has a final object. This implies that the colimit
⊗
of the corresponding functor N (Fin) → Cat∞ is given by the fiber C = Ch1i
over the
⊗
final object h1i ∈ N (Fin), and there is a natural functor from Cact to the colimit
⊗
C, cf. [Lur09, Corollary 3.3.4.3]. Moreover, the functor ⊗ : Cact
→ C can also be
⊗
characterised as the left adjoint to the inclusion C ⊆ Cact , see Remark III.3.4 below.
In the situation of Proposition III.3.2, it will be useful to understand lax symmet⊗
ric monoidal functors from Cact
as well. For this, we use the following statement.

Lemma III.3.3. Let C and D be symmetric monoidal ∞-categories. Then the
canonical inclusion
⊗
⊗
Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) ⊆ Funlax (Cact
, D)
R

∼

⊗
⊗
admits a right adjoint R. The composition Funlax (Cact
, D) −
→ Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) −
→
Funlax (C, D) is given by restriction along the lax symmetric monoidal functor C →
⊗
Cact
.

Proof. We will use the concrete proof of [Lur16, Proposition 2.2.4.9] in which it is
shown that the composition
i∗

⊗
⊗
Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) ⊆ Funlax (Cact
, D) −
→ Funlax (C, D)
⊗ ⊗
is an equivalence of ∞-categories. To do this let us write q : (Cact
) → N Fin∗ for the
⊗
symmetric monoidal ∞-category whose underlying ∞-category is Cact
. Then Lurie
proves the following two facts:
(i) Every lax symmetric monoidal functor C → D which is considered as an object of FunN (Fin∗ ) (C ⊗ , D⊗ ) admits a relative left Kan extension to a functor in
⊗ ⊗
FunN (Fin∗ ) ((Cact
) , D⊗ ).
⊗ ⊗
(ii) A functor in FunN (Fin∗ ) ((Cact
) , D⊗ ) is symmetric monoidal precisely if it is the
⊗ ⊗
relative left Kan extension of its restriction to C ⊗ ⊆ (Cact
) .
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This finishes Lurie’s argument using [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.2.15]. In particular we
⊗
⊗
see that the inclusion Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) ⊆ Funlax (Cact
, D) is equivalent to the relative
left Kan extension functor
⊗
i! : Funlax (C, D) → Funlax (Cact
, D).

This functor is left adjoint to the restriction functor
⊗
i∗ : Funlax (Cact
, D) → Funlax (C, D)

as an argument similar to [Lur09, Proposition 4.3.2.17] shows: the composition i∗ i!
is equivalent to the identity giving a candidate for the unit of the adjunction. Then
one uses [Lur09, Lemma 4.3.2.12] to verify that the induced map on mapping spaces
is an equivalence to get the adjunction property.

Remark III.3.4. For a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C the full, lax symmetric
⊗
monoidal inclusion C ⊆ Cact
admits a symmetric monoidal left adjoint L as we will
show now. From this one can deduce that in the situation of Lemma III.3.3 the
right adjoint
⊗
⊗
R : Funlax (Cact
, D) → Fun⊗ (Cact
, D) ' Funlax (C, D)

admits a further right adjoint given by precomposition with L.
Let us start by proving that the underlying functor admits a left adjoint. To this
⊗
end assume we are given an object c̄ ∈ Cact
⊆ C ⊗ . The object lies over some finite
pointed set (equivalent to) hni. There is a unique active morphism hni → h1i. Now
choose a coCartesian lift f : c̄ → c in C ⊗ covering this morphism in N Fin∗ . Then
⊗
⊗
the morphism f lies in Cact
and the object c lies in C ⊆ Cact
. Moreover f is initial
⊗
⊗
among morphisms in Cact from c̄ to an object in C ⊆ Cact . This follows since every
such morphism has to cover the active morphism hni → h1i and from the defining
property of coCartesian lifts. As a result we find that c is the reflection of c̄ into
⊗
⊗
C ⊆ Cact
. Since this reflection exists for every c̄ ∈ C ⊗ the inclusion C ⊆ Cact
admits
a left adjoint L. On a more informal level the object c̄ is given by a list c1 , . . . , cn of
objects of C. Then c = L(c̄) is given by the tensor product c1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ cn .
Now we want to show that the left adjoint L is a symmetric monoidal localization.
To this end we have to verify the assumptions of [Lur16, Proposition 2.2.1.9] given
in [Lur16, Definition 2.2.1.6 and Example 2.2.1.7]. Thus we have to show that for
every morphism f : c̄ → d¯ in C ⊗ such that Lf is an equivalence in C and every object
⊗
ē the morphism L(f ⊕ ē) is an equivalence in C where ⊕ is the tensor product in Cact
.
Unwinding the definitions this amounts to the following: we have that c̄ is given by
a list c1 , . . . , cn , d¯ by a list d1 , . . . , dm and ē by a list e1 , . . . , er . Then the induced
morphism L(f ) is by assumption an equivalence c1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ cn → d1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ dm .
But then clearly also the morphism L(f ⊗ ē) : c1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ cn ⊗ e1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ er →
d1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ dm ⊗ e1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ er is an equivalence in C.
⊗
We remark that the left adjoint L ∈ Fun⊗ (Cact
, C) corresponds under the equiva∼
⊗
lence Fun⊗ (Cact , C) −
→ Funlax (C, C) to the identity functor.
Remark III.3.5. In fact, Proposition III.3.2 and Lemma III.3.3 hold true if C (or
rather C ⊗ ) is replaced by any ∞-operad O⊗ . Let us briefly record the statements,
as we will need them later. As before, D is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Let
⊗
O⊗ be an ∞-operad with symmetric monoidal envelope Oact
= O⊗ ×N (Fin∗ ) N (Fin).
⊗ ⊗
⊗
There is a natural map of ∞-operads O → (Oact ) . Restriction along this functor
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defines an equivalence
⊗
Fun⊗ (Oact
, D) ' AlgO (D) ,

where the right-hand side denotes the ∞-category of O-algebras in D; equivalently,
of ∞-operad maps O⊗ → D⊗ . Moreover, the full inclusion
⊗
⊗
Fun⊗ (Oact
, D) → Funlax (Oact
, D)
⊗
admits a right adjoint given by the composition Funlax (Oact
, D) → AlgO (D) '
⊗
⊗ ⊗
⊗
Fun⊗ (Oact , D), where the first functor is restriction along O → (Oact
) .

Recall that we want to construct a natural transformation between two BCp equivariant functors
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp ,
which are given by
I : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→

O

Xs

s∈S

and
T̃p : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (

O

Xs )tCp ,

s∈S

respectively. More precisely, the first functor
I : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp
is the symmetric monoidal functor given by the composite of the projection to Sp⊗
act
and ⊗ : Sp⊗
→
Sp.
act
For the second functor, we first have to construct a symmetric monoidal functor
⊗ BCp
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (S, (Xs )s∈S ) .
act → (Spact )

Proposition III.3.6. For any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C and any integer
p ≥ 1, there is a natural symmetric monoidal functor
⊗
⊗ BCp
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Cact
→ (Cact
)
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (S, (Xs )s∈S ) .

Proof. We observe that as in the proof of Lemma III.3.7 below,
⊗
Fun⊗ (N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Cact
, D) = Fun(N (TorCp ), Funlax (C, D))
⊗ BCp
for any symmetric monoidal ∞-category D (here applied to D = (Cact
)
), where
TorCp is the category of Cp -torsors. This can be constructed as the composite of the
⊗
lax symmetric monoidal embedding C → Cact
and a functor

N (TorCp ) → Fun⊗ (E, E BCp ) = Fun(BCp , Fun⊗ (E, E))
which exists for any symmetric monoidal ∞-category E (here, applied to E = Sp⊗
act ).
For this, note that Fun⊗ (E, E) is itself symmetric monoidal (using the Day convolution), and so the identity lifts to a unique symmetric monoidal functor from
the symmetric monoidal envelope N (Fin)' of the trivial category. Restricting the
functor N (Fin)' → Fun⊗ (E, E) to Cp -torsors gives the desired symmetric monoidal
functor
N (TorCp ) → Fun(BCp , Fun⊗ (E, E)) .
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Composing the resulting symmetric monoidal functor
⊗ BCp
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → (Spact )
BCp → SpBCp and −tCp :
with the lax symmetric monoidal functors ⊗ : (Sp⊗
act )
BC
p
Sp
→ Sp, we get the desired lax symmetric monoidal functor

T̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp .
In fact, the lax symmetric monoidal functors I and T̃p are BCp -equivariant for the
natural action on the source (acting on the set S), and the trivial action on the target.
This is clear for I, and for T̃p , the only critical step is the functor −tCp : SpBCp → Sp,
where it follows from the uniqueness results in Theorem I.4.1.
Now consider the ∞-category of all lax symmetric monoidal functors
Funlax (N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act , Sp) .
We call a functor F : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp partially exact if for every
Cp -torsor S the induced functor F (S, −) : Sp → Sp, obtained by restriction to
{S} ×{∗} Sp ⊆ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act ,
is exact. This leads to the following lemma, which will also be critical to comparing
our new construction with the old construction of THH.
Lemma III.3.7. The functor I is initial among all lax symmetric monoidal functors
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp
which are partially exact.
Proof. By Lemma III.3.3, or rather the ∞-operad version of Remark III.3.5, it is
enough to prove the similar assertion in the ∞-category of symmetric monoidal and
partially exact functors. Now we claim that restriction along
N (TorCp ) × Sp ⊆ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act
induces an equivalence of ∞-categories
Fun⊗ (N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act , Sp) ' Fun(N (TorCp ), Funlax (Sp, Sp)) ,
where TorCp is the category of Cp -torsors. As partially exact functors correspond
to Fun(N (TorCp ), FunEx
lax (Sp, Sp)) on the right, the result will then follow from [Nik,
Corollary 6.9(1)].
By [Lur16, Theorem 2.4.3.18] the ∞-category Fun(N (TorCp ), Funlax (Sp, Sp)) is
equivalent to the ∞-category of ∞-operad maps from N (TorCp )t ×N (Fin∗ ) Sp⊗
to Sp⊗ . Here N (TorCp )t is the coCartesian ∞-operad associated to N (TorCp ),
cf. [Lur16, Section 2.4.3]. Now, as in Proposition III.3.2, the ∞-category of operad
maps from any ∞-operad O⊗ to Sp⊗ is equivalent to the ∞-category of symmetric
⊗
monoidal functors from the symmetric monoidal envelope Oact
to Sp, cf. [Lur16,
t
Proposition 2.2.4.9]. But the envelope of N (TorCp ) ×N (Fin∗ ) Sp⊗ is
(N (TorCp )t ×N (Fin∗ ) Sp⊗ ) ×N (Fin∗ ) N (Fin) ' N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act ,
using the equivalence N (TorCp )t ×N (Fin∗ ) N (Fin) ' N (FreeCp ). Unraveling, we have
proved the desired assertion.

The following corollary is immediate, and finishes our construction of THH as a
cyclotomic spectrum.
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Corollary III.3.8. The BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functor
 O tCp
T̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
Xs
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→
s∈S

receives an essentially unique BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal transformation from
O
I : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
Xs .
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→
s∈S


III.4. The Bökstedt construction
The classical definition of topological Hochschild homology as an orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum relies on a specific construction of the smash product of orthogonal
spectra, known as the Bökstedt construction. In fact, the Bökstedt construction can
also be applied to any finite number of orthogonal spectra, and already the case of
a single orthogonal spectrum is interesting, where it leads to a fibrant replacement
functor.
Bökstedt’s construction is based on the following category.
Definition III.4.1. Let I be the category of finite (possibly empty) sets and injective
maps.
If A is any orthogonal spectrum, one has a natural functor from I to pointed
spaces, taking a finite set I ∼
= {1, . . . , i}, i ≥ 0, to Ai ; here, we make use of the
action of the symmetric group Σi ⊆ O(i) on Ai to show that this is independent of
the choice of isomorphism I ∼
= {1, . . . , i}. More precisely, note that I is equivalent
to the category of the finite sets {1, . . . , i}, i ≥ 0, with injective maps, and one can
produce a functor from the latter category.
Note that I is not filtered. However, one has Bökstedt’s important “approximation lemma”. Note that as I has an initial object, the statement of the following
lemma is equivalent to the similar statement in pointed spaces.
Lemma III.4.2 ([DGM13, Lemma 2.2.3]). Let F : I n → S be a map to the ∞category of spaces, x ∈ I n an object, and Ixn ⊆ I n the full subcategory of objects
supporting a map from x. Assume that F sends all maps in Ixn to n-connected maps
of spaces. Then the map
F (x) → colimI n F
is n-connected.



Intuitively, this says that colimI n F behaves like a filtered colimit if the maps
become sufficiently connective.
The advantage of I over the category corresponding to the ordered set of positive
integers is that I has a natural symmetric monoidal structure, given by the disjoint
union. This will be critical in the following.
In the following, as in Section II.2 above, we use specific strictly functorial models of homotopy colimits taken in (pointed) compactly generated weak Hausdorff
topological spaces, as defined in Appendix U and write hocolim to denote these
functors.
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Definition III.4.3. Consider the symmetric monoidal category SpO of orthogonal
spectra. Bökstedt’s construction is the lax symmetric monoidal functor
O
B : (SpO )⊗
act → Sp

that takes a finite set of orthogonal spectra (Xi )i∈I to the orthogonal spectrum whose
n-th term is
^
^
hocolim Map∗ ( S Ii , S n ∧ (Xi )Ii )
(Ii )i∈I ∈I I

with O(n)-action on

Sn,

i∈I

i∈I

and the natural structure maps.

Here Map∗ denotes the space of based maps. Note that this indeed defines a
O
functor out of (SpO )⊗
act , i.e.
V if one has a map f : I → J of finite sets, Xi , Yj ∈ Sp
for i ∈ I, j ∈ J, and maps i∈f −1 (j) Xi → Yj of orthogonal spectra, one gets induced
maps
^
^
hocolim Map∗ ( S Ii , S n ∧ (Xi )Ii )
(Ii )i∈I ∈I I

i∈I

→ hocolim Map∗ (
(Ij )j∈J ∈I J

i∈I

^

S Ij , S n ∧

j∈J

^

(Yj )Ij )

j∈J

which on the index categories is given by sending (Ii )i∈I to (Ij =
Indeed, under this map of index categories, the spheres
^
^
S Ij
S Ii =

i∈f −1 (j) Ii )j∈J .

j∈J

i∈I

agree, and there is a natural map
^

F

(Xi )Ii →

i∈I

^

(Yj )Ij

j∈J

by definition of the smash product of orthogonal spectra, cf. [Sch16, Section 1].
Moreover, B is indeed lax symmetric monoidal: Given orthogonal spectra (Xi )i∈I
and (Yj )j∈J , as well as integers m, n, one needs to produce O(m) × O(n)-equivariant
maps from the smash product of
^
^
hocolim Map∗ ( S Ii , S m ∧ (Xi )Ii )
(Ii )i∈I ∈I I

i∈I

i∈I

and
hocolim Map∗ (

(Ij )j∈J ∈I J

^

S Ij , S n ∧

j∈J

^

(Yj )Ij )

j∈J

to
hocolim

(Ik )k∈ItJ ∈I ItJ

Map∗ (

^

k∈ItJ

S Ik , S m ∧ S n ∧

^
k∈I

(Xk )Ik ∧

^

(Yk )Ik ) ,

k∈J

compatible with the structure maps. The desired transformation is given by smashing the maps.
Now we need the following result of Shipley, which follows directly from [Shi00,
Corollary 4.2.4].24 Here we say that a map (Xi )i∈I → (Yj )j∈J in (SpO )⊗
act is a stable
equivalence if it lies over an equivalence f : I → J in Fin and the maps Xi → Yf (i)
are stable equivalences for all i ∈ I.
24Shipley works with simplicial symmetric spectra, but every orthogonal spectrum gives rise to
a symmetric spectrum by taking the singular complex and restriction of symmetry groups. Note
that in orthogonal spectra, it is not necessary to apply the level-fibrant replacement functor L0 .
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Theorem III.4.4. The functor B takes stable equivalences to stable equivalences.
Proof. Apart from the comparison between orthogonal and symmetric groups we
note that Shipley works with simplicial sets instead of topological spaces. As a result
the homotopy colimits in Definition III.4.3 has in her setting always automatically
the correct homotopy type. We claim that this is also true in our setting. To see
this we take all the spaces
^
^
Map∗ ( S Ii , S n ∧ (Xi )Ii )
i∈I

i∈I

for varying n together, so that we obtain a diagram I I → SpO over which we take
the homotopy colimit. The result is the same orthogonal spectrum as in Definition
III.4.3 since Bousfield-Kan type homotopy colimits are computed levelwise. The
advantage is that the combined homotopy colimit has the correct stable homotopy
type by Proposition C.11 of Appendix U. This then lets us apply [Shi00, Corollary
4.2.4] to finish the proof.

Now we use Theorem A.7 from Appendix S to see that the symmetric monoidal
O ⊗
∞-category Sp⊗
act is the Dwyer-Kan localization of (Sp )act at the stable equivalences
as described above. In particular, if we compose B with the functor N SpO → Sp,
then the results of Appendix S and the preceding theorem imply that it factors over
a lax symmetric monoidal functor
B : Sp⊗
act → Sp .
Theorem III.4.5. There is a unique (up to contractible choice) transformation of
⊗
lax symmetric monoidal functors from ⊗ : Sp⊗
act → Sp to B : Spact → Sp. This
natural transformation is an equivalence.
Proof. Shipley shows in [Shi00, Proposition 4.2.3, Corollary 4.2.4] that the functor B : Sp⊗
act → Sp is not only lax symmetric monoidal, but actually symmetric
monoidal. Note that this is only true on the level of ∞-categories and not on the
model. Moreover the composite functor
B

Sp ⊆ Sp⊗
→ Sp
act −
is equivalent to the identity by [Shi00, Theorem 3.1.6]. Since this functor is exact
and lax symmetric monoidal it follows from [Nik, Corollary 6.9(1)] that there is
no choice involved in the equivalence. By Proposition III.3.2 every such functor is
equivalent to ⊗.

In other words, we have verified that the Bökstedt construction is a model for the
∞-categorical tensor product of spectra.
As mentioned in the introduction, the main advantage of the Bökstedt construction over the usual smash product of orthogonal spectra is its behaviour with respect
to geometric fixed points. More precisely, for any orthogonal spectrum X, and integer p ≥ 1,25 there is a natural map
ΦCp B(X, . . . , X) → B(X)
of orthogonal spectra, which is moreover a stable equivalence.
In fact, there is a many variables version of this statement. Namely, for any finite
free Cp -set S with S = S/Cp , consider a family of orthogonal spectra (Xs )s∈S . Then
25Although we write p here, it is not yet required to be a prime.
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there is a natural Cp -action on the orthogonal spectrum B((Xs )s∈S ) by acting on
the index set S, and a natural map
ΦCp B((Xs )s∈S ) → B((Xs )s∈S ) ,
which is a stable equivalence.
Let us formalize this statement, including all functorialities. As above, let FreeCp
denote the category of finite free Cp -sets. Then our source category is
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act .
Here, objects are pairs of a finite free Cp -set S with quotient S = S/Cp , together
with orthogonal spectra Xs indexed by s ∈ S. There are two functors
O
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp .
O ⊗
The first is given by projection to (SpO )⊗
act and composition with B : (Sp )act →
O
Sp . We denote this simply by
O
B : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ B((Xs )s∈S ) .

The other functor first applies the functor
O ⊗ BCp
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ (S, (Xs )s∈S ) ,
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → ((Sp )act )

composes with the Bökstedt construction
BCp
→ (SpO )BCp = Cp SpO ,
B : ((SpO )⊗
act )

and then applies
C

ΦU p : Cp SpO → SpO
for some fixed choice of complete Cp -universe U. We denote this second functor by
C

p
O
Bp : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ ΦU B((Xs )s∈S ) .

Construction III.4.6. There is a natural transformation
C

Bp → B : ΦU p B((Xs )s∈S ) → B((Xs )s∈S )
of functors
O
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp .
C

Indeed, note that by definition the n-th space (ΦU p B((Xs )s∈S ))n of the left-hand
side is given by
!Cp
^
^
Is
n
V
hocolim hocolim Map∗ (
S ,S ∧ S ∧
Xs,Is )
.
V ∈U |V Cp =0

(Is )∈I S

For any V ∈ U with V

Cp

s∈S

s∈S

= 0, we have to construct a map
!Cp

hocolim Map∗ (
(Is )∈I S

^

n

V

S ,S ∧ S ∧

s∈S

→ hocolim Map∗ (
(Is )∈I S

Is

^

s∈S

^

Xs,Is )

s∈S
Is

n

S ,S ∧

^
s∈S

Xs,Is ) .
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By construction of hocolim, the Cp -fixed points are given by the Cp -fixed points
over the hocolim over Cp -fixed points in the index category. Note that the Cp -fixed
points of I S are given by I S . Thus, we have to construct a map
^
^
^
^
hocolim Map∗ (
S Is , S n ∧S V ∧
Xs,Is )Cp → hocolim Map∗ (
S Is , S n ∧
Xs,Is ) .
(Is )∈I S

s∈S

(Is )∈I S

s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

But any Cp -equivariant map induces a map between Cp -fixed points. Moreover,
^
^
(
S Is )Cp =
SIs
s∈S

s∈S

and
(S n ∧ S V ∧

^

Xs,Is )Cp = S n ∧

s∈S

(A ∧ B)Cp

ACp

^

Xs,Is ,

s∈S

∧ B Cp ,

using that in general
=
(A ∧ . . . ∧ A)Cp = A for p factors of A,
V
C
C
p
p
and (S ) is a point, as V
= 0. Thus, restricting a map to the Cp -fixed points
gives the desired map. It is easy to see that it is functorial.
Finally, we can state the main theorem about the Bökstedt construction.
Theorem III.4.7. For any
(S, (Xs )s∈S ) ∈ FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act ,
the natural map
C

Bp (S, (Xs )s∈S ) → B(S, (Xs )s∈S ) : ΦU p B((Xs )s∈S ) → B((Xs )s∈S )
is a stable equivalence.
Proof. This is essentially due to Hesselholt and Madsen, [HM97, Proposition 2.5].
Let us sketch the argument. First, one reduces to the case that all Xs are bounded
below in the sense that there is some integer m such that πi Xs,n = 0 for i <
n − m. Indeed, any orthogonal spectrum X can be written as a filtered colimit of
(m)
orthogonal spectra X (m) which are bounded below such that the maps Xi → Xi
are homeomorphisms for i ≤ m. Indeed, one can consider a truncated version of
orthogonal spectra keeping track only of the spaces Xi for i ≤ m; then the restriction
functor has a left adjoint, whose composite with the restriction functor is the identity,
and which takes values in bounded below orthogonal spectra.26 Now the statement
for general X follows by passage to the colimit of the statement for the X (m) ’s which
are bounded below.
Now we have to estimate the connectivity of the map
^
C p
^

^
^
Map∗
S Is , S n ∧ S V ∧
Xs,Is
→ Map∗
S Is , S n ∧
Xs,Is
s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

as V ∈ U with V Cp = 0 gets larger and (Is ) ∈ I S gets larger. Note that the
right-hand side can also be written as
^
C p
^
Map∗
S Is , S n ∧ S V ∧
Xs,Is
.
s∈S

s∈S

26In the language of orthogonal spectra as pointed continuous functors O → Top from the
∗
category of finite dimensional inner product spaces with Thom spaces as mapping spaces, these
functors correspond to restriction to the full subcategory O≤m of spaces of dimension ≤ m, and
the left Kan extension from O≤m to O.
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This shows that the homotopy fiber of the first map can be identified with
^
C p
^
^
Map∗
S Is , S n ∧ S V ∧
S Is /
Xs,Is
.
s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

Now, as in the proof of [HM97, Proposition 2.5], we use that the connectivity of
Map∗ (A, B)Cp is at least the minimum of conn(B H ) − dim(AH ), where H runs over
all subgroups of Cp , and conn denotes the connectivity.
If H = Cp , then
H
^
^
S Is
S Is /
s∈S

s∈S

is a point, while the connectivity of

H
^
^
Xs,Is
Sn ∧ SV ∧
Xs,Is
= Sn ∧
s∈S

s∈S

P

is at least n + s∈S (is − m), where is = |Is |. Here, we have used our assumption
that all Xs are bounded below. This term goes to ∞ with (Is ) ∈ I S .
If H ( Cp , then for fixed (Is ) ∈ I S , the term
H
^
^
dim
S Is
S Is /
s∈S

s∈S

is bounded, while the connectivity of

H
^
Sn ∧ SV ∧
Xs,Is
s∈S
H

goes to ∞ with V ∈ U, as it is at least the connectivity of (S V )H = S V , which
gets large. More precisely, let ρCp denote the regular representation of Cp . Then
^
H
^
X
S Is
= dim ρH
is ,
S Is /
dim
Cp
s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

and the connectivity of


n

V

S ∧S ∧

^

Xs,Is

H

s∈S

is at least
n + dim V H + dim ρH
Cp

X
(is − m) .
s∈S

In this case, the difference is given by
n + dim V H − dim ρH
Cp |S|m .
Let
nV = min (n + dim V H − dim ρH
Cp |S|m)
H(V

denote the minimum of these numbers for varying H ( V . Note that nV → ∞ as
V gets large.
Choosing (Is ) ∈ I S in the approximation lemma III.4.2 such that
X
n+
(is − m) ≥ nV ,
s∈S
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we see that the connectivity of the map
^
^
^
^
hocolim Map∗ (
S Is , S n ∧
Xs,Is )
S Is , S n ∧S V ∧
Xs,Is )Cp → hocolim Map∗ (
(Is )∈I S

s∈S

(Is )∈I S

s∈S

s∈S

s∈S

Cp

is at least nV . Now as V ∈ U with V
= 0 gets large, one has nV → ∞, so we get
a homotopy equivalence in the homotopy colimit over V .

III.5. The classical construction of THH
In this section, we recall the construction of Hesselholt–Madsen of topological
Hochschild homology as an orthogonal cyclotomic spectrum, [HM97, Section 2.4].
In order to be (essentially) in the setup of Hesselholt–Madsen, we take as input
an orthogonal ring spectrum R. Recall, cf. [Sch16, Section 1], that an orthogonal
ring spectrum is defined as an assocative algebra object in the symmetric monoidal
1-category SpO of orthogonal spectra.
Note that in orthogonal spectra, one can write down the cyclic bar construction
···

//

// R ∧ R ∧ R

/// R ∧ R

// R ,

and a construction of THH as a cyclotomic spectrum based on this has recently been
given in [ABG+ 14c]. The classical construction proceeds with a slightly different
cyclic object, which is essentially a fibrant replacement of this diagram. This has
the advantage that one can read off the genuine fixed points, relevant to the definition
of TC, directly.
Definition III.5.1. Let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum.
(i) For any pointed space X, define a pointed space with T-action THH(R; X) as the
geometric realization of the cyclic space27 sending [k]Λ ∈ Λop , k ≥ 1, to
B(R, . . . , R) = hocolim Map∗ (S I1 ∧ . . . ∧ S Ik , X ∧ RI1 ∧ . . . ∧ RIk ) ,
(I1 ,...,Ik )∈I k

where Map∗ is the based mapping space.
(ii) The orthogonal T-spectrum THH(R) has the m-th term given by THH(R; S m )
with the O(m)-action induced by the action on S m . The structure maps σm are the
natural maps
THH(R; S m ) ∧ S 1 → THH(R; S m ∧ S 1 ) = THH(R; S m+1 ) .
Note that in the language of Appendix T, the cyclic spectrum THH• (R) which
realizes to THH(R) is given by the composite of the natural map
Λop → Ass⊗
act
with the map
O ⊗
Ass⊗
act → (Sp )act
defining the orthogonal ring spectrum R, and the Bökstedt construction
O
B : (SpO )⊗
act → Sp .

We now want to verify that the ‘naive’ geometric realization of this cyclic spectrum
has the ‘correct’ homotopy type. According to Corollary B.16 we have to verify that
THH• (R; X) is proper, i.e. that all the latching maps are levelwise h-cofibrations.
27We refer to Appendix T for our conventions concerning Connes’ category Λ and the geometric
realization of cyclic spaces.
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Lemma III.5.2. [LRRV17, Lemma 6.17] Assume that the orthogonal ring spectrum
R is levelwise well pointed and that the unit in the zeroth space S 0 → R0 is an hcofibration. Then the cyclic spaces
THH• (R; X) : Λop → Top
are proper for all X.
Proof. In the cited reference it is shown that the degeneracies of the associated
simplicial objects are h-cofibrations. But this implies by [Lew82, Corollary 2.4] that
it is proper.

Remark III.5.3. In fact, if we are just interested in the correct homotopy type
of the orthogonal spectrum THH(R) one can get away with slightly less assumptions on the orthogonal ring spectrum R since we really only need that the maps
from the latching objects to the layers of the underlying simplicial diagram of
THH• (R) ∈ Fun(Λop , SpO ) are h-cofibrations of orthogonal spectra (see the discussion in Appendix U around Proposition C.11). For this we do not need that R is
levelwise well-pointed but only that the unit S → R is an h-cofibration of orthogonal
spectra. Since we do not need this generality and the conditions on R given above
are in practice almost always satisfied we will not prove this slightly more general
result here.
We have to define the cyclotomic structure maps. For this, we fix the complete
T-universe
M
U=
Ck,i
k∈Z,i≥1

as in the definition of orthogonal cyclotomic spectra, Definition II.3.6. Here T acts
on Ck,i via the k-th power of the embedding T ,→ C× . We note that with this choice
of U, the functor
C
ΦU p : Cp SpO → SpO ,
for any p ≥ 1, actually takes values in TSpO .28 Indeed, in the formula
C

ΦU p (X)n = hocolim X(Rn ⊕ V )Cp ,
V ∈U |V Cp =0

there is a remaining T-action on V . The resulting functor
C

ΦU p : Cp SpO → TSpO
is BCp -equivariant, where BCp acts on the category Cp SpO by noting that any
object has a Cp -action (which commutes with itself), and similarly in TSpO , any
object has a Cp ⊆ T-action. The BCp -equivariance means that the two Cp -actions
on
hocolim X(Rn ⊕ V )Cp ,
V ∈U |V Cp =0

one on X, and one on V (via restriction along Cp ⊆ T), agree. But this is clear, as
we are looking at the Cp -fixed points under the diagonal action. Now let us recall
the definition of
C
ΦU p THH(R) ∈ TSpO .
28The reader may be surprised by this extra T-action. It is a feature of this point-set model,
and the action is homotopically trivial. However, for the point-set construction of the cyclotomic
structure, it is critical.
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Its n-th space is given by
C

(ΦU p THH(R))n = hocolim THH R; S n ∧ S V

Cp

V ∈U |V Cp =0


where the Cp -action on THH R; S n ∧ S V is given by the diagonal action combining the action on the representation V and the action of Cp ⊆ T on THH. We
give a reinterpretation of this formula as follows, using the functor Bp from Construction III.4.6. Note that by simplicial subdivision, THH(R) is also the geometric
realization of the Λop
p -orthogonal spectrum given by restriction along the functor
op
Λop
: [n]Λp 7→ [pn]Λ
p →Λ

from the cyclic orthogonal spectrum defining THH(R) (see Proposition B.19 in Appendix T). This Λop
p -orthogonal spectrum is equivalently given by the composition
of
⊗
Λop
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact
with
O ⊗
FreeCp ×Fin Ass⊗
act → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act ,
the functor
O ⊗ BCp
,
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → ((Sp )act )
and the Bökstedt construction
BCp
→ (SpO )BCp = Cp SpO .
B : ((SpO )⊗
act )

This discussion leads to the following proposition.
C

Proposition III.5.4. There is a natural map of orthogonal spectra from ΦU p THH(R)
to the geometric realization of the Λop
p -orthogonal spectrum given as the composite
of
⊗
O ⊗
Λop
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act
with the functor
C

p
O
Bp : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ ΦU B((Xs )s∈S ) .

This map is a homeomorphism of orthogonal spectra.
Proof. This follows from the preceding by passing to the homotopy colimit over all
V . More precisely we consider the canonical map
C

C

C

|ΦU p (sd∗p THH• (R))| → ΦU p |sd∗p THH• (R)| ∼
= ΦU p |THH• (R)|
C

which exists by definition of the functor ΦU p . Geometric realization commutes with
taking fixed points (Lemma C.13). Since it also commutes with taking geometric
realization and shifts we conclude that this map is a homeomorphism.

The problem with this formula is that a priori, we lose track of the T-action on
to the circle action coming
acts on the variable V ∈ U.
C
However, the T-action can be recovered by using the refinement of ΦU p to a functor

C
ΦU p THH(R). Namely, the T-action above is not related
from the Λop
p -structure. This is because T also implicitly

C

ΦU p : Cp SpO → TSpO .
More precisely, using this refinement, we get a similar refinement
O
BpT : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → TSp .
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C

This functor is again BCp -equivariant, as ΦU p is. In particular, the BCp -equivariant
map
BpT

⊗
O ⊗
−→ TSpO
Λop
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act −

gives rise to an orthogonal spectrum with a continuous (T × T)/Cp -action. Restricting to the diagonal T/Cp ∼
= T-action, we get an orthogonal spectrum with
T-action, cf. also Proposition B.21. The following proposition follows by unraveling
the definitions.
C

Proposition III.5.5. The T-equivariant orthogonal spectrum ΦU p THH(R) ∈ TSpO
has a natural map to the object of TSpO corresponding to the BCp -equivariant functor
BpT

⊗
O ⊗
−→ TSpO
Λop
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act −

under the functor of Proposition B.21. This map is a homeomorphism of T-orthogonal
spectra.
Proof. This follows with the same proof as Proposition III.5.4.



In this picture, one can also recover THH(R) ∈ TSpO itself.
Proposition III.5.6. The T-equivariant orthogonal spectrum THH(R) ∈ TSpO is
given by the object of TSpO corresponding to the BCp -equivariant functor
B

⊗
O ⊗
Λop
→ SpO ⊆ TSpO ,
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act −

where B is as in Construction III.4.6, and in the final inclusion, we equip any
orthogonal spectrum with the trivial T-action.

Finally, Construction III.4.6 produces a natural transformation of BCp -equivariant
functors from
BpT

⊗
O ⊗
Λop
−→ TSpO
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act −

to
B

⊗
O ⊗
Λop
→ SpO ⊆ TSpO .
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact → FreeCp ×Fin (Sp )act −

Applying Proposition B.21 and the maps constructed above, we get the desired map
C

Φp : ΦU p THH(R) → THH(R)
of objects of TSpO . By Proposition III.5.5 and Theorem III.4.7, the maps Φp are
equivalences of the underlying orthogonal spectra. Moreover, it is easy to see that
the maps Φp sit in commutative diagrams as in Definition II.3.6. Using for all
integers p, q ≥ 1 the resulting commutative diagram
C

C

ΦU q ΦU p THH(R)

'

/ ΦCpq THH(R)
U

C

C



ΦU q (Φp )

ΦU q THH(R)
C

Φpq
Φq



/ THH(R) ,

one sees that also ΦU q (Φp ) is an equivalence of underlying orthogonal spectra. This
implies that Φp is an F-equivalence, as desired.
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III.6. Comparison
In this section, we compare the constructions of Section III.2 and Section III.5.
A similar comparison between the Bökstedt model for THH and the cyclic bar
construction model for THH (in the model category of [ABG+ 14c]) will also appear
in [DMP+ 17].
We start with an associative orthogonal ring spectrum R ∈ Alg(SpO ), regarded
as a functor
R⊗ : Ass⊗ → (SpO )⊗
of operads. Let
A⊗ : N (Ass⊗ ) → Sp⊗
denote the associated E1 -algebra A ∈ AlgE1 (Sp).
First, we have to compare the cyclic spectra computing THH. Recall that in
Section III.2, it is given by the composite
A⊗

⊗

N (Λop ) → N (Ass⊗
−→ Sp⊗
→ Sp .
act ) −
act −
, and in Section III.5, it is given by the composite
R⊗

B

Λop → Ass⊗
−→ (SpO )⊗
→ SpO ,
act −
act −
where B denotes the Bökstedt construction. Here, the comparison of these cyclic
objects is an immediate consequence of Theorem III.4.5. To compare the geometric
realizations we combine Lemma III.5.2 and Corollary B.16 to obtain the following
result.
Theorem III.6.1. Let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum that is levelwise wellpointed and such that the zeroth component of the unit S 0 → R0 is an h-cofibration.
Then there is a natural (naive) T-equivariant equivalence between the classical construction of THH(R) using Bökstedt’s construction as in Definition III.5.1 and the
∞-categorical version THH(A) using the cyclic bar construction as in Definition
III.2.3 of the associated E1 -ring spectrum A. More precisely there is a commutative
square of lax symmetric monoidal functors
N Alg(SpO )well


THH

THH

AlgE1 (Sp)

/ N TSpO

/ SpBT

in which the vertical functors are Dwyer-Kan localizations and
Alg(SpO )well ⊆ Alg(SpO )
denotes the subcategory of all orthogonal ring spectra that satisfy the above wellpointedness condition.

It remains to identify the Frobenius maps, so fix a prime p. In Section III.5, the
Frobenius map THH(R) → THH(R)tCp is the composite of the inverse of the equivC
C
alence ΦU p THH(R) → THH(R) and the natural map ΦU p THH(R) → THH(R)tCp .
C
Recall that for the construction of the map ΦU p THH(R) → THH(R), the source
C
ΦU p THH(R) was modelled by the BCp -equivariant functor
R⊗

BpT

⊗
Λop
−→ FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
−→ TSpO ,
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact −
act −
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pictorially
(C3p ×T)/Cp

···

(7)

//

C

// ΦU p B(R, . . . , R)
| {z }
3p

(C2p ×T)/Cp

(Cp ×T)/Cp

p
/ ΦU B(R, . . . , R)
| {z }

// ΦCp B(R, . . . , R) ;
U
| {z }

//

C

p

2p

here and in the following, we lie a little bit, as there are actually p times as many
arrows as are drawn (as we are dealing with a Λop
p -object), which are however permuted by the BCp -equivariance.
Moreover, the target THH(R) is modelled by the BCp -equivariant functor
R⊗

B

⊗
Λop
−→ FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
→ SpO ,
p → FreeCp ×Fin Assact −
act −

pictorially
C3p /Cp


/// B(R, R, R)
/

···

(8)

C2p /Cp

Cp /Cp


/ B(R, R)


// B(R) .

//

The natural transformation then came from the natural transformation BpT → B of
BCp -equivariant functors
O
FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → TSp

in Construction III.4.6 (which is T-equivariant).
Similarly, in Section III.2, the Frobenius map THH(A) → THH(A)tCp was constructed by modelling THH(A) by the BCp -equivariant functor
A⊗

I

⊗
N (Λop
−→ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
− Sp ,
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) N (Assact ) −
act →

pictorially
C3p /Cp


/// A ⊗ A ⊗ A
/

···

(9)

C2p /Cp

Cp /Cp


/ A⊗A


// A .

//

Moreover, THH(A)tCp admits a natural map from the realization (in the sense of
Proposition B.22) of the BCp -equivariant functor
A⊗

T̃p

⊗
−→ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
N (Λop
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) N (Assact ) −
act −→ Sp ,

pictorially
C3p /Cp

(10)

···



//

// A⊗3p

tCp

C2p /Cp



//

⊗2p
/ A

tCp

Cp /Cp


// A⊗p tCp .

Now the natural transformation comes from the natural transformation I → T̃p of
BCp -equivariant functors
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp
given by Corollary III.3.8.
We want to compare all different constructions by invoking Lemma III.3.7. For
this, we need to rewrite everything in terms of lax symmetric monoidal functors on
T
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act . Unfortunately, one of the functors, namely Bp , is not lax
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symmetric monoidal, because our version ΦU p : Cp SpO → TSpO of the geometric
fixed points functor is not lax symmetric monoidal.
For this reason, we need to recall a few things about different models of the
geometric fixed points functor ΦCp : Cp Sp → Sp. First, as a consequence of Proposition II.2.14, we can upgrade the functoriality of the geometric fixed points functor
ΦCp : Cp Sp → Sp.
Construction III.6.2. There is a natural BCp -equivariant symmetric monoidal
functor
C
Φ∞p : Cp Sp → Sp .
C

Proof. We define Φ∞p as the composite of the BCp -equivariant smashing localization
Cp Sp → Cp Sp≥Cp and the BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functor −Cp :
Cp Sp≥Cp ⊆ Cp Sp → Sp.

C

We need to compare this with the models ΦCp and ΦU p used above. Note that ΦCp
C
is lax symmetric monoidal but not BCp -equivariant, while ΦU p : Cp SpO → TSpO
is BCp -equivariant, but not lax symmetric monoidal. Here, U denotes our fixed
T-universe, as usual. First, we define a related functor that is both BCp -equivariant
and lax symmetric monoidal.
Construction III.6.3. We construct a BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal
functor
C
ΦU p,lax : Cp SpO → TSpO
as follows. It takes a Cp -equivariant orthogonal spectrum X to the orthogonal
C
spectrum ΦU p,lax (X) whose n-th space is given by
M
C
ΦU p,lax (X)n =
hocolim
X(Rn ⊕
Vi )Cp ,
Cp

I∈I,(Vi )∈U I |Vi

=0

i∈I

where I denotes Bökstedt’s category of finite sets with injective maps. The structure
maps are the evident maps, and there is a T-action given by acting on the Vi ’s
diagonally. The functor is BCp -equivariant, as the Cp -action on X agrees with the
Cp ⊆ T-action through the Vi ’s on the fixed points for the diagonal action. The lax
symmetric monoidal structure is induced by the map
(I, (Vi ) ∈ U I ), (J, (Wj ) ∈ U J ) 7→ (I t J, (Vi , Wj ) ∈ U ItJ )
on index categories, and the natural maps
M
M
M M
X(Rn ⊕
Vi )Cp ∧ Y (Rm ⊕
Wj )Cp → (X ∧ Y )(Rn+m ⊕
⊕
Wj )Cp
i∈I

j∈J

i∈I

j∈J

on spaces.
Construction III.6.4. There is a natural BCp -equivariant transformation from
C

ΦU p : Cp SpO → TSpO
to
C

ΦU p,lax : Cp SpO → TSpO .
Indeed, this comes from the inclusion of the terms given by a fixed one-element set
I ∈ I.
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C

Moreover, this natural transformation induces stable equivalences ΦU p (X) →
C
ΦU p,lax (X) of the underlying orthogonal spectra for all X ∈ Cp SpO . Indeed, the
C

homotopy colimit in the definition of ΦU p,lax (X) is over homotopy equivalences, so
this follows from Lemma III.4.2.
Construction III.6.5. There is a natural lax symmetric monoidal transformation
from
ΦCp : Cp SpO → SpO ⊆ TSpO : (Xn )n 7→ (X(ρCp ⊗ Rn )Cp )n
to
C
ΦU p,lax : Cp SpO → TSpO .
Indeed, this comes from the inclusion of the term given by I = {1, . . . , n} ∈ I and
V1 = . . . = Vn = ρCp /R into the homotopy colimit.
Moreover, this natural transformation induces stable equivalences ΦCp (X) →
C
ΦU p,lax (X) of the underlying orthogonal spectra for all X ∈ Cp SpO .
Finally, we can state the desired compatibility between the point-set constructions
and the abstract definition.
Proposition III.6.6. The diagram
C

Cp SpO


p
ΦU ,lax

/ TSpO

C

Cp Sp

Φ∞p

/ Sp

#
/ SpBT

of BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functors commutes.
We note that the proof is strictly speaking a construction.
Proof. First, we note that by the results of Appendix S, the composite
C

p
ΦU ,lax

Cp SpO −−−−→ TSpO → SpBT
factors uniquely over a BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functor
F : Cp Sp → SpBT .
This functor has the property that it factors over the localization Cp Sp≥Cp (as the
underlying functor is equivalent to the usual ΦCp ). Thus, it remains to compare the
two BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functors
C

Φ∞p = −Cp , F : Cp Sp≥Cp → SpBT .
But there is a natural BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal transformation
C

O
−Cp → ΦU p,lax : Cp SpO
Ω → TSp
L
L
by inclusion of X(Rn )Cp = (X(Rn ) ∧ S i∈I Vi )Cp into X(Rn ⊕ i∈I Vi )Cp ; here
O
Cp SpO
Ω ⊆ Cp Sp denotes the Cp -Ω-spectra. Passing to the associated BCp -equivariant
lax symmetric monoidal transformation Cp Sp → SpBT and restricting to Cp Sp≥Cp ,
we get the desired result.


Now we get a number of related BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functors.
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(i) The functor
C

T
O
Bp,lax
: FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ ΦU p,lax B((Xs )s∈S ) .
act → TSp

(ii) The functor
C

p
Bp,∞ : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ Φ∞ B((Xs )s∈S ) .

(iii) The functor
O
B : FreeCp ×Fin (SpO )⊗
: (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→ B((Xs )s∈S ) .
act → Sp

(iv) The functor
I : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→

O

Xs .

s∈S

(v) The functor
T̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp : (S, (Xs )s∈S ) 7→

O

Xs

tCp

.

s∈S

Moreover, they are related by a number of BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal
natural transformations.
T
→ B (after composing B with SpO → TSpO ).
(T1) A natural transformation Bp,lax
This comes from the obvious adaptation of Construction III.4.6.
T
T
with TSpO →
→ Bp,∞ (after composing Bp,lax
(T2) A natural transformation Bp,lax
SpBT and Bp,∞ with Sp → SpBT ). This comes from Proposition III.6.6.
(T3) A natural transformation I → B (after composing B with SpO → Sp). This
comes from Theorem III.4.5.
(T4) A natural transformation I → T̃p from Corollary III.3.8.
(T5) A natural transformation Bp,∞ → T̃p . This comes from Theorem III.4.5 and
the natural BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal transformation
C

Φ∞p → −tCp : Cp Sp → Sp
which arises by writing −tCp as the composite of the (BCp -equivariant, lax symmetric
C
monoidal) Borel completion functor Cp Sp → Cp SpB and Φ∞p . Here, we use that the
Borel completion functor is a localization, cf. Theorem II.2.7, and thus automatically
BCp -equivariant and lax symmetric monoidal.
The main theorem relating all these functors and natural transformations is now
given by the following.
T
Theorem III.6.7. Composing Bp,lax
, Bp,∞ , B, I and T̃p with the respective “forgetful” BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functor to SpBT , they factor uniquely
over BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal and partially exact functors
BT
N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
.
act → Sp

Moreover, (the image of ) I is initial in the ∞-category of BCp -equivariant lax symBT .
metric monoidal and partially exact functors N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
act → Sp
Proof. The factorization follows from the results of Appendix S. The initiality of I
follows from Lemma III.3.7.
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Let us quickly explain how this leads to the desired comparison. We want to show
that the natural diagram
THH(R) o

Φp

O

THH(A)

ϕp

C

ΦU p THH(R)

/ THH(A)tCp

commutes. Here, as explained above, all objects arise from certain BCp -equivariant
BT by the mechanism of Proposition B.22 (except THH(A)tCp ,
functors N (Λop
p ) → Sp
which however admits a natural map from such an object, over which everything
BT are obtained by
else factors). These BCp -equivariant functors N (Λop
p ) → Sp
composing the BCp -equivariant functor
A⊗

⊗
N (Λop
−→ N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sp⊗
p ) → N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) N (Assact ) −
act
C

with B for THH(R), with BpT for ΦU p THH(R), with I for THH(A), and with T̃p for
(the variant of) THH(A)tCp . In this translation, the upper horizontal map comes
T
T
→ B from
and Bp,lax
from the map BpT → B which is the composite of BpT → Bp,lax
(T1) above. The left vertical map comes from the map I → B in (T3) above. The
T
T
→ Bp,∞ in
, Bp,lax
right vertical map comes from the composition of BpT → Bp,lax
(T2) and Bp,∞ → T̃p in (T5) above. Finally, the lower horizontal map comes from
the map I → T̃p in (T4) above. By Theorem III.6.7, the resulting diagram
T
Bp,lax
(T 1)

~

BO o

O

BpT

(T 3)

I

(T 4)

(T 2)

"

Bp,∞


(T 5)

/ T̃p

of BCp -equivariant functors commutes. In fact, the outer part of the diagram commutes as BCp -equivariant lax symmetric monoidal functors as I is initial by Theorem III.6.7, and the small upper triangle commutes BCp -equivariantly by construction (on the point-set model). Thus we have finally proven the following comparison.
Corollary III.6.8. Let R be an orthogonal ring spectrum which is levelwise wellpointed and such that the unit S 0 → R0 is an h-cofibration. Then under the
equivalence of Theorem III.6.1 the two constructions of cyclotomic structure maps
THH(A) → THH(A)tCp (where A is the object of AlgE1 (Sp) associated with the
1-categorical object R ∈ Alg(SpO )) are equivalent, functorially in R.


CHAPTER 4

Examples
In this final chapter, we discuss some examples from the point of view of this
paper, as well as some complements.
We start in Section IV.1 by defining a certain Frobenius-type map R → RtCp
defined on any E∞ -ring spectrum R, which in the case of classical rings recovers
the usual Frobenius on π0 , and the Steenrod operations on higher homotopy groups.
This relies on the symmetric monoidal properties of the Tate diagonal. In Section IV.2 we give a more direct construction and characterization of the cyclotomic
structure on THH(A) for an E∞ -ring A, in terms of this E∞ -Frobenius map. In Section IV.3, we discuss the case of loop spaces, and finally in Section IV.4, we discuss
rings of characteristic p. In particular, we give a simple and complete formula for
the E∞ -algebra in cyclotomic spectra THH(HFp ).
IV.1. The Tate valued Frobenius
In this section we define a variant of the Frobenius homomorphism for an E∞ -ring
spectrum R. In the next section, we explain the relation to the Frobenius on THH.
Definition IV.1.1. Let R be an E∞ -ring spectrum and p a prime. The Tate valued
Frobenius of R is the E∞ -ring map defined as the composition
mtCp

∆p

ϕR : R −−→ (R ⊗ . . . ⊗ R)tCp −−−→ RtCp
where m : R ⊗ . . . ⊗ R → R is the multiplication map, which is a Cp -equivariant map
of E∞ -ring spectra when R is equipped with the trivial action.
Example IV.1.2. (i) Assume that R = HA for an ordinary commutative ring A.
In that case, the Frobenius homomorphism is a map HA → HAtCp . In degree 0,
this recovers the usual Frobenius homomorphism
b 0 (Cp , A) = π0 HAtCp : a 7→ ap .
A → A/p = H
We will see below that on higher homotopy groups, the Frobenius recovers the
Steenrod operations.
(ii) If R is a p-complete spectrum that is compact in the category of p-complete
spectra, then as a consequence of the Segal conjecture the canonical map R →
RhCp → RtCp induced by pullback along BCp → pt and the canonical map is an
equivalence. Thus the Tate valued Frobenius can in this case be considered as an
E∞ -endomorphism of R.
For example if R = S∧
p is the p-complete sphere spectrum, the Frobenius endomorphism is given by the identity map. To make this more interesting, consider for
every n ≥ 1 the unique E∞ -ring spectrum SW (Fpn ) with the following properties:
it is p-complete, the map S∧
p → SW (Fpn ) is étale (in the sense of [Lur16, Definition
96
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7.5.0.4]) and it induces on π0 the map Zp = W (Fp ) → W (Fpn ). We get a Frobenius
endomorphism
SW (Fpn ) → SW (Fpn ) .
We claim that it is the unique E∞ -map that induces on π0 the Frobenius of the
Witt vectors W (Fpn ). This is directly seen by comparing it by naturality of the
Tate valued Frobenius to its 0-th Postnikov section, which is the Frobenius of the
Eilenberg MacLane spectrum HW (Fpn ) and using part (1).
Our goal is to describe the effect of the Tate valued Frobenius in terms of power
operations. For this, we analyze some further properties of the Tate diagonal.
Lemma IV.1.3. There is a unique lax symmetric monoidal factorization of the
Tate diagonal
hF×
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp p
5



∆p

/ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
X
∼
∼
where F×
p = Aut(Cp ) = Cp−1 acts on Cp (and is equal to the Weyl group of Cp
inside of Σp ), and the vertical map is the inclusion of (homotopy) fixed points.
For a suspension spectrum X = Σ∞
+ Y there is a unique lax symmetric monoidal
factorization
∞
hΣp
(Σ∞
+ Y ⊗ . . . ⊗ Σ+ Y )
Σ∞
+∆

Σ∞
+Y

∆p

4


/ (Σ∞ Y ⊗ . . . ⊗ Σ∞ Y )tCp
+
+

Proof. For the first assertion we construct the map
X → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp

hF×
p

as in Proposition III.3.1. To this end we only need to observe that the functor
hF×
p
Sp → Sp :
X 7→ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
is exact. This follows from the fact that the functor X 7→ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp is exact
and that taking homotopy fixed points is exact as well. The commutativity of the
diagram follows from the uniqueness part of Proposition III.3.1.
For the second assertion we first note that it is clear that there is a map Σ∞
+Y →
∞
∞
hΣ
p
(Σ+ Y ⊗ . . . ⊗ Σ+ Y )
induced from the space level diagonal. Thus we have to
compare two lax symmetric monoidal transformations between functors S → Sp,
and the result follows from [Nik, Corollary 6.9 (4)], which says that the suspension
spectrum functor Σ∞
+ is initial among all lax symmetric monoidal functors S →
Sp.

Corollary IV.1.4. The Tate valued Frobenius factors as an E∞ -map as a composite
×
R → (RtCp )hFp → RtCp .

tCp . Therefore the homotopy
Note that the order p − 1 of F×
p is invertible in R
fixed points are purely algebraic, i.e. the homotopy groups of the fixed points are
the fixed points of the homotopy groups. We will also refer to this refinement as the
Tate valued Frobenius and hope that it becomes clear which we mean.
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Corollary IV.1.5. Let M be an E∞ -monoid in S, so that the suspension spectrum R = S[M ] is an E∞ -ring spectrum. The Frobenius of R admits a canonical
factorization
×

R → (RhCp )hFp → RtCp .

Remark IV.1.6. In fact Lemma IV.1.3 shows that the map factors not only through
×

×

(RhCp )hFp ' Rh(Cp oFp )
but through RhΣp . This is not much more general, since the canonical map RhΣp →
×
Rh(Cp oFp ) is a p-local equivalence. This relies on a transfer argument using the fact
×
Cp ⊆ Σp is a p-Sylow subgroup, F×
p is its Weyl group (equivalently Cp o Fp is the
normaliser of Cp in Σp ) and that Cp intersects any nontrivial conjugate trivially.
Lemma IV.1.7. The lax symmetric monoidal transformation
hF×
p

Ω∞ (∆p ) : Ω∞ → Ω∞ Tp
of underlying spaces factors naturally as

hF×

p can
×
∆ ∞
−−→ Ω∞ Tp (X)hFp .
→ ((Ω∞ X)×p )hΣp → Ω∞ (X ⊗p )hΣp → Ω∞ (X ⊗p )hCp
Ω∞ X −−Ω−−X
Proof. This follows from the fact that the functor Ω∞ is initial among lax symmetric
monoidal functors Sp → S which is shown in [Nik, Corollary 6.9 (2)].

Corollary IV.1.8. Let X be a bounded below p-complete spectrum. For i ≥ 1, there
are canonical isomorphisms


πi (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp ∼
= πi (X) ⊕ πi (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp
of abelian groups, induced by the norm
Nm : (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp
and the space level diagonal
Ω∞ X → Ω∞ (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp .
Moreover, there is an exact sequence


0 → π0 (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → π0 (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → π0 (X) .
Proof. Consider the fibre sequence
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp
which gives rise to a long exact sequence in homotopy groups. The final term
(X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp receives the Tate diagonal ∆p from X which is an equivalence by
Theorem III.1.7. By Lemma IV.1.7 the map ∆p lifts after applying Ω∞ through the
middle term of the fibre sequence. In particular we get that on the level of homotopy
groups, we have a canonical splitting of the map


πi (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)hCp → πi (X ⊗ . . . ⊗ X)tCp = πi (X)
for i ≥ 0. If i ≥ 1 then the splitting is a group homomorphism as the higher
homotopy groups of a space are groups.
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Corollary IV.1.9. For an E∞ -ring spectrum R, the Frobenius morphism factors
on underlying multiplicative E∞ -monoids as
Pp

×

Ω∞ R −→ (Ω∞ R)hΣp → (Ω∞ RtCp )hFp .
where Pp is the composition of the diagonal and the multiplication map.



The last statement shows that the Frobenius is expressible in terms of the Power
operations. We refer to [BS17] for a discussion of Power operations and the references
there. The power operation is the map
Pp : R0 (X) → R0 (X × BΣp )
for a space X which is induced by postcomposition with the map denoted Pp above.
For a precise comparison to a more standard formulation of Power operations in
terms of extended powers see Lemma IV.1.20 below.
Corollary IV.1.10. For an E∞ -ring spectrum R and a space X, postcomposition
with the Tate valued Frobenius is given on homotopy classes of maps by the composition

 ∞




Pp
hΣp can
tCp hF×
) p
Σ+ X, R = R0 (X) −→ R0 (X × BΣp ) = Σ∞
−−→ Σ∞
+ X, R
+ X, (R
where Pp is the usual Power operation for R and and the last map is induced by
×
postcomposition with the forgetful map RhΣp → (RhCp )hFp and the canonical map
×
×
(RhCp )hFp → (RtCp )hFp .

Remark IV.1.11. Note that the power operation Pp is multiplicative but not additive. The way this is usually corrected is by taking the quotient of the ring R0 (BΣp )
by the transfer ideal I ⊆ R0 (X × BΣp ). The transfer ideal is the image of the
transfer R0 (X) → R0 (X × BΣp ). The Tate construction can be considered as homotopically corrected version of this quotient. In fact there is a canonical map of
tCp ] which however in practice is far from being
rings R0 (X × BΣp )/I → [Σ∞
+ X, R
an isomorphism.
Now we want to discuss two examples of the Tate valued Frobenius, namely KU
and HFp . First let KU be the periodic complex K-theory spectrum with homotopy
groups π∗ KU ∼
= Z[β ±1 ] with |β| = 2. As in Example I.2.3 (iii), we find that
π∗ KUtCp ∼
= π∗ KU((t))/((t + 1)p − 1) ∼
= π∗ KU ⊗ Qp (ζp )
where ζp is a p-th root of unity. The action of F×
p = Gal(Qp (ζp )/Qp ) is given by the
Galois action. Therefore we get
×
×
π∗ (KUtCp )hFp ∼
= π∗ KU ⊗ Qp (ζp )Fp = π∗ KU ⊗ Qp
×

×

Altogether we find that the natural constant map KU → (KUhCp )hFp → (KUtCp )hFp
extends to an equivalence
(11)

'

KU∧
→ (KUtCp )hFp .
p [1/p] −

More generally, for every space X we look at the mapping spectrum map(X, KU) =
KUX and see with the same argument that the constant map induces an equivalence

∧
tCp hF×
p
KUX p [1/p] ' KUX
.
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In particular for a compact space X 29 we find that π0 is given by KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp .
Proposition IV.1.12.
(i) For every compact space X the Tate valued Frobenius (or rather its refinement
as in Corollary IV.1.4) of KUX is on π0 given by
KU0 (X) → KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp
V 7→ ψ p (V )
where ψ p : KU0 (X) → KU0 (X) is the p-th Adams operation and ψ p (V ) is considered
as an element in KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp under the canonical inclusion from KU0 (X).
(ii) Under the identification (11), the Frobenius
ϕp : KU → KU∧
p [1/p]
agrees with the p-th stable Adams operation30
ψp : KU → KU[1/p]
composed with the natural “completion” map KU[1/p] → KU∧
p [1/p]. This composition sends the Bott element β to pβ (recall that β = L − 1 for the Hopf bundle L
and that ψp (L) = Lp for every line bundle).
Proof. For the first part we follow closely Atiyah’s paper [Ati66]. Since X is compact
we have

hCp hF×

p
0
0
F×
p
π0 KUX
= KU0 X × B(Cp o F×
p ) = KU (X) ⊗ KU (BCp )
and
π0



KUX

tCp hF×
p

= KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp .

According to Corollary IV.1.10 we have to understand the map
Pp

×

can

KU0 (X) −→ KU0 (X) ⊗ KU0 (BCp )Fp −−→ KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp .
×

Now KU0 (BCp )Fp = Z ⊕ Zp where Z is the summand corresponding to the trivial
representation and Zp is the augmentation ideal generated by [N ] − p where N is
the regular representation of Cp and p is the trivial representation of rank p. The
element N − p corresponds to the power series generator t in the basis chosen above.
×
As a result we see that under the canonical map KU0 (BCp )Fp → Qp the summand
Z goes to Z ⊆ Qp and N − p goes to −p (since N is an induced representation and
thus lies in the image of the transfer map).
The map
×

KU0 (X) → KU0 (X) ⊗ KU0 (BCp )Fp

is induced by taking a vector bundle V over X to the tensor power V ⊗p considered as
a Cp -equivariant vector bundle over X which induces a vector bundle over X × BCp .
29By compact we mean a compact object in the ∞-category S of spaces, i.e. weakly equivalent

to a retract of a finite CW complex.
30Note that the endomorphism ψ p : KU0 (X) → KU0 (X) does not refine to a stable cohomology
operation, hence not to a map of spectra. But after inverting p it does. One direct way to construct
ψ p : KU → KU[1/p] as a map of E∞ -ring spectra is to use Snaith’s theorem KU = S[CP ∞ ][β −1 ]
and then induce it from the p-th power map CP ∞ → CP ∞ .
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Atiyah calls this operation the cyclic power operation and computes its effect on a
general K-theory class V ∈ KU0 (X) in [Ati66, Equation (2.6), page 180]:
V 7→ (V p , θp (V ))
where V p is the p-fold product in the ring KU 0 (X) and θp : KU0 (X) → KU0 (X)
is a certain (unstable) cohomology operation of K-theory. The most important
property of θp for us is that in Atiyah’s conventions the p-th Adams operation ψ p
is given by ψ p (V ) = V p − pθp (V ). Thus if we send the element (V p , θp (V )) ∈
×
KU0 (X) ⊗ KU0 (BCp )Fp to KU0 (X) ⊗ Qp then we get ψ p (V ). This shows part (i)
of the Proposition.
For part (ii) we first note that for a compact space X the Frobenius KUX →
(KUX )tCp is given by mapping X to the Frobenius KU → KUtCp . Thus if we want
to understand the map KU → KUtCp as a transformation of cohomology theories, we
can use part (i). In particular for X = S 2 and the Bott element β = L−1 ∈ KU 0 (S 2 )
with L → S 2 the Hopf bundle we find that
ϕp (β) = ψ p (β) = Lp − 1 = p(L − 1) = pβ ∈ KU 0 (S 2 ).
Thus using part (i) we conclude that the map ϕp : KU → KU∧
p [1/p] sends β to pβ
and that it agrees on β with ψ p . But since the target is rational we can rationalize
the source, and KUQ is as a rational E∞ -spectrum freely generated by the Bott
class. Thus an E∞ -map out of KUQ is uniquely determined by its effect on β. This
shows part (ii).

Remark IV.1.13. If one works, following Atiyah, with genuine equivariant Ktheory then the statement of Proposition IV.1.12 becomes a bit cleaner since Qp is
replaced by Z[1/p]. More precisely for a genuine Cp -equivariant E∞ -ring spectrum
R (a term which we have not and will not define in this paper) the Tate valued
can
Frobenius refines to a map R → ΦCp R −−→ RtCp . This first map is usually an
uncompleted version of the Tate valued Frobenius.
Remark IV.1.14. There is another argument to prove Proposition IV.1.12 which
is somewhat simpler but less explicit. Let us give the argument for p = 2, the odd
case being similar. One looks at the space level diagonal of the space K(Z, 2) and
compose it with the addition to get a map
K(Z, 2) → (K(Z, 2) × K(Z, 2))hC2 → K(Z, 2)hC2 = K(Z, 2) t K(Z, 2).
This map factors as
·2

triv

K(Z, 2) −
→ K(Z, 2) −−→ K(Z, 2)hC2
where triv is trivial inclusion (i.e. pullback along BC2 → pt). But there is a map of
E∞ -spaces K(Z, 2) → Ω∞ KU where the multiplicative E∞ -structure is taken. As a
result we get that we have a commutative diagram
K(Z, 2)


i

·2

K(Z, 2)

triv◦i

/ Ω∞ KU


P2

/ (Ω∞ KU)hC2

where triv now denotes the trivial inclusion for KU. Classes in KU0 (X) factor
through K(Z, 2) precisely if they are represented by line bundles. Thus the commutative diagram tells us that the power operation and the Tate-valued Frobenius are
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given on classes of line bundles by taking the line bundle to the second power. But
then the splitting principle implies that it has to be the Adams operation.
Now we consider the Eilenberg–Mac-Lane spectrum HFp . The Tate valued Frobenius is a map
×
tC
ϕp : HFp → (HFp p )hFp .
Recall that if p is odd, then
tCp

π−∗ HFp

b ∗ (Cp , Fp ) = Fp ((t)) ⊗ Λ(e)
=H

with |t| = −2 and |e| = −1 in cohomological grading; if p = 2, then
tCp

π−∗ HFp

b ∗ (Cp , Fp ) = Fp ((s))
=H

tC

with |s| = −1. We note that HFp p is an HFp -module spectrum and as such there
is a splitting
Y
M
tC
HFp p =
HFp [n] =
HFp [n] .
n∈Z

F×
p

n∈Z

−1
The action of
on
p , Fp ) =
p , Fp ) = Hom(Cp , Fp ) = Fp · t e is given
b −1 =
by the inverse of the natural multiplication action, and the action of F×
p on H
ker(Nm : Fp → Fp ) = Fp · e is trivial. As it is a ring action, it follows that in general
the action on ti is given by the i-th power of F×
p . Therefore, we see that
Y
(HF2 )tC2 =
HF2 [n] ,

b 1 (C
H

H 1 (C

n∈Z
×
tC
(HFp p )hFp

=

Y


HFp [n(p − 1)] ⊕ HFp [n(p − 1) + 1] .

n∈Z

where the second holds for all odd p. Similarly we have
Y
(HZ)tC2 =
HF2 [2n] ,
n∈Z
tCp F×
p

(HZ

)

=

Y

HFp [n(p − 1)]

n∈Z

where again the second holds for odd p. The following theorem says that the effect
of the Frobenius morphism on higher homotopy groups is given by the Steenrod
operations. We thank Jacob Lurie for pointing out this result to us.
tC

×

Theorem IV.1.15. The Frobenius endomorphism HFp → (HFp p )hFp is given as
a map of spectra by the product over all Steenrod squares
Sq i : HF2 → HF2 [i] , i ≥ 0 ,
for p = 2 and by the product over all Steenrod powers
P i : HFp → HFp [i(p − 1)] , i ≥ 0
and
βP i : HFp → HFp [i(p − 1) + 1]
for p odd, where β denotes the Bockstein.
×
The Frobenius endomorphism HZ → (HZtCp )hFp is given by the product over all
Sq 2i r for p = 2 and by the product over all P i r for odd p, where r : HZ → HFp
denotes the reduction map.
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Proof. In Proposition IV.1.16 below, we will describe the Frobenius map for HFp as
a map of cohomology theories. Since there are no phantoms between HFp -modules
this shows the claim for Fp . The claim for the integers follows from the naturality
of the Frobenius map under the reduction map HZ → HFp .

We want to understand the effect of
tC

×

ϕp : HFp → (HFp p )hFp

as a transformation of multiplicative cohomology theories. To this end note that by
×
tC
the above, for every space X the cohomology theory (HFp p )hFp evaluated on X
gives the ring
H ∗ (X; Fp )((tp−1 )) ⊗ Λ(e)

|tp−1 | = −2(p − 1), |e| = −1.
tC

×

Proposition IV.1.16. The Tate-valued Frobenius ϕp : HFp → (HFp p )hFp as a
map of cohomology theories evaluated on a space X is given for p = 2 by
H ∗ (X; F2 ) → H ∗ (X; F2 )((s))
x 7→

∞
X

Sqi (x)si

i=0

and for p odd by
H ∗ (X; Fp ) → H ∗ (X; Fp )((tp−1 )) ⊗ Λ(e)
x 7→

∞
X
i=0

Pi (x)t(p−1)i +

∞
X

βPi (x)t(p−1)i e .

i=0

In order to prove this result we have to employ power operations in positive
degrees and want to prove an analogue of Corollary IV.1.10 for those. Let us start
by explaining a conceptual framework for power operations in positive degree. Let R
be an E∞ -ring spectrum. Then we form the underlying space of the n-fold suspension
Ω∞ (Σn R) and take its space level diagonal
hΣp
.
Ω∞ Σn R → (Ω∞ Σn R)×p
Since Ω∞ is lax symmetric monoidal and limit preserving there is a canonical map
hΣp
hΣp
(Ω∞ Σn R)×p
→ Ω∞ (Σn R)⊗p
Now (Σn R)⊗p is equivalent to Σnp R⊗p as a spectrum, but Σp acts on the suspension
coordinates. In fact it permutes those exactly, so we see that as a spectrum with
Σp -action this is equivalent to the tensor product of R⊗p with the representation
sphere31 S n·ρ where n · ρ denotes the n-fold sum of the natural representation ρ of
Σp on Rp . We will denote the tensor product with the suspension spectrum Σ∞ S n·ρ
of this representation sphere by Σn·ρ so that we find
hΣp
Ω∞ (Σn R)⊗p
' Ω∞ (Σn·ρ R⊗p )hΣp .
Now we can postcompose with the multiplication of R, which is a Σp -equivariant
map R⊗p → R to obtain a map
(12)

Ppn : Ω∞ Σn R → Ω∞ (Σn·ρ R)hΣp

31The representation sphere S V for a real representation V is the one point compactification of

V . It has a canonical basepoint, namely the added point ∞ ∈ S V .
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where Σp acts trivially on R. We want to compare this map with the n-fold suspension of the Tate valued Frobenius
×

Σn ϕR : Σn R → Σn (RtCp )hFp .
We first need to compare the targets, which is done in the next lemma.
Lemma IV.1.17. For every E∞ -ring spectrum R and every n ∈ Z there is an
× '
×
equivalence Σn (RtCp )hFp −
→ ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hFp .
Proof. Consider the functor
M 7→ (M ⊗R . . . ⊗R M )tCp

fp : ModR → ModR
T

hF×
p

.

Then we have that
×

fp (Σn R) .
((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hFp ' T
The functor Tep is exact, by the same argument as the corresponding functor in
Proposition III.1.1. Thus there is an equivalence
Σn Tep (R) → Tep (Σn R).
for every n ∈ Z.



Lemma IV.1.18. For an E∞ -ring spectrum R, the following diagram of spaces
canonically commutes
Ω∞ Σn ϕR

Ω∞ Σn R

/ Ω∞ Σn (RtCp )hF×
p

Ppn



can

Ω∞ (Σn·ρ R)hΣp



'

/ Ω∞ ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hF×
p

Proof. The n-fold supension of the Tate valued Frobenius is by definition obtained
from the n-fold supension of the Tate valued diagonal
×

Σn ∆R : Σn R → Σn ((R⊗p )tCp )hFp

by postcomposition with the p-fold multiplication of R (here our notation slightly
differs from the notation for the Tate valued diagonal used before). By the exactness
of source and target this is the same as the diagonal of the n-fold suspension, which
is a morphism
×

∆Σn R : Σn R → ((Σn·ρ R⊗p )tCp )hFp

and the targets are identified by the canonical equivalence
×

×

'

Σn ((R⊗p )tCp )hFp −
→ ((Σn·ρ R⊗p )tCp )hFp .
This equivalence fits by construction into a commutative square
×

Σn ((R⊗p )tCp )hFp


'

m
×

Σn (RtCp )hFp

'

/ ((Σn·ρ R⊗p )tCp )hF×
p


m

/ ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hF×
p
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where the vertical maps are the multiplications of R and the lower horizontal map
is the map of Lemma IV.1.17. Now we can use Lemma IV.1.7 to see that the space
level diagonal of Ω∞ (Σn R) factors the Tate diagonal of Σn R. Thus we get that
×

can ◦ Pnk : Ω∞ Σn R → Ω∞ ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hFp
is equivalent to Ω∞ of the composition
×

m ◦ ∆Σn R : Σn R → ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hFp .
By what we have said above the last map is equivalent to the clockwise composition
in the diagram of the lemma.

Now we claim that evaluation of the map Ppn : Ω∞ Σn R → Ω∞ (Σn·ρ R)hΣp on a
space X is the classical power operation in positive degrees. To see this we give
n·ρ R)hΣp ] in
a slightly different description of homotopy classes of maps [Σ∞
+ X, (Σ
terms of twisted R-cohomology of X × BΣp .
First if V → X is a real vector bundle over a topological space32 we will write
X −V for the Thom spectrum of the negative of this bundle. For the definition of
this spectrum see the discussion in the proof of Lemma IV.1.19 below. Then for a
spectrum R we define the V -twisted R-cohomology by RV (X) := [X −V , R]. For V
the trivial rank n-bundle this recovers degree n-cohomology of R.
Lemma IV.1.19. There is an isomorphism


∼ Σ∞ X, (Σn·ρ R)hΣp
Rn·ρ (X × BΣp ) =
+

where n · ρ is considered as a vector bundle over BΣp × X by pulling back the bundle
associated to the representation over BΣp .
Proof. To see this we recall a possible definition of X −V following [ABG+ 14b,
ABG+ 14a]. First one considers the spherical fibration S V → X associated to V be
taking the fibrewise one-point compactifications. Taking fibrewise suspension spectra (where the basepoints at infinity are taken into account) yields a parametrized
spectrum SV over X 33 and we can take the tensor inverse S−V in parametrized
spectra over X. Now for the terminal map p : X → pt there is a pullback morphism p∗ : Sp → SpX which has a left adjoint denoted p! : SpX → Sp. Then
X −V := p! (S−V ). To see that this agrees with the usual definition of Thom spectra
we note the following facts:
• the usual Thom space X V of a vector bundle V over X is just p! (S V ) where
p! now denotes the unstable version, i.e. the left adjoint to the functor
p∗ : S∗ → (S/X )∗ . This left adjoint just identifies the section at infinity of
S V , which is the way the Thom space is built.
• The usual definition of the associated Thom spectrum (i.e the Thom spectrum of the positive bundle V ) is the suspension spectrum Σ∞ X V where
the basepoint is taken into account (which we will abusively also denote X V
in general but we do not drop the Σ∞ for the moment). This is also the
32Here, as usual, we implicitly consider the topological space X as an object in the ∞-category

of spaces. Then a rank n vector bundle over X really is a map X → BO(n). We use the total space
terminology V → X just as a placeholder and to make contact to classical terminology.
33We think of parametrized spectra over a space X as functors X → Sp. As an ∞-category
SpX := Fun(X, Sp).
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same as p! SV since the stable and unstable version of p! commute with the
suspension functors, more precisely the diagram
(S/X )∗
Σ∞
X



SpX

p!

p!

/ S∗


Σ∞

/ Sp

in Cat∞ commutes. This can be seen by passing to the diagram of right
adjoints.
n
• The classically defined Thom spectrum Σ∞ X V ⊕R is equivalent to the n-fold
n
suspension of the Thom spectrum Σ∞ X V . The same is true for p! SV ⊕R since
n
S V ⊕R ' Σn S V in SpX and since p! is left adjoint.
• Finally the spectrum X −V would be classically defined by finding a vector
bundle W over X such that V ⊕ W ∼
= Rn (i.e. that −V = W − Rn ) and then
−V
−n
∞
W
setting X
:= Σ Σ X . Such a W exists for X a finite CW complex but
not in general, thus one has to take the colimit over finite approximations
of X. But we first assume that W exists. Then the spectrum X −V is
characterized by the property that suspending n times we get Σ∞ X W . The
same is true for p! S−V since we have
n

Σn p! S−V ' p! (Σn S−V ) ' p! (S−V +R ) ' p! SW .
As a last step we note that for a colimit X ' colimXi in S we find that both
descriptions of Thom spectra are compatible with colimits.
Now we try to compute RV (X) = [X −V , R] for some space X. Since X −V =
p! S−V we find that by adjunction such homotopy classes are the same as maps in
the homotopy category SpX from S−V to p∗ R which is the constant parametrized
spectrum over X with value R. But then we find
map(S−V , p∗ R) = map(S0 , SV ⊗X p∗ R) = p∗ (SV ⊗X p∗ R)
where p∗ : SpX → Sp is the right adjoint to p∗ and ⊗X is the pointwise tensor
product of parametrized spectra over X. Now we specialize to the case of interest:
Rn·ρ (X × BΣp ) = [(X × BΣp )−n·ρ , R]
∼
= [Σ∞ X ⊗ BΣ−n·ρ , R]
+

−n·ρ ∗
∼
p R)]
= [Σ∞
+ X, map(BΣ
∞
n·ρ
∼
= [Σ+ X, p∗ (S ⊗BΣp p∗ R)]

where p : BΣp → pt. But by definition parametrized spectra over BΣp are the same
as spectra with Σp -action and under this identification p∗ corresponds to taking
homotopy fixed points, so that p∗ (Sn·ρ ⊗BΣp p∗ R) is equivalent to (Σn·ρ R)hΣp . 
Now we can describe the p-th power operation in degree n following the formulation of Rezk as the map
Rn (X) → Rn·ρ (X)
described as follows: represent a degree n-cohomology class on X by a map X −n → R
where n is short for the trivial rank n-bundle over X (i.e. X −n is just the n-fold
desuspension of Σ∞
+ X). Take the p-th extended power

(13)
(X −n )⊗p hΣp → (R⊗p )hΣp
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The source is equivalent to the Thom spectrum (Dp X)−W where Dp X is the space
(X × . . . × X)hΣp and W is the vector bundle obtained from the p-fold external sum
of the trivial rank n-bundle with itself (with its permutation action). As a bundle
W is pulled back from the bundle n · ρ over the space BΣp along the canonical
map Dp X → BΣp . Thus if we pull this bundle further back along the diagonal
X × BΣp → Dp X we get the bundle also denoted n · ρ, but now considered as a
bundle over X × BΣp (following the notation from before). Therefore we obtain a
canonical map
(X × BΣp )−n·ρ → (Dp X)−W .
Now we take the map in (13) and precompose with the map just described and
postcompose with the multiplication map (R⊗p )hΣp → R to obtain an element in
Rn·ρ (X). This describes the power operation Ppn : Rn (X) → Rn·ρ (X).34 Note that
there is a clash of notation of this power operation with the space level map Ppn in
(12). This is justified by the next result:
Lemma IV.1.20. The power operation Rn (X) → Rn·ρ (X) (as just described) is
given under the identifications Rn (X) ∼
= [X, Σn R] and Rn·ρ (X) ∼
= [X, (Σn·ρ R)hΣp ]
n
by postcomposition with the map Pp as described before Lemma IV.1.18.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram
'

[X, Ω∞ Σn R]
−×p





∆∗



X, (Ω∞ Σn R)×p


[X, Ω∞ (Σn·ρ )R]Σp

−⊗p



/ Σ∞ X, (Σn R)⊗p Σp
+

'

'



'

m∗

/ [Σ∞ X, Σn·ρ R]Σp
+

'

−⊗p





/ (X −n )⊗p , R⊗p Σp

∆∗



Σp

/ [X −n , R]

'



/ (Σ∞ X)⊗p , (Σn R)⊗p Σp
+

 ×p
Σ
X , (Ω∞ Σn R)×p p



/ [Σ∞ X, Σn R]
+



∆∗



/ X −n·ρ , R⊗p Σp


m∗

/ [X −n·ρ , R]Σp

where we denote by [−, −]Σp homotopy classes of Σp -equivariant maps between
spaces resp. spectra with Σp -action (not to be confused with Σp -fixed points of
the action on the set of non-equivariant homotopy classes). If there is no obvious Σp
action on an object, for example on X or R then it is considered as equipped with
the trivial action.
Now we note that the composition of the first two maps in the left vertical column
is equivalent to postcomposition with the space valued diagonal

Σ
[X, Ω∞ Σn R] → X, (Ω∞ Σn R)×p p .
Since
Σp acts trivially

 on the source the target is also isomorphic to the group
∞
n
×p
hΣ
p
X, ((Ω Σ R) )
. Under this isomorphism the map is given by postcompoΣ
sition with the refined diagonal Ω∞ Σn R → (Ω∞ Σn )×p p . Thus by definition of
34Note that we could have more generally started with a class in RV (X) for some non-trivial
bundle V → X and would have obtained a class in RV ·ρ (X) but we will not need this extra generality
here.
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Ppn we see that the left vertical composition in the big diagram is equivalent to
postcomposition with Ppn .
For the right column in the big diagram we note that the composition of the last
two maps

Σ
 −n ⊗p ⊗p Σp
→ X −n·ρ , R⊗p p → [X −n·ρ , R]Σp
(X ) , R
is equivalent to the composition
∗

 −n ⊗p ⊗p Σp
⊗p  (∆ ,m∗ )
→ (X −n )⊗p
,
R
−
−
−
−−→ [(X −n·ρ )hΣp , R]
(X ) , R
hΣp
hΣp
which is straigtforward to check. Since (X −n·ρ )hΣp ' (X × BΣp )−n·ρ we see that the
composition in the right column of the big diagram is given by the power operation
Ppk . Together this shows the claim.

For the next statement we will abusively denote the composition
×

×

can

'

×

→ Σn (RtCp )hFp
(Σn·ρ R)hΣp → ((Σn·ρ R)hCp )hFp −−→ ((Σn·ρ R)tCp )hFp −

by ‘can’ as well, where the first map forgets fixed point information and the last
map is the inverse of the equivalence of Lemma IV.1.17.
Theorem IV.1.21. For an E∞ -ring spectrum R and every space X, postcomposi×
tion with the n-th suspension of the Tate valued Frobenius Σn R → Σn (RtCp )hFp is
given by the composition
n

Pp
can
n
tCp hF×
n·ρ
) p]
Rn (X) −−→ Rn·ρ (BΣp × X) ∼
R)hΣp ] −−→ [Σ∞
= [Σ∞
+ X, Σ (R
+ X, (Σ

where Ppn is the degree n power operation for R as discussed above.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma IV.1.18 and Lemma IV.1.20. 
It is easy to see that for varying degrees the power operation Pp∗ : R∗ (X) →
p × X) is a map of graded rings using the usual monoidal properties of
Thom spectra. Thus the last corollary is most effectively used by considering it
as a factorization of the Frobenius as a map of graded rings. Unfortunately, it is
sometimes not so easy to identify the graded ring R∗·ρ (BΣp × X). However in the
case of ordinary cohomology with Fp coefficients this is possible as we will see now.
R∗·ρ (BΣ

Proof of Proposition IV.1.16. The result follows from Theorem IV.1.21 and the fact
that the Power operations of HFp are given by the Steenrod operations, see e.g. [Ste62]
or [BMMS86, Chapter VIII.2]. But let us be a bit more careful and identify the
groups and the maps that show up in Theorem IV.1.21 for HFp .
The definition of the Steenrod operations in [BMMS86, Chapter VIII.2] is the
following. One considers the Power operation
n
∞
n·ρ
[Σ∞
HFp )hΣp ]
+ X, Σ HFp ] → [Σ+ X, (Σ

and composes with the projection
n·ρ
n·ρ
[Σ∞
HFp )hΣp ] → [Σ∞
HFp )hCp ] .
+ X, (Σ
+ X, (Σ

If p is odd, then the natural representation ρ of Cp on Rp is oriented. Thus we
have a Thom isomorphism Σn·ρ HFp ' Σnp HFp , which is an equivalence in SpBCp .
Similarly, if p = 2, then any vector bundle has a Thom isomorphism with HF2 coefficients, so again we find a Thom isomorphism Σn·ρ HFp ' Σnp HFp . Consequently, we get a map
[Σ∞ X, Σn HFp ] → [Σ∞ X, (Σn·ρ HFp )hCp ] ∼
= [Σ∞ X, (Σnp HFp )hCp ] .
+

+

+
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m≤0 HFp [m],

this gives a map
Y
H pn−i (X, Fp )
H n (X, Fp ) →
i≥0

whose components are by definition the Steenrod operations. In particular, comtC
posing further with the map (Σn·ρ HFp )hCp → (Σn·ρ HFp )tCp ∼
= Σn HFp p which is
an isomorphism in cohomological degrees ≥ −np, we get the desired description of
ϕp by Theorem IV.1.21.

IV.2. Commutative algebras
In this section we want to given an easier description of the cyclotomic structure
on THH(A) for an E∞ -ring spectrum A. First we need that if A is an E∞ -ring spectrum, then THH(A) is again an E∞ -ring spectrum. This follows from the following
construction.
Construction IV.2.1. The ∞-categories CycSp, CycSpp of (p-)cyclotomic spectra
have a natural symmetric monoidal structure. This follows from the following two
observations:
(i) If C is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, then C S = Fun(S, C) is naturally a
symmetric monoidal ∞-category for any simplicial set S. Indeed, one can define
the total space as Fun(S, C)⊗ = Fun(S, C ⊗ ) ×Fun(S,N (Fin∗ )) N (Fin∗ ), and it is easy
to verify that this defines a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, since exponentials of
coCartesian fibrations are again coCartesian [Lur09, Corollary 3.2.2.12].
(ii) If C and D are symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, F : C → D is a symmetric monoidal functor and G : C → D is a lax symmetric monoidal functor, then
LEq(F, G) has a natural structure as a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Indeed,
one can define the total space as the pullback
LEq(F, G)⊗

/ (D ⊗ )∆1
id




/ D⊗ × D⊗

C⊗
1

(F ⊗ ,G⊗ )

1

⊗ ∆ is the full subcategory consisting of those morphisms which
where (D⊗ )∆
id ⊆ (D )
1
⊗
⊗
⊗
⊗
lie over identities in N Fin∆
∗ and where F , G : C → D are the functors on total
⊗
spaces. In particular LEq(F, G) is a full subcategory of LEq(F ⊗ , G⊗ ), and for
any symmetric monoidal ∞-category E, giving a symmetric monoidal (resp. lax
symmetric monoidal) functor E → LEq(F, G) is equivalent to giving a symmetric
monoidal (resp. lax symmetric monoidal) functor H : E → C together with a lax
symmetric monoidal transformation F ◦ H → G ◦ H.
Moreover, AlgE1 (Sp) is naturally a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. It follows
from the discussion of lax symmetric monoidal structures on all intervening objects
in Sections III.1, III.3 and III.2 that the functor

THH : AlgE1 (Sp) → CycSp
is naturally a lax symmetric monoidal functor. In fact, it is symmetric monoidal
as this can be checked on the underlying spectrum, where one uses that geometric
realizations (or more generally sifted colimits) commute with tensor products in a
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presentably symmetric monoidal ∞-category. In particular, THH maps E∞ -algebras
to E∞ -algebras. Moreover, we recall that
AlgE∞ (Sp) = AlgE∞ (AlgE1 (Sp)) ,
so indeed THH(A) is an E∞ -algebra in cyclotomic spectra if A is an E∞ -algebra.
Concretely, this means that THH(A) is a T-equivariant E∞ -algebra in spectra together with a T/Cp ∼
= T-equivariant map ϕp : THH(A) → THH(A)tCp of E∞ algebras.
Moreover, we note that the inclusion of the bottom cells in the cyclic objects
define a commutative diagram
/ THH(A)

A


ϕp

∆p

(A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A)tCp



/ THH(A)tCp .

In fact, one has a lax symmetric monoidal functor from AlgE1 (Sp) to the symmetric
monoidal ∞-category of such diagrams. In particular, if A is an E∞ -algebra, then
all maps are E∞ -ring maps.
Recall the following fact:
Proposition IV.2.2 (McClure-Schwänzl-Vogt [MSV97]). For an E∞ -ring spectrum
A, the map A → THH(A) is initial among all maps from A to an E∞ -ring spectrum
equipped with a T-action (through E∞ -maps).
Proof. We have to prove that THH(A) is the tensor of A with S 1 in the ∞-category of
E∞ -ring spectra. We use the simplicial model for the circle S 1 given as S• = ∆1 /∂∆1
which has (n + 1) different (possible degenerate) n-vertices Sn . Thus we have in the
∞-category S of spaces the colimit S 1 ' colim∆op Sn . Therefore we get that the
tensor of R with S 1 is given by
colim∆op R⊗Sn ' THH(R)
where we have used that R⊗Sn = R⊗(n+1) is the (n + 1)-fold coproduct in the
∞-category of E∞ -ring spectra, cf. [Lur16, Proposition 3.2.4.7].

From the E∞ -map A → THH(A) we get a Cp -equivariant E∞ -map A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A →
THH(A) by taking the coproduct in the category of E∞ -algebras of all the translates
by elements of Cp ⊆ T of the map (note that A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A is the induced Cp -object in
E∞ -rings). This is the map that can also be described through the p-fold subdivision.
Thus, in the commutative square
(14)

A


∆p

(A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A)tCp

/ THH(A)


ϕp

/ THH(A)tCp

of E∞ -rings, the lower map is explicit, giving rise to an explicit map A → THH(A)tCp
of E∞ -rings, where T = T/Cp acts on THH(A)tCp . In view of the above universal
property of THH(A) we conclude:
Corollary IV.2.3. For an E∞ -ring A the Frobenius ϕp is the unique T-equivariant
E∞ -map THH(A) → THH(A)tCp that makes the diagram (14) commutative.
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Note that this can also be used to define ϕp in this situation. Moreover, this
observation can be used to prove that the various definitions of E∞ -ring structures
on THH(A) in the literature are equivalent to ours.
A consequence Proposition IV.2.2 is that for E∞ -ring spectra A there is always
a map π : THH(A) → A which is a retract of the map A → THH(A). The map
π is by construction T-equivariant when A is equipped with the trivial T-action, in
contrast to the map in the other direction.
Corollary IV.2.4. For an E∞ -ring A the composition
π tCp

ϕp

A → THH(A) −→ THH(A)tCp −−−→ AtCp
is equivalent to the Tate-valued Frobenius (see Definition IV.1.1).
Proof. We have a commutative diagram
(15)

/ THH(A)

A


∆p

(A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A)tCp



ϕp

tCp
/ AtCp .
/ THH(A)tCp π

Therefore it suffices to show that the composition
A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A → THH(A) → A
is as a Cp -equivariant map equivalent to the multiplication of A. The source is, as
a Cp -object in E∞ -algebras induced from A. Therefore this amounts to checking
that the map A → THH(A) → A is equivalent to the identity which is true by
definition.

A slightly different perspective on the construction of ϕp in the commutative case
is due to Jacob Lurie. To this end let R = THH(A) or more generally any E∞ -ring
spectrum with Cp -action. Then we have a map of E∞ -ring spectra
m̃ : R ⊗ . . . ⊗ R → R : r1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ rp 7→

p
Y

σ i (ri ) ,

i=1

where σ ∈ Cp is a generator. A more conceptual way of writing this map is by
the observation that the left hand side is the induced E∞ -ring spectrum with an
action by Cp . Then we get the desired map m̃ by the universal property. This also
shows that the map m̃ is Cp -equivariant where the left hand side is equipped with
the cyclic action and the right hand map with the given action. Now consider the
composite map
∆p

m̃tCp

ϕ̃p : R −−→ (R ⊗ . . . ⊗ R)tCp −−−→ RtCp .
This is an equivariant version of the Frobenius map discussed above. Now in the
case R = THH(A) we not only have a Cp -action but a T-action and the map ϕ̃p is by
functoriality T-equivariant where the target is equipped with the T-action obtained
from the T-action on R that extends the Cp -action. This action of T on RtCp has
the property that Cp ⊆ T acts trivially so that the T-action factors over the residual
T/Cp -action on RtCp that we have used several times before. As a result we get a
factorization of the map ϕ̃p through the homotopy orbits of the Cp -action on R in the
category of E∞ -ring spectra. Writing R = THH(A) as the tensor of A with T in the
∞-category of E∞ -rings, these homotopy orbits are the tensor of A with T/Cp ∼
=T
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in the ∞-category of E∞ -rings. Thus, they are equivalent to THH(A) itself, in a
T∼
= T/Cp -equivariant way. In total, we get a T-equivariant map of E∞ -rings
ϕ : THH(A) → THH(A)tCp .
It follows from the construction that it sits in a commutative diagram of E∞ -rings
/ THH(A)

A


∆p

(A ⊗ . . . ⊗ A)tCp



ϕ

/ THH(A)tCp ,

so it must by Corollary IV.2.3 agree with ϕp .
IV.3. Loop Spaces
Finally, we want to recover some specific computations using our formalism. We
start with the historically first computation, namely Bökstedt–Hsiang–Madsen’s
computation of TC for suspension spectra of based loop spaces. Recall that for
any connected based space (Y, ∗) ∈ S∗ , the (based) loop space ΩY is an E1 -group in
the ∞-category of spaces.35 As Σ∞
+ : S → Sp is symmetric monoidal with respect
to × on S and ⊗ on Sp, this implies that its suspension spectrum
S[ΩY ] := Σ∞
+ ΩY
is an E1 -algebra in spectra.36 Thus, we can form the cyclotomic spectrum THH(S[ΩY ]).
The first goal is to identify this spectrum with its cyclotomic structure explicitly.
This is Corollary IV.3.3 below.
By definition, THH(S[ΩY ]) is the geometric realization of the cyclic spectrum
V◦

ΩY ⊗

⊗
(Σ∞
+)

⊗

⊗
N (Λop ) −−→ N (Ass⊗
−−→ Sact
−−−−→ Sp⊗
→ Sp .
act ) −
act −
∞
As Σ∞
+ is symmetric monoidal and preserves colimits, we can write this as Σ+ of
the geometric realization of the cyclic space
V◦

ΩY ⊗

×

⊗
B•cyc ΩY : N (Λop ) −−→ N (Ass⊗
−−→ Sact
−
→S .
act ) −

In order the identify the geometric realization of this space we first need an auxiliary
result. We formulate this slightly more generally.
For an E1 -monoid M in S we denote the analogue of THH by B cyc M . This is, as in
the case ΩY above, given by the geometric realization of the cyclic bar construction
Bcyc
• M and admits a canonical T-action, see Proposition B.22 in Appendix T.
Lemma IV.3.1. Let M be an E1 -monoid in spaces.
(i) The cyclic bar construction Bcyc M admits a canonical T-action and a canonical
T-equivariant map
ψp : Bcyc M → (Bcyc M )hCp
for every prime p.
35Conversely, any E -group is of this form: the category of E -groups in spaces is equivalent to
1
1
connected based spaces, cf. [Lur09, Lemma 7.2.2.11].
36We prefer the notation S[ΩY ] to emphasize the role as group algebra.
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(ii) There is a commutative diagram



/ Bcyc M

i

M
∆



ψp

/ Bcyc M hCp

(M × . . . × M )hCp

where the upper horizontal map is the inclusion of M into the colimit and the lower
horizontal map is induced from the inclusion of the [p]-th object into the colimit.
(iii) Upon taking the suspension spectrum, the map ψp refines the cyclotomic struccyc M in the sense that there is a commutative diagram
ture of THH(S[M ]) = Σ∞
+B
cyc M
Σ∞
+B

ψp

/ Σ∞ B cyc M hCp
+

ϕp




cyc M tCp
Σ∞
+B





o can


cyc M hCp
Σ∞
+B

.

Proof. The existence of the T-action on B cyc M follows immediately from the results
in Appendix T. Thus we have to construct the “cyclotomic structure” on B cyc M
and show the compatibility. To this end we just repeat the steps in the construction
of the cyclotomic structure on THH, see Section III.2. We replace every occurrence
of the Tate diagonal by the space level diagonal M → (M × . . . × M )hCp . More
precisely we want to construct a map of cyclic objects
C3

/// M ×3
/

···

(16)

···

C2



//

// M

//

∆p


×3p hCp
T

C3

// M

×2
/M

/// M



∆p



∆p

// M ×p hCp


×2p hCp
T

C2

where the bottom cyclic objects is constructed as the one involving the Tate construction in Section III.2. Thus analogous to the construction there this follows from
the fact that there is a natural BCp -equivariant transformation from the functor
×

⊗
⊗
I 0 : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sact
→ Sact
−
→S

to the functor
⊗

−hCp

⊗
⊗ BCp
H̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sact
→ (Sact
)
−
→ S BCp −−−→ S .

This transformation exists, because the analogue of Lemma III.3.7 is true for the
functor I 0 : it is initial among all lax symmetric monoidal functors N (FreeCp )×N (Fin)
S → S. This follows from the combination of the argument in the proof of Lemma
III.3.7 and the fact that the identity S → S is initial among all lax symmetric
monoidal endofunctors, see [Nik, Corollary 6.8 (1)]. This proves part (i) and part
(ii). For the third part we claim that there is a comparison of maps of cyclic spectra,
between the suspension

cyc
∞ cyc ⊗p hCp
Σ∞
+ B• M → (Σ+ B• ) )
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of the map (16) and the map
cyc
∞ cyc ⊗p
Σ∞
+ B• M → (Σ+ B• ) )

tCp

that leads to the cyclotomic structure on THH(S[M ]) as a map of cyclic spectra.
Clearly there is a natural comparison map between the targets given by the canonical map from homotopy fixed points to the Tate construction. Thus we have to

cyc
∞ cyc ⊗p tCp . Both arise as lax
compare two different maps from Σ∞
+ B• M to (Σ+ B• ) )
symmetric monoidal transformations from the functor
×

⊗
⊗
I 00 : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sact
→ Sact
−
→ S → Sp

to the functor
−tCp

⊗

⊗
⊗ BCp
−
→ S BCp → SpBCp −−−→ S .
T̃p : N (FreeCp ) ×N (Fin) Sact
→ (Sact
)

Then the claim follows since the functor I 00 is initial among lax symmetric monoidal
functors N (FreeCp )×N (Fin) S → Sp. This follows again with the argument of Lemma
III.3.7 and the fact that the suspension spectrum functor S → Sp is initial as shown
in [Nik, Corollary 6.9 (2)].

In the case that M = ΩY is the loop space of a connected based space Y , one
can identify Bcyc M with the free loop space LY = Map(S 1 , Y ) of Y .
Proposition IV.3.2. Assume that M = ΩY is the loop space of a connected base
space Y .
(i) There is a natural T-equivariant equivalence
Bcyc M ' LY = Map(S 1 , Y ) ,
where T acts on LY through its action on S 1 .
(ii) Under the equivalence Bcyc M ' LY , the T ' T/Cp -equivariant map ψp :
Bcyc M → (Bcyc M )hCp gets identified with the T ' T/Cp -equivariant map LY →
LY hCp induced by the p-fold covering S 1 → S 1 .
Proof. This is a classical fact, see e.g. [Lod98, Theorem 7.3.11]. We give a direct
proof in our language.
⊗
First we note that the functor
× : Sact
→ S (which sends a lists of objects
Q
(X1 , . . . , Xn ) to the product
Xi in S) extends to a functor × : S ⊗ → S. This
extension is called a Cartesian structure by Lurie, see [Lur16, Definition 2.4.1.1]
and exists by construction of Cartesian symmetric monoidal ∞-categories [Lur16,
Proposition 2.4.1.5]. Note that this extension does not exist for general symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories.
Now we want to construct a canonical, T-equivariant map ϕ : Bcyc ΩY → LY .
By adjunction such a map is the same as a map ϕ0 : Bcyc ΩY × S 1 → Y . Since
the map ϕ is supposed to be T-equivariant, the map ϕ0 has to be T-equivariant for
the diagonal action on the source and the trivial action on the target. But such a
map is the same as a non-equivariant map ϕ00 : Bcyc ΩY → Y . Now using the fact
that S is an ∞-topos we can realize Y as the geometric realization BΩY of the Bar
construction of ΩY , i.e. the simplicial object given by the composition
Cut

ΩY ⊗

×

B• ΩY : N (∆op ) −−→ N (Ass⊗ ) −−−→ S ⊗ −
→ S.
Here the first map Cut is given by the functor sending [n] ∈ ∆ to the set of cuts of [n]
as described in Appendix T. Now we claim that there is a map j ∗ Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY ,
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where j : ∆op → Λop is the natural functor, see Corollary B.2 in Appendix T. This
natural map is induced from a natural transformation in the (non-commutative)
diagram
N (∆op )


Cut

/ N (Ass⊗ )
O

V◦

/ N (Ass⊗ )
act

j

N (Λop )

To understand the construction of the transformation we first note that the counterclockwise composition in the diagram is given by the functor that sends a finite
ordered set S ∈ ∆op to the set Cut(S)+ , which is obtained from Cut(S) by forgetting
the existing basepoint and adding a new disjoint basepoint. This fact follows directly
from unfolding the definitions given in Appendix T: the functor j sends a linearly
ordered set S the the linearly ordered set Z × S (with lexicographic order), the
functor −◦ sends this to the set of non-empty cuts and then the last functor V takes
the quotient by the Z action which means that two cuts are identified if they differ
by an integer. Therefore we can shift any cut into S = S × 0 ⊆ j(S) and thus
obtain the set Cut(S) of cuts of S in which the cuts ∅ t S and S t ∅ are identified
by definition. The last functor then only adds a disjoint basepoint.
Now the transformation in question is given by the canonical map Cut(S)+ →
Cut(S). Informally the map j ∗ Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY is given by the morphism of simplicial objects
(17)

···

···

/// ΩY × ΩY × ΩY
/
//



//

/ ΩY × ΩY

π23

// ΩY × ΩY

//



π2

/ ΩY

// ΩY


!

// pt

in which the first factor in the upper lines corresponds to the old basepoint in
Cut(S)+ . After realization the map j ∗ Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY gives us the desired map
00
ϕ and thus also the T-equivariant map ϕ : Bcyc ΩY → LY .
In order to show that the map ϕ is an equivalence in the ∞-category of spaces
we try to understand the fibre of the map ϕ00 : |Bcyc
• ΩY | → |B• ΩY | ' Y . As a
first step we consider the sequence pt+ → Cut(S)+ → Cut(S) of functors from
∆op → N (Ass⊗ ) where the first is the constant functor and the first map is given
by sending pt to the old basepoint S ∪ ∅ ∈ Cut(S). The composition is given by the
trivial map. This sequence gives rise to a diagram
(ΩY )• → Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY
of simplicial spaces, where the first is the constant simplicial space on ΩY and the
first map is given by the inclusion into the first factor (in the ordering chosen in
the displayed diagram (17)). The compositon of the two maps comes with a chosen
nullhomotopy induced from the fact that the composition pt+ → Cut(S) is trivial.
With this structure the sequence (ΩY )• → Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY is a fibre sequence of
simplicial spaces, i.e. in the ∞-category Fun(N ∆op , S). By construction, the map ϕ
induces a comparison from the realization of this fibre sequence to the fibre sequence
ΩY → LY → Y
in S. Thus in order to show that ϕ is an equivalence it suffices to show that the
realization of the simplicial fibre sequence (ΩY )• → B•cyc ΩY → B• ΩY is a fibre
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sequence in the ∞-category S. There are criteria in terms of model categories to
check this, which can be used to prove this fact, see e.g. [And78], but we want to
give a direct ∞-categorical argument.
We start with the following general obervation: consider a fibre sequence of
(pointed) simplicial spaces X• → Y• → Z• such that Y• and Z• are groupoid objects
in S. That means for each partition [n] = S0 ∪ S1 such that S0 ∩ S1 consists of
a single element s, the canonical map Yn → YS0 ×Y{s} YS1 is an equivalence, and
similarly for Z• , see [Lur09, Definition 6.1.2.7]. We claim that in this situation the
induced map from |X• | into to fibre F of the map |Y• | → |Z• | is (−1)-connected, i.e.
an inclusion of connected components. To see this we use that S is an ∞-topos, in
particular the groupoid objects Y• and Z• are effective. This means that if we take
the geometric realizations and consider them as augmented simplicial objects Y•+
and Z•+ then these are Čech nerves. Concretely that means that the canonical map
Yn → Y1 ×|Y• | . . . ×|Y• | Y1 is an equivalence for every n and simiarly for Z• . Recall
that we denote by F the fibre of the map |Y• | → |Z• |. Since pullbacks commute
with taking fibres we deduce that for each n the induced map
Xn → X1 ×F . . . ×F X1
is an equivalence. We conclude that X• is the Čech nerve of the map X0 → F . Thus
the map |X• | → F is (−1)-connected by [Lur09, Proposition 6.2.3.4].
In our situation it is clear that BG• is a groupoid object. It is straightforward to
check that Bcyc
is a groupoid objects as well (in fact it is equivalent to the inertia
•
groupoid of BG• ). Thus we know that the map from ΩY = |ΩY• | to the fibre F of
the map |Bcyc
• ΩY | → |B• ΩY | is (−1)-connected. Therefore it suffices to check that
it is surjective on π0 . We already know that the composition ΩY → F → |Bcyc
• ΩY |
is surjective on π0 , since it is the inclusion of the bottom cell into the geometric
realization. Thus it is enough to show that π0 (F ) → π0 |Bcyc
• ΩY | is injective. Using
the long exact sequence
π1 |Bcyc
• ΩY |

f

/ π1 |B• ΩY |

/ π0 |F |

/ π0 |Bcyc
• ΩY |

this follows from the surjectivity of f which is a consequence of the fact that the
simplicial map Bcyc
• ΩY → B• ΩY admits a section. This section can be constructed
explicitly. We can without loss of generality replace ΩY by a strict topological group
and then write down the section in the simplicial diagram (17). We leave the details
to the reader.
For part (ii), we need to identify two natural T ' T/Cp -equivariant transformations
LY → LY hCp = Map(S 1 , Y )hCp = Map(S 1 /Cp , Y ) ' LY ,
i.e. equivalently two natural T-equivariant maps LY → LY . Such a map is the
same as a non-equivariant map LY → Y . Since the map is natural in Y (in pointed
1 , Y ) and Y = Map (pt , Y ) together
maps) we can use the fact that LY = Map∗ (S+
∗
+
with the Yoneda lemma to see that such maps are in bijective correspondence with
1 . There are up to equivalence two such maps: the map
pointed maps pt+ → S+
which hits both connected components and the map which sends both points to the
1 . The first map leads to the map LY → LY hCp as stated and the
basepoint in S+
second map leads to the map LY → LY hCp which sends every loop in Y to the
constant loop at the basepoint of Y . We have to rule out the second possibility. By
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Lemma IV.3.1 we have a commutative square
/ LY

ΩY
∆



((ΩY )×p )hCp



ψp

/ LY hCp

The upper map is given by the canonical inclusion, since in the equivalence Bcyc ΩY '
LY this corresponds to the inclusion of the bottom cell of the simplicial diagram
Bcyc Ω• Y . The lower line is also equivalent to the inclusion ΩY → LY under the
obvious identifications, as one sees similarly. Under these identifications the left
hand map corresponds to the identity map ΩY → ΩY . As a result the map LY →
LY hCp = LY can not be the trivial map which sends every map to the constant
map. Thus it has to be equivalent to the identity which finishes to proof.

Now we can prove the first result about the structure of THH(S[ΩY ]) for Y a
pointed connected space.
Corollary IV.3.3. There is a natural T-equivariant equivalence
THH(S[ΩY ]) ' Σ∞
+ LY ,
where LY = Map(S 1 , Y ) denotes the free loop space of Y with its natural T-action.
Under this equivalence, the T-equivariant map
ϕp : THH(S[ΩY ]) → THH(S[ΩY ])tCp
is given by the composite
tCp
∞
hCp
,
→ (Σ∞
Σ∞
+ LY )
+ LY → (Σ+ LY )

where the first map is induced by the map LY → LY coming from the p-fold covering
S 1 → S 1 , and the second map is induced by the projection −hCp → −tCp .
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma IV.3.1 and Proposition IV.3.2.



In particular, in this case, the Frobenius map X → X tCp factors over X hCp . More
generally, we say that a Frobenius lift on a p-cyclotomic spectrum (X, ϕp ) is a Cp∞ equivariant factorization of the morphism ϕp : X → X tCp as the composite of a map
ϕ̃p : X → X hCp and the projection X hCp → X tCp .
Recall that if X is a p-cyclotomic spectrum which is bounded below, then
∧
∧
TC(X)∧
p = TC(Xp ) = TC(Xp , p) .

In order words, the p-completion of TC(X) can be computed in terms of Xp∧ as
either TC(Xp∧ ) or TC(Xp∧ , p); this follows from the discussion in Section II.4. Note
also that in this case the Cp∞ -action on Xp∧ extends automatically to a T-action.
Proposition IV.3.4. For a bounded below p-complete p-cyclotomic spectrum X
with a Frobenius lift ϕ̃p : X → X hCp we obtain a pullback square of the form
/ ΣXhT

TC(X)


X

id−ϕ̃p



tr

/X
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Proof. We have a pullback diagram
/0

TC(X, p)


id−ϕ̃hT
p

X hT



canhT/

/ X hT

(X tCp )hT

by Proposition II.1.9 (which states that the outer square can be extended to a
pullback) and the factorization of the lower maps by assumption. Now we take the
pullback of the right hand square and claim that we obtain a diagram of the form
TC(X, p)

/ ΣXhT





id−ϕ̃hT
p

X hT

/0

tr
canhT/

/ X hT



(X tCp )hT

in which all squares are pullbacks. As TC(X) = TC(X, p), it remains to see
that the fibre of the map X hT → (X tCp )hT is given by ΣXhT , which follows from
Lemma II.4.2. Thus we get a pullback square of the form
TC(X)

/ ΣXhT





X hT

id−ϕ̃hT
p

tr

/ X hT .

Then the proposition is implied by the next lemma.



Lemma IV.3.5. For every p-complete p-cyclotomic spectrum X with a Frobenius
lift ϕ̃p : X → X hCp , the commutative square
X hT


X

id−ϕ̃hT
p

/ X hT

/X

id−ϕ̃p

is a pullback of spectra.
Proof. Note that the T ∼
= T/Cp -equivariant map ϕ̃p : X → X hCp is equivalently
given by a natural transformation ψp of functors BT → Sp from X ◦ fp : BT →
BT → Sp to X : BT → Sp, where fp : BT → BT denotes the map induced by the
hT → X hT is given
degree p selfmap of T. Under this identification, the map ϕ̃hT
p :X
by the composite
fp∗

limBT ψp

X hT −→ (X ◦ fp )hT −−−−−→ X hT .
Now we use that for any functor Y : BT → Sp, one can write
[
Y hT = lim Y , BT = CP ∞ =
CP n
BT

n

as the inverse limit
Y hT = lim limn Y ,
n CP

where one has natural fiber sequences for all n ≥ 0,
Ω2n Y → limn Y → lim Y ,
CP

CP n−1
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where we also write Y for the underlying spectrum. The map fp : BT → BT can
be modelled by the map raising all coordinates to the p-th power on CP ∞ , and
preserves the skeleta CP n . Thus,
fp∗ : X hT → X hT
is an inverse limit of compatible maps
fp∗ : limn X → limn X ,
CP

CP

pn

which are homotopic to multiplication by
on the homotopy fibres Ω2n X (as fp is
a map of degree pn on CP n ). It follows that the composite map
fp∗

ψp

hT
−→ (X ◦ fp )hT −→ X hT
ϕ̃hT
p :X

is an inverse limit of maps on limCP n X, and it is enough to show that id − ϕ̃hT
p
induces homotopy equivalences on all homotopy fibres Ω2n X for n ≥ 1. But by
∗
the above considerations, ϕ̃hT
p is the composite of fp and limBT ψ, and therefore is
divisible by fp∗ = pn on Ω2n X, which implies that id − ϕ̃hT
p is a p-adic homotopy
equivalence on Ω2n X for n ≥ 1 (as can be checked after smashing with S/p, where
the map becomes homotopic to the identity), and thus a homotopy equivalence (as
X is p-complete).

In particular, we recover the computation of TC(S[ΩY ]) as given by Bökstedt–
Hsiang–Madsen.
Theorem IV.3.6. For a connected based space Y , we have a pullback square
/ Σ(Σ∞ LY )hT
+

TC(S[ΩY ])


Σ∞
+ LY

1−ϕ̃p



tr

/ Σ∞ LY .
+

after p-completion.



Note that there is a further simplification of this pullback square that has been
made in [BCC+ 96].37 In particular, Proposition 3.9 of this article states that for a
simply connected space Y the further square
Σ∞
+ LY


1−ϕ̃p

ev

Σ∞
+Y

(1−ϕ̃p )=0

/ Σ∞ LY
+


ev

/ Σ∞ Y
+

is also a pullback square after p-completion. Combining this with Theorem IV.3.6
they obtain that
TC(S[ΩY ]) ' Σ∞
+ Y ⊕ fib(ev ◦ tr).
Our results actually imply a related result concerning the Segal conjecture for loop
spaces. This generalizes a theorem proven by Carlsson in [Car91] for finite, simply
connected CW complexes.
37We thank John Rognes for making us aware of this reference.
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Theorem IV.3.7. Let Y be a simply connected based space, and regard Σ∞
+ LY =
THH(S[ΩY ]) as a cyclotomic spectrum. Then the canonical map
∞
tCp
ϕp : Σ∞
+ LY → (Σ+ LY )

is a p-completion. Thus for every cyclic p-group Cpn ⊆ T the canonical map
Cpn → (Σ∞ LY )hCpn is a p-adic equivalence.
(Σ∞
+ LY )
+
Proof. The second assertion follows from the first by Corollary II.4.9. Thus we have
to prove the first. To this end we write (as in the proof of Proposition IV.2.2)
the circle T as the homotopy colimit of discrete sets T ' colim∆op Sn . Then we
obtain that the free loop space LY is given by the limit of a simplicial space [n] 7→
Map(Sn , Y ) ' Y n+1 . If we replace the simplicial circle by the p-fold subdivided
simplicial circle, then we get similarly an equivalence LY ' lim∆ Y p(n+1) . Now we
claim that the suspension spectrum functor preserves these limits, i.e. that we have
an equivalence
∞
⊗p(n+1)
Σ∞
.
+ LY ' lim(Σ+ Y )
∆

To see this we claim more precisely that the fibres in the associated tower of this
cosimplicial spectrum become highly connective. This is proven by Kuhn in [Kuh04],
and uses that Y is simply connected. See also [Mal15, Section 2.5] for a short
discussion.
It follows that this limit also commutes with the Tate construction −tCp ; indeed,
for the −hCp part, this is clear, and for the −hCp -part, it follows from the claim
about connectivity of the tower. Therefore, in addition to the equivalence
∞
⊗(n+1)
Σ∞
+ LY ' lim(Σ+ Y )
∆

from above (taking p = 1), we get the identification
⊗p(n+1) tCp
tCp
.
' lim((Σ∞
)
(Σ∞
+Y)
+ LY )
∆

Now under these identifications the map ϕp is given by the limit of the Tate diagonals
∆p . Thus the claim follows from Theorem III.1.7 and the fact that limits commute
with p-completion.

IV.4. Rings of characteristic p
Now we revisit a few results about TC(A) if A is a ring of characteristic p (in
the sense that p = 0 in π0 A). In particular, we give a complete description of the
E∞ -algebra in cyclotomic spectra THH(HFp ).
We start with the case A = HFp . Our goal is to give the computation of TC(HFp )
using as input only Bökstedt’s description of π∗ THH(HFp ) as a polynomial algebra.
Let us recall this result.
First, we compute Hochschild homology. Recall that for a classical associative
and unital ring A, the Hochschild homology HH(A) is the geometric realization of
the cyclic object
···

//

L

L

// A ⊗Z A ⊗Z A

/// A ⊗Z A
L

// A .

If A is a usual ring which is flat over Z, this is the usual cyclic ring; if A is not flat,
the tensor products need to be derived, and one can define HH(A) more concretely
as the realization of the simplicial object HH(A• ) of a simplicial resolution A• of A
by flat Z-algebras.
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Proposition IV.4.1. Let A be a commutative and unital ring. There
is a descendVi
ing separated filtration of HH(A) with graded pieces given by ( A LA/Z )[i], where
LA/Z denotes the cotangent complex, and the exterior power is derived.
Proof. If A = Z[Xi , i ∈ I] is a free (or smooth) Z-algebra, there is a natural isomorphism
Hi HH(A) = ΩiA/k
by the Hochschild–Kostant–Rosenberg theorem. In general, we can choose a simplicial resolution A• → A such that all An are free k-algebras, in which case we filter
HHk (A• ) by the simplicial objects τ≥i HHk (A• ). One checks that this is independent
V
of all choices, and the graded pieces are by definition ( iA LA/Z )[i].

Moreover, there is a natural map THH(A) → HHH(A).
Proposition IV.4.2. For any classical associative and unital ring A, the map
πi THH(HA) → πi HHH(A) = Hi HH(A)
is an isomorphism for i ≤ 2.
Proof. The truncation in degrees ≤ 2 of THH(HA) depends only on
L

L

τ≤0 (HA ⊗ HA ⊗ HA) ' τ≤0 H(A ⊗Z A ⊗Z A) ,
L

τ≤1 (HA ⊗ HA) ' τ≤1 H(A ⊗Z A) ,
τ≤2 HA ' τ≤2 HA ,
which gives the result.



Now note that LFp /Zp = Fp [1] (with canonical generator given by p ∈ I/I 2 =
V
H1 LFp /Zp , where I = ker(Z → Fp )), and ik LFp /Zp = Γi (Fp )[i] ∼
= Fp [i] for all i ≥ 0,
i
where Γ denotes the divided powers. Thus, Proposition IV.4.1 implies the following
computation of Hochschild homology.
Proposition IV.4.3. The homology groups of HH(Fp ) are given by

Fp i ≥ 0 even
Hi HH(Fp ) =
0 else .
Let u ∈ H2 HH(Fp ) denote the canonical generator. Then H∗ HH(Fp ) is isomorphic
to the divided power algebra in u over Fp .

By Proposition IV.4.2, we have π1 THH(HFp ) = 0 and π2 THH(HFp ) = Fp · u.
Now we can state the following theorem of Bökstedt.
Theorem IV.4.4 (Bökstedt). The homotopy groups of THH(HFp ) are given by

Fp i ≥ 0 even
πi THH(HFp ) =
0 else .
Moreover, π∗ THH(HFp ) is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra in u over Fp .
In other words, π2i THH(HFp ) = Fp · ui . This theorem is rather striking in the
simple answer it gives (although a priori it might involve the stable homotopy groups
of spheres).
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Remark IV.4.5. We cannot give new insights into the proof of Bökstedt’s theorem, which is proved by a computation in Steenrod algebra. However, there is a
short argument, given in [Blu10, BCS10], deducing it from the following theorem of
Mahowald–Hopkins.
(i) The free E2 -algebra in Sp with a chosen nullhomotopy p = 0 is given by HFp .
(ii) Equivalently: One can write HFp as the Thom spectrum of the map Ω2 S 3 →
38
Pic(S∧
induced by the map of pointed spaces
p ) of E2 -groups
∧
S 1 → BGL1 (S∧
p ) → Pic(Sp )
×
2 3
given by the element 1 − p ∈ π1 (BGL1 (S∧
p )) = Zp , noting that Ω S is the free
1
E2 -group generated by S .

In order to compute TC(HFp ), the most important ingredient is THH(HFp )hT .
Note that there is a convergent spectral sequence
E2ij = H i (BT, π−j THH(HFp )) ⇒ π−i−j THH(HFp )hT
(as usual, in cohomological Serre grading). Here, by Bökstedt’s theorem (and because BT = CP ∞ is even), all contributions are in even total degree, so the spectral
sequence will necessarily degenerate. In particular, it follows that π∗ THH(HFp )hT →
π∗ THH(HFp ) is surjective, and there are elements
ũ ∈ π2 THH(HFp )hT , ν ∈ π−2 THH(HFp )hT
projecting to u ∈ π2 THH(HFp ) and the natural generator of H 2 (BT, π0 THH(HFp )) =
Fp , respectively.
To compute π∗ THH(HFp )hT , it remains to understand the extensions. This can
actually be done by hand.
Proposition IV.4.6. The homotopy groups of THH(HFp )hT are given by

Zp i even
hT
πi THH(HFp ) =
0 else .
More precisely, for i ≥ 0,
π2i THH(HFp )hT = Zp · ũi , π−2i THH(HFp )hT = Zp · ν i ,
and one can choose ũ and ν so that ũν = p ∈ π0 THH(HFp )hT . Therefore,
π∗ THH(HFp )hT = Zp [ũ, ν]/(ũν − p) .
Proof. We use that the spectral sequence
E2ij = H i (BT, π−j THH(HFp )) ⇒ π−i−j THH(HFp )hT
is multiplicative. (As it degenerates at E2 , no subtleties regarding the multiplicative
structure on the spectral sequence arise.) By Lemma IV.4.7 below, the image of
p ∈ π0 THH(HFp )hT , which necessarily lies in the first step of the abutment filtration,
maps to the class
uν ∈ E22,−2 = H 2 (BT, π2 THH(HFp )) = Fp .
38Recall that if R is an E -ring spectrum (often S), G is an E -group in spaces and I : G →
∞
n

Pic(R) is a map of En -groups, then the Thom spectrum is the En -ring R[G, I] which is the twisted
∞
form colimG I of the group ring
L R[G] = R⊗S S[G], where S[G] = Σ+ G. For example, if G is∼discrete,
this is given by R[G, I] =
g∈G Ig , where Ig are invertible R-modules with Ig ⊗R Ih = Igh , so
that one can make R[G, I] in the obvious way into a ring.
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By multiplicativity, this implies that for all i ≥ 1, the image of pi ∈ π0 THH(HFp )hT ,
which lies in the i-th step of the abutment filtration, maps to the class
ui ν i ∈ E22i,−2i = H 2i (BT, π2i THH(HFp )) = Fp .
In particular, the powers of p hit all contributions to total degree 0, so
π0 THH(HFp )hT = Zp .
Multiplying by powers of ũ, resp. ν, we get the given description of all homotopy
groups. Changing ũ by a unit, we can then arrange that ũν = p.

Lemma IV.4.7. The image of p ∈ π0 THH(HFp )hT in H 2 (BT, π2 THH(HFp )) is
given by uν.
Proof. The statement depends only on τ≤2 THH(HFp ) ∼
= τ≤2 HHH(Fp ). Thus, it is
enough to show that the image of
p ∈ H0 (τ≤2 HH(Fp ))hT
in H 2 (BT, H2 HH(Fp )) ' Fp ·uν is uν. This is a standard computation in Hochschild
homology, so we only sketch the argument.
It is enough to prove the same result for the image of p in H0 limCP 1 (τ≤2 HH(Fp )),
noting that H 2 (BT, H2 HH(Fp )) = H 2 (CP 1 , H2 HH(Fp )). But we can understand
the CP 1 -spectrum τ≤2 HH(Fp ). In fact, the truncation in degrees ≤ 2 is equivalent
to the truncation by the second filtration step in the filtration of Proposition IV.4.1.
For a general commutative ring A, the quotient HH(A) of HH(A) by this second
filtration step is an extension
LA/Z [1] → HH(A) → A ,
and its CP 1 -structure is given by a selfmap
HH(A) → HH(A)[−1] .
If A is smooth over Z, this selfmap factors for degree reasons as
HH(A) → A → Ω1A/Z → HH(A)[−1] ;
here, the middle map can be checked to be the derivative. By left Kan extension,
this shows that in general, the selfmap is given by
HH(A) → A → LA/Z → HH(A)[−1] .
Also note that
lim HH(A) = fib(HH(A) → HH(A)[−1]) .

CP 1

Applying this to A = Fp (where HH(Fp ) = τ≤2 HH(Fp )) shows that
H0 lim HH(Fp ) = (Fp → LFp /Z ) .
CP 1

It is a standard computation in commutative algebra that the map Fp → LFp /Z '
(Fp · u)[1] is given by the extension Z/p2 Z, with p mapping to the generator u. This
finishes the proof.

Now it is easy to compute π∗ THH(HFp )tT , which forms another ingredient in
TC(HFp ).
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Corollary IV.4.8. The homotopy groups of THH(HFp )tT are given by
π∗ THH(HFp )tT = Zp [ν ±1 ] .
In particular, for all even i ∈ Z, the map
∼ Zp → πi THH(HFp )tT ∼
πi THH(HFp )hT =
= Zp
is injective. If i ≤ 0, it is an isomorphism, while if i = 2j > 0, it has image pj Zp .
Proof. There is the Tate spectral sequence
E2ij = π−i (π−j THH(HFp ))tT ⇒ π−i−j THH(HFp )tT ,
which is again multiplicative, and concentrated in even total degree. Comparing with
the spectral sequence for THH(HFp )hT , we get the result in negative homotopical
degree. Using multiplicativity, the result follows in positive homotopical degrees. 
Interestingly, we can also identify the Frobenius map
hT
ϕhT
→ THH(HFp )tT
p : THH(HFp )

up to scalars.
Proposition IV.4.9. For all even i ∈ Z, the map
hT ∼
πi ϕhT
= Zp → πi THH(HFp )tT ∼
= Zp
p : πi THH(HFp )
is injective. If i ≥ 0, it is an isomorphism, while if i = −2j < 0, the image is given
by pj Zp .
Proof. As ũν = p and the map is multiplicative, it follows that the maps must
be injective, and that they are isomorphisms either in positive or in negative degrees. Assume that they are isomorphisms in negative degrees. Then we look at the
commutative diagram
π−2 THH(HFp )hT


π−2 THH(HFp )

π−2 ϕhT
p

/ π−2 THH(HFp )tT

/ π−2 HFtT
p


/ π−2 THH(HFp )tCp


p
/ π−2 HFtC
.
p

π−2 ϕp

Note that the lower left corner is equal to 0, so if the upper arrow is surjective, the
map
tC
Zp · ν = π−2 THH(HFp )tT → π−2 HFp p ∼
= Fp
must be zero. But ν maps to a nonzero class in π−2 HFtT
p by construction, and this
tC

class maps to a nonzero element of π−2 HFp p .



Corollary IV.4.10. The homotopy groups of TC(HFp ) are given by

Zp i = 0, −1
πi TC(HFp ) =
0 else .
In particular, note that this implies that THH(HFp ) is a T-equivariant τ≥0 TC(HFp ) =
HZp -algebra, and the Frobenius map
ϕp : THH(HFp ) → THH(HFp )tCp
is a T ∼
= T/Cp -equivariant map of E∞ -HZp -algebras.
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Proof. Note that HFp is p-complete, so TC(HFp ) = TC(HFp , p), which is p-complete,
so there is a fiber sequence
can−ϕhT
p

TC(HFp ) → THH(HFp )hT −−−−−→ THH(HFp )tT .
The second and third term have only even homotopy groups, so we get exact sequences
can−ϕhT
p

0 → π2i TC(HFp ) → π2i THH(HFp )hT −−−−−→ π2i THH(HFp )tT → π2i−1 TC(HFp ) → 0 .
But if i 6= 0, then the middle map is the difference of an isomorphism and a map
divisible by p between two copies of Zp ; thus, an isomorphism. For i = 0, we must
have ϕhT

p = id, as everything is a Zp -algebra. The result follows.
Remark IV.4.11. Note that the map ϕp : THH(HFp )hT → THH(HFp )tT can be
extended uniquely to a map of E∞ -rings
ϕhT
p

(THH(Fp )tT )[p−1 ] ' THH(Fp )hT [p−1 ] −−→ THH(Fp )tT [p−1 ]
by inverting p in the source, which also inverts ν. The homotopy groups of these
spectra are given by the ring Qp [ν ± ]. This is the “meromorphic extension” used on
the level of homotopy groups by Hesselholt in [Hes16, Proposition 4.2].
In fact, we can now completely identify THH(HFp ) as an E∞ -algebra in cyclotomic spectra. For this, we use the following formulas for T-equivariant chain
complexes.
Lemma IV.4.12. The following natural transformations of functors D(Z)BT →
D(Z), induced by respective lax symmetric monoidal structures, are equivalences:
X hT ⊗ZhT Z → X ;
X hT ⊗ZhT ZtT → X tT ;
X tT ⊗ZtT ZtCn → X tCn , n ≥ 1 .
Proof. For the first, note that Z is compact as ZhT -module, so the left-hand side commutes with all limits, so using Postnikov towers we can assume that X is bounded
above, say coconnective. Then the left-hand side commutes with filtered colimits
and is exact, so it reduces to X = Z, where it is clear.
Now, for the second, note that by Theorem I.4.1, it is enough to check that the
homotopy fiber of X hT ⊗HZhZ HZtT → X hT commutes with all colimits. But this
follows from the first, noting that the homotopy fibre ΣZhT of ZhT → ZtT is a filtered
colimit of perfect complexes.
For the third, note that by Lemma I.4.4, one has an equivalence of chain complexes ZtCn ' ZtT /n. In particular, ZtCn is a perfect ZtT -module. Thus, ⊗ZtT ZtCn
commutes with all limits and colimits. By Lemma I.2.6, we can then assume that
X is bounded, or even that X is a flat Z-module concentrated in degree 0. Then it
follows from a direct computation.

We can now prove the following corollary.
Corollary IV.4.13. The T-equivariant map of E∞ -algebras HZp → THH(HFp )
induces a T/Cp -equivariant equivalence of E∞ -algebras
tCp

HZp

' THH(HFp )tCp .
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∼ Fp [ν ±1 ].
In particular, π∗ THH(HFp )tCp =
Moreover, the T ∼
= T/Cp -equivariant map of E∞ -algebras
ϕp : THH(HFp ) → THH(HFp )tCp
tC

identifies THH(HFp ) with the connective cover τ≥0 THH(HFp )tCp ' τ≥0 HZp p .
Proof. Using Lemma IV.4.12, we see that
THH(HFp )tCp ' THH(HFp )tT /p ,
tC

which implies that π∗ THH(HFp )tCp ' Fp [ν ±1 ]. This is also the homotopy of HZp p ,
and any graded ring endomorphism of Fp [ν ±1 ] is an isomorphism.
For the second claim, it is enough to show that
π∗ ϕp : π∗ THH(HFp ) → π∗ THH(HFp )tCp
is an isomorphism in nonnegative degrees. But this follows from the commutative
diagram
THH(HFp )hT


THH(HFp )

ϕhT
p

ϕp

/ THH(HFp )tT

/ THH(HFp )tCp

and the explicit descriptions of the other three maps.



This last corollary can be used to identify THH(Fp ) as an E∞ -cyclotomic spectrum
as follows. First note that for every spectrum X there is a cyclotomic spectrum
X triv whose underlying spectrum is X equipped with the trivial T-action and the
can
Frobenius given by the T-equivariant composition X → X hCp −−→ X tCp where the
first map is pullback along BCp → pt. For example Striv is the cyclotomic sphere,
c.f. Example II.1.2(ii). Another way of writing X triv is as the X-indexed colimit of
the constant diagram in cyclotomic spectra with value the cyclotomic sphere. This
also shows that there is an adjunction
−triv : Sp o

/ CycSp : TC .

The computation of TC(HFp ) shows that there is a map HZp → TC(HFp ) which
then by adjunction induces a map of cyclotomic spectra
HZtriv
→ THH(HFp ).
p
Construction IV.4.14. Let X be a connective cyclotomic spectrum. We construct
a new connective cyclotomic spectrum shp X as follows:
The underlying spectrum of shp X with T-action is τ≥0 (X tCp ) (where as usual this
carries the residual action). This spectrum is p-complete, thus the Frobenius maps
ϕl for l 6= p are zero as the target is zero. The Frobenius ϕp is induced by the initial
Frobenius, which we interpret as a map X → τ≥0 (X tCp ) (since X is connective) by
applying the functor τ≥0 (−tCp ) which commutes with itself.
The cyclotomic spectrum shp X comes with a natural map X → shp X of cyclotomic spectra induced by ϕp .
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Corollary IV.4.15. In the diagram induced from the map HZtriv
→ THH(Fp ) of
p
cyclotomic spectra
/ THH(Fp )
HZtriv
p
'



shp HZtriv
p

'



/ shp THH(Fp )

the right and the lower map are equivalences of E∞ -cyclotomic spectra, i.e. THH(Fp ) '
shp (HZtriv ).

tC

In other words, the cyclotomic E∞ -ring THH(HFp ) is given by τ≥0 HZp p with its
tC
remaining T = T/Cp -action, and the Frobenius ϕp is given by realizing τ≥0 HZp p
as the connective cover of
tC

tCp

(τ≥0 HZp p )tCp = HZp

,

where the equality follows from the Tate orbit lemma (or the first part of the corollary). From this, one can deduce that one can choose ũ ∈ π2 THH(HFp )hT and
ν ∈ π−2 THH(HFp )hT such that ũν = p and ϕhT
p (ν) = pν. In particular, this shows
that the constants λn in [HM97, Proposition 5.4] can be taken as 1. Indeed, by
Corollary II.4.9, we see that for all n ≥ 1,
tCpn+1

THH(HFp )Cpn ' τ≥0 THH(HFp )hCpn ' τ≥0 HZp

,

and all maps become explicit.
tC

Remark IV.4.16. A consequence of Corollary IV.4.13 is that HZp p = HZtCp
admits an E∞ -HFp -algebra structure (so that actually HZtCp ' HZtT ⊗HZ HFp as
E∞ -rings). Is there a direct way to see this, and is this also true if p is not a prime?
Now, finally, let A be an E2 -algebra of characteristic p, i.e. p = 0 in π0 A. Fixing
a nullhomotopy from p to 0, we get that A is an E2 -HFp -algebra by Remark IV.4.5.
Then THH(A) is a module spectrum over THH(HFp ) compatibly with the cyclotomic structure. In particular, THH(A) is a module over τ≥0 TC(HFp ) = HZp ,
compatibly with the cyclotomic structure. This implies that there is a fibre sequence
can−ϕhT
p

TC(A) → THH(A)hT −−−−−→ THH(A)tT
even if A is not bounded below, as for HZ-module spectra, the Tate orbit lemma is
always valid. Moreover,
hT −1
HZtT
]
THH(A)tT ' THH(A)hT ⊗HZhT
p = THH(A) [ν
p

by Lemma IV.4.12.
In particular, note that as ν divides p, we have automatically
THH(A)tT [p−1 ] = THH(A)hT [p−1 ]
via the canonical map, and so one can regard
hT
ϕhT
→ THH(A)tT
p : THH(A)

as a self-map THH(A)tT [p−1 ] → THH(A)tT [p−1 ] after inverting p.

APPENDIX S

Symmetric monoidal ∞-categories
In this Appendix we recall the notion of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category from
[Lur16] which is used in an essential way throughout the whole paper. We also discuss Dwyer-Kan localizations of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories following Hinich
[Hin16].
In order to prepare for the definition of a symmetric monoidal ∞-category, recall
that Fin∗ is the category of finite pointed sets. We denote by hni ∈ Fin∗ the
set {0, 1, . . . , n} pointed at 0. For i = 1, . . . , n, we denote by ρi : hni → h1i the
projection sending all elements to 0, except for i ∈ hni.
Definition A.1 ([Lur16, Definition 2.0.0.7]). A symmetric monoidal ∞-category is
a coCartesian fibration
C ⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) ,
of simplicial sets, satisfying the following condition. As C ⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) is a coCarte⊗
⊗
, and in particular a
→ Ch1i
sian fibration, we get corresponding functors ρi! : Chni
functor
n
Y
⊗
⊗
i n
Ch1i
.
(ρ! )i=1 : Chni →
i=1

The condition is that this functor is an equivalence for all n ≥ 0.
⊗
Given a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C ⊗ , we denote by C = Ch1i
the “underlying” ∞-category, and will sometimes by abuse of notation simply say that C
is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. Note that by the condition imposed in the
⊗
definition, one has Chni
' C n . For a general map f : hmi → hni, the corresponding
⊗
⊗ ∼ n
functor f! : Chmi
' C m → Chni
= C is given informally by (X1 , . . . , Xm ) ∈ C m 7→
N
n
( j∈f −1 (i) Xj )i ∈ C .
Another piece of notation that we need is the “active part” of C ⊗ , defined as
⊗
Cact
= C ⊗ ×N (Fin∗ ) N (Fin) ,

where Fin is the category of finite (possibly empty) sets, and the functor Fin → Fin∗
is given by adding an additional base point. By [Lur16, Definition 2.1.2.1, Definition
2.1.2.3, Remark 2.2.4.3], this agrees with the definition in [Lur16, Remark 2.2.4.3],
noting that Fin ⊆ Fin∗ is the subcategory with all objects and active morphisms.
A morphism f : hni → hmi in Fin∗ is called inert if for every i ∈ hmi◦ the
preimage f −1 (i) contains exactly one element [Lur16, Definition 2.1.1.8.].
Definition A.2. Let p : C ⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) and q : D⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) be symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories. A symmetric monoidal functor is a functor F ⊗ : C ⊗ → D⊗
such that p = q ◦ F ⊗ and such that F ⊗ carries p-coCartesian lifts to q-coCartesian
lifts.
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A lax symmetric monoidal functor is a functor F ⊗ : C ⊗ → D⊗ such that p = q◦F ⊗
and such that F ⊗ carries p-coCartesian lifts of inert morphisms in N (Fin∗ ) to qcoCartesian lifts.
For a given (lax) symmetric monoidal functor F ⊗ : C ⊗ → D⊗ we will write
F := (F ⊗ )h1i : C → D and refer to it as the underlying functor. Abusively we will
very often only say that F is a (lax) symmetric monoidal functor. The ∞-category
of lax symmetric monoidal functors is denoted by Funlax (C, D) and defined as a
full subcategory of FunN (Fin∗ ) (C ⊗ , D⊗ ). Similarly we denote the full subcategory of
symmetric monoidal functors by Fun⊗ (C, D) ⊆ Funlax (C, D).
Remark A.3. Lax symmetric monoidal functors are the same as maps between
the underlying ∞-operads of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories, see [Lur16, Section
2.1.2]. These ∞-operad maps C ⊗ → D⊗ are also called C-algebras in D. This is
reasonable terminology in the context of operads, but in the context of symmetric
monoidal categories we prefer the term lax symmetric monoidal functors. But note
that a lot of constructions done with lax symmetric monoidal functors are more
naturally done in the context of ∞-operads.
For the rest of the section we discuss Dwyer-Kan localizations of symmetric
monoidal ∞-categories. Therefore assume that we are given a symmetric monoidal
∞-category C ⊗ and a class of edges W ⊆ C1 in the underlying ∞-category called
weak equivalences. We define a new class W ⊗ of edges in C ⊗ consisting of all
⊗
morphisms in Chni
lying over an identity morphism idhni in N (Fin∗ ) and which cor⊗
respond under the equivalence Chni
' C n to products of edges in W . By definition
the functor C ⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) sends edges in W ⊗ to identities in N (Fin∗ ).
Definition A.4. We define an ∞-category C[W −1 ]⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) together with a
functor i : C ⊗ → C[W −1 ]⊗ over N (Fin∗ ) such that i exhibits C[W −1 ]⊗ as the DwyerKan localization of C ⊗ at the class W ⊗ and such that C[W −1 ]⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) is a
categorical fibration.
The definition determines C[W −1 ]⊗ up to contractible choices, therefore we assume that a choice is made once and for all. We warn the reader that despite
the notation we do not claim that in general for the ∞-category C[W −1 ]⊗ the fibre over h1i ∈ Fin∗ is equivalent to the Dwyer-Kan localization C[W −1 ] nor that
C[W −1 ]⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category. However, this will be
the case in favourable situations.
Proposition A.5 (Hinich). Assume that the tensor product ⊗ : C ×C → C preserves
weak equivalences separately in both variables. Then the following holds:
(i) C[W −1 ]⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.
(ii) The functor i : C ⊗ → C[W −1 ]⊗ is symmetric monoidal.
(iii) The underlying functor ih1i exhibits C[W −1 ]⊗
h1i as the Dwyer-Kan localization of
C at W .
(iv) More generally: for every ∞-category K equipped with a map K → N (Fin∗ ) the
pullback C[W −1 ]×N (Fin∗ ) K → K is the Dwyer-Kan localization of C ×N (Fin∗ ) K → K
at the class of weak equivalences obtained by pullback from W ⊗ .
(v) For every other symmetric monoidal ∞-category D the functor i induces equivalences
Funlax (C[W −1 ], D) → FunW
lax (C, D)

Fun⊗ (C[W −1 ], D) → FunW
⊗ (C, D)
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where the superscript W denotes the full subcategories of functors which send W to
equivalences.
Proof. The first three assertions are Proposition 3.2.2 in [Hin16]. The claim (4)
follows immediately from Proposition 2.1.4 in [Hin16] since coCartesian fibrations
are stable under pullback and equivalence can be tested fibrewise. The last assertion
follows as follows: by construction we have that i induces an equivalence
⊗
⊗
FunN (Fin∗ ) (C[W −1 ]⊗ , D⊗ ) → FunW
N (Fin∗ ) (C , D )

thus we only need to check that this equivalence respects functors which preserve
coCartesian lifts of (inert) morphisms in N (Fin∗ ). But this is clear by the fact that
i is symmetric monoidal and the uniqueness of coCartesian lifts.

Note that claim (iv) of Proposition A.5 in particular implies that C[W −1 ]⊗
act is the
⊗
Dwyer-Kan localization of Cact
. We note that this Proposition also follows from the
methods that we develop below, which are inspired by but logically independent of
Hinich’s results.
Remark A.6. Under the same assumption as for Proposition A.5 a symmetric
monoidal Dwyer-Kan localization of C ⊗ is constructed in [Lur16, 4.1.4.3] by different
'
methods. It also satisfies the universal property Fun⊗ (C[W −1 ], D) −
→ FunW
⊗ (C, D).
Thus the two constructions are equivalent. But we also need the lax symmetric
monoidal statement (iv) of Proposition A.5 which does not seem to follow directly
from the construction given by Lurie.
Now finally we want to consider the case of a symmetric monoidal model category
M. Recall that this means that M is a closed symmetric monoidal category, a model
category and the two structures are compatible in the following sense: the tensor
functor ⊗ : C × C → C is a left Quillen bifunctor and for every cofibrant replacement
Q1 → 1 of the tensor unit 1 ∈ C and every cofibrant object X ∈ C the morphism
Q1 ⊗ X → 1 ⊗ X ∼
= X is a weak equivalence. Note that the latter condition
is automatically satisfied if the tensor unit is cofibrant, which is also sometimes
assumed for a symmetric monoidal model category. See for example [Hov99, Section
4] for a discussion of symmetric monoidal model categories.
In the case of a symmetric monoidal model category M the assumption of Proposition A.5 is not satisfied since the tensor product ⊗ : M × M → M does not
necessarily preserve weak equivalences in both variables separately. It does however
if we restrict attention to the full subcategory Mc ⊆ M of cofibrant objects. As a
result we get that N (Mc )[W −1 ]⊗ → N Fin∗ is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category.
The underlying ∞-category N (Mc )[W −1 ] is equivalent to the Dwyer-Kan localization N (M)[W −1 ] by a result of Dwyer and Kan, see [DK80, Proposition 5.2]. We
now want to prove a similar statement for the symmetric monoidal version.
Theorem A.7. Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category.
(1) The functor N (M)[W −1 ]⊗ → N (Fin∗ ) defines a symmetric monoidal ∞category.
(2) The functor i : N (M)⊗ → N (M)[W −1 ]⊗ is lax symmetric monoidal.
(3) The underlying functor ih1i exhibits N (M)[W −1 ]⊗
h1i as the Dwyer-Kan localization of N (M) at W .
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(4) More generally: for every ∞-category K equipped with a map K → N (Fin∗ )
the pullback N (M)[W −1 ]⊗ ×N (Fin∗ ) K → K is the Dwyer-Kan localization
of N (M)⊗ ×N (Fin∗ ) K → K.
(5) For every symmetric monoidal ∞-category D the functor i induces an equivalence
Funlax (N (M)[W −1 ], D) → FunW
lax (N (M), D)
where the superscript W denotes the full subcategory of functors which send
W to equivalences in D.
(6) The inclusion of the cofibrant objects Mc → M induces an equivalence
N (Mc )[W −1 ]⊗ → N (M)[W −1 ]⊗ of symmetric monoidal ∞-categories.
The theorem will follow as a special case of a more general claim about DwyerKan localizations in families. To this end we generalize the results given in [Hin16,
Section 2]. For the next definition we will need the notion of an absolute right Kan
extension. Recall first that a diagram of ∞-categories of the form
(18)

X
f

9A

i



X0

/Y

g

is said to exhibit g as a right Kan extension of f along i if it is terminal in the
∞-category of all completions of the diagrams
X
f

i



X0

Y

to a diagram as above. Note that diagram (18) does not commute, only up to a
non-invertible 2-cell as indicated. We say that g is an absolute right Kan extension
if for every functor p : Y → Y 0 to an ∞-category Y 0 the induced diagram
X
i



X0

8@

pf

!
/ Y0
pg

exhibits pg as the right Kan extension of pf along i.
Definition A.8. Let p : X → S be a coCartesian fibrations where S is an ∞category equipped with a subset W of edges in X. We say that p is left derivable if
the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) The morphisms in W are sent to identities p.
(2) For every morphism s : a → b in S the functor s! : Xa → Xb is left derivable,
i.e. there exists an absolute right Kan extension Ls! in the diagram
Xa


Xa [Wa−1 ]

s!

4<
Ls!

/ Xb


/ Xb [W −1 ].
b
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This means that the morphism Xa [Wa−1 ] → Xb [Wb−1 ] is the absolute right
Kan extension of Xa → Xb → Xb [Wb−1 ] along Xa → Xa [Wa−1 ].
(3) For every 2-simplex
?b
s

t



/c
a
in S the canonical morphism Lt! ◦ Ls! → Lu! of functors Xa [Wa−1 ] →
Xc [Wc−1 ] is an equivalence.
u

Example A.9. Assume that for a coCartesian fibration X → S with a marking W
condition (1) is satisfied and that all the functors s! : Xa → Xb have the property
that s! (Wa ) ⊆ Wb . Then X → S is left derivable. In this case the absolute right
Kan extension
s!
/ Xb
Xa
4<



Xa [Wa−1 ]

Ls!


/ Xb [W −1 ].
b

is given by the factorization using the universal property of Dwyer-Kan localizations
and the 2-cell is an equivalence. To see this we just note that right Kan extension
is a right adjoint to the fully faithful restriction functor
Fun(Xa [W −1 ], Xb [Wb−1 ]) ' FunW (Xa , Xb [Wb−1 ]) ⊆ Fun(Xa , Xb [Wb−1 ]).
Therefore if a functor s! already lies in the subcategory of functors that preserve
weak equivalences, then the right adjoint does not change it. The same remains
true after postcomposition with another functor, so that it is in fact an absolute
right Kan extension.
For example if we have a symmetric monoidal ∞-category C satisfying the assumptions of Proposition A.5 then C ⊗ → N Fin∗ with the class W ⊗ (as defined
before Definition A.4) is left derivable.
Example A.10. Let M and N be model categories and F : M → N a left Quillen
functor. Then the coCartesian fibration X → ∆1 classified by the functor N F :
N M → N N is left derivable for the class of weak equivalences that are given by
the weak equivalences in M and N .
To see this we recall the well known fact, that the derived functor in the sense
of Quillen model categories is the (absolute) right Kan extension. We will give a
quick proof of this. For simplicity we assume that M has a functorial cofibrant
replacement, i.e. for every X in M there is a cofibrant replacement Xc → X that
depends naturally on X. This is not necessary for the statement, but simplifies the
proof considerably and is in practice almost always satisfied, in particular in all our
applications. The argument for the more general case follows the arguments given
in [Hin16, Section 1] or [DK80, Section 5].
As a first step we consider the functor
R : Fun(N (M), D) → Fun(N (M), D)

R(G)(X) = G(Xc )

for a general ∞-category D. The functor R comes with a natural transformation
R → id induced from the maps Xc → X and if G lies in the full subcategory
FunW (N (M), D) ⊆ Fun(N (M), D)
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then the transformation R(G) → G is an equivalence. In particular R sends the
full subcategory FunW (N (M), D) to itself. Now assume that we are given a functor G with the property that R(G) lies in FunW (N (M), D). Then we claim that
the morphism R(G) → G exhibits R(G) as the right Kan extension of G along
N (M) → N (M)[W −1 ] or said differently the reflection of G into the full subcategory FunW (N (M), D) ⊆ Fun(N (M), D). To see this we consider the subcategory
Fun0 (N (M), D) ⊆ Fun(N (M), D))
given by all functors G : N M → D for which RG lies in FunW (N (M), D). By what
we have said before we have in particular
FunW (N (M), D) ⊆ Fun0 (N (M), D).
Now since G lies by assumption in Fun0 (N (M), D) it obviously suffices to check that
RG is the reflection from Fun0 (N (M), D) into FunW (N (M), D) (since we only need
to check the universal property against objects of FunW (N (M), D)). But on the
subcategory Fun0 (N (M), D) the endofunctor G defines a colocalization with local
objects the functors in FunW (N (M), D) which can be seen using [Lur09, Proposition
5.2.7.4]. Since this proof works for all D we see that R(G) is in fact the absolute
right Kan extension.
Now we specialise the case that we have considered before to the case where D =
N N [W −1 ] and G is the functor N M → N N → N N [W −1 ]. By the properties of a
left Quillen functor it follows that the functor RG(X) = F (Xc ) : N M → N N [W −1 ]
preserves weak equivalences. Thus it factors to a functor which is the absolute right
Kan extension. But RG is by definition exactly the left derived functor in the sense
of Quillen.
Example A.11. As a variant of the example before assume that we have a Quillen
bifunctor B : M×M0 → N . Then the left derived bifunctor is also the absolute right
Kan extension. This follows as in Example A.10. Thus the coCartesian fibration
over ∆1 classified by B with the obvious notion of weak equivalence is also left
derivable.
Example A.12. Let M, N , O be model categories and F : M → N and G : N → O
be left Quillen functors. Then we claim that the resulting coCartesian fibration
X → ∆2 classified by the diagram
N (N )
F

N (M)

:

G
GF

$
/ N (O)

is left derivable, where we use the obvious choice of weak equivalences. Since the
functors F , G and GF are left derivable as we have seen in Example A.10 we can
deduce that condition (2) of Definition A.8 is satisfied. To verify condition (3) we
need to verify that the right Kan extension of the composite GF is equivalent to the
compositions of the right Kan extensions of F and G. But this is obvious by the
formula for right Kan extensions of model categories.
Example A.13. Let M be a symmetric monoidal model category. We consider
the coCartesian fibration N (M⊗ ) → N Fin∗ and equip it with the class of weak
equivalences W ⊗ as described before Definition A.4. This is left derivable in the
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sense of Definition A.8. To see this we just observe that all the functors in question
are a composition of inert and active maps in N Fin∗ . For the active maps we get
multi-Quillen functors, which are left derivable by Example A.11. The inert maps
just preserve weak equivalences. It then follows as in Example A.12 that also the
compositions are left derivable and that the derived functors (i.e. absolute right Kan
extensions) of these functors compose. This proves that the coCartesian fibration is
left derivable.
Let p : X → S be a left derivable coCartesian fibration. Then we form the DwyerKan localization i : X → X[W −1 ] which comes with a functor X[W −1 ] → S obtained
by the universal property. We can arrange for this functor to be a categorical
fibration which we assume from now on. It might be important to recall that if
we choose two different equivalent categorical fibrations which are equivalent over
S then one is coCartesian if and only if the other is. This makes the following
statement, which is the key result about left derivable coCartesian fibrations, model
independent.
Proposition A.14. Let p : X → S be a left derivable coCartesian fibration over an
∞-category S. Then the following are true:
(1) The functor X[W −1 ] → S is a coCartesian fibration.
(2) For every object a ∈ S the morphism ia : Xa → X[W −1 ]a exhibits X[W −1 ]a
as the Dwyer-Kan localization of Xa at the weak equivalences Wa .
(3) For every morphism s : a → b in S the associated diagram
Xa


s!

4<

ia

X[W −1 ]a

s0!

/ Xb


ib

/ X[W −1 ]b
s

!
exhibits s0! as the absolute right Kan extension of the composition Xa −
→
−1
0
−1
0
Xb → X[W ]b along Xa → X[W ]a . Here s! is the functor associated to
the coCartesian fibration X[W −1 ] → S and the 2-cell is the natural transformation obtained from the functor X → X[W −1 ] over S.

Let us first assume this result and draw some consequences, in particular we
deduce Theorem A.7 from it.
Corollary A.15. Assume that we are given a left derivable coCartesian fibration
p : X → S.
(1) For every ∞-category K with a morphism K → S the morphism X ×S K →
X[W −1 ] ×S K → K exhibits X[W −1 ] ×S K as the Dwyer-Kan localization
of X ×S K at the edges in X ×S K that are mapped to W . Then:
(2) If a morphism s : a → b in S has the property that the functor s! : Xa → Xb
preserves weak equivalences, then the functor X → X[W −1 ] preserves scoCartesian lifts.
Proof. Since left derivable coCartesian fibrations are clearly stable under pullback,
we can deduce from A.14 that (X ×S K)[W −1 ] → K is coCartesian, the fibres are
Dwyer-Kan localizations of the fibres of X ×S K → K and the induced functors
are given by right Kan extensions of the corresponding functors for the coCartesian
fibration X ×S K → K. Then the canonical map into the pullback X[W −1 ] ×S K →
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K, which is also coCartesian, is a fibrewise equivalence and also compatible with
base change. This implies that it is an equivalence, which proves part (1).
To see property (2) we note that under the assumption that s! preserves weak
equivalences, the (absolute) right Kan extension of s! : Xa → Xb → X[W −1 ]b is
given by the extension using the universal property of X[W −1 ]a as the Dwyer-Kan
extension (see Example A.9 above for an argument). Therefore we get that the 2-cell
in the diagram
Xa


X[W −1 ]0a

s!

4<
s0!

/ Xb


/ X[W −1 ]b

is invertible. But this implies the claim.



Proof of Theorem A.7. By Example A.13 a symmetric monoidal model category
N M⊗ → N Fin∗ is a left derivable coCartesian fibration. As a result we deduce from
Proposition A.14 that the resulting functor N M[W −1 ]⊗ → N Fin∗ is a coCartesian
fibration. The fact that it is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category easily follows from
the fact that a Dwyer-Kan localization of a product category C × C 0 at a product
class W × W 0 is by the canonical map equivalent to the product C[W −1 ] × C 0 [W −1 ].
This shows (1).
⊗
For (2) we observe that the functor f! : N M⊗
hni → N Mhmi associated to an inert
morphism f : hni → hmi is given up to equivalence by product projection since the
inert morphisms are generated by the ρi of Definition A.1. Thus by the definition
of W the functor f! preserves weak equivalences. Now we can apply (2) of Corollary
A.15 to deduce that i : N M⊗ → N M[W −1 ]⊗ preserves coCartesian lifts of inert
morphisms. This shows that it is a lax symmetric monoidal functor.
Assertion (3) and (4) of Theorem A.7 immediately follow from (2) of Proposition
A.15 and (1) of Corollary A.14.
For (5) we first observe that it is immediate that we get for every symmetric
monoidal ∞-category C ⊗ → S an equivalence
i∗

⊗ ⊗
FunN Fin∗ (N M[W −1 ]⊗ , C ⊗ ) −
→ FunW
N Fin∗ (N M , C ).

In fact we get such an equivalence for every categorical fibration in place of C ⊗ but
we will not need this extra generality here. Now since the coCartesian lifts of inert
morphisms in N M[W −1 ]⊗ all come from N M (as shown above) we get that the
above equivalence restricts to an equivalence
Funlax (C[W −1 ], D) → FunW
lax (C, D)
as desired.
Finally to prove claim (6) we make use of the following two observations: first the
functor N Mc [W −1 ]⊗ → N M[W −1 ]⊗ over N Fin∗ is fibrewise over N Fin∗ an equivalence since it is fibrewise given by products of the functor N Mc [W −1 ] → N M[W −1 ]
which is an equivalence and secondly it sends coCartesian lifts to coCartesian lifts,
i.e. is a symmetric monoidal functor. For the latter we use the universal property of N Mc [W −1 ] to see that it is symmetric monoidal precisely if the functor
⊗
−1 ]⊗ is symmetric monoidal which is true by construcN M⊗
c → N M → N M[W
tion of the derived functors (see Example A.13). But this finishes the proof since a
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functor between coCartesian fibrations which takes coCartesian lifts to coCartesian
lifts and is a fibrewise equivalence is already an equivalence on total spaces.

Now we only have to prove Proposition A.14. The main idea is to use descent in
the base S to do this. Therefore we first give the descent statement for coCartesian
fibrations that we want to use.
Lemma A.16.
(1) Let X → S be a coCartesian fibration and let S = colimSi , i.e. S is the
colimit in Cat∞ of a diagram F : I → Cat∞ . Then X is the colimit of
X ×S Si .
1
(2) Assume conversely that we are given a diagram I → (Cat∞ )∆ of coCartesian fibrations Xi → Si so that for each morphism i → j in I the square
Xi

/ Xj




/ Sj

Si

is a pullback. Choose X = colimXi → S = colimSi to be a categorical
fibration. Then X → S is coCartesian and the canonical maps Xi → X ×S Si
are equivalences.
Proof. We first claim that for a coCartesian fibration X → S the base change functor
(Cat∞ )/S → (Cat∞ )/X
preserves colimits.39 To see this we use that this functor can be modelled by the
strict pullback functor from the category of simplicial sets over S to the category of
simplicial sets over X (both equipped with the Joyal model structure). This functor
preserves cofibrations and colimits. Since it also preserves weak equivalences by
[Lur09, 3.3.1.3] it is a left Quillen functor which implies that it preserve all homotopy
colimits and therefore the claim.
Now if we are in the situation of (1) then we write the identity functor S → S as
a colimit of the functors Si → S in (Cat∞ )/S . By pullback along X → S we get the
equivalence colim(Si ×S X) ' X as desired.
For (2) we first use that the ∞-category of coCartesian fibrations over S is equivalent to the functor ∞-category Fun(S, Cat∞ ). This equivalence is natural in S in
the sense that pullback of coCartesian fibrations corresponds to pullback of functors,
see [Lur09, Proposition 3.2.1.4]. Using this translation we see that we have a family
of functors Fi : Si → Cat∞ corresponding to Xi → Si such that the pullback of
Fj along Si → Sj is given by Fj . Thus we can glue those functors together to a
functor F : S → Cat∞ which corresponds to a coCartesian fibration X 0 → S. By
construction we know that the pullback X 0 ×S Si → Si is equivalent to Xi → Si .
Thus we can deduce by (1) that X 0 is equivalent to X = colimXi . This shows part
(2).

Lemma A.17. Let C ⊆ Cat∞ be the smallest full subcategory of the ∞-category
Cat∞ that contains ∆0 , ∆1 and that is closed under all small colimits. Then the
inclusion C ⊆ Cat∞ is an equivalence of ∞-categories.
39This is more generally true for flat categorical fibrations in the sense of [Lur16, Definition
B.3.8] but not for any map between ∞-categories since Cat∞ is not locally cartesian closed.
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Proof. This is well known, but for convenience we give a quick proof. First we
note that the n-simplex ∆n is in Cat∞ equivalent to the iterated pushout ∆1 ∪∆1
∪ . . . ∪∆0 ∆1 . In particular all simplicies ∆n lie in C. Now we show that C contains
all ∞-categories represented by finite simplicial set S. To see this we use induction
on the dimension of S. But then it suffices by a further induction on the top
dimensional simplices to show that if S in C then also S ∪∂∆n ∆n ∈ C. But this
follows from the induction hypothesis since ∂∆n is of dimension n − 1 and ∆n is in
C as remarked above. Now finally every arbitrary simplicial set is a filtered colimit
of finite simplicial sets, which finishes the proof.

Proof of Proposition A.14. The proof will be given in two steps: the first part is the
proof of the statement of Proposition A.14 for left derivable coCartesian fibrations
X → S with S = ∆0 and S = ∆1 . In the second part we prove that if Proposition
A.14 is true for all left derivable coCartesian fibrations over some family Si of ∞categories which are the vertices of a diagram I → Cat∞ , then the Proposition is
also true for all left derivable coCartesian fibrations over the colimit S = colimI Si
in Cat∞ . Together these two assertions then imply the claim, using Lemma A.17.
In the case S = ∆0 there is nothing to show. For the case S = ∆1 we use that
the ∞-category of coCartesian fibrations X → ∆1 is equivalent to the ∞-category
of diagrams φ : ∆1 → Cat∞ , i.e. functors F : X0 → X1 for ∞-categories X0 and
X1 . The inverse of this equivalence is given by the mapping simplex construction
M (φ) → ∆1 see [Lur09, Definition 3.2.2.6]. Explicitly we have that M (φ) is given
by the pushout
X0
F

id×{1}

/ X0 × ∆1

/ M (φ)



X1

of simplicial sets. Since the upper vertical map is a cofibration this is also a pushout
in the ∞-category Cat∞ .40
Now to prove the Proposition for a given left derivable coCartesian fibration
X → ∆1 , we present it as M (φ) → ∆1 for the associated diagram X0 → X1 . Since
X → ∆1 is left derivable we know that we can find an absolute right Kan extension
diagram
X0


X0 [W0−1 ]

F

4<
LF

/ X1


/ X1 [W −1 ].
1

In particular this means that we have a natural transformation h : X0 × ∆1 →
X1 [W1−1 ]. When we denote the lower line of the diagram by φ0 then we have an
associated mapping simplex M (φ0 ). Moreover we claim that there is a canonical
map M (φ) → M (φ0 ) over S induced by the diagram above. More precisely we act
on the X0 × ∆1 factor of M (φ) with the natural transformation h and on the X1
factor with the functor X1 → X1 [W1−1 ] and the two maps fit together on X0 × {1}.
We claim that this functor p : M (φ) → M (φ0 ) exhibits M (φ0 ) as the Dwyer-Kan
40This pushout is in fact a special case of a more general statement, namely that the total space
of every coCartesian fibration is the oplax colimit of its classifying functor, see [GHN15].
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localization at the weak equivalences W . To this end we first note that p sends W by
construction to equivalences in M (φ0 ). Then it suffices to show that it satisfies the
universal property of the Dwyer-Kan localization. Thus consider an arbitrary ∞category D and consider the ∞-category Fun(M (φ0 ), D). Decomposing this functor
category into a pullback
Fun(M (φ0 ), D)

/ Fun(X0 [W −1 ] × ∆1 , D)
0




/ Fun(X0 [W −1 ], D).
0

Fun(X1 [W1−1 ], D)

we see that it is (on the nose) equivalent to the ∞-category of diagrams
X0 [W0−1 ]
LF

G0



t|

X1 [W1−1 ]

G1

#
/D

with a not-necessarily invertible 2-cell (i.e.natural transformation) G0 → G1 ◦ LF .
The vertical morphism LF is an absolute right Kan extension (along the morphism
X0 → X0 [W0−1 ] that is not in the picture) which implies that G1 ◦ LF is also a right
Kan extension along the same morphism. Thus by the universal property of the
right Kan extension we get that the space of natural transformations G0 → G1 ◦ LF
as in the diagram is equivalent to the space of natural transformations in the induced
diagram
/ X0 [W −1 ]
0

X0
F



X1

.
G0

w
/ X1 [W −1 ]
1

G1

#
/D

Together this shows that the ∞-category of functors Fun(M (φ0 ), D) is equivalent to
the ∞-category that consists of a functor G00 : X0 → D which sends W to equivalence, a functor G01 : X1 → D which sends W to equivalence and a transformation
G01 F → G00 . But this is by exactly the category FunW (M (φ), D) which follows as
above using the colimit description of M (φ). Together this shows that M (φ0 ) is a
Dwyer-Kan localization. Therefore we conclude that the Dwyer-Kan localization is
a coCartesian fibration with the desired properties and thus that Proposition A.14
for S = ∆1 is true.
As a next step we assume that Proposition A.14 is true for ∞-categories Si and
we are given a colimit diagram I B → Cat∞ . We denote the cone point by S. If
we have a left derivable coCartesian fibration X → S we deduce from Lemma A.16
that we have an equivalence X ' colimI (X ×S Si ). By assumption we know that all
the Dwyer-Kan localizations (X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ] → Si are coCartesian fibrations where
Wi denotes the pulled back class of weak equivalences. Moreover we know that the
fibres are given by the Dwyer-Kan localizations and that the induced morphisms are
given by absolute right Kan extension. We claim that for each morphism i → j in
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I the induced diagram
(X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ]

/ (X ×S Sj )[W −1 ]
j




/ Sj

Si

is a pullback. This follows as in the proof of Corollary A.15: first we note that
the pullback of (X ×S Sj )[Wj−1 ] along Si → Sj is also a coCartesian fibration, and
then use that the map from (X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ] into this pullback is a fibrewise equivalence (since the fibres are by assumption Dwyer-Kan equivalences) and preserves
coCartesian lifts (since these are given by the right Kan extension).
We deduce from Lemma A.16 that the colimit colim(X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ] → colimSi =
S is a coCartesian fibration. Now we claim that the colimit X ' colim(X ×S Si ) →
colim(X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ] exhibits the target as the Dwyer-Kan localization of the source
at the weak equivalences W . To see this we verify the universal property. Therefore
let D be an arbitraty ∞-category, then we get
Fun(colim(X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ], D) ' lim Fun((X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ], D)
' lim FunWi (X ×S Si ), D) ' FunW (X, D).
In a more abstract language, we have used that the Dwyer-Kan localization functor
from relative ∞-categories to ∞-categories preserves colimits. Together this shows
that X[W −1 ] → S is a coCartesian fibration.
Moreover we deduce also from Lemma A.16 that the pullback of X[W −1 ] along
Si → S is given by (X ×S Si )[Wi−1 ]. By assumption we know for the latter that the
fibres are given by Dwyer-Kan localizations. Since every object of the ∞-category
S = colimSi lies (up to equivalence) in some Si this implies that also the fibres of
X[W −1 ] → S are given by Dwyer-Kan localizations. Moreover the same reasoning
immediately shows that for every morphism s : a → b in S that factors through one
of the Si ’s the square
Xa


X[W −1 ]a

s!

4<
s0!

/ Xb


/ X[W −1 ]b

exhibits an absolute right Kan extension. But then the same also follows for compositions of such morphisms by assumption (3) in Definition A.14 of a left derivable
coCartesian fibration. Since every morphism in S is a finite composition of morphisms that factor through one of the Si ’s this finishes the proof.


APPENDIX T

Cyclic objects
In this Appendix, we briefly recall conventions regarding Connes’ cyclic category
Λ. In fact, we will need several related combinatorial categories ∆, Λ, Λp for 1 ≤
p ≤ ∞, and the associative operad Ass⊗ , with its natural map to the commutative
operad Fin∗ . Moreover, we recall the geometric realization of cyclic spaces, both in
the topological case, and in the ∞-categorical case.
First, Fin∗ is the category of pointed finite sets. For all n ≥ 0, we write hni ∈ Fin∗
for the finite set {0, 1, . . . , n} pointed at 0. Next, there is the associative operad Ass⊗ .
Its objects are given by pointed finite sets, and for n ≥ 0, we write hniAss ∈ Ass⊗
for the finite pointed set hni regarded as an object of Ass⊗ . The set of morphisms
HomAss⊗ (hniAss , hmiAss )
is given by the set of all maps f : hni → hmi of finite pointed sets together with a
linear ordering on the inverse image f −1 (i) ⊆ hni for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m} ⊆ hmi. To
define composition, note that if f : S → T is map of finite sets with a linear ordering
t1 < . . . < tm on T and on the individual preimages f −1 (t1 ), . . . , f −1 (tm ), then one
gets a natural linear ordering on S, ordering preimages of t1 before preimages of t2 ,
etc., before preimages of tm . By definition, there is a natural functor Ass⊗ → Fin∗
forgetting the linear ordering.
Note that if C is a symmetric monoidal ∞-category with total space C ⊗ →
N (Fin∗ ), then associative algebras are given by certain functors N (Ass⊗ ) → C ⊗
over
N N (Fin∗ ). Concretely, this amounts to an object ⊗A ∈ C together with maps
j∈f −1 (i) A → A whenever hni → hmi is a map in Ass and i ∈ {1, . . . , m} ⊆ hmi.
This explains the requirement of the linear ordering on f −1 (i), as the multiplication
morphisms in an associative algebras depend on the order of the factors.
As usual, ∆ denotes the category of totally ordered nonempty finite sets, and
for n ≥ 0, we let [n] = {0, 1, . . . , n} ∈ ∆. There is a natural functor ∆op → Fin∗ ,
which sends a totally ordered, nonempty finite set S to the set of cuts, i.e. the set of
disjoint decomposition S = S1 t S2 with the property that for all s1 ∈ S1 , s2 ∈ S2 ,
we have s1 < s2 , and we identify the disjoint decomposition S t ∅ and ∅ t S. The set
of cuts is pointed at the trivial decomposition S = S t ∅. Note that in particular,
[n] ∈ ∆op maps to hni ∈ Fin∗ .
In fact, there is a natural functor ∆op → Ass⊗ over Fin∗ . Recall that the functor
∆op → Fin∗ was given by S 7→ Cut(S). If f : S → T is a map of totally ordered
nonempty finite sets, and S = S1 t S2 is a cut of S with S1 and S2 nonempty, then
the set of cuts of T pulling back to S1 t S2 is naturally a totally ordered set, as it is
a subset of the totally ordered set of cuts of T into two nonempty sets. This gives
the required functor ∆op → Ass⊗ .
Now we construct Connes’ cyclic category Λ. We start with the definition of the
paracyclic category Λ∞ . It is the full subcategory Λ∞ ⊆ ZPoSet consisting of all
objects isomorphic to n1 Z for n ≥ 1. Here PoSet is the category or partially ordered
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sets and non-decreasing maps, ZPoSet is the category of objects in PoSet equipped
with a Z-action and we consider n1 Z as an object with its natural ordering and the
Z-action given by addition.41 We will use the notation
1
Z ∈ Λ∞ .
n
There is an action of BZ on Λ∞ defined as restriction of the action of BZ on the
functor category Fun(BZ, PoSet). Concretely, this means that there is an action of
Z on the morphism spaces of Λ∞ , with the generator σ of Z sending a morphism
1
Z to σ(f ) : Z → Z given by σ(f ) = f + 1. Now, for any integer p ≥ 1,
f : n1 Z → m
we define a category Λp as the category with the same objects as Λ∞ , but with the
morphism spaces divided by the action of σ p . Equivalently,
[n]Λ∞ =

Λp = Λ∞ /B(pZ) .
For p = 1, we abbreviate Λ = Λ1 . Thus, the objects of Λp are, up to isomorphism,
still given by the integers n1 Z for n ≥ 1, and we denote the corresponding object by
[n]Λp ∈ Λp . Note that by definition, there is a remaining BCp = BZ/B(pZ)-action
on the category Λp , and
Λ = Λp /BCp .
We note that the category Λ∞ is self-dual. Namely, one can send a map f : S → T
to the function f ◦ : T → S given by
f ◦ (x) = min{y | f (y) ≥ x} .
Then f ◦ is non-decreasing, Z-equivariant, i.e. f ◦ (x + 1) = f ◦ (x) + 1, and for all
x ∈ T, y ∈ S, one has f (y) ≥ x if and only if y ≥ f ◦ (x). In particular, one can
recover f from f ◦
f (y) = max{x | f ◦ (x) ≤ y} ;
we warn the reader that this is not the same as (f ◦ )◦ . Another description of the
map f ◦ is given by identifiying an object S ∈ Λ∞ with the set S ◦ of nontrivial cuts
of S. For this identification an element s ∈ S is sent to the cut S = S<s t S≥s .
Since the set of non-trivial cuts is naturally contravariant this can also be used to
op
desribe f ◦ : T → S for a given map f : S → T . The self-duality Λ∞ ∼
= Λ∞ is
BZ-equivariant, and thus descends to a self-duality of Λp for all 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, in
particular of Λ.
We need to relate Λ with the other combinatorial categories. For this, note that
there is a natural functor
V : Λ → Fin
sending
Λ∞ to S/Z. Concretely this functor sends [n]Λ∞ to the finite set
 1 2 T ∈n−1
0, n , n , . . . , n . In fact, one has V = HomΛ ([1]Λ , −) : Λ → Fin via the transformation taking a map f : [1]Λ → [n]Λ to the image of V (f ) : V ([1]Λ ) → V ([n]Λ ).
Proposition B.1. The functor V : Λ → Fin refines to a functor
⊗
V : Λ → Ass⊗
act = Ass ×Fin∗ Fin

still denoted V .
41The collection of these objects can also be characterized intrinsically: they are exactly the
linearly ordered posets T with free, order preserving Z action, such that T /Z is finite.
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We note that we will mostly use the composite
V ◦ : Λop ∼
= Λ → Ass⊗
act
with the self-duality of Λ.
Proof. In order to lift the morphism V : Λ → Fin through Ass⊗
act we have to supply
orderings on the preimages of points of S/Z → T /Z for an equivalence class of order
preserving, Z-equivariant morphisms [f ] : S → T . But if i ∈ T /Z with lift ĩ ∈ T
then f −1 (ĩ) ⊆ S is totally ordered (as a subset of S), and canonically independent
of the choices of ĩ and the representative f , because of the Z-equivariance of f˜. 
In particular, we get a natural functor
Λ/[1]Λ → ∆
sending a map f : [n]Λ → [1]Λ to V ([n]Λ ) equipped with the total ordering induced
by f using Proposition B.1. We claim that this is an equivalence. To see this, we
construct an inverse functor. In fact, there is a natural functor ∆ → Λ∞ sending
[n − 1] = {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} to n1 Z ∼
= Z × [n − 1] with the lexicographic ordering
and the action given by addition in the first factor. This clearly extends to all
finite linearly ordered sets with the same formula, i.e. we send S to Z × S with
lexicographic ordering. With this description the functoriality is also clear. As ∆
has a final object [0], this gives a map ∆ → Λ∞/[1]Λ∞ , which induces the desired
functor ∆ → Λ/[1]Λ . One checks easily that the two functors are inverse, resulting
in the following corollary.
Corollary B.2. There is an equivalence of categories ∆ ' Λ/[1]Λ .



In particular, we get a natural functor ∆ → Λ sending [n] to [n + 1]Λ , or equivalently a functor j : ∆op → Λop . Note that by the considerations above, this actually
factors over a functor j∞ : ∆op → Λop
∞ . The following result is critical.
Theorem B.3. The functor j∞ : N ∆op → N Λop
∞ of ∞-categories is cofinal.
Proof. By Quillen’s Theorem A, [Lur09, Theorem 4.1.3.1], this is equivalent to the
statement that for all T ∈ Λ∞ , the simplicial set given by the nerve of the category
C = ∆/T = ∆ ×Λ∞ Λ∞ /T is weakly contractible, that means contractible in the
Quillen model structure.
We first establish a criterion to prove weak contractibility in terms of “coverings”.
Assume that for a given ∞-category C there is a family of full, saturated42 subcategories Ui ⊆ C for i ∈ I with the property that all finite intersections ofSthe Ui ’s are
weakly contractible and that we have an equality of simplicial sets C = i∈I Ui (this
is not just a condition on the objects, but also on the higher simplices). Then we
claim that C is weakly contractible as well.
To prove this criterion we first observe that C is the filtered colimit of the finite
partial unions, thus we can assume that I is finite. Inductively we assume we
know the claim for all ∞-categories with a covering consisting of n contractible, full
42Saturated means that every object, morphism etc. which is equivalent to one in the subcategory

also lies in the subcategory. Thus this really means that we have a full simplicial subset in the sense
that it is induced from a subset of the vertices and a higher simplex is in the subsimplicial set
precisely if all its vertices are.
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subcategories. We want to show that C = U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Un is contractible. We consider
the following pushout diagram of simplicial sets
(U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Un−1 ) ∩ Un

/ Un




/ U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Un

U0 ∪ . . . ∪ Un−1

which is also a pushout in the Quillen model structure since all the maps involved
are cofibrations. By assumption the three upper left corners are weakly contractible,
thus also U1 ∪ . . . ∪ Un which shows the claim.
We now apply this criterion to the ∞-category C = ∆/T = ∆ ×Λ∞ Λ∞ /T with the
“covering” given by
Ut := C[t, t + 1)
t∈T
where C[a, b) for a, b ∈ T is the full subcategory of C which consists of pairs (S, ϕ)
where S ∈ ∆ and ϕ : j∞ S → T such that ϕ(S) ⊆ [a, b) ⊆ T . Here S is considered as
the subset {0} × S ⊆ Z × S = j∞ (S), which is a fundamental region for the Z-action
on j∞ (S).
Finite intersections of Ut ’s are always also of the form C[a, b) where b ≤ a + 1.
Thus in order to verify the assumptions of our criterion we have to show that all
those C[a, b) are weakly contractible. For every choice of such a, b ∈ T we can choose
an isomorphism T ∼
= n1 Z such that a and b correspond to 0 and nk with k ≤ n, so
that we have to show that C[0, nk ) ⊆ ∆/ 1 Z is weakly contractible. But this category
n
is equivalent to ∆/[k−1] which has a terminal object.

Corollary B.4. The ∞-category N Λop
∞ is sifted in the sense of [Lur09, Definition
5.5.8.1]. Moreover, denoting by |X| ∈ S the homotopy type of a simplicial set X,
|N Λ∞ | is contractible, and
|N Λ| = |N Λ∞ |/BZ = BBZ = K(Z, 2) = BT ' CP ∞ .
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem B.3 and [Lur09, Lemma 5.5.8.4]. Thus,
|Λ∞ | is contractible by [Lur09, Lemma 5.5.8.7]; we could have deduced this also
more directly from [Lur09, Proposition 4.1.1.3 (3)]. Now the final assertion follows
from the definition of Λ as a quotient and the observation that the BZ-action on
Λ∞ is free, thus the orbits are also the homotopy orbits after taking nerves.

Now we need to discuss geometric realizations. First, we do the case of ∞categories.
Proposition B.5. For any ∞-category C admitting geometric realizations of simplicial objects, there is a natural functor
Fun(N (Λop ), C) → C BT
from cyclic objects in C to T-equivariant objects in C. The underlying object of C is
given by
(F : N (Λop ) → C) 7→ colimN (∆op ) j ∗ F .
Proof. The functor can be constructed as the composite
BZ
Fun(N (Λop ), C) → FunBZ (N (Λop
(pt, C) = C BBZ = C BT .
∞ ), C) → Fun
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Here, in the middle we use the BZ = T-equivariant functor
colimN (Λop
: Fun(N (Λop
∞ ), C) → C .
∞)
By Theorem B.3, the underlying functor to C is given by colimN (∆op ) j ∗ , which also
shows existence of the colimit.

Now we want to discuss the geometric realization functor for cyclic topological
spaces. Our strategy is to deduce these from a realization of paracyclic topological spaces in parallel to the ∞-categorical case. But first we recall the geometric
realization of simplicial spaces.
Construction B.6. Let Top denote the category of compactly generated weak
Hausdorff spaces. There is a natural functor
| − | : Fun(∆op , Top) → Top
constructed as follows. We have the topological n-simplex
n
n
o n
o
X
n
|∆n | = (x0 , . . . , xn ) ∈ [0, 1]n+1 |
xi = 1 ∼
(y
,
.
.
.
,
y
)
∈
[0,
1]
|
y
≤
.
.
.
≤
y
=
1
n
1
n
i=0

where yi = x0 + . . . + xi−1 . Together all the simplices ∆n can be given the structure
of a cosimplicial space, i.e. a functor ∆ → Top. We explain in a second how this is
done. Using this cosimplicial space, the geometric realization of a simplicial space
X• is defined as the coend
Z
a

|X• | =
Xn × |∆n | =
Xn × |∆n | / ∼ .
[n]∈∆

n∈N

Recall that a priori this colimit is taken in compactly generated weak Hausdorff
spaces, but it turns out that the topological space is also given by the colimit of
the same diagram taken in topological spaces, cf. [Sch17, Appendix A, Proposition
1.19].
Now to the cosimplicial structure on |∆• |: this is usually constructed in barycentric coordinates by sending a map of ordered sets s : [n] → [m] to the unique affine
linear map |∆n | → |∆m | given on vertices by s. We want to present a slightly different way to do this using increasing coordinates, which essentially goes back to
Joyal.43 First we say that a linearly ordered set is an interval if it has a minimal
and a maximal element which are distinct. An example is given by the unit interval
[0, 1] ⊆ R with its natural ordering. A morphism of intervals is a non decreasing map
that sends the minimal element to the minimal element and the maximal element
to the maximal element. There is a functor −◦ : ∆ → Int, where Int is the category
of intervals, given as
S ◦ = Hom∆ (S, [1]) = {S = S0 t S1 | s ≤ t for s ∈ S0 , t ∈ S1 }
where S ◦ has the natural ordering as a set of maps into a poset. It is not hard to see
that S ◦ is indeed an interval. In fact the functor −◦ exhibits the category of finite
intervals as the opposite category of ∆.
Now we define for S ∈ ∆ the geometric realization
|∆S | := HomInt (S ◦ , [0, 1])
43We thank Peter Teichner for suggesting that this description extends to cyclic spaces and
helpful discussions of this point.
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∼ [n + 1] and |∆S |
with the topology induced from [0, 1]. For S = [n] we have S ◦ =
recovers the description of |∆n | in increasing coordinates as above. The point is that
this description of |∆n | makes the functoriality in order preserving maps [n] → [m]
clear. This description also shows the (well known) fact that the group of continuous,
orientation preserving homeomorphisms of the intervall [0, 1] acts canonically on the
geometric realization of every simplicial set or space.
We will need the well-known fact that geometric realization models the homotopy
colimit. Recall that a simplicial topological space X• is called proper, if for each n
the inclusion
n−1
[
si (Xn−1 ) ,→ Xn
i=0

is a Hurewicz cofibration44 where si are the degeneracy maps Xn−1 → Xn . This
is for example the case if it is “good” in the sense that all degeneracy maps are
h-cofibrations, see [Lew82, Corollary 2.4]. We denote by Fun(∆op , Top)prop the full
subcategory of Fun(∆op , Top) consisting of the proper simplicial spaces. Every space
can be functorially replaced by a weakly equivalent good one, so that this inclusion
induces an equivalences on the associated ∞-categories.
Lemma B.7. The diagram of functors
N Fun(∆op , Top)prop


Fun(N (∆op ), S)

|−|

colim

/ N Top

/S

commutes (up to a natural equivalence) where the vertical maps are the Dwyer-Kan
localization maps.
Proof. The key fact is that the geometric realization functor, when restricted to
proper simplicial spaces, preserves weak equivalences. This is a well known fact that
we review in Proposition C.3 of the next section.
Now we use the Reedy model structure on Fun(∆op , Top): this is a model structure
on Fun(∆op , Top) for which the weak equivalences are levelwise and every cofibrant
object is proper (but it has to satisfy more conditions since proper is only Reedy cofibrant for the Strom model structure and we are working with the standard Quillen
model structure). For the Reedy model structure geometric realization becomes a
left Quillen functor. It follows that geometric realization can be left derived to induce a left adjoint functor of ∞-categories. Since for proper simplicial spaces weak
equivalences are already preserved it follows that the left derived functor is given by
evaluation on a proper simplicial space and one does not have to replace cofibrantly
in the Reedy model structure. The right adjoint is given by the right derived func•
tor of the functor which sends a topological space X to the simplicial space X |∆ | .
This functor clearly preserves all weak equivalences and is equivalent to the diagonal
functor. Putting everything together this shows that the induced functor from the
geometric realization as restricted to proper simplicial spaces is left adjoint to the
diagonal functor, thus it is equivalent to the colimit.

44Usually closed cofibration is required, but since we are working within weak Hausdorff compactly generated spaces this is automatic.
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Remark B.8. One can get rid of the assumption that the simplicial space has to
be proper by replacing the functor | − | with the fat geometric realization, that
is the coend over the category ∆inj ⊆ ∆ which has the same objects as ∆ but
only injective, order preserving maps as morphisms. This amounts to taking the
geometric realization without quotening by the degeneracy maps. The disadvantage
is that this fat realization is much bigger then the ordinary one and does not preserve
products anymore, for example the terminal object in simplicial spaces is sent to the
infinite dimensional simplex ∆∞ .
Now we discuss the geometric realization of paracyclic spaces. This will eventually
also lead to the notion of geometric realization of cyclic spaces.
Construction B.9. We want to construct a BZ-equivariant functor
| − | : Fun(Λop
∞ , Top) → RTop ,
where RTop denotes the 1-category of topological spaces equipped with a continuous
action of the additive group of the reals. The action of BZ on the source is induced
from the action on Λop
∞ and on the target by the action on the reals (or rather on
BR as RTop is the category of continuous functors from BR to Top). The functor
| − | will be constructed similarly to the geometric realization of simplicial sets.
We consider the real line R as a poset with its standard ordering and as equipped
with a Z-action by addition. For every T ∈ Λ∞ we define
|ΛT∞ | := {f : T ◦ → R | f non decreasing and Z-equivariant} .
We topologize this as a subspace of the space of maps into R with its standard
topology. This space also carries a natural action by the additive group of real
numbers R given by postcomposition with a translation. Together this construction
defines a BZ-equivariant functor Λ∞ → RTop.
Now for an arbitrary paracyclic topological space X• we define the geometric
realization by the coend
Z
a

XT × |ΛT∞ | =
XT × |ΛT∞ | / ∼
|X• | =
T ∈Λ∞

T

in RTop. This functor is BZ-equivariant, since the functor T 7→ |ΛT∞ | is.
Recall that a cyclic space is a functor X• : Λop → Top, which is by definition of
Λ the same as a BZ-equivariant functor Λop
∞ → Top. Since we are in a 1-categorical
setting this is just a condition on the functor, namely that is sends f and f + 1 to
the same map of topological spaces for each morphism f in Λop
∞ . In this sense we
consider the category of cyclic spaces as a full subcategory of paracyclic spaces. Now
since the realization functor | − | : Fun(Λop
∞ , Top) → RTop is equivariant it follows
that for a cyclic space X• the action of Z ⊆ R on the realization |X• | is trivial, thus
the action factors to a T = R/Z action. This T-space is what we refer to as the
geometric realization of the cyclic space.45 Similarly for a functor Λop
p → Top the
action of pZ ⊆ R is trivial so that we obtain a R/pZ-action.
45One could alternatively repeat Construction B.9 using cyclic spaces instead of paracyclic spaces
and S 1 instead of R. We leave the details to the reader.
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Example B.10. Consider an object of Λ∞ of the form j∞ (S) = Z × S for an object
S ∈ ∆ (in fact every object of Λ∞ is up to isomorphism of this form). There is a
canonical morphism
|∆S | → |Λj∞∞ (S) |
given by sending a map s : S ◦ → [0, 1] to the unique Z-equivariant extension s :
j∞ (S)◦ → R along the canonical inclusion S ◦ ⊆ j∞ (S)◦ . Now using this map and
j (S)
the fact that R acts on |Λ∞∞ | we get a canonical map
|∆S | × R −→ |Λj∞∞ (S) |

s, α 7→ s + α .
This map is a homeomophism as one easily checks by writing down the inverse.
∼ n
Remark B.11. For S = [n] ∈ ∆ we get an equivalence |Λn+1
∞ | = |∆ | × R. One
can use this to directly define the geometric realization. Then one has to equip the
spaces |∆n |×R by hand with the structure of a coparacyclic space. Chasing through
1
the identifications one finds that the cyclic operator (i.e. addition with n+1
) acts as
(x0 , . . . , xn , α) 7→ (xn , x0 , . . . , xn−1 , α − xn )
where the xi are the barycentric simplex coordinates in |∆n | and α ∈ R. This shows
that our geometric realization is compatible with the classical discussions, see e.g.
the discussion in [Jon87].
Lemma B.12. For a paracylic topological space X• the underlying space of the
geometric realization |X• | is naturally homeomorphic to the geometric realization of
∗ X .
the underlying simplicial space j∞
•
Proof. Since both are defined by coend formulas and j ∗ preserves colimits it is enough
to check that there is a natural homeomorphism |ΛT∞ | ∼
= |j ∗ ΛT∞ | for T ∈ Λ∞ . Here
∗
T
j Λ∞ is the simplicial set obtained from the representable ΛT∞ = T : : Λop
∞ → Set
by pullback along j : ∆ → Λ∞ . By definition we have
a

|j ∗ ΛT∞ | =
|∆S | × HomΛ∞ (j∞ (S), T ) / ∼ .
S∈∆

There is a natural map from this coend to |ΛT∞ | given as in Example B.10: it sends a
pair (s, f ) consisting of an element s : S ◦ → [0, 1] in |∆S | and a map f : j∞ (S) → T
to the composition of f ◦ : T ◦ → j∞ (S)◦ with the extenions s : j∞ (S)◦ → R. This is
well defined and natural in T . Thus we have to show that this map |j ∗ ΛT∞ | → |ΛT∞ |
is a homeomorphism for every T ∈ Λ∞ .
To this end we want to construct an inverse map. For an element t ∈ |ΛT∞ | given
by a map t : T ◦ → R we let n be the unique natural number such that T ∼
= n1 Z, i.e.
the cardinality of T /Z. Then we consider the unique map
1
f:
Z→T
n+1
1
with f ( n+1
) = min t−1 (R≥0 ) (where we have identified T and T ◦ as usual) and
k
k−1
f ( n+1
) is the successor of f ( n+1
) for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.46 Using this map we obtain a
46Note that k = 1 is also included so that f (0) is the successor of min t−1 (R ). We recom≥0
mend that the reader computes the map f and f ◦ under the isomorphism T ∼
= n1 Z which sends
min t−1 (R≥0 ) to 0 as an illustration.
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factorization of t as
1
s
Z◦ →
− R
n+1
with s(0) = 0 and s(1) = 1, i.e. s is the extension of some s : [n]◦ → [0, 1]. In fact
1
n
this factorization determines s uniquely since the elements n+1
, . . . , n+1
all lie in
◦
the image of f , but not 0 and 1. Together this construction determines a map
f◦

T ◦ −→

(19)

|ΛT∞ | → |∆n | × HomΛ∞ (j∞ [n], T ) → |j ∗ ΛT∞ |

which is by construction left inverse to the map |j ∗ ΛT∞ | → |ΛT∞ | in question, i.e. the
composition |ΛT∞ | → |j ∗ ΛT∞ | → |ΛT∞ | is the identity. We want to show that it is also
right inverse, i.e the composition
|j ∗ ΛT∞ | → |ΛT∞ | → |j ∗ ΛT∞ |
is the identity as well. We claim that this can be reduced to showing that the map
(20)

∗ T
|∆n | × Homsurj
Λ∞ (j∞ [n], T ) → |j Λ∞ |

1
is surjective, where Hominj
Λ∞ (j∞ [n], T ) denotes those maps j∞ [n] = n+1 Z → T that
1
n
1
are injective when restricted to {0, n+1
, . . . , n+1
} ⊆ n+1
Z (and n is still determined
1
1
∼
by T = n Z). In this case the map n+1 Z → T is automatically surjective. The surjectivity of (20) is indeed sufficient, since for an object (s, f ) ∈ |∆n |×Hominj
Λ∞ (j∞ [n], T )
the factorization of the associated map t = s̄ ◦ f ◦ is given by the pair (s, f ) itself as
one sees from the construction.
In order to see that the map (20) is indeed surjective, we use the following more
general criterion. Let X be a simplicial set. We call a simplex ∆n → X essential if
it is non-degenerate and it is not the face of another non-degenerate simplex. We
denote
of essential
n-simplicies by Xness ⊆ Xn . Then the claim is that the

` the subset
map [n]∈∆ |∆n | × Xness → |X| given in the evident way is surjective. This fact is
straightforward to check using the fact that the geometric realization can be built
from the non-degenerate cells. Now we want to identify the essential simplices of
1
j ∗ ΛT∞ . The non-degenerate k-simplices are given by the maps k+1
Z → T that are
1
k
1
injective when restricted to {0, k+1
, . . . , k+1
} ⊆ k+1
Z and the essential k-simplices
are the ones for which moreover k = n, i.e. exactly the ones showing up in (20).
This shows the surjectiviity of the map (20).
We have now shown that the two maps are inverse to each other. It remains
to show that the composition (19) is continuous. This follows since the only noncontinuous part of the first map are the “jumps” of the minimum which are identified
in the realization. This finishes the proof.
Note that one could alternatively investigate the non-degenerated cells of the
simplicial set j ∗ ( n1 Z) to see that this describes a cell structure of R × ∆n−1 . This is
more instructive (but a little harder to formalize) than our proof and is left to the
reader.


Now we obtain the analogue of Lemma B.7. We call a paracyclic space X• , i.e. a
∗
functor Fun(Λop
∞ , Top) proper if the restriction j X• is proper as a simplicial space.
op
op
We denote by Fun(Λ∞ , Top)prop ⊆ Fun(Λ∞ , Top) the full subcategory of proper
paracyclic spaces.
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Proposition B.13. The diagram
N Fun(Λop
∞ , Top)prop


Fun(N (Λop
∞ ), S)

|−|

/ N RTop

/S

colim

commutes as a diagram of BZ-equivariant functors.47 Here S is equipped with the
trivial BZ-action and the right hand functor is, as a BZ-equivariant functor, given
by the Dwyer-Kan localization map N RTop → Fun(BR, S) followed by the forgetful
∼
functor Fun(BR, S) −
→ S.48
Proof. Since the geometric realization of a paracyclic space is the geometric realization of the underlying simplicial set we can deduce from Lemma B.7 that the
functor N Fun(Λop
∞ , Top)prop → N RTop preserves weak equivalences and also colimits. Thus it is a left adjoint functor. Then also similar to Lemma B.7 we see
that the right adjoint is given by the right derived functor of the right adjoint of the
realization. This functor is given by sending a topological space X with R-action to
the paracyclic space
[n]Λ∞ 7→ MapR (|Λn∞ |, X) ∼
= Map(∆n−1 , X) ' X
where we have used the equivalence of Remark B.11. It is as a BZ-equivariant
functor equivalent to the diagonal functor. This implies the claim.

Passing to BZ-fixed points now immediately gives the following important corollary, where a cyclic space is called proper if the underlying simplicial space is.
Corollary B.14. The diagram
N Fun(Λop , Top)prop


Fun(N (Λop ), S)

|−|

/ N TTop

/ S BT

commutes, where the lower horizontal functor is the one constructed in Proposition
B.5.

We also need a version of the previous proposition for spectra. For this, note that
Construction B.9 induces a functor
O
O
Fun(Λop
∞ , Sp ) → RSp

by applying it in every degree and taking basepoints into account (note that geometric realization preserves the point). We say that a simplicial or paracyclic spectrum
is proper, if it is levelwise proper (after forgetting basepoints).

47This means that it commutes up to a natural equivalence, that we will suppress from now on.
48Note that the 1-categorical forgetful functor RTop → Top is not BZ-equivariant.
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Proposition B.15. The diagram
O
N Fun(Λop
∞ , Sp )prop



Fun(N (Λop
∞ ), Sp)

|−|

/ N RSpO

/ Sp

colim

of BZ-equivariant functors commutes.
Proof. This is immediately clear from Proposition B.13 since “colimits can be taken
levelwise”. But let us be a bit more precise what we mean by this slogan. If we
Dwyer-Kan localize SpO at the levelwise equivalences, then we get an ∞-category
PreSp which we call the ∞-category of prespectra. By [Lur09, Proposition 4.2.4.4]
this is equivalent to the functor category Fun(hcN O, S∗ ) where O is the topologically
enriched category described in the footnote of Definition II.2.1. The objects of O
are, up to equivalence, just the natural numbers and they correspond to the levels
of the orthogonal spectrum. Now we use that filtered colimits of pointed spaces are
computed underlying and the fact that colimits in functor categories are computed
pointwise to deduce that for PreSp in place of Sp the square in question evidently
commutes.
Finally we use that Sp is a Bousfield localization of PreSp, i.e. a reflective full
subcategory. This implies that there is a commutative square
Fun(N (Λop
∞ ), PreSp)


Fun(N (Λop
∞ ), Sp)

colim /

PreSp

colim


/ Sp

of BZ-equivariant functors. To see this we pass to the square of right adjoints.
Pasting the two squares together then finishes the proof.

Corollary B.16. The diagram
N Fun(Λop , SpO )prop

/ N TSpO




/ Sp

Fun(N (Λop ), Sp)
commutes.



As a final topic, we need to discuss simplicial subdivision. Recall the category
Λp = Λ∞ /B(pZ), which comes with a natural functor Λp → Λ, identifying Λ =
Λp /BCp . Geometrically, note that |Λ∞ | is contractible, while |Λp | = |Λ∞ |/BZ '
BT, and |Λp | → |Λ| a BCp -torsor.
On the other hand, there is another functor sdp : Λp → Λ which induces a
homotopy equivalence of geometric realizations, and sends [n]Λp to [pn]Λ . It is
constructed as follows. There is an endofunctor sdp : Λ∞ → Λ∞ sending [n]Λ∞ to
1
1
1
[pn]Λ∞ , and a map f : n1 Z → m
Z to the map p1 f (p·−) : pn
Z → pm
Z. More generally
for an arbitrary object T ∈ Λ∞ we introduce a new object sdp (T ) = p1 T with the
same underlying order set as T and the action of n ∈ Z given by multiplication with
pn.
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The functor sdp : Λ∞ → Λ∞ passes to the quotient by BZ to give the desired
functor
sdp : Λp → Λ .
Note that as sdp : Λ∞ → Λ∞ necessarily induces a homotopy equivalence |Λ∞ | '
|Λ∞ |, so the preceding discussion implies that sdp : Λp → Λ also induces a homotopy
equivalence |Λp | ' |Λ|.
Proposition B.17. The diagrams
∼
=

Λ∞


/ Λop
∞

sdp
∼
=

Λ∞



Λp

sdp



/ Λop
∞

∼
=

sdp

Λ

∼
=

/ Λop
p


sdp

/ Λop

commute.
Proof. It is enough to consider the first diagram. On objects, commutation is clear,
and on morphisms, both composite functors send f to f ◦ .

We need a compatibility between simplicial subdivision and the functor Λ →
Ass⊗
act . Indeed, using the category FreeCp of finite free Cp -sets and its functor S 7→
S = S/Cp to finite sets, there is a natural commutative diagram
Λop
O
Λop
p

∼
=

/Λ
O

∼
=

/ Λp

sdp

V

Vp

/ FreeC ×Fin Ass⊗
p
act

sdp



Λop

∼
=



/Λ

/ Ass⊗
O act

V


/ Ass⊗ ,
act

where the upper left vertical arrows are the projection Λp → Λ = Λp /(BCp ), and
the upper right vertical arrow is the projection to Ass⊗
act . Moreover, for the lower
right vertical arrow recall that Ass⊗
is
the
category
of
finite sets with maps given
act
by maps with total orderings on preimages. Then the lower right vertical functor is
given by the projection to the first factor FreeCp , with total orderings on preimages
induced by the second factor. Finally, the functor Vp sends [n]Λp to the pair of
(V (sdp ([n]Λp )), V ([n]Λ )), noting that V (sdp ([n]Λp )) has a natural Cp -action induced
from the Cp -action on [n]Λp , whose quotient is given by V ([n]Λ ).
Proposition B.5 works with Λp in place of Λ, as do Corollary B.14 and Corollary B.16. However, there is an extra twist to the story here. Namely, there is a
BCp -action on Λp , and thus on
Fun(N (Λop
p ), C)
for any ∞-category C. There is also a BCp -action on C BT by the natural action of
BCp on BT induced by the inclusion Cp ⊆ T.
Lemma B.18. Let C be an ∞-category that admits geometric realizations. The
functors
BT
op
O
O
Fun(N (Λop
, Fun(Λop
p ), C) → C
p , Top) → TTop , Fun(Λp , Sp ) → TSp
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are BCp -equivariant, and the commutative diagrams
N Fun(Λop
p , Top)prop

/ N TTop

Fun(N (Λop
p ), S)




/ S BT ,

O
N Fun(Λop
p , Sp )prop

/ N TSpO




/ SpBT

Fun(N (Λop
p ), Sp)
commute BCp -equivariantly.

BT
Proof. First, the construction of the BCp -equivariant functor Fun(N (Λop
p ), C) → C
works exactly as in Proposition B.5: it is constructed as the composition
B(pZ)
B(pZ)
Fun(N (Λop
(N (Λop
(pt, C) = C BB(pZ) = C BT .
p ), C) → Fun
∞ ), C) → Fun

All of the involved functors are BCp -equivariant, since they are obtained as BpZ
fixed points of functors that are BZ-equivariant.
Now the rest of the proposition follows analogously by taking fixed points since
the constructions of geometric realizations come from BZ-equivariant functors (Construction B.9) and the diagrams already commute BZ-equivariantly (Proposition
B.13 and Proposition B.15).

Using the functor sdp : Λp → Λ we get for every cylic object X a subdivided Λp object sd∗p X and we recall the well known fact that they have the same geometric
realization.
Proposition B.19. Let C be an ∞-category that admits geometric realizations.
(i) The diagram of functors
Fun(Λop , C)


/ C BZ

sdp

Fun(Λop
p , C)

/ C BZ

commutes.
(ii) For a proper paracyclic topological space (resp. spectrum) X there is a natural
T-equivariant homeomorphism
|X| ∼
= |sd∗p X| ,
compatible with the ∞-categorical equivalence under the comparison of Proposition
B.13 (resp. Proposition B.15).

In our construction of the cyclotomic structure maps, we need to commute the
Tate construction −tCp with a geometric realization. Let us describe this abstractly;
we consider the case C = Sp for concreteness. There is a natural functor
op
Fun(Λop
p , Sp) → Fun(Λ , Sp)
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tC

intuitively given by sending [n]Λop
7→ Xn to [n]Λop 7→ Xn p , using the natural Cp p
action on Xn . Concretely, using the natural BCp -action on Λop
p , one has
BCp
BCp
Fun(Λop
(Λop
),
p , Sp) = Fun
p , Sp

and composing with the BCp -equivariant functor −tCp : SpBCp → Sp, one gets the
functor
BCp
BCp
op
Fun(Λop
(Λop
) → FunBCp (Λop
p , Sp) = Fun
p , Sp
p , Sp) = Fun(Λ , Sp) .

Proposition B.20. There is a natural transformation from the composite
−tCp

op
BT
Fun(Λop
p , Sp) −−−→ Fun(Λ , Sp) → Sp

to the composite
tC

BT − p
−−−→ SpB(T/Cp ) ∼
Fun(Λop
= SpBT .
p , Sp) → Sp

Proof. Under the equivalence
BCp
BCp
BCp
),
) = FunBZ (Λop
(Λop
Fun(Λop
∞ , Sp
p , Sp
p , Sp) = Fun

the first functor is the composite
colimΛop

−tCp

∞
BZ
BCp
) −−−→ FunBZ (Λop
(pt, Sp) = SpBT ,
FunBZ (Λop
∞ , Sp) −−−−−→ Fun
∞ , Sp

and the second functor is the composite
colimΛop

−tCp

BCp
) −−−−−∞
FunBZ (Λop
→ FunBZ (∗, SpBCp ) −−−→ FunBZ (∗, Sp) = SpBT .
∞ , Sp

Generally, if C, D and E are ∞-categories such that D and E admit C-indexed colimits
and G : D → E is a functor, then there is a natural transformation of functors
Fun(C, D) → E
from
(F : C → D) 7→ colimC G ◦ F
to
(F : C → D) 7→ G(colimC F ) ,
BCp ,
by the universal property of the colimit. Applying this to C = Λop
∞ , D = Sp
tC
BC
E = Sp, G = − p : Sp p → Sp and passing to BZ-equivariant objects gives the
result.


We need a small variant of the above constructions in the case BCp -equivariant
functors
Λop
p → TTop ,
where BCp acts on TTop via the natural inclusion Cp ⊂ T. Namely, given such
a functor, the usual geometric realization gives an object of (T × T)Top, but the
BCp -equivariance implies that it is actually an object of ((T × T)/Cp )Top, where Cp
is embedded diagonally. Thus, we can restrict to the diagonal T/Cp ∼
= T, and get
an object of TTop. We get the following proposition.
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Proposition B.21. There are natural functors
FunBCp (Λop
p , TTop) → TTop
op
from the category FunBCp (Λop
p , TTop) of BCp -equivariant functors Λp → TTop to
TTop, and
O
O
FunBCp (Λop
p , TSp ) → TSp
op
O
O
from the category FunBCp (Λop
p , TSp ) of BCp -equivariant functors Λp → TSp to
O
TSp .
On the subcategory of functors factoring over a functor Λop = Λop
p /BCp → Top ⊆
O
O
TTop (resp. Λop = Λop
p /BCp → Sp ⊆ TSp ), this is given by the usual functor. 

This construction can also be done in ∞-categories.
Proposition B.22. For any ∞-category C admitting geometric realizations, there
is a natural functor
BT
FunBCp (N (Λop
) → C BT
p ), C
BT ) of BC -equivariant functors N (Λop ) → C BT
from the category FunBCp (N (Λop
p ), C
p
p
op
BT
to C . Restricting this construction to functors factoring as Λp /BCp = Λop →
C → C BT , this agrees with the functor from Proposition B.5.
Moreover, the diagrams

FunBCp (Λop
p , TTop)prop

/ TTop

BT )
FunBCp (N (Λop
p ), S




/ S BT ,

O
FunBCp (Λop
p , TSp )prop

/ TSpO




/ SpBT

BCp

Fun

BT )
(N (Λop
p ), Sp

commute.
Proof. The construction of the functor
BT
FunBCp (N (Λop
) → C BT
p ), C

is the same as above: As C BT has geometric realizations, one has a functor
BT
Fun(N (Λop
) → (C BT )BT = C B(T×T) = Fun(B(T × T), C) .
p ), C

By Lemma B.18, this functor is BCp -equivariant for the BCp -action on the left-hand
side given by the action on Λop
p , and the BCp -action on the right by acting on the
second copy of T. It follows that we get an induced functor
BT
FunBCp (N (Λop
)) → FunBCp (B(T × T), C) ,
p ,C

where BCp acts on B(T × T) through the diagonal embedding (as BCp acts on the
left also on BT). But
FunBCp (B(T × T), C) = Fun(B((T × T)/Cp ), C) ,
which has a natural map to C BT by restricting to the diagonal T/Cp ⊆ (T × T)/Cp ,
and identifying T/Cp ∼
= T.
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As all intervening functors in the construction commute with the functors Top →
S resp. SpO → Sp, we get the desired commutative diagrams.


APPENDIX U

Homotopy colimits
In this section we briefly recall the classical construction of homotopy colimits of
(pointed) topological spaces and orthogonal spectra following Bousfield and Kan.
The material in this section is well-known and standard but in the literature there
are varying statements, especially the precise cofibrancy conditions that are imposed
differ. We thank Steffen Sagave and Irakli Patchkoria for explaining some of the
subtleties that arise and guidance through the literature. We also found the writeup
[Mal14] very useful.
As before we work in the category of compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces
throughout. We need the following basic result, see e.g. [GZ67, Chapter 3], for which
it is essential in work in compactly generated weak Hausdorff spaces.
Proposition C.1. The geometric realization functor
| − | : Fun(∆op , Top) → Top
of Construction B.6 commutes with finite limits.
Proof. It suffices to show that the functor preserves pullbacks and the terminal
object. The terminal object is left to the reader. By the fact that the geometric
realization is an enriched Kan extension and the fact that the category Top is locally
cartesian closed it suffices to treat the case of simplices, i.e. that a pullback of
simplices ∆i ×∆j ∆k (considered as a pullback in simplicial topological spaces) is
sent to a pullback by geometric realization.
This pullback is in fact a pullback of simplicial sets (as opposed to spaces) and
then it is standard fact that the realization is a pullback, therefore we only sketch
the argument.
We first claim that this pullback is in fact given by the nerve of a finite poset,
namely the pullback in the category fPoSet of finite posets of the finite posets [n]
representing the simplices. Therefore it suffices to prove that the functor
|−|

N

fPoSet −→ Fun(∆op , Set) −−→ Top
preserves pullbacks. We claim that this composition is given by the functor which
sends a finite poset P to the space
Φ(P ) = HomDLat (P ◦ , [0, 1])
where P ◦ is the distributive lattice of maps P ◦ = HomPoSet (P, [1]). Here a distributive lattice is a poset with certain properties and the maps are required to preserve
binary infima and suprema and the minimal and maximal element. The functor
(−)◦ in fact induces an equivalence between the category of finite posets and the
category of finite distributive lattices. This is Stone duality.
By definition there is an equivalence Φ(P ) ∼
= |N P | for P ∈ ∆ ⊆ fPoSet. Then the
general claim follows by observing that the nerve of an arbitrary finite poset can be
156
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written as a pushout in the category of simplicial sets. Thus the realization is also a
pushout and it is easy to see that HomDLat (P ◦ , [0, 1]) is also a pushout. Finally the
proof is finished by observing that the functor P 7→ P ◦ sends pullbacks to pushouts
of distribute lattices (since it is an equivalence) and thus HomInt (P ◦ , [0, 1]) preserves
pullbacks.

Recall that a map A → X of topological spaces is called a Hurewicz cofibration (or
simply h-cofibration) if it has the homotopy extension property, i.e. if the induced
map
A × I ∪A×{0} X × {0} → X × I
admits a retract, where I = [0, 1] is the interval. Now we state the technical key
lemma for all results in this section. The first reference for this is [BV73, Proposition
4.8(b), Page 249] but see also the discussion in [Mal14, Proposition 1.1].
Lemma C.2 (Gluing Lemma). Consider a diagram of spaces
Bo


A

'

B0 o



'

A0

/C


'

/ C0 ,

where the maps A → B and A0 → B 0 are h-cofibrations and the vertical maps are
weak homotopy equivalences. Then also the induced map on pushouts B ∪A C →
B 0 ∪A0 C 0 is a weak homotopy equivalence.

For the next statement recall that we call a simplicial space X• proper if all the
maps Ln X → Xn are h-cofibrations where
 n−1
`
[
`n−1
n−2
/
∼
/
si (Xn−1 ) ⊆ Xn−1
Ln X = coEq
=
i=0 Xn−1
i=0 Xn−2
i=0

is the n-th latching object. The following proposition is well known, cf. [May74,
A.4]. This also follows from [DI04, Theorem A.7 and Reformulation A.8]. We give
a quick proof based on the Gluing lemma which also seems to be folklore (see e.g.
[Mal14]).
Proposition C.3. Let f : X• → Y• be a map of proper simplicial spaces that is
a levelwise weak homotopy equivalence. Then the realization |X• | → |Y• | is a weak
homotopy equivalence as well.
Proof. Every simplicial space X• admits a skeletal filtration
|Sk0 X• | ⊆ |Sk1 X• | ⊆ |Sk2 X• | ⊆ . . . ⊆ |X|
where each |Skn X• | is obtained by the following pushout
Ln X × |∆n | ∪Ln X×|∂∆n | Xn × |∂∆n |

/ Xn × ∆n




/ |Skn X• | .

|Skn−1 X• |

If X• is proper the pushout product axiom implies that the upper morphism is an
h-cofibration.
As a first step we want to show that under the assumptions of the Proposition the
induced map |Skn X• | → |Skn Y• | is a weak equivalence. By the above considerations
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and the gluing lemma it suffices to show that for all n the maps Ln X → Ln Y
are weak homotopy equivalences. This can be seen bySa similar induction over the
dimension and the number of summands in the union n−1
i=0 si (Xn−1 ).
Now we know that all maps |Skn X• | → |Skn Y• | are weak equivalences and the
result follows by passing to the limit. This does not create problems since all maps
involved in this filtered limit are h-cofibrations. The directed colimit of those is a
homotopy colimit.

Note that the last proposition is slightly surprising from the point of view of
model categories since it mixes h-cofibrations and weak homotopy equivalences. In
particular it can not be proved abstractly for any model category (it can not even
be stated in this generality).
Now we can come to the discussion of homotopy colimits. Thus let I be a small
category and consider a functor X : I → Top.
Definition C.4. The (Bousfield-Kan) homotopy colimit of X is defined as the geometric realization
a
hocolim X :=
X(in ) .
I

i0 →...→in

It is fairly straightforward to compute that the latching object of the simplicial
space in questuon is a disjoint union of X(in ) over some subset of all strings i0 →
. . . → in . Explicitly it is the subcategory where at least one of the morphisms is the
identity. Cleary the inclusion of a component into a disjoint union is an h-cofibration.
Proposition C.5. For a transformation X → X 0 between functors X, X 0 : I → Top
such that every map X(i) → X 0 (i) is a weak homotopy equivalence the induced map
hocolimI X → hocolimI X 0 is also a weak homotopy equivalence.
Moreover the homotopy colimit models the ∞-categorical colimit in the sense that
the diagram
N Fun(I, Top)


Fun(N I, S)

hocolimI

colimI

/ N Top

/S

commutes. The vertical maps are the Dwyer-Kan localizations at the (levelwise)
weak homotopy equivalences.
Proof. Only the second part needs to be verified. But for this we use that the model
categorical homotopy colimit is equivalent to the ∞-categorical colimit. The comparison between the model categorical colimit (with respect to the projective model
structure) and the Bosufield Kan formula is classical, see for example [Dug08] under
some more restrictive cofibrancy assumptions. But the first part of this proposition
show that this is unnecessary since cofibrant replacement does not change the weak
homotopy type of the homotopy colimit.

Now we want to talk about pointed spaces. First of all, if we have a pointed
simplicial space X• : ∆op → Top∗ then the geometric realization is again canonically
pointed since the geometric realization of the constant simplicial diagram is again
a point, so we do not need to modify the geometric realization. The situation is
different for the homotopy colimit of a diagram X : I → Top∗ . To see this let us
compute the homotopy colimit of the constant diagram I → Top with i 7→ pt for
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each i ∈ I. By definition this geometric realization is the geometric realization of
the simplicial set N I, the nerve of the category I. This geometric realization is
not homeomorphic to the point (aside from trivial cases). This makes the following
definition necessary:
Definition C.6. Let X• : I → Top∗ be a diagram of pointed topological spaces. The
reduced homotopy colimit is defined as the quotient
^ X := hocolim X/ hocolim pt
hocolim
I

I

I

where hocolimI X refers to the homotopy colimit of the underlying unpointed diagram
in the sense of Definition C.4.
Now recall that a based space X is called well-pointed if the inclusion pt → X of
the basepoint is an h-cofibration.
Proposition C.7. For a transformation X → X 0 between functors X, X 0 : I →
Top∗ such that every map X(i) → X 0 (i) is a weak homotopy equivalence the induced
map
^ X → hocolim
^ X0
hocolim
I

I

is also a weak homotopy equivalence provided that all spaces X(i) and X 0 (i) are well
pointed. Moreover the reduced homotopy colimit models the ∞-categorical colimit of
pointed spaces.
Proof. The reduced homotopy colimit is homeomorphic to the geometric realization
of the simplicial space
_
^ X∼
hocolim
X(in )
=
I

i0 →...→in

thus we have to show that this simplicial space is proper. But the latching inclusions
are given by pushout against the basepoint inclusions so that they are h-cofibrations
if all involved spaces are well-pointed. The statement about the ∞-categorical colimit follows as in Proposition C.5.

^ I X if it is
In practice we will abusively only write hocolimI X instead of hocolim
clear from the context that we are working in a pointed context.
Finally we want to discuss homotopy colimits in the category SpO of orthogonal
spectra. If we just apply the results about pointed spaces levelwise and use that all
colimits are computed levelwise, then we get that for levelwise well-pointed orthogonal spectra the Bousfield-Kan formula computes the correct ∞-categorical colimit.
But we will see now that more is true: the Bousfield-Kan formula always computes
the correct colimit, even for non-well pointed diagrams! This miracle has to do with
stability and is in contrast to the case of pointed spaces.
To prove this fact we have to input a version of the gluing lemma for orthogonal
spectra which does not hold for pointed spaces. To this end recall that a map
A → X of orthogonal spectra is called an h-cofibration if it has the homotopy
extension property in the category of orthogonal spectra. Equivalently if there is a
retract of the map
A ∧ I+ ∪A∧S 0 X ∧ S 0 → X ∧ I+
where we have used that orthogonal spectra are tensored over pointed spaces. Then
we have the following version of the Gluing Lemma which is proved in [MMSS01,
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Theorem 7.4(iii)] for prespectra and in [MM02, Theorem 3.5(iii)] for orthogonal
G-spectra (just specialise to G = pt):
Lemma C.8 (Gluing Lemma). If we have a diagram of orthogonal spectra
Bo


'

B0 o

/C

A


'



'

/ C0

A0

where the maps A → B and A0 → B 0 are h-cofibrations and the vertical maps are
stable equivalences. Then also the induced map on pushouts B ∪A C → B 0 ∪A0 C 0 is
a stable equivalence.

Remark C.9. Note that the analogous notion of h-cofibration for pointed spaces
is what is called pointed h-cofibration. For a map of pointed spaces being a pointed
h-cofibration is a weaker condition than for the underlying map of spaces being an
h-cofibration. For example the map pt → X is always a pointed h-cofibration for
every pointed space X. But it is only an underlying h-cofibration if the space X is
well pointed. The crucial difference between pointed spaces and orthogonal spectra
is the analogous statement to the Gluing Lemma C.8 is wrong in pointed spaces.
We rather need that the underlying maps are h-cofibrations.
Definition C.10. For a diagram I → SpO the (Bousfield-Kan) homotopy colimit
hocolimI X ∈ SpO is defined by levelwise application of the reduced homotopy colimit
of Definition C.6.
Proposition C.11. For a transformation X → X 0 between diagrams of orthogonal
spectra X, X 0 : I → SpO such that every map X(i) → X 0 (i) is a stable equivalence
the induced map
hocolimX → hocolimX 0
I

I

is also a stable equivalence. Moreover the homotopy colimit models the ∞-categorical
colimit of orthogonal spectra.
Proof. This follows formally exactly as in the case of spaces from the gluing lemma
using the fact that the inclusions X → X ∨Y of wedge summands are h-cofibrations.
Thus the relevant simplicial object is Reedy h-cofibrant. Then the statement follows
from inductive construction of the geometric realization and finally the fact that the
filtered colimit along h-cofibration again is the homotopy colimit.

Lemma C.12. The homotopy colimits functor hocolim : Fun(I, SpO ) → SpO commutes with geometric realizations, i.e. for a diagram X : ∆op → Fun(I, SpO ) there
is a canonical homeomorphism
| hocolim(Xi )| ∼
= hocolim |Xi | .
I

I

Proof. Geometric realization commutes with colimits since its a coend and the smash
product commutes with colimits in both variables seperately. As a result the statement can by definition of homotopy colimits be reduced to showing that geometric
realization commutes with another geometric realization. But this means that taking vertical and horizontal geometric realization of a bisimplicial space is the same
as the other way around. The latter fact is standard and can be seen by a formal
reduction to simplices where it is obvious.
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Now we consider the category of orthogonal G-spectra for G a finite group G (or a
compact Lie group). By continuity of the functor hocolim we get that for a diagram
I → GSpO the homotopy colimit hocolimI X gets an induced G-action, thus can be
considered as a orthogonal G-spectrum itself. The following lemma will be crucial:
Lemma C.13. The fixed points functor −G : GSpO → SpO commutes with geometric realizations and homotopy colimits, i.e. for diagrams Y : ∆op → GSpO and
X : I → GSpO the canonical maps
|Y•G | → |Y• |G

and

hocolim(XiG ) → (hocolim Xi )G
I

I

are homeomorphisms. The same is true if we replace
spaces.

SpO

by spaces or pointed

Proof. We first show that geometric realization commutes with taking fixed points
in spaces. The statements about spectra (and pointed spaces) then follows since it is
just applied levelwise. Fixed points for a finite group are a finite limit. Fixed points
for a compact Lie group G can be computed by taking a finite set of topological
generators of G and then taking fixed points for those. This way we see that it
is also essentially a finite limit. Now the result follows from the observation that
geometric realization as a functor from simplicial objects in Top to Top commutes
with finite limits, cf. Proposition C.1.
Finally the homotopy colimit is the geometric realization |Y• | where Y• is the
simplicial object in SpO with
_
Yn =
Xin .
i0 →...→in

Thus it suffices to show that wedge sums commute with taking fixed points if the
action is basepoint preserving. But this is obvious.

We note that the fixed points functor itself needs to be derived, thus the above
lemma a priori does not have any homotopical meaning (of course it can be derived
but we shall not need this here). Also we note that taking fixed points does not
commute with colimits of spaces.
Proposition C.14. For a transformation X → X 0 between diagrams of orthogonal
G-spectra X, X 0 : I → GSpO such that every map X(i) → X 0 (i) is an equivariant
equivalence (i.e. a stable equivalence on all geometric fixed points, see Definition
II.2.3) the induced map
hocolimX → hocolimX 0
I

I

is also an equivariant equivalence of G-spectra. Moreover the homotopy colimit models the ∞-categorical colimit of orthogonal G-spectra.
Proof. By definition we have to check that all maps
ΦH (hocolimXi ) → ΦH (hocolimXi0 )
I

I

for H ⊆ G are stable equivalences. Since geometric fixed points is by definition
given by taking fixed points after an index shift it follows from Lemma C.13 that it
commutes with homotopy colimits, so that this above map is isomorphic to the map
hocolim ΦH (Xi ) → hocolim ΦH (Xi0 ) .
i∈I

i∈I
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This map is a stable equivalence by Proposition C.11 since by assumption all the
maps ΦH (Xi ) → ΦH (Xi0 ) are stable equivalences.

Note that the last statement can also be proven more directly from the gluing
lemma for G-orthogonal spectra as proven in [MM02, Theorem 3.5(iii)] but we need
Lemma C.13 independently.
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